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Abstract of Thesis
Matthew’s magi (Matt 2:1-12) travel great lengths in the first three centuries CE. This thesis
analyzes the early Christian afterlives of Matthew’s magi in the first three centuries in light of
early Christian Wirkungsgeschichte of ancient ‘magic’ and ‘magic’ practitioners. In so
doing, I arrive at two main findings. First, I show that, for the evangelist and his early
Christian readers, Matthew’s magi belonged to a category of people whom they considered
both powerful and alarming: ‘magicians’ who also practiced astrology as one of their many
‘magical’ arts. They are experts in the nefarious powers, whose actions nonetheless affirm
the evangelist’s claims about Jesus. Second, I demonstrate that, although early Christian
authors have diverse takes on the ethnicity and consequently on the cultural contexts of
Matthew’s magi, they nearly always explicitly ‘convert’ them, puncturing their ‘magic’
prowess and recasting their identity to accomplish each early Christian author’s desired
exegetical goal.
Following a history of literature on Matthew’s magi, an outline of ‘reception studies’, and
clarification of key terms and boundaries, chapters two and three ground the remainder of this
thesis. In chapter two, I provide a brief history of literature regarding ‘magic’ studies. This
is followed by a history of the use of ‘magic’ characters in Greek, Roman, and Jewish
literature to demonstrate that perceptions of ancient ‘magic’ and ‘magic’ practitioners were a
complicated mix of power and ritual that received a mixed reception. While bona fide
Persian magi are revered for their powers and wisdom, fraudulent ‘magicians’ and dubious
Persian magi result in the term ‘magi’ becoming an increasingly negative term (becoming the
final blow to gnostic opponents). In chapter three, I argue that Matthew utilizes these
attitudes towards magi to surprise his first readers: Jesus’s birth is punctuated by the arrival
and worship of ‘magic’ practitioners, affirming Jesus’s Messianic kingship and deity.
In subsequent chapters (4-10) I demonstrate how early Christian authors appropriate
Matthew’s magi for new exegetical or theological purposes. In each chapter I distinguish
each author’s perceptions of ‘magic’ and ‘magic’ practitioners, situating their use of
Matthew’s magi against each author’s own ‘magic’ perceptions. The Protevangelium Jacobi
is an exception, where I argue that the protevangelist’s literary reuse of Matthew’s magi
pericope is a deliberately stripped-down revision, producing unfulfilling magi (chapter 4). I
then show how Justin Martyr produces Arabian magi, identifying Matthew’s magi as
‘Arabian’ to demonstrate that Jesus fulfills Isaiah 8:4; Justin places theological values on
ethnic categories for Matthew’s magi to accomplish Justin’s exegetical fulfillment (chapter
5). Similarly, Irenaeus produces ‘giving magi’. Irenaeus is first to find prophetic fulfillment
in the magi following ‘Balaam’s star’ and define the prophetic meaning of the magi’s gifts.
Irenaeus also sees Matthew’s magi avoid the ‘Assyrian way’, meaning their ‘magic’ practices
and idolatry (chapter 6). Tertullian revises and expands Justin’s ‘Arabian magi’—they are
idolatrous magi. Tertullian denounces all Christian practice of ‘magic’ and was first to
equate Matthew’s magi with kings, yet still finds Matthew’s magi praiseworthy (chapter 7). I
then argue that Clement of Alexandria re-envisions Matthew’s magi as ‘Second Sophistic’
philosophers who also practice ‘magic’ (chapter 8). I demonstrate how Origen interprets
Matthew’s magi as specifically ‘Persian’, by Balaam’s prophecy transforming them into
descendants of Balaam both by genealogy and tradition (chapter 9). Finally, I demonstrate
how 'Hippolytus’ used Matthew’s ‘Chaldean’ magi to interpret the story of Daniel, a reversal
of the common Daniel-to-Matthew direction of influence, in the first complete Christian
commentary from antiquity, Commentary on Daniel (chapter 10).
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Lay Summary
Matthew’s magi (Matt 2:1-12) travel great lengths in the first three centuries CE. This thesis
analyzes the early Christian afterlives of Matthew’s magi in the first three centuries in light of
early Christian ‘historically-situated understanding’ of ancient ‘magic’ and ‘magic’
practitioners. In this thesis I arrive at two main findings. First, I show that, for the evangelist
and his early Christian readers, Matthew’s magi belonged to a category of people whom they
considered both powerful and alarming: ‘magicians’ who also practiced astrology as one of
their many ‘magical’ arts. They are experts in the nefarious powers, whose actions
nonetheless affirm the evangelist’s claims about Jesus. Second, I demonstrate that, although
early Christian authors have diverse takes on the ethnicity and consequently on the cultural
contexts of Matthew’s magi, they nearly always explicitly ‘convert’ them, puncturing their
‘magic’ prowess and recasting their identity to accomplish each early Christian author’s
desired exegetical goal.
After a history of previous studies on Matthew’s magi, a description of ‘reception studies’,
and clarification of key terms and boundaries, chapters two and three ground the remainder of
this thesis. In chapter two, I provide a brief history of literature regarding ‘magic’ studies.
This is followed by a history of Greek, Roman, and Jewish literature’s use of ‘magic’
characters to demonstrate that perceptions of ancient ‘magic’ and ‘magic’ practitioners were
a complicated mix of power and ritual that received a mixed reception—some good, but
increasingly becoming negative. While genuine Persian magi are revered for their powers
and wisdom, fraudulent ‘magicians’ and sneaky Persian magi result in the term ‘magi’
becoming an increasingly negative term. In chapter three, I argue that Matthew utilizes these
attitudes towards magi to surprise his first readers: Jesus’s birth is punctuated by the arrival
and worship of ‘magic’ practitioners, affirming Jesus’s kingship and deity.
In subsequent chapters (4-10) I demonstrate how early Christian authors reappropriate
Matthew’s magi for new exegetical or theological purposes. In each chapter I summarize
each author’s historical situation and their distinct perceptions of ‘magic’ and ‘magic’
practitioners, situating their use of Matthew’s magi against each author’s own ‘magic’
perceptions. However, chapter four, the apocryphal Proto-gospel of James (Protevangelium
Jacobi) is an exception. I argue the protevangelist’s literary reuse of Matthew’s magi
pericope is a deliberately stripped-down revision.
In chapter five I demonstrate how Justin Martyr reidentifies Matthew’s magi as ‘Arabian’ to
‘prove' Jesus fulfills Isaiah 8:4. I argue that Justin gives different ethnicities theological
meanings to accomplish his exegetical fulfillments. I find evidence for Justin’s views of
‘magic’ in his Apologies and exegesis of the magi story in Dialogue with Trypho.
In chapter six I argue Irenaeus does something similar to Justin in his Demonstrations and
Against All Heresies. In fact, Irenaeus borrows from Justin. Irenaeus first finds prophetic
fulfillment in the magi following ‘Balaam’s star’, is first to define the prophetic meaning of
the magi’s gifts and sees Matthew’s magi avoid the ‘Assyrian way’.
In chapter seven I argue that Tertullian revises and expands Justin’s typology. I examine in
particular Tertullian’s Against Marcion, Against the Jews, Concerning Idolatry, and The
Body of Christ. Tertullian denounced all Christian practice of ‘magic’ and was first to equate
Matthew’s magi with kings.
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In chapter eight I then argue that Clement of Alexandria re-envisions Matthew’s magi as
tolerable ‘Second Sophistic’ philosophers who also practice ‘magic’. Evidence for this is
found in Clement’s Exhortation to the Greeks, Miscellanies, Excerpts from Theodotus, and
Christ the Educator.
In chapter nine I demonstrate how Origen interprets Matthew’s magi as specifically ‘Persian’
by Balaam’s prophecy, casting them as descendants of Balaam both by genealogy and
tradition. I outline Origen’s complex (and often misunderstood) understanding of ‘magic’
and astrology (see his commentaries on Genesis, Exodus, Psalms, Against Celsus, First
Principles). Origen corrects Celsus, who identifies the magi as ‘Chaldean’ and in turn gets
many other things wrong, too (Against Celsus). In Origen’s Homilies on Numbers he details
Matthew’s connections to Balaam.
Finally, in chapter ten I examine the first complete Christian commentary extant from
antiquity, ‘Hippolytus’ of Rome’s Commentary on Daniel. I argue that ‘Hippolytus’ reverses
the common Daniel-to-Matthew direction of influence, explaining why Matthew’s magi are
‘Chaldean’ [in direct contradiction to Origen’s exclusion of such a conclusion] to interpret
the story of Daniel interpreting the king’s dream (Dan 2).
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction
All this was a long time ago, I remember,
And I would do it again, but set down
This set down
This: were we led all that way for
Birth or Death? There was a Birth, certainly,
We had evidence and no doubt. I had seen birth and death,
But had thought they were different; this Birth was
Hard and bitter agony for us, like Death, our death.
We returned to our places, these Kingdoms,
But no longer at ease here, in the old dispensation,
With an alien people clutching their gods.
I should be glad of another death.
~ T. S. Eliot, Journey of the Magi (1936)

In the hands of early Christian authors, Matthew’s magi (Matt 2:1-12) journey far and
wide. The story is familiar; in its shortest form, magi from the east follow a star to
Bethlehem (by way of Jerusalem) to worship the newborn King of the Jews, Jesus, with
costly gifts. Upon their departure, an angel warns them in a dream not to return to Herod.
Matthew’s magi simply go home another way. Without further comment, the magi vanish.
For all the dramatic tension, the magi’s departure is decidedly underwhelming, though in
many ways as ‘troubling’ as their unexpected advent. Eliot brings them home satisfied, yet
longing for another death, which is more than Matthew’s Gospel could say for his magi.
What did Matthew’s first readers, whom we have access to, do with Matthew’s magi?
Early Christian authors were diverse in their reuse of Matthew’s magi. Justin Martyr,
for example, sees Matthew’s magi ‘prove’ Jesus fulfills Isaiah 8:4 (and thus, Isaiah 7:14), but
not without making substantial changes to Matthew’s story: the magi are ‘Arabian’ and bring
spoils (Dial. 77-79). Tertullian abruptly calls Mathew’s magi kings (Idol. 9.3). Origen
struggles to answer questions about anything good coming of someone so bad as Balaam
(Hom. Num. 16.1-2)— it takes Matthew’s ‘Persian’ magi, not ‘Chaldean’, (Cels. 1.60) to find
some resolution. How is it that in the hands of early Christian authors Matthew’s magi fulfill
1

both nothing at all and Isaiah 8:4, and the magi’s identity recast as ‘Arabian’, ‘Chaldean’,
‘Persians’, Balaam’s heirs, and kings?
This thesis examines the early Christian afterlives of Matthew’s magi in the first three
centuries in light of their Wirkungsgeschichte of ancient ‘magic’ and ‘magic’ practitioners.
By taking a reception studies approach, the aim is to analyze the Wirkungsgeschichte for
these diverse reuses. By moving chronologically from one author’s reuse to the next, modern
readers gain a better understanding of these early Christian authors, no less aiding today’s
readers’ own Wirkungsgeschichte of the afterlives of Matthew’s magi in each author’s reuse
(as well as Matthew’s account). The terms ‘reuse’ and ‘afterlives’ are themselves important
because this study demonstrates that Matthew’s magi story is not always reused simply to
interpret the magi story itself, but often is summoned by early Christian authors to arrive at
an interpretation of another biblical text or theological goal. Time and again, Matthew’s
magi are reused in a myriad of ways, creating a unique afterlife for Matthew’s magi— you
could say this study is a bios of the afterlives of Matthew’s magi.
In this thesis I arrive at two main findings. First, I show that, for the evangelist and
his early Christian readers, Matthew’s magi belonged to a category of people whom they
considered both powerful and alarming: ‘magicians’ who also practiced astrology as one of
their many ‘magical’ arts. They are experts in the nefarious powers, whose actions
nonetheless affirm the evangelist’s claims about Jesus. Second, I demonstrate that, although
early Christian authors have diverse takes on the ethnicity and consequently on the cultural
contexts of Matthew’s magi, they nearly always explicitly ‘convert’ them, puncturing their
‘magic’ prowess and recasting their identity to accomplish each early Christian author’s
desired exegetical goal.
1.
Previous Research of Matthew’s Magi
Much work has gone into identifying Matthew’s magi, identifying the star and
astrological motifs, often in an attempt to arrive at Matthew’s goals [editorial, literary,
theological] for the magi, but little attention has been paid to the afterlives of Matthew’s
magi. Identifying source materials, historicity, and exegesis consume most discussions.1

1

See chapter three for a discussion of modern interpretations of Matthew’s magi.
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Albrecht Dieterich’s seminal study aimed primarily at historically situating Matthew’s magi
via available resources.2 Similarly, Gaechter argued for the historicity of the
Magierperikope.3 Hengel and Merkel’s careful study, in many respects updates Dieterich’s.4
In the English-speaking world, Arthur Darby Nock illumines early Christianity’s relationship
with ‘magic’, but without direct treatment of Matthew’s magi.5 No significant study of the
early Christian use of Matthew’s magi is available in earlier scholarship. The closest
approximation to a ‘reception study’ might be Harold Smith’s lesser-known six-volume AnteNicene Exegesis of the Gospels, though lacking much critical examination and more of an
organized catalogue of pre-Nicene uses of the Gospels.6
Edouard Massaux developed a comprehensive three volume study on the influence of
Matthew’s Gospel. In what Bockmuehl calls a sort of ‘scrapbook of associations’ fashion,
Massaux links any and every association of a word or phrase or concept in Matthew’s Gospel
to subsequent texts.7 Köhler arranged his study diachronically to the time of Irenaeus,
confirming uses of Matthew’s Gospel more measuredly than Massaux, taking issue with
several of Massaux’s generous claims.8

2

Albrecht Dieterich, “Die Weisen Aus Dem Morgenlande,” ZNW 3.1 (1902): 1–14.

3

P. Gaechter, “Die Magierperikope (Mt 2, 1-12),” ZKT 90.3 (1968): 257–295.

4

Martin Hengel and Helmut Merkel, “Die Magier aus dem Osten und die Flucht nach Ägypten (Mt 2)
im Rahmen der antiken Religionsgeschichte und der Theologie des Matthäus,” in Jesus und die Evangelien:
Kleine Schriften V, ed. Claus-Jürgen Thorton (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2007), 323–351. Originally published
as “Die Magier aus dem Osten und die Flucht nach Ägypten (Mt 2) im Rahmen der antiken Religionsgeschichte
und der Theologie des Matthäus in Zusammenarbeit mit Norbert Brox and Wilhelm Pesch,” in Orientierung an
Jesus. Zur Theologie der Synoptiker. Für Josef Schmid, ed. Paul Hoffmann and Josef Schmid (Freiburg: Herder,
1973), 139–169.
5

Arthur Darby Nock, “Paul and the Magus,” in The Beginnings of Christianity. Part 1, The Acts of the
Apostles, Vol. 5, ed. F.J. Foakes-Jackson and Kirsopp Lake (London: Macmillan, 1933), 164-188.
6

Harold Smith, Ante-Nicene Exegesis of the Gospels, Translations of Christian Literature. Series VI,
Select Passages (London: Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, 1925).
7

Markus Bockmuehl, Seeing the Word: Refocusing New Testament Study (Grand Rapids: Baker
Academic, 2006), 25; Mark Knight, “Wirkungsgeschichte, Reception History, Reception Theory,” JSNT 33.2
(2010): 144. See Edouard Massaux, Influence de l’Evangile de saint Matthieu sur la littérature chrétienne
avant saint Irénée, BETL 75 (Leuven: University Press; Uitgeverij: Peeters, 1986); English translation: Edouard
Massaux, The Influence of the Gospel of Saint Matthew on Christian Literature before Saint Irenaeus, 3 vols.,
NGS 5.1-3 (Macon, GA: Mercer University Press, 1990).
8

Wolf-Dietrich Köhler, Die Rezeption des Matthäusevangeliums in der Zeit vor Irenäus (Tübingen:
Mohr, 1987). For example, Massaux notes that Jerome mentioned 'in Bethlehem of Judea' (Matt 2:5) in the
Gospel of Hebrews, a non-extant text of uncertain origin. Jerome is merely commenting on an error in Gospel
of Hebrews. This does not seem helpful. Massaux, Influence of Matthew, 184.
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In his commentary on Matthew, Luz set a new standard for bringing
Wirkungsgeschichte into contemporary historical-critical exegesis.9 Within his commentary
Luz briefly outlines a reception history of Matthew’s magi.10 Luz’s insightful discussion
concisely spans two millennia of art history, sermons and exegetical works spanning into the
medieval period. As a result of his brief study Luz identifies four types of receptions:
Christological interpretation, salvation-history interpretation focused on the Gentile mission,
figures with whom the Christian readers can identify, and political dimensions of Matthew
2:1-12.11 However, Luz’s broad focus and limited space reduces his discussion of Early
Christianity to just a few paragraphs and footnotes. Few have attempted to replicate Luz’s
methodology.12
Over the last twenty years a bounty of commentaries has appeared on Matthew’s
Wirkungsgeschichte. The Ancient Christian Commentary Series has a two-volume
commentary on Matthew in catena-fashion with comments by patristic commentators.13
Howard Clarke produced a commentary focused on how western readers interpret Matthew,
including culture, pop-culture, even politicians.14 Dale Allison and Luz devote chapters to
patristic interpretations beyond their Matthew commentaries.15

9

The German original, Ulrich Luz, Das Evangelium nach Matthäus, EKK 1 (Zürich: NeukirchenVluyn: Benziger ; Neukirchener Verlag, 1985); later translated into English in three volumes, Ulrich Luz,
Matthew 8-20: A Commentary, Revised Edition (Minneapolis: Fortress, 2001), Matthew 21-28: A Commentary,
Revised Edition.(Minneapolis: Fortress, 2005), Matthew 1-7: A Commentary, Revised Edition (Minneapolis:
Fortress, 2007) See also, Ulrich Luz, Matthew in History: Interpretation, Influence, and Effects (Minneapolis:
Fortress, 1994); Ulrich Luz, Studies in Matthew (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2005); Ulrich Luz, “Contribution of
Reception History”; Ulrich Luz, “The Resurrection of Jesus in Art,” Interpretation 65.1 (2011): 44–55.
10

Luz, Matthew 1-7, 101–112.

11

Luz, Matthew 1-7, 106–112.

12
Daniel M. Gurtner, “The Gospel of Matthew from Stanton to Present: A Survey of Some Recent
Developments,” in Jesus, Matthew’s Gospel and Early Christianity: Studies in Memory of Graham N. Stanton,
ed. Richard A Burridge, Daniel M. Gurtner, and Joel Willitts (London: T&T Clark, 2011), 34.
13

Manlio Simonetti, Matthew 1-13, Ancient Christian Commentary on Scripture. NT 1 (Downers
Grove: InterVarsity Press, 2001); Manlio Simonetti, Matthew 14-28, Ancient Christian Commentary on
Scripture. NT 2 (Downers Grove: InterVarsity Press, 2002).
14

Howard Clarke, The Gospel of Matthew and Its Readers: A Historical Introduction to the First
Gospel (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 2003).
15

See Dale C. Allison, Studies in Matthew: Interpretation Past and Present (Grand Rapids: Baker
Academic, 2005); Dale C. Allison, “Matthew and the History of Its Interpretation,” ExpTim 120.1 (2008): 1–7;
Ulrich Luz, “Resurrection of Jesus in Art,” 44–55; Luz, Matthew in History; Luz, Studies in Matthew; B. G.
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Transfiguration Account,” Neotestamentica 44.1 (2010), 15–30.
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To date, there is no English language publication approximating a comprehensive
study of the reception of Matthew’s magi in the first three centuries as an end unto itself.
Several studies look at early Christianity and ancient ‘magic’ or astrology.16 Numerous
studies examine the phenomena of the moving star.17 Timothy Hegedus explored early
Christianity’s relationship with ancient astrology, exploring early Christian rhetoric against
astrology, Christian engagement in astrology, as well as astrological implications of
Matthew’s star and magi.18 Still, Hegedus does not analyze the afterlives of Matthew’s magi.
Barthel and van Kooten’s co-edited volume, the published papers of a Göttingen conference
on the star of Bethlehem and the magi, seeks to identify and describe scientifically and
historically in an interdisciplinary manner the star phenomena.19 Further, van Kooten’s
chapter provides a tour de force survey of the literary parallels and historical data to produce
the most credible case for the historical plausibility of a magi visit to date. Their focus is on
historical plausibility and reconstructions, not the reception of Matthew’s magi.
Richard Trexler develops a social and political analysis of ‘the three kings or magi’,
tracing how this story has been interpreted and used throughout the centuries, with western
interpretations molded toward reinforcing political power.20 Similar to Luz’s broad scope
(see below), Trexler looks at art and cultural representations of the magi visitation in
Matthew 2:1-12 through several hundreds of years. Namely, Trexler finds that with the
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Ann Jeffers, Magic and Divination in Ancient Palestine and Syria (Leiden: Brill, 1996); Hans-Josef
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1996); Rüdiger Schmitt, Magie im Alten Testament (Münster: Ugarit-Verlag, 2004); Michael Labahn and L. J
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Environment (London: T&T Clark, 2007); Marvin W. Meyer and Paul Allan Mirecki, Ancient Magic and Ritual
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Ancient Jewish Magic: A History, Reprint edition. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2011).
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emergence of Christmas pageants local magistrates take the climax role at the end of the
performance as one of the three magi parading in to see newborn Jesus. As such, the pageant
itself becomes a profound political statement of the magistrates’ authority and reinforces the
perception of Matthew’s magi as royalty or political agents. Trexler’s analysis is insightful,
but he does not address in detail how earliest receptions of Matthew’s magi are appropriated
in the first three centuries, nor does the historical scope and thematic focus of his study
permit him the space for detailed analysis of these earliest receptions.
Mark Allan Powell explored reader-response criticism using Matthew’s magi
pericope as a test case.21 Powell provided helpful insights into Matthew 2:1-12, but his
primary focus was reader-response methodological issues. Regardless, he provides some
helpful summary analysis of how Irenaeus, Tertullian, and Augustine read Matthew. In a
subsequent publication he makes an exegetical argument based upon recent scholarship,
arguing Matthew’s readers expected Matthew’s magi to be Persian magi fools. The tradition
of magi as ‘wise men’ can be traced to the Renaissance. Rather, Matthew’s magi may be part
of a Matthean contribution to wisdom literature and rhetoric against wisdom foreign to God,
the magi as exemplars of such ‘fools’ who wisely make a change to follow God’s wisdom
(cf, Matt 7:24-27).22
Most recently, Thomas Holtmann produced an excellent study on source materials for
the magi and the star in early Christian tradition. Holtmann delineates what he finds are the
knowable sources and influences for Matthew’s magi-history (Magiergeschichte) in
subsequent early Christian tradition. Holtmann’s focus is primarily on the source materials
for Matthew, a reservoir also available to early Christian authors using Matthew’s account of
the magi and the star.23 What distinguishes my thesis from Holtmann’s is that Holtmann
seeks to identify any departure from Matthew’s tradition or an independent
Magiergeschichte, a suggestion he finds inferred from Didymus the Blind of Alexandria

21
Mark Allan Powell, “The Magi as Kings: An Adventure in Reader-Response Criticism,” CBQ 62.3
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22
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(2000): 1–20.
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Traditionen, MTS 87 (Marburg: Elwert, 2005), 73-189. See also Holtmann’s helpful discussion on Matthew's
use of Moses traditions, 191-238.
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(PsT. 64.2-7).24 In chapter two Holtmann gives a brief but insightful summary of early
Christian authors’ use of Matthew’s magi, but only with a view to whether or not they follow
Matthew or some alternative Magiergeschichte.25 In this thesis I examine the use and reuse
of Matthew’s magi characters and magi story, yielding results that Holtmann does not
produce. Two examples are illustrative: first, Holtmann does not discuss Comm. Matt. 15.7
(see Matt 19:13-15), where Origen exposes the disciples’ error to prohibit children coming to
Jesus. If magi are permitted to visit and worship the Christ child, so too can these children
visit Jesus and be blessed by him. Similarly, I give more attention to the inner workings of
Origen’s unique use of Matthew’s magi in Origen’s homilies on Numbers (Hom. Num. 1317) and the Balaam parallels.26 Origen’s use of Matthew’s magi lends itself to several
curious questions that vary considerably from Holtmann’s line of inquiry and warrant further
consideration.

Methodology: What is a ‘reception study’ and what happens when you
see one?
This research project proceeds by identifying and analyzing how early Christian
authors use Matthew’s magi, a reception study. Reception studies are far from new. Nancy
Klancher rightly outlines a rather extensive genealogy of reception history’s origins dating
back to 1631 with French Huguenot Jean Daillé to Rachel Nicholls’s 2007 reception study of
Matthew 14:22-33.27 Today numerous reception projects have emerged, including peer
reviewed journals (Biblical Reception, Studies in Religion and Reception, Journal of the
Bible and its Reception), three major commentary series (Blackwell Commentaries, IVP’s
Ancient Christian Commentary on Scripture, and Eerdmans’s The Church’s Bible), the

24
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multivolume Encyclopedia of the Bible and its Reception (de Gruyter), the Oxford Handbook
of the Reception History of the Bible. Bloomsbury T & T Clark continue to produce their
series Scriptural Traces: Critical Perspectives on the Reception and Influence of the Bible.
Included among the myriad of conferences and study groups is the work of Oxford’s Center
for Reception History of the Bible.28 Numerous studies have been published, such as Helen
Bond’s Pontius Pilate in History and Interpretation (1998), Yvonne Sherwood’s sassy study
of Jonah (2000), Kim Paffenroth on Judas (2001), Kyle Keefer on receptions of John’s
Gospel (2006), J. Christopher Edwards’s study of the Ransom Logion (2012), William
Lyons’s study of Joseph of Arimathea (2014), Alison Jack’s on the Prodigal Son (2018), and
not to forget Luz’s seminal commentaries on Matthew.29 Also noteworthy is the recent threevolume epoch The Reception of Jesus in the First Three Centuries and interdisciplinary
reception studies like Gomola’s use of cognitive linguistics in early Christian texts.30
Reception studies open new channels for research in biblical studies and Christian origins.
Reception studies, or Rezeptionsgeschichte, oftentimes called Wirkungsgeschichte,
became a topic of particular discussion often on one of three discussion threads: (1) what is
it?; (2) is it properly New Testament studies, and if so, how?; and (3) whatever it is, how does
one do it?31 Bockmuehl issued a clarion call to reconsider the nature of New Testament
studies and reception studies as a way forward, challenging New Testament scholars to
‘adopt the history of the influence of the New Testament as an integral and indeed

28
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inescapable part of the exercise in which they are engaged’, focusing on the New Testament
‘not just as a historical but also a historic document.’32 Steve Walton questioned what is
meant by ‘progress’ in New Testament studies, arguing reception studies ‘may obscure or
replace study of the New Testament itself,’ so Walton relegates reception study to ‘a subsection of Cultural Studies or (within the broad discipline of theology) historical theology.’33
Walton’s critique here is itself indicative of a historical understanding of ‘what is
interpretation’ that is in some ways unique to 21st century interpretation, exposing a certain
historical unawareness. An interpretation of an ancient text today is invariably shaped by
prior readings, if nothing else, evidenced by any scholar’s footnotes and literature reviews.
Closely related to this, there is an implied priority on contemporary interpretation suggesting
some kind of historical-interpretive triumph over prior interpretation. Reception studies are a
welcomed corrective to such attitudes.34
The origins of modern theories of reception can be traced to Hans-Georg Gadamer’s
Wirkungsgeschichte (‘history of influence’) that Hans Robert Jauss, Gadamer’s student,
developed into an interpretive method, a Rezeptionsgeschichte (‘study of reception history’),
the building blocks of what is today practiced as “reception studies.”35 In Wahrheit und
Methode Gadamer transformed literary theory with his Wirkungsgeschichte framework,
arguing that all interpreters are historically situated and influenced by what came before
them. Wirkungsgeschichte essentially is ‘an attempt to be truly diachronic and to appreciate
the history of texts through time as a key to their interpretation.’36 Reception study is the
study of the afterlives of texts, of how and why (where possible) subsequent authors
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reappropriate a text within their historical horizon, bound by language and tradition. More
than producing a history of interpretation report, it is an analysis of how subsequent readers
re-read a text and a means to (re-)evaluate subsequent readings.37 Rezeptionsgeschichte is a
combination of exegetical, historical, and cultural analysis, examining how a text or tradition
rose to its privileged position, shaped the culture and exegesis of its readers, and how those
readings influenced subsequent readings. In so doing, this analysis alerts readers to ideas
taken for granted, can make strange what was assumed to be ‘normal’, make local what was
(unconsciously?) taken to be universal, and make historically situated what seemed
timeless.38 In other words, reception studies analyze the Rezeptionsgeschichte of a text and
its Wirkungsgeschictlich, the historically-situated study of the history-of-effects of a text or
tradition.
Jauss outlined seven theses that provide the basic outline for his aesthetics of
reception, or Rezeptionsgeschichte, which Thiselton helpfully summarizes:39
[Jauss] (1) dismisses value-neutral objectivism; (2) stresses the readers’ horizon of
expectation; (3) sees that this horizon changes and expands with formative effect; (4)
37
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stresses the value of question and answer, and appropriation, in actualising potential
new horizons; (5) acknowledges the relation between interpretation and the readers’
pre-understandings; (6) takes account of the diachronic or historical and synchronic or
contemporary meaning; and (7) re-emphasises formative function of texts and works,
and their creative effects on life.40
Segers alerts readers that the goal is not to trace a text back to its ‘objective meaning,’
but rather aesthetics of reception ‘define the meaning of a text as a convergence of the
structure of the work and the structure of the interpretation which is ever to be achieved
anew.’41 In short, ‘biblical literature is not a fact but an event, a dialectic relationship of
production and reception.’42 Like Gadamer, Jauss also valued tradition in proper relation to
modernism: ‘Traditionalism is blind to the role of innovation and modernism can only see the
new. They fail to grasp that the history of art consists of a creative interplay between the
two.’43 However, Comstock rightly observes that Jauss recognized that Gadamer dehistoricizes the classics such that they cannot be questioned and takes issue with Gadamer’s
(and Heidegger’s) ‘dialectical concept of historical preservation.’44 The interpreter should
give consideration to both the text and its reception by historically situated readers, through a
process of question and answer.45
A text can oftentimes self-interpret, too. Ricoeur saw biblical narratives interpreting
themselves via linguistic and literary properties, the means by which a literary text ‘foments
the theological interpretation’ a reader produces. Where narrative is concerned, ‘the juncture
between exegesis and theology, before being a work of interpretation applied to the text,
already functions in the text if this text is a narrative with an interpretive function.’46 A
‘confession of faith’ expressed in the biblical text is not only a statement in the text, but also
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reflected by the forms of its discourse.47 A reliable reading of the text must recognize and
understand this literary artistry in order to get to ‘the sharpest perception of the theological
intention.’48 The act of writing provides an important distancing of author from speech, from
the author’s subject, which in biblical literature, namely Gospels, means a distancing from
witnesses and the speeches/acts they record, separating the speaker from the message.49 Such
distancing allows play with the text for the reader to explore and appropriate meaning.50
Further, Ricoeur recognizes that interpreting the Bible is an unique case because the Bible as
the word of God is ‘God-talk’ to some degree, so interpreters must account for God’s role in
the process of meaning and understanding.51
An early critique suggested that Gadamer was removing the possibility of intelligible
communication. When Gadamer talks about Horizontverschmelzung, Hirsch contends that
while words of a text can be respoken from a new perspective and new meaning formed, ‘the
text cannot be interpreted from a perspective different from the original author’s. Meaning is
understood from the perspective that lends existence to meaning.’52 Hirsch goes on to
observe that determining the ‘best meaning’ (which is the most legitimate meaning of the
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text) is a matter of definition quite different from the medieval allegorizers’ definition.53
Hirsch’s critique falters not because authors do not communicate, but because Hirsch seems
to miss the point: Gadamer, Jauss and others sought to account for the very interpretive
process Hirsch describes. However, while postmodern interpretations do not shy away from
academic rigor, a hermeneutics of suspicion (Ricoeur) has led to the recognition that history
as a story of the past is reconstructed in the present and must be historical-critical about both
the past it is critiquing and the interpreter doing the critiquing.54
Similarly, via ten theses defining ‘biblical criticism’ and their implications for biblical
studies John Barton reasons that the goal of biblical criticism is to identify ‘the plain sense’
of the text.55 The problem invariably lies in the fact that ‘the plain sense’ of a text is not
always so ‘plain’, aside from a colorless, redacted core (e.g., ‘magi from the east come to
worship Jesus’ instead of Matt 2:1-12). The beauty is in the textured details, which are
invariably understood by one’s historical situatedness— it is not an impasse, but a vista to
enjoy. As Luz explains, to understand a biblical text without a clear consciousness of the
hermeneutical situation is like looking at a distant mountain in isolation from the surrounding
landscape: ‘[t]he mountain peak ‘will then stand like an isolated triangle in the void.’56
Jennifer Strawbridge observes the ‘Pauline effect’ a tradent can have on subsequent
readers. While early Christian writers use excerpts for their own apologetic, exegetical, and
theological arguments, they also, through these arguments, enable conclusions to be drawn
about their understanding of Paul and themselves as Christians, shaping their identity and
their understanding of it (and of Paul and his identity).57 A reception study can do more than
merely catalogue receptions of a text: it can also have some kind of analytical dynamic, ‘not
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least because the very activity of cataloguing or collection carries with it presuppositions that
need to be identified and subjected to critical scrutiny.’58
Brennan Breed proposed that texts are nomads at home on the road, yet the journey a
text takes is both its home and its travelogue.59 The task of the biblical reception historian is
to ask what the biblical text can do, organizing based on what the biblical text does in its new
home, not necessarily the epoch in history to which one finds it. Breed’s mandate is simple:
‘demonstrate the diversity of capacities, organize them according to the immanent
potentialities actualized by various individuals and communities over time, and rewrite our
understanding of the biblical text.’60 By blurring the lines between the ‘original text’ and its
receptions, Breed provides a model that accounts for the MSS tradition of a text (for his
study, Job) and the roaming of a text into other MSS and apocryphal texts, recognizing the
elusive nature of ‘original context’. However, we see in both the authoritative texts and these
subsequent uses of them the emergence of the authoritative texts’ authority and early
Christians’ desire to reproduce those stories. However, the magi story is still in Matthew’s
text and the words on the page have not moved, nor Matthew and his first readers, but time
and others have moved. Conceptually, a wandering text is a helpful metaphor to remember
that the text’s meanings travel, but this has more to do with the travelling interpreter bringing
the text along for the ride than the text itself. Rather, an author communicated something
preserved by the text, which is the vehicle being moved beyond the author’s horizons, but the
interpreter is driving within the limitations of both vehicle and driver.
Interpreters must be aware of their historical situatedness and the text(s) they
interpret. Authors write for a particular readership, whether narrow or broad, a cohort of
people into which the modern interpreter is now enrolled. The task today is to help modern
readers discern the multi-faceted textures of both the authoritative text as well as the multifaceted textures of early Christian authors. Readings of the authoritative text may or may not
be constructed in congruence with each other, but the fact remains that the early Christian
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author perceives himself as doing something with the text, not despite or indifferent to the
authoritative text, in some manner doing what the authoritative text’s author did.
A ‘method’ for reception has a few basic components. First, an exemplar or tradent to
understand and follow. Second, a means to reasonably identify afterlives of that tradent is
needed: a key word, logion, grammatical structure, narrative character or plotline, or a precise
theme. Whether the afterlives are texts, material culture, ideology, politics, or otherwise, one
has to have clear, definable, meaningful criteria. Third, analysis of the data secured, though
how that analysis proceeds is contingent upon the tradent and the medium(s) of the afterlives.
Any conclusions made require humility and awareness of one’s historical situatedness and
horizons of expectations.
Reception studies have a myriad of potential for the willing researcher. As Evans
argues, the goal is not to suggest that reception studies are a process for getting to a dominant
interpretation of a text, nor is merely a diachronic collection of interpretations, ‘the
entertainment of an interesting, and ‘disinterested’, path through history.’61 Rather, I argue
that the ‘historical-critical method’ itself is part of and includes reception study.
Rezeptionsgeschichte is about gaining a historically-situated understanding of the
historically-situated text, aware of one’s historical situatedness and its horizon of
expectations, working through questions and answers with the text and its
Rezeptionsgeschichte, language, and traditions to arrive at understanding. The text, its
afterlives, and its historically-situated interpreter shape how each reception study proceeds.

Terminology and Boundaries for this Thesis
Terminology
A few definitions of terms are in order. While there are a variety of terms for ‘magic’
and ‘magic’ practitioners, as will be discussed in chapter 2, the term ‘magic’ is in quotes to
indicate the complexities of the term and research, but is the term here preferred. Similarly,
for ease of reading “magic’ practitioners’ is synonymous with ‘magicians’ or ‘magi’ for the
μάγος or the *μαγ- word-group (μαγεία, μαγικός, et al.); ‘sorcerer’ is the term used for other
‘magic’ practitioners (γοητής, μαντής, φάρμακος, and cognates). The italicized magi refers
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specifically to the Latin term for a magus (μάγος), while this thesis uses the terms
magus/magi for both the Greek (μάγος/μάγοι) and Latin (magus/magi) terms. Where other
terms for the various kinds of ‘magic’ practitioners are referenced, the anglicized terms are
used with the Greek or Latin in parenthesis.
I identify receptions of ‘Matthew’s magi’ or ‘Matthew’s μάγοι’: these terms are taken
synonymously. Second, by referring to ‘Matthew’s μάγοι/magi’, I refer to uses that are
sufficiently similar to Matthew’s magi and the Adoration Pericope in Matthew 2:1-12, hence
a reception of a Matthean tradition either en toto or en meris. ‘Tradition’ here simply means
that there is likely direct or indirect dependence on a textual source. ‘Early Christianity’
refers to Christianity from its origins up to late third century CE. For the purposes of this
thesis, the Council of Nicaea (325 CE) inaugurates the Patristic Era (or ‘Patristic
Christianity’). In short, this thesis examines each early Christian use of Matthew’s magi
(Matt 2:1-12) from its inception with Matthew through Origen.
I use several indices and studies to locate receptions of Matthew’s magi. Indices used
include the first four volumes of Biblia Patristica and the Thesaurus Linguae Graecae (TLG)
database to locate occurrences of μάγος as a means to locate uses of Matthew’s μάγοι and the
Matthew 2:1-12 pericope.62 The indices and discussions of Massaux, Köhler, and Evans,
Webb, Wiebe citing occurrences of Matthew 2:1-12 in Early Christian writings are also
used.63 Where appropriate, reference to antecedents outside Early Christian literature may be
utilized to complete historical analysis utilizing online search features of the Loeb Classical
Library (Latin and Greek), both Library of Latin Texts databases (LLT-A and LLT-B), and
TLG (Greek) databases.
Two criteria are used to ensure that a use of magi is sufficiently similar to Matthew
2:1-12. First, sentence structure and word correspondence— this thesis looks for μάγοι
(Greek)/magi (Latin) that are akin to or are identified with Matthew’s magi. The second
criteria is literary and theological— this thesis looks for discussion about Matthew’s magi
and/or reference to the idea of visitors following a star from beyond Palestine with costly
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gifts to Jesus. Similarly, careful analysis of theological and literary themes where appropriate
will help guide this part of the research. Additionally, intertextual references may also prove
insightful (or lack thereof where one might otherwise expect it).
Boundaries
While many additional features could be included in this thesis, I have erected a few
boundaries to keep this thesis focused on uses of Matthew’s magi. Where it is relevant to do
so I discuss these items briefly in subsequent chapters. Otherwise, these few features are
beyond the scope of this thesis (see also above, ‘Terminology’).
1.3.2.1.

Material Culture

The earliest known material culture concerning Matthew’s magi is the adoration of
the Magi in the Catacomb of Priscilla, which possibly dates to the early-mid third century.
The earliest manuscript embellishments featuring magi in manuscripts are first found around
sixth century CE. I do not intend to engage this or any other material culture because the
dating and interpretation is unclear for the time period under examination.
1.3.2.2.

Jesus as ‘Magician’

Jesus was often accused of working by ‘magic’ or called a ‘magician’ (Matt 10:25;
Mark 3:22; Luke 11:15, 18). This accusation is sometimes connected with Jesus’s flight to
Egypt (Matt 2:13-21), where he allegedly learns ‘magic’ or ‘divination’ under an Egyptian
magus (e.g., Cels. 1.60). Curiously, Matthew’s magi visit is not specifically mentioned
amongst these charges. Later, Jesus is accused of performing miracles by the power of
Beelzebul. Such accusations carry implications his of being a ‘magus’— Matthew eliminates
this argument by bringing ‘magic’ practitioners to worship Jesus and correct assumptions
about why Jesus was in Egypt (e.g., Matt. 2:13-21).64 ‘Jesus as ‘magician’’ is an important
theme that is beyond the scope of this thesis.65
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1.3.2.3.

Simon Magus (SimonM)

Research on SimonM (Acts 8) has grown to a proper subject matter of its own.66 The
extent to which SimonM actually ‘converted’, the extent of Peter’s rebuke, and the charge
that he is the forefather of all forms of Gnosticism, each of these is a significant web of
interpretive trajectories that rightly deserve their own treatment. It is striking that many early
Christian authors have no concern about pillorying SimonM, yet often seem ready to submit
Matthew’s magi for sainthood— two examples of magi who receive categorically distinct
and opposite treatment. For reasons of space, I reserve analysis on SimonM to only those
places and issues where early Christian authors discuss SimonM in direct relation to the
author’s views of ‘magic’ and Matthew’s magi.67
1.3.2.4.

Jews, Judeans, ‘Jewish’, et al.

This project recognizes the contested question of how to translate Ἰουδαιοι and
cognates. This thesis respectfully uses ‘Jew’ or ‘Jewish’ in reference to followers of the
Mosaic Law and their theological-religious heirs, which many times includes ethnic and
geographical identifiers. Where this project refers specifically to the people originating from
the region of Judea, the term ‘Judean’ is used. Yet, where relevant this thesis follows the use
of Ἰουδαιοι as used by the ancient author under consideration as the historical record has it—
warts and all— because that is the history we have inherited and it is the history this thesis
examines. Readers are invited to join me in surpassing the charity of these authors, striving
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to show honor, dignity, and respect to the people and traditions of the Ἰουδαιοι, especially
where ancient authors may not (see also section 4.3.2 of this thesis).68
Summary of Thesis Chapters
I have organized this thesis diachronically to help illuminate the interconnections of
Matthew’s interpreters. By taking a diachronic approach, I demonstrate the extent to which
one author informs subsequent authors, tracing exegetical and theological trajectories. In
chapter two, I provide a brief history of literature regarding ‘magic’ studies and the related
concept of ‘foreign wisdom’. Then I provide a history of Greek, Roman, and Jewish
literature’s use of ‘magic’ characters to demonstrate that perceptions of ancient ‘magic’ and
‘magic’ practitioners were a complicated mix of power and ritual that received a mixed
reception. Positively, bona fide Persian ‘magicians’ are revered for their powers and
wisdom. However, their often-dubious character and the prevalence of fraudulent
‘magicians’ result in the term ‘magi’ becoming a negative term, later a term to slight one’s
religious opponent (e.g., gnostic heretics). In chapter three, I demonstrate that Matthew
utilizes these attitudes towards magi to surprise his first readers: Jesus’s birth is punctuated
by the arrival and worship of these ‘magic’ practitioners to affirm Jesus’s kingship and deity.
In subsequent chapters (4-10) I demonstrate how early Christian authors reappropriate
Matthew’s magi for new exegetical or theological purposes. In each chapter I distinguish
each author’s perceptions of ‘magic’ and ‘magic’ practitioners, situating their use of
Matthew’s magi against each author’s own ‘magic’ perceptions. The one exception to this is
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the Protevangelium Jacobi, where I argue the protevangelist’s literary reuse of Matthew’s
magi pericope is deliberately stripped-down revision (chapter 4). Then I demonstrate how
Justin Martyr reidentifies Matthew’s magi as ‘Arabian’ to ‘prove' Jesus fulfills Isaiah 8:4,
arguing that ethnic categories are theologized to accomplish his exegetical fulfillments
(chapter 5). Irenaeus is the first writer to find prophetic fulfillment in the magi following
‘Balaam’s star’, is first to define the prophetic meaning of the magi’s gifts and sees
Matthew’s magi as avoiding the ‘Assyrian way’ (chapter 6). Tertullian revises and expands
Justin’s typology as Tertullian denounced all Christian practice of ‘magic’ and was first to
say Christians think Matthew’s magi are kings, yet still appraises Matthew’s magi positively
(chapter 7). I then argue that Clement of Alexandria re-envisions Matthew’s magi as
tolerable ‘Second Sophistic’ philosophers who also practice ‘magic’ (chapter 8). I
demonstrate how Origen interprets Matthew’s magi as specifically ‘Persian’ magi who are
descendants of Balaam both by genealogy and tradition (chapter 9). Finally, I demonstrate
how 'Hippolytus’ used Matthew’s ‘Chaldean’ magi to interpret the story of Daniel in his
Commentary on Daniel, reversing the common Daniel-to-Matthew direction of influence
(chapter 10).
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CHAPTER 2

‘Magic’: Perceptions of Ancient Practitioners and Practices
2.
oh, oh, oh
It’s magic, you know
Never believe it’s not so
~ Pilot, Magic

In an effort to salvage his reputation and vindicate himself from charges of murder,
Apuleius insists he is a philosopher, not a ‘magician’ (magus). Apuleius’s defense is a
curious and sometimes entertaining example of the very conundrum scholars face today when
ancient sources are on trial: what is ‘magic’ and who are its practitioners? The turn of the
twentieth century inaugurated the modern era of ‘magic’ studies, while the still helpful but
dated work of Arthur Darby Nock and Albrecht Dieterich, then Hengel and Merkel, brought
‘magic’ questions into biblical scholarship.69 Today much of that early work is superseded
by a gargantuan volume of literature wrestling with ‘magic’ questions that is beyond the
scope of this thesis to engage exhaustively.70 This chapter explores these questions tracing
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the contours of current scholarship and ancient attitudes towards ‘magic’ and its practitioners,
with a view to implications for how readers and exegetes in the first three centuries CE may
view Matthew’s magi, focused upon the use of the Greek μάγ- word group (and Latin
recensions), in relation to Matthew’s magi for Greek, Roman, and Jewish authors (subsequent
chapters address Christian authors as the substance of this thesis).71 Therefore not every
issue related to ‘magic’ is discussed.72 Scholarly debate persists concerning what
philosophical contributions ‘magic’s’ matrices of ideas contributed to the shaping of the
ancient world.73 Therefore, I also examine potential relations between ‘magic’ and ‘foreign
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wisdom’, then the biblical materials and early Jewish texts. Rives observed that one useful
direction to study would be to trace what changes occurred in the use of these terms with the
spread of Christianity.74 This thesis addresses this lacuna in part by examining a foundational
thread in early Christian discourse about magi: how early Christians understood Matthew’s
magi in light of Jesus.

Identifying ‘Magic’ and ‘Magic’ Practitioners
Several important distinctions are needed about terminology for ‘magic’ and ‘magic’
practitioners before proceeding. What exactly the term μαγεία (‘magic’) includes is as
complex as the vocabulary for its practitioners: male practitioners were typically called
ἐπόδος, γόης, μάγος, φαρμακέυς, or μάντις; female practitioners were typically called
φαρμακίς or φαρμακεύτρια, and less commonly, γοῆτις.75 Often, there is an ethnoracial
descriptor, ‘Chaldean’ (Χαλδαῖος) or ‘Persian magus’.76 Ethnoracial descriptors aside, it is
difficult to ascertain any noticeable distinctions in the uses of these terms until the first
centuries CE.77 Still, a few important observations can be noted: (1) religious facts
designated by this set of expressions are not identical with what we designate by the name
‘magic’, (2) all these practices could have negative connotations, but not necessarily (there is
both ‘good’/‘white’ and ‘bad’/‘black’ ‘magic’; many religious rituals had similar
actions/activities), and (3) while seeing a Frazer-like dichotomy in the use of these terms in
Plato is possible, Keith Thomas rightly identifies Frazer’s categories the fruit of seventeenth
century English Protestantism.78
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The term μάγος is a loan-word from the Iranian term maguš of uncertain meaning and
etymology; compared to the other terms for ‘magician’, the Persian μάγος seems to have a
relatively early origin in Greek.79 Magi are typically identified as members of the Median
caste of priests exercising considerable political power in Median, Babylonian, Persian, and
Parthian empires.80 Their founder was Zoroaster (sixth century BCE), who wrote many
works on ‘magic’, astrology, divination, and religion, and was considered to be the creator of
daemonology adopted at various stages and forms by Greeks, Jews, and Christians.81 Latin
also carries the term over virtually unchanged, magus (hence, English loanword magi (pl)).82
Broadly, μάγος has four uses: (1) a member of the Persian priestly caste, (2) ‘possessor and
user of supernatural knowledge and ability’, (3) ‘magician’, sometimes similar to γοής, (4)
figuratively, ‘deceiver’ or ‘seducer’, often used critically.83 Similarly, μαγεία is the activity
of a μάγος.84 Two trajectories emerge in ancient Greek attitudes, yet converge in late fourth
century BCE: magi are first connected with ‘magic’ in tragedy, then rhetorical treatises and
philosophy, where μάγος becomes a term of abuse; conversely, historians and Aristotelian
philosophers typically take the magi seriously.85
Persian μάγοι were known as priests whose primary functions were interpretation of
dreams, divination, and were ritual and theological specialists (including teachers).86
However, this view was not universal. From the very beginning, μάγοι in the non-Persian
world were very quickly a confused or mixed group of positive and negative associations,
especially in the Greek-speaking world. Bremmer helpfully summarizes the development of
‘supply’ and ‘demand’ for ‘magic’ services and practitioners:
The development did not mean that from that moment on magos/mageía became the
ruling designation for the area of magic, witchcraft, and sorcery. The Greeks had
already the terms goes/goêtei, which continued to remain popular next to
79
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magos/mageia, perhaps even more popular, since Demosthenes [Dem. 18.276,
19.102, 109 and 29,32], for example, uses goês not magos in his insults. As Greek
linguistic purists of the Roman period considered goes ‘more Attic’ than magos,
mageia and cognates never became really popular in later Greek culture. The
Romans lacked this prejudice and thus use mageia, magicus and magus/maga much
more frequently that the Greeks ever did. However, the status of the Persian Magi
always remained a positive factor in the evaluation of the term magos/magus. . .87
Latin prose understands magi as Persian and diviners and spirit-talkers. Rives found
that only the noun carries this Persian association for Virgil, whereas the adjective magicus
became quite disassociated from its Persian religious specialist roots for a diverse range of
uses.88 The Latin term magus is unattested before the 50s BCE, denoting only Persian
religious specialists, a trend Rives observes extending to the second half of the first century
CE, the elder Pliny’s Natural History being the only location of major changes in this wordgroup.89 Not only does Pliny use the word-group extensively, he also uses the word magi
simply to denote the authorities for the myriad unusual effects of plants, animal substances,
and stones have on human subjects. Interestingly, all the plants mentioned are from eastern
regions (e.g., Arabia, India, Armenia, Cappadocia, Ethiopia, Bactria, and Persia), several of
them used by Persian Kings as well as magi (Nat. 7.24.162-66; cf. 26.18-19)— at Pliny’s
guidance, magi are taken as eastern (specifically Persian) ritual specialists with a particular
expertise in divination, but this identification was ‘almost indefinitely extendable’.90 Rives
concludes that for Pliny, magi are the ‘Persians who invented and were exponents of what he
[Pliny] sees as the empty pretentions of magic. . . . magic assumes the guise of medicine and
promises miracles’ (cf, Pliny, Nat. 7.26.20; 7.28.118; 7.30.2; 10.37.54).91 By the second
century CE, two telling developments emerge: magi are more than just astrologers and the
term magi presuming ‘Persian’ ethnicity fades. Lucian attributed magi to Egypt as well as
Persia (see Bell. civ. 6.448-451; 3.222-224), which for Rives is indicative of an eroding
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Persian identity whether an example of zeugma or not.92 Similarly, Apuleius is not Persian,
yet accused of being a magus. An otherwise ‘Persian’ concept is being extracted from its
origins by popular and literary understanding into something with less limitations.
For early Christian literature, the μαγ- word group was similarly used.93 Early
Christian authors’ Wirkungsgeschichte for μαγεία may begin with its first use, Pseudo-Plato’s
Alcibiades 1.122A as ‘worship of the gods’ and used in several other passages verbatim,
particularly in philosophical works to distinguish this interpretation of the word from the
meaning ‘magic’ (Diogenes Laertius 1.6; Dio Chrysostom, Oration 36.41; 49.7; Porphyry, de
Abstinentia 4.16; so too Latin authors, e.g., Apuleius, Apologia 25-26, Ammianus
Marcellinus, 23.6.32).94 Often μαγεία is used against easy equation between γοητεία and
μαγεία (Diogenes Laertius 1.8). Dio Chrysostom writes in Oration 36.41 that ‘Greeks call
magicians (γόητας) ‘magus’ [μάγος] out of ignorance’ indicating widespread conflation of
terms.95 Sometimes magi and their practices are even conflated with Mithraism (or vice
versa). Justin Martyr, to take one example, is presented with such a problem when magi
enter a cave to worship Jesus (Dial. 69; 70; 78.5; see chapter 4).96
Definitions of ‘magic’ or ‘magic arts’ (μαγεία, μαγικός) are highly contested and
often unhelpful. No ancient author defines ‘magic’ nor ‘magician’, though Apuleius’s
description of so-called ‘non-official ‘magicians’’ (e.g., not official priests or religious order)
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comes close: ‘the more commonplace idea that a ‘magician’ is one who by divinelyempowered incantations is able to fulfill his every wish’ (Apol. 26.6).97 Similarly, control
distinguishes ‘magic’ from astrology for Tavenner: while ‘magic’ ‘seeks to control natural
phenomena by preternatural means’, an astrologer seeks ‘to foretell future events by one’s
knowledge of the stars.’98 For this thesis, ‘magic’ functions as a heuristic term for a wide
body of practices, practitioners, material culture, and beliefs that are used to access
supernatural aide to human conditions; these are often (but not always) perceived as the
fringes of society and religion. Furthermore, as Frankfurter argues, ritual practices perceived
as part of a ‘Great’ or ‘Authoritative’ are an acceptable kind of ‘magic’, rendering ‘approved’
and ‘unapproved’ kinds of ‘magic’.99

Ethnoracial Language and ‘Foreign’ Wisdom
While my focus is primarily on questions about ‘magic’ and ‘magic’ practitioners, by
arguing a privileged place for Persian magi I identify an ‘ethnoracial discourse’ used by early
Christian authors.100 Important discussions concerning Greek and Roman views towards
‘others’ and the wisdom traditions of non-Greeks and non-Romans warrant consideration.
Hartog and Hall were among the first to awaken classical scholars to a more nuanced
understanding of how Greeks and Romans viewed the foreign ‘other’.101 Hall distinguished
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between the criteria of ethnicity (‘the definitional set of attributes by which membership in
an ethnic group is ultimately determined’) and the indicia of ethnicity (‘the operational set of
distinguishing attributes which people tend to associate with particular ethnic groups once the
criteria have been established’).102 Scholarship among classicists moved considerably via the
work of Malkin, Gruen, Dench, Harrison, Woolf, Orlin, Richter, Isaac, Harrison,
Vlassopoulos, Figueira and Soares, among others.103 Similarly, pioneering studies by Nock,
Waszink, Stroumsa, then Buell, Schott, and countless more tuned early Christianity’s
scholarship to ethnoracial concerns, particularly concerning early Christian self-identification
as an ethnos. Harrison and Berzon outline these histories of research both in Classics and
Early Christianity and do not bear repeating.104 Berzon observes scholars today
now focus not on whether early Christians thought in ethnic terms (or used ethnic
reasoning), but rather on how and to what ends they engaged in this rhetorical
strategy. The answer these scholars provide, however, is almost uniformly the same:
ethnic discourse was part of, even a critical part of, an adaptable and functional
Christian identity; that is, how Christian described themselves as a community or
group defined by notions of descent, history, custom and belief.105
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Early Christians oftentimes used ethnic reasoning ‘for polemical purposes’, Buell
convincingly argues, ‘manipulating the fixed/fluid dynamic of ethnoracial discourse to
differentiate among forms of Christianness that were, in many cases, quite similar to each
other.’106 While early Christian identity is not directly related to my argument, I do argue a
particular ethnic identity for Matthew’s magi and for how early Christian authors, the
evangelist included, ethnically identified Matthew’s magi. In so doing, they engage in
ethnoracial discourse about the ‘Other’, Matthew’s magi, to make considerable claims. Even
choosing to write in Greek (or Latin), especially as a second language, is an identity choice:
an author identifies with Greek (or Latin) writing conventions and traditions, and to some
extent acknowledging that you need to do so to have your writing accepted.107 Roman
Greece made literary self-presentation a must— identity in these texts ‘is constructed and
explored within the literary work itself, and needs to be understood in the context of its dense
and sometimes complex processes.’108
Ethnoracial reasoning in the ‘Second Sophistic’ period finds roots in Attic Greek
philosophy. Bowie demonstrates convincingly the Atticism of the ‘Second Sophistic’ period
as a period marked by re-envisioning Attic Greek philosophy and culture that dominated the
second century CE (especially among Greek elites) had a much broader impact across the
Roman empire (even upon Latin archaism).109 Authors like Plutarch and Numenius used a
mixture of ‘foreign’ traditions alongside Greek (esp. Plato) and Roman traditions that
incorporated Egyptian, Brahmin, Magi, Chaldean, and Jewish traditions in their philosophical
reconstructions. Shott exhorts modern interpreters not to think of these uses as ‘flotsam in a
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sea of Greek and Roman traditions’, but scholars ‘should imagine a mobile in which each
piece acts as a weight and counterweight around a center of gravity that is thoroughly
Greek.’110
The Greek/barbarian dichotomy, Dench explains, is generally adopted as a
Roman/barbarian dichotomy in the Late Republic and Imperial eras, emerging from a robust
enmity of the Persian wars.111 The Roman/barbarian dichotomy is born of the elasticity of
myth and ideological themes: ‘one myth or theme may serve a variety of different purposes,
the direction it takes depending on the concerns and needs of the culture that uses it.’112
Cicero later complains about a ‘rustic’ accent, evidencing the ‘ideology of morally virtuous
‘outsiders’ came to be politically advantageous to some, and was resented by others.’113
Greek and Roman attitudes to wisdom traditions of the ‘Other’ were interrelated with
peoples ethnoracially identified as the ‘Other’. In essence, ‘barbarian’ wisdom was any nonGreek, then non-Roman, wisdom tradition. Yet Egypt figures prominently as a primary
source of Greek wisdom— combined with Imperial Rome’s subjugation of Egypt, the
Egyptian tradition is an archaic or primitive wisdom that has been improved by the Greeks
and Romans. Since both Egypt and Greece were within the Roman empire, Richter argues
discerning authoritative traditions is complicated, yet proposes a two-step solution: ‘first, that
the pan-Mediterranean context of the early Roman Empire altered the ways in which certain
Greeks remembered Egypt; second, that the widening horizons of the Hellenistic world
similarly determined Jewish memories of the Egyptian past.’114 Greeks learned their
divination and wisdom from Egypt.115 Hence, Egyptian wisdom is given a pass as a
formative, yet primitive, foreign wisdom the Greeks and Romans improve upon. Similarly,
Chaldeans teach their astrology to Greeks who also surpass Chaldeans. The Romans
subsequently benefit from the Greeks.
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Under the shadows of the Persian War (and later Rome’s hostilities with Parthia),
Persia remains largely a distant wisdom tradition, an unknown ‘Other’. A discernable trope
emerges: Greeks go to Egypt to learn, then return to Athens to practice. This 'seeker wisdom
trope', or 'wisdom quests', is revisited during the Second Sophistic, where Greeks sought
inferior Egyptian wisdom to develop superior wisdom and philosophy, meaning Hellenic
paideia.116 Roman hostilities with Parthia will virtually eliminate access to Parthia, reduced
to Romanizing Greek knowledge about Persian wisdom traditions, including ‘magic’ into
something of a caricature, to which the remainder of this chapter now turns.

Greek and Roman Relationships to ‘Magic’ and ‘Magic’ Practitioners
Perhaps the single greatest challenge to identifying ‘magic’ in the ancient world is the
concept’s fluidity. The evolution of the Greek and Roman concept spans approximately from
600s BCE to 600s CE, so for the purposes of this thesis the scope has been narrowed
significantly. Suffice to say that between the sixth and fourth centuries BCE, magos and
mageía were imbedded within a network of terms:
Mágos is connected with mantis ‘seer’, agúrtēs ‘begging priest’ and góēs and his art,
goētía. The ritual contexts of magoi include mystery cults (mustēria), purification
and healing, but also some extraordinary acts such as to make people disappear or to
pull down the moon. Among the ritual means, epōidaí ‘incantations’ are prominent,
but there is also the use of phármaka, powerful substances.117
Within what we might call this ancient period, which serves as a formative
prolegomena to this study’s focus on the first three centuries CE, Graf identifies two key
forces that dramatically shift the religious mentality and provenance of ‘magic’ away from
the domain of religion to its own domain.118 First, there is what he calls a philosophical
theology: Plato saw a danger to the state in the way that the magi took advantage of their
priestly relation to the gods, manipulating the gods for personal gains of their clients (or
themselves).119 Graf explains that the second force is medical science, which later in the fifth
century BCE begins to emerge as its own domain: medical science can cure diseases, and
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cure the ‘empirical’ cause of the disease, as opposed to the ‘magic’ arts’ mystical
understanding (diseases come from evil spirits- remove the spirit and the disease goes with
it). Magi are slowly displaced from polite society’s healing industry, philosophers becoming
the enemies of magi, despite sharing the same rationality (magi’s errors, according to
Hippocratic thinking, are that they start from wrong premises and constraint of the gods; see
On Sacred Disease).120 ‘The theological reflections of Heraclitus and Plato and the
intellectual innovations of the Hippocratic doctors changed discourse and legal practice in the
cities and set mageía, goētía, and pharmakeía on a path of marginalization that was
formalized for the first time in Plato’s hypothetical law on sorcery, and experience
codification in the imperial rescripts in the law cods of Theodosius and Justinian.’121
Bremmer suggests two particular reasons for the otherwise positive valuation of
(Persian) magi becoming increasingly negative already in the ancient period, relying
primarily on the ritual practices of the magi (esp. as attested in the Derveni papyrus) as his
reasoning. The Persian magi did not act like Greek priests and the development of wandering
‘sorcerers’ reinforced Greek perceptions of magi as ‘sorcerers’:
First, the incomprehensibility of their Avestan will have suggested voces magicae and
possibly influenced Euripides’ picture of the ‘barbarous songs’ of Iphigenia
[Iphigenia in Tauris, 1338]. Secondly, unlike Greek priests the Magi customarily
whispered their Avestan and other ritual texts in a very low voice: Prudentius’s
Zoroastreos susurrus (Apoth. 494). This whispering must have made the activities of
Magi look like ‘magical rites’ in the eyes of the ancients, since murmuring was
closely associated with magic by both Greeks and Romans. In addition to them being
‘the Other’, there are then also two very concrete reasons as to why Greeks will have
looked at the Persian Magi as sorcerers. Although the Greeks must have seen Magi
before, the available evidence strongly suggests that familiarity with wandering Magi
become much stronger in the final decades of the fifth century [BCE], as is also
illustrated by (directly or indirectly) the Derveni papyrus. The areas where this
development took place must have been Ionia and Athens, exactly where we would
have suspected the possible presence of Magi.122
In Greek literature within the historical timeframe of this thesis, Polybius (second
century BCE) distinguishes between ‘Chaldeans’ (Χαλδαί) and magi (Hist. Frag. 34.2). He
lists them alongside Egyptian priests. They were ‘distinguished from other men by some
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special science, enjoyed a peculiar precedence and honor’ (vv.7-8). Polybius is likely
attesting to the reality that there are both Persian and non-Persian magi already. This
complimentary reference to magi may well corroborate the afterlife of an oft repeated story
about the seven Persians who killed a magus (Histories, 5.43).123 Greeks have complex
attitudes about magi.
Roman law rendered mageía illegal, though what constitutes ‘magic’ must be
considered on a case-by-case basis.124 Augury, divination, astrology, medicine, et al. were
often practiced by Roman priests of ‘approved’ religious practices, so the challenge was to
find a governing principal to distinguish such priestly ‘official’ ritual practices from
‘unofficial’. The legal issue was not necessarily the ritual act, but the intended result.
‘Magic’ was seen by Roman law, broadly conceived, as intent to cause harm, magica
maleficia, and in so doing such acts were illegal.125 Graf explains that the Republican Rome
authorities were primarily opposed to incantamenta (‘spells’) that threatened possession
rights and the famed lex Cornelia de sicariis et veneficis (promulgated by Sulla in 81 BCE)
was originally not aimed at sorcerers but at murderers: ‘sicarii are those who kill openly, by
force of a weapon, venefici are those who kill secretly, through poison or magic’.126 Later
rubrics concerning astrologers and soothsayers often use the term maleficus rather than
magus, ‘which suggests that the notion of harm was still significant’.127 Yet Pliny is
primarily concerned with a lengthy cataloguing of Persian magi medicinal practices that he
finds dubious— their skills in augury, astrology, or otherwise are not mentioned (Pliny, Nat.
28-37). According to Bailliot, a digression of ‘magic’ arts continues with conflicted
application to the end of 356 CE, when ‘sorcery, haruspicy, and divination were all judged
equally harmful and equally liable to condemnation. Yet consultation of astrologers clearly
continued anyway.’128
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Cato, Pliny and others reveal the key distinction that defines ‘magic’ is not the ritual,
but carmen malum: the intention, harmful or not, of the agent. If harm is meant, then it is
‘magic’.129 For Dench, ‘condemnation of ‘magical’ activity is built upon fear of power
getting into the ‘wrong’ hands’ (Cato, De Agri Cult. 7.4; Seneca, QN 4.3; Pliny, Nat. 28.18;
30.1-14).130 Appian describes Indian Brahmins (Βραχμᾶνας) by comparing them to the
Persian magoi (Civil Wars, 2.21.154).131 They both are the ‘astronomers and learned men of
that country’, that is, the paradigm of the magi as such being used to describe what a Brahmin
is in India. They are one and the same by a different name: Persian Kings (and Egyptian
Pharaohs) go to magi and Indian kings to Brahmins for counsel.
Strabo also parallels magi and Chaldeans to Egyptian priests and Indian philosophers.
Men of special knowledge, priests of Egypt, the Chaldeans, and magi rise to leadership or
kingship (Geography 1.14). Similarly, in his accounts of Calanus Strabo observes that the
Indian philosophers (φιλοσόφων) follow the king, ‘guiding them in their relations with the
gods’ (ὑφηγουμένους τὰ περὶ τοὺς θεούς), just as the magi (μάγους) followed Persian kings
(Geography, 15.3.1; see also, 16.2.39).132 Two important themes emerge about Persian magi:
they were intermediaries to the gods (e.g., priests) and they were councilors to the king.133
Interestingly, magi in Cappadocia are called Pyretic (Πύραιθοι), but they do the same as
Persian magi, leading worship of the gods (15.3.13-16). This also hints at the ignorance of
many Greek writers about magi (see below).
Though known for their religiously zealous lifestyle, there is much that is undesirable
about magi (Geography, 10.3.1). Strabo notes magi have sexual relations with their mothers
(μητράσι συνέρχεσθαι πάτριον νενόμισται, Geography 15.3.20). Similarly, Tatian argues
Christians are far superior to Persian magi, as are respectable Romans, precisely because they
do not have sexual relations with their mothers (Ad. Graec. 28). Strabo also mentions the
peculiar burial practice for Persian magi. While common Persian burial custom is to coat the
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cadaver in wax prior to burial, magi are neither waxed nor buried: their untreated bodies are
left out for birds to eat (Geography, 15.3.20).
Appian demonstrates that their religious zeal does not take away from magi’s dubious
and cunning self-preservation. In Appian’s recollection of the Syrian Wars we learn that
Seleucus was city-building and wanted to be sure construction on a city beside the Tigris
River began at a day and time favorable to the gods (Roman History, 11.9.58-59). Not
wanting their enemy’s success, magi weaponize their ‘magic’ by giving Seleucus the wrong
day to begin construction, yet the troops mistakenly begin working on the proper day to
Seleucus’s horror. When Seleucus inquired about what to do, the ‘cunning magi’ (μάγων
πανουργούντων) reveal their deception, after first securing immunity.134 Exposed, the magi
cleverly recast the whole episode as the gods overruling the king’s command based upon that
magi’s deception to accomplish the gods’ desires, then plead successfully for Seleucus’s
pardon. Though the magi’s plight is understandable, they are nonetheless negative
characters, using their role as intermediaries for their own gain. Plutarch narrates another
group of dubious magi, King Darius’s advisors, who give only dream interpretations King
Darius prefers to hear (Alexander, 17; similarly, Dan 1-2).
Achilles Tatius’s Greek love story Leucippe and Clitophon (second century CE)
includes a fascinating reception of magi (3.17-19). The beloved Leucippe was sacrificed in a
staged ritual according to the words of an Oracle in an attempt by her lover’s friend to rescue
her from a group of wretched men. In fact, the friend had a trick knife used for plays: by
creating a pouch of animal entrails under the clothed human sacrifice (per the oracle’s
instructions), Clitophon’s friends stage a fake sacrifice to spare Leucippe’s life. Until
Clitophon hears this, he thought his friend was a magus, able to raise the dead, just as
Chariton’s Callirhoe thought for Chaereas. Further, his friend claims Egyptian descent as the
premise for his alleged ‘magical’ training, Clitophon believing the ‘Egyptian magic’ rouse as
his friend disguised in Egyptian brigand sacrifices his beloved’s entrails (3.18).135 The whole
scene, a persuasive falsified ‘magic’ (μάγεια) used to ‘trick’ (μαγγανεύμα) the bandits
encapsulates Tatius’s approach to ‘magic’ in the novel: ‘weak as a practice but powerful as a
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tool of manipulation’.136 Similarly, after a complex love triangle, as Callirhoe is brought to
the queen’s chamber, she is so shocked to see her beloved Chaereas she thinks a magus has
conjured up his ghost (Callirhoe, 5.7-9). Callirhoe’s narrow escape was predicated on
assumptions about magi.
The magi in both stories have a considerable reputation and their powers are
impressive: they are perceived to be able to conjure up even the spirit of the dead. The
believability of these stories in Achilles Tatius and Chariton, no less their popularity, is
indicative of reader’s perceptions about magi. Similarly, Nero was so desperate to get his
mother’s haunting spirit away from him he has magi perform rites to appease her spirit and
seek her forgiveness (Nero, 6.34.4). In each case, the perceived crises find relief by a magus.
Whether a magus could achieve such results or not is irrelevant.137 The point to be made is
that this is what people understood magi capable of: magi’s ‘magic’ arts enable them even to
bring people (or their spirit) back from the dead.
Lucian’s The Lover of Lies fairs no better for magi, painting a comically unflattering
picture of a huckster magus. A Babylonian man called ‘a Chaldean’ (ἄνδρα Βαβυλώνιον τῶν
Χαλδαίων) is called and successfully cures someone sick (also called a ‘Hyperborean
magus’, τὸν Ὑπερβόρεον ἐκεῖνον μάγον, Lover of Lies, 12, 13, 14). This man allegedly
could send the god of love or demons after people, summon supernatural beings and call stale
corpses to life, even make Hecate herself appear in plain sight and pull down the moon
(Lover of Lies, 13-14). Only later is he disparagingly revealed to be a magus (14). Dickie
argues Lucian lumps two historical features (Chaldean or Babylonian magus) into one
caricature, further punctuating his comical cynicism in Lover of Lies and Alexander the False
Prophet, indicating he did not place any credence in ‘magic’, here or elsewhere.138
While magi are perceived as learned and powerful, they can often be sneaky. In
Lucian’s Alexander the False Prophet, Alexander billed himself as a ‘new Asclepius’ with an
extravagantly divine descent and capable of oracles, giving advice, augury, and divination.
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Lucian sees Alexander as ‘an out-and-out charlatan, aiming to play upon the gross credulity
of the times and to secure the greatest gain with the least effort.’139 Alexander and a
Byzantine writer of choral songs, Cocconas, traveled about the country ‘bewitching and
deceiving by ‘magical’ means’ (περιῄεσαν γοητεύοντες καὶ μαγγανεύοντες), fashioning
themselves as traditional magi (τῇ πατρίῳ τῶν μάγων, Alexander, 6).140 They quickly
realized that ‘human life is swayed by two great tyrants, hope and fear, and that a man who
could use both of these to advantage would speedily enrich himself’ (Alexander, 8).
Alexander stirred the people into a religious fervor by posing with his snake in a god-like
fashion. The people rushed upon him such that they only got a passing glance, unable to
scrutinize carefully what they saw (Alexander, 16-17). Alexander repeatedly changed the
written records for any of his oracles that proved false (Alexander, 27-28; cf, 47-49). He
even used written requests for an oracle or advice as blackmail to enrich himself (Alexander,
32).
Apuleius’s Apology presents a significant semi-historical account of a trial of a first
century CE philosopher falsely accused of numerous things, including being a ‘magician’
(Apol. 1, 2). Apuleius insists the essence of the charge against him is ‘magic’ (magia) or
being a ‘magician’, yet he employs the terms maleficium, magia and magus interchangeably
from the start of his Apology (1.5). The shift of focus, Rives argues, ‘is not so much on the
harm caused by these actions as on the actions themselves.’141 It is more likely that Apuleius
represents a gradual shift in popular and judicial opinion away from the Lex Cornelia ‘away
from an exclusive focus on harmful actions accomplished through occult and uncanny means,
towards a more general concern with issues of religious deviance’; from veneficus and
venificium to magus and malefiicum as more and more actions involved venena and mala
sacrificial, leading to outright illegal religious deviance in subsequent eras and texts, such as
The Opinions of Paulus.142 Apuleius’s goal is not to be accepted into the high society of his
accusers, but to show himself part of the intellectual elite (which is consistent with their elite
social status), hence associating himself with Maximus and highlighting his high level of
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learning (Apol. 26-28, 36-39, etc.).143 The Apology demonstrates that in popular usage magus
and its cognates implied use of secret or arcane rituals, chants, knowledge of exotic oriental
traditions, invocation of superhuman powers, especially of the underworld, in order to
achieve desired specific ends— typical ‘magic’. However, the point here is that if we look to
usage of magus and its cognates before Apuleius, we see just how exceptionally unusual this
use is.144
There is a historical parallel to charges levelled at Apollonius of Tyana for buying
three kinds of fish with dubious names which were often associated with ‘magic’.145
Philostratus of Athens was accused of being a magus because he told eloquent stories well
and kept an embossed plate with fish on it from a student (Lives 2.10). The combination of
general associations with things that can be construed as ‘magic’: careful research and good
storytelling. Philosophical prowess is added to the magi’s divination and priestly features,
though magi aim to make the divine subservient while philosophers are subservient to their
confessions.146 Plotinus justifiably questions the magi’s trustworthiness on Neoplatonic
grounds: amongst other things, were it not for the way magi think of sickness as an evil spirit
‘magic’ can exorcise, their talk of a disciplined life is much like philosophers (Enn. 2.9).
Perhaps with irony, Philostratus thinks Protagoras is agnostic about the gods because
he was trained by Persian magi (Lives of Sophists, 1.494.10). Because Persian magi invoke
the gods for their secret rites, but publicly do not profess belief in any deity, people do not
think their power is derived from gods. Even worse, Protagoras was the first to charge a fee
for lectures.147 Whether true or not is not of immediate concern: here Philostratus blames
agnosticism on sneaky magi unwilling to admit that their powers come from the gods.
Combined with charging Protagoras’s fee for lectures (unlike sophistic Philostratus), this
certainly sounds like a charlatan magus, seeking personal prosperity. Rives notes there is a
Greek and Roman tendency to identify the religious specialists of other cultures as
philosophers, such as Egyptian priests, Persian magi, Indian Brahmins, and Celtic Druids—
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especially in the second century CE Second Sophistic mood (see Dio Chrysostom 49.7-8;
Clement of Alexandria, Stromateis 1.15; Diogenes Laertius, Lives 1.1-11).148
Dio Cassius’s Roman History describes a Roman legion who turns to the Christian
God instead of ‘magicians’ (μάγοι) for divine intervention (122.14.9-10). Marcus had a
companion, Arnuphis, who was an Egyptian ‘magician’ (μάγον Αἰγύπτιον), who did
enchantments and invoked various deities, Mercury in particular (god of the air), to attract
rain. Xiphilinus comments on Cassius’s narrative, suggesting errors: Marcus did not
entertain the use of magi or ‘sorcery’ (μάγων συνουσίαις καὶ γοητείαις). Rather, Marcus had
a division of soldiers who worshipped Christ called ‘Christians’ (οἱ καλούμενοι Χριστιανοὶ).
Rather than call upon magi, or so Xiphilinus implies, Marcus called upon them to pray to
their God because their God answers prayers. Hence the legion was called the ‘Thundering
Legion’ (τὴν λεγεῶνα κεραυνοβόλον) because God answered their prayers immediately and
struck their enemies with a thunderbolt, then rain fell to refresh the Romans. Magi cannot
access the God who can affect the desired result, but Christians can and they do so not by
divination, but prayer (Hist., 122.14.10).

Biblical Texts
Torah is resolute about ‘magic’: ‘You shall not. . . practice divination or soothsaying’
(Lev 19:26). Deuteronomy 18:9-14 bans Israel from child sacrifices, divination, witchcraft,
omens, sorcery, casting spells, mediums, spiritism, calling up the dead. When Israel does,
judgment is nigh (see 1 Kgs 17:17; 21:6; 2 Chron 33:6; Isa 2:6; Jer 14:14-16; Ezek 13:9; Mic
3:6). ‘Magic’ is simply outlawed for the Jews. Wisdom 17:7 boasts the failure of ‘magical’
arts (LXX, μαγικῆς), a ‘delusion’ that was ‘scornfully rebuked’ (NSRV); Egyptians
disbelieved God because of their ‘magic’ arts (διὰ τὰς φαρμακείας, Wis 18:13). Divinations
(μαντεῖαι), omens, and dreams are unreal (Sir 34:5). Daniel simply lists magi (μάγοι) among
those commanded by the king to interpret his dream (2:2); yet none of them can meet the
king’s demand, including the magi (2:10).
Despite such restrictions, Jews nonetheless practiced a kind of ‘magic’ throughout the
life of ancient Israel. Since ‘magic’ is about using rituals by ritual specialists to gain
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supernatural aid to human conditions, then here we have a kind of ‘authorized magic’ by an
authoritative tradition. The Ark of the Covenant was used without the LORD’s approval as a
talisman to defeat the Philistines, leading to massive defeat and loss of the Ark (1 Sam 4).
King Saul goes to the medium at Endor to conjure successfully the spirit of Samuel (1 Sam
28). Israel put their children through fire to petition foreign gods and other unspecified
divination and ‘magic’ acts (2 Kgs 16:3; 17:17; see also, Deut 32:15-18; 2 Chron 28:3; 33:6;
Ezek 20:31).149 Despite the warnings against ‘magic’ the warnings are not really directed at
‘magic’, but the ‘magicians’ as opposed to God and the God-sent prophet. In fact, God’s
prophet often provides God’s followers the very services of the forbidden practitioners.150
Bohak reasons that a typically defining feature of a magus, or anyone who practices
divination, is the nature of ‘magic’ practitioner’s relationship to the deity. Typically, the
‘magician’ is making demands of the deity via incantations, rituals, or prayers. This problem
is resolved for Jewish magi in a unique manner. By constructing a sort of heavenly
bureaucracy where the LORD sits on his throne over all, Jewish magi can then appeal to
angels and lower-level heavenly agents within the heavens’ bureaucracy to do the diviner’s
bidding.151 There is no need to coerce God, just his angelic hosts. For many Jews, rather
than wait upon God’s Providence, they supplement or replace God’s Providence by calling
upon his heavenly hosts to heal a sick child, rescue them from the sea storm, or bend the will
of another person to their own. Some may have seen ‘magic’ as a means of God’s
Providence, others as a short-cut around waiting on the LORD to achieve the same effect.152
Such lower-level angelic ‘helpers’ parallel the role of a spirit ‘helper’ (πάρεδρος), or demon,
a peculiar and mysterious feature of the magi’s arts. Magi often must summon a ‘helper’, yet
the demands placed on the ‘helper’ to perform seem to blur the lines of who is actually in
charge: the magus summoning the ‘helper’, or the power-wielding ‘helper’; the relationship
produces both occupational hazards and social difficulties.153
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The central biblical issue is not so much whether or not ‘magic’ is to be done by Jews
or not, but rather, who is the God-sanctioned agent to perform what may well be Godsanctioned ‘magic’. God provides his own agents that can do these things, holy men such as
Moses, the priests, Elijah and Elisha. The biblical account provides some measure of
appraisal, or at least concession, to the presence and use of ‘magical’ arts all the same.
Joseph is capable of dream interpretation (Gen 44:15). Moses and Aaron perform acts that
Egyptian ‘magicians’ replicate (Exod 7:8-13; 20-22; 8:1-7); Moses puts the bronze serpent on
a staff for the people to be healed (Num 21:9);154 and Urim and Thummim (Exod 28:30; Lev
8:8; Num 27:21; Deut 33:8) is part of the High Priestly vestments and means for augury.
Casting lots frequently has the LORD’s approval (Lev 16:8; Josh 18:6-10; Isa 34:17; Jon 1:7;
cf., Prov 18:18; Ps 22:18, cited in John 19:24), and kings are encouraged to go to the LORD’s
appointed holy men and objects/sites to invoke the LORD’s favor or assistance. David
makes use of divination techniques, as is often the case, in situations where knowledge is
acquired in political crises and war (1, 2 Sam; esp. 2 Sam 21:1); the prophets like Elijah and
Elisha work miracles on a larger-than-life scale to reinforce claims of prophecy (1Kgs 172Kgs 9).155 Often ‘popular’ religious practices did not figure into the law codes, reasons
Segal, because a leading role was taken in them by women, ‘magic’, and the ‘men of God’.156
Indeed, ‘the Hebrew Bible complements its anti-‘magical’ legislation by ensuring us that
while turning to non-Israelite practitioners is not to be tolerated, there are adequate
substitutes within Jewish society itself.’157 Ancient Israel had access to ‘magic’ practitioners,
but they were to access God’s agents, not Gentile ‘magic’ agents (e.g., 1 Sam 28:6). Later
evidence suggests mageía was practiced within the synagogue and Jewish ‘magic’ practices
were used at Qumran.158
The ritual ceremonies and powers prescribed in the Torah are construed by many in
Ancient Israel as ‘magic’-like leading many to a kind of sanctioned ‘magic’ (deliberate or
not). Bohak rightly observes that if we begin by looking at Jewish ‘magic’ texts, one can
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return to traditional Jewish texts and begin to see ‘magic’ in even the most significantly
orthodox places: phylacteries on the head are not the proper physiological nor
psychological means to memorize scripture; posting the Shema on a doorpost does not
internalize it in one’s heart/mind; even the command to obey mother and father is not
grounded in ethics, but in a promise of long life for all who obey. These exemplify what
constitutes ‘magic’ within orthodoxy, where the means are not the ‘natural’ means to the end
in view.159 The net result is a kind of God-approved ‘magic’ and agents, rendering the step
toward any ‘magic’ agent plausible given a ripe opportunity.

Early Jewish Texts on ‘Magic’
Jewish texts on ‘magic’ before the fifth century CE are rare and references to ‘magic’
are few. Where references are found, they say far less than one hopes. In this period there are
no ‘Jewish magic’ handbooks, testimonials or biographies of Jewish ‘magicians’, but only
outsider accounts, typically neutral (i.e., stating without qualification the presence of magic)
or polemical (i.e., decrying the sins of ‘magic’ and its practitioners/patrons, warnings to stay
away, etc.). There is a brief story about Noah being taught the art of healing, as well as how
to heal via herbs (Jub 10:10-13). These things are written down and passed on to his son,
Shem. However, that text, if it ever existed, has vanished from the historical record. 1 Enoch
also expands the antediluvian story (Gen 6:1-4). Angels have relations with humans, leading
to the birth of ‘giants’ who turn violent, yet the angels also teach humans, their newfound
families, and community ‘magical medicine, incantations, the cutting of roots, and taught
them (about) plants’ (1 En. 7:1-2; 8:3-4; 65:6-8).160 Angels also teach about astrology, stars,
heavenly insights (8:4). The result of the angel’s acts led to much bloodshed, oppression and
evil (8-9), even divulging heavenly secrets to man (9:6-7). The Most High warns that
destruction is coming (10:1-3; cf., 65:1-12). The kind ‘magic’ taught is something plantbased, taking the reference to ‘cutting of roots’ as a reference to or expansion of the
‘incantations’ taught. There is no further data about that knowledge being used, nor do we
have Noah’s written record, if it ever existed. Further, Von Stuckrad finds evidence of
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Jewish knowledge of astrology and means to control demonic powers as a sacred gift from
God in the Jewish Testament of Solomon (1:1; 18:1-42; 20:14-15; see also, 2:3; 20:12).161
Philo is insightful, but still quite limited. Like Jubilees and 1 Enoch, Philo finds
fertile ground in Torah’s narratives for reflection. Pharaoh’s magi match Moses and Aaron’s
‘magic’ acts, hence they are unafraid and indifferent to Moses and Aaron (Mos. 1 1.16; cf,
Exod 7:11; 8:7 (LXX)). Everyone recognizes there is no cunning or deceit in these acts, that
there is some divine power at work (δύναμιν θειοτέραν τὴν τούτων αἰτίαν, 1.16). Later, King
Balak hires a ‘sorcerer’ (μαντίν), Balaam, who is a μάγος (Mos. 1 1.277). Balaam uses
μαγικὴν to complete his task: a curse (ἀραῖς) on the Hebrews (1.1.50).
For Philo everyone has the capacity for wise living, despite the paucity of those doing
so (Prob. 10, 11). A prime example of wise living for Philo are Persian magi (μάγοι), who
‘silently make research into the facts of nature to gain knowledge of the truth and through
visions clearer than speech, give and receive the revelations of divine excellency.’162 They
are counted among the sages which, incidentally, also include the γυμνοσοφιστῶν of India:
Philo appraises their striving for virtue, like the sages of Palestine and Syria and compares
them favorably with Essenes (Prob. 12).163
Philo’s most substantive contribution to Jewish ‘magic’ is found in his Special Laws.
Discussing laws on murder (cf, Num 25:16-23), Philo follows the Torah distinguishing
anger-filled, premeditated murder from accidental murder. The magi (μάγοι) and ‘sorcerers’/
‘poisoners’ (φαρμακέυς) curse and poison, planning (or helping plan) the deaths of neighbors
and strangers. The death penalty should be immediate for them, especially the φαρμακέυς
(Spec. 3, 17; 18). Similarly, those who practice false ‘magic’ must be executed immediately,
lest the delay allow them more time to attempt to avert their fate or cause more damage
(Spec. 3, 18). Conversely, here Philo appraises ‘true magical arts’ (ἀληθῆ μαγικήν), the kind
that the Persian magi (μάγοι) practice, it is ‘scientific knowledge’ (ἐπιστήμη, Spec. 3, 18).
Kings find counsel in them and, according to Philo, one must pass through their ranks to
access the king. This stands in contrast to the ‘counterfeit form’ (κακοτεχνία), which is a
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great perversion pursued by charlatan mendicants and parasites and the basest of women and
the slave population.
That Philo can make such a distinction between ‘true magic’ and ‘false magic’ is
telling of a Jewish openness to certain kinds of ‘magic’ that are permissible, even conducive
to wise living, despite Torah prohibitions (see above, Spec. 3, 17; 18). Philo is not saying
one should do as they do, just that what they do produces good, that the wisdom and
knowledge they produce is the subject of kings in Persia. Unlike ‘bad magic’, theirs is good
and ‘scientific magic’. They are not necessarily trying to concoct love potions, pronounce
curses, or otherwise manipulate deities, but strive for wisdom to know the world around them
and make wise decisions. This is quite the compliment to Persian magi, especially in contrast
to φαρμακέυς (‘the poisoner'), a fake magus for profit. Even Balaam gets recast as a sophist,
referring to ‘magical sophistry’ (μαγικὴν σοφιστείαν, Lives, 1.277).164
Finally, Josephus, like Philo, later gives some help about Jewish ‘magic’ and its
practitioners. Josephus retells the story of Daniel interpreting dreams (Dan 2), following the
LXX μάγοι (Jud. Ant. 10.10.3 [Whiston]). In another episode, a Cyprian magus convinces
Agrippa’s beautiful sister Drusilla to marry the Roman official Felix. However, this ‘magus’
was a Cyprian Jew named Atomus, who faked being a magus to persuade Drusilla to leave
her husband and marry Felix (Jud. Ant. 20.7.3 [Whiston]). Josephus may be trying to rescue
the reputation of Drusilla by making the magus out to be the impetus to marry. Josephus
himself thus has on display what appears to be both ‘kinds’ of magi (μάγοι): the wise
‘magicians’ (e.g., Daniel) and the conniving charlatans (e.g., the Cyprian Magus). The
underlying assumption in both stories, though, is that magi often are authority figures and
their counsel often sought.

Summary
This chapter sought to explore who are magi and how they are perceived in the
literary worlds of this study’s focus, partially fulfilling lacunae for discussing Matthew’s
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magi. For the purposes of this thesis ‘magic’ is a heuristic term for the myriad ritual
practices and beliefs associated with human interaction with supernatural persons and powers
to accomplish human goals. ‘Magic’ is about humans relating to deities to secure something
a person wants: wealth, healing, knowledge of the future, securing a lover, removal of spirits
from a person or thing, et al. It is rooted in an admission that there is a supernatural world
that can be accessed via a matrix of rituals and authorities to alter the present and the future.
A ‘magician’ or ‘magus’ is one who mediates or administrates the human-supernatural
activity, executors and masters of that knowledge and authority. The term ‘magi’
etymologically evokes a Persian identity, or at least a perceived affiliation with the Persian
tradition (such perceptions vary with each source) that is foreign and mysterious. Diversions
from this are typically qualified somehow: a Zoroastrian magus or Chaldean magus, an
Egyptian magus, etc. Persian magi were considered the authentic magi and their prowess
considerable, though not without their own moral blemishes; non-Persian magi were
variations of some kind, hacks at worst.
This chapter confirms a conflicted trajectory persists into the first three centuries CE,
attitudes shaped by the Greeks and their Persian wars, attitudes which Romans reappropriate
into the Second Sophistic era.165 Persian magi and their disciples were capable scholars,
philosophers, ‘magicians’, diviners, dream interpreters, advisors, in addition to astrologers
(rarely). These perceptions grow together over time. However, magi are nefarious
characters, not always agreeable nor trustworthy, but Persian magi were undoubtedly
powerful and knowledgeable. In short, the general attitude in the first three centuries CE was
IF you have to resort to ‘magic’ of some kind, a Persian magus is preferrable. However,
fraudulent hacks and Christianity’s rhetoric against ‘magic’ push that trajectory further still
into the negative [see subsequent chapters].
These ‘magic’ perceptions weigh into Matthew’s magi ‘from the east’ and how early
Christian authors repurpose their saga. At the time of the evangelist’s writing, he is able to
speak with a general favor and admiration for their ‘foreign wisdom’ and their role as
religious authorities equal in kind to the religious leaders of Jerusalem (cf., Matt 2), akin to
the mixed perceptions of Philo and others discussed above. The Protevangelist follows
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Matthew’s trajectory and Justin Martyr expands upon Matthew considerably in the early
Christian tradition of the second century CE (see chapters 4 and 5). Subsequently, for
Irenaeus and Tertullian magi are increasingly identified with gnostic teachings in the midsecond and into the third century CE (see chapters 6 and 7). They lead to ‘Hippolytus’ tour
de force proofs that gnostics rely upon ‘magic’, conflating ‘magi’ and ‘gnostic teacher/healer’
in the third century CE (see chapter 10). Between Justin and ‘Hippolytus’, a more nuanced
Clement of Alexandria repudiates ‘magic’ in the late second century CE, though seeing in it a
‘foreign wisdom’ akin to the Second Sophistic ethos (see chapter 8). Origen absorbs
Clement’s general sentiment, then produces a far more precise analysis and critique by midthird century (yet becomes problematic in the sixth century; see chapter 9).
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CHAPTER 3

Matthew’s Fulfilling Magi: Reading Matthew 2:1-12 Today

Matthew’s magi story is intriguing, yet simple: eastern magi follow a star in the east
through Jerusalem to Bethlehem to worship the ‘newborn King of the Jews’, then go home
(Matt 2:1-12). Yet questions abound: who are Matthew’s ‘magi’ and why are they ‘from the
east’, what is so troubling about their arrival, why is Micah 5:2/2Sam 5:2 fulfilled and how;
do they worship or pay homage, what do the gifts mean, do Matthew’s magi convert to Jesus.
. . The story is laden with literary and theological gaps subsequent early Christian authors are
eager to fill as they reuse Matthew’s magi. The aim of this chapter is draw attention to these
literary gaps in Matthew’s magi story to lay a foundation for how subsequent authors reuse
Matthew’s magi exploiting these narrative gaps. Attention is given to prior historical-critical
research of Matthew’s magi to situate the ancient Wirkungsgeschichte comprising subsequent
chapters of this thesis.
3.
Prolegomena
This thesis assumes that the Gospel ‘according to Matthew’ was written by an
unknown author sometime around 90 CE.166 Throughout this thesis, ‘Mathew’ is shorthand
for ‘the evangelist’ and ‘Matthew’s Gospel’ that author’s work.167 Matthew’s audience is
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likely a late first century CE Christian community comprised of both Jews and Gentiles with
varying and often conflicting convictions about Torah observance as Jesus followers.168
The evangelist’s sources for his account are a matter of great discussion that is
beyond the scope of this thesis which focuses on detailed attention to the use of Matthew’s
final form of the pericope and its afterlives.169 Dibelius thought that the entire
Kindheitsgeschichte was a later tradition developed in the absence of any kind of birth story
in Mark, though he prioritized Jewish sources over Hellenistic.170 Albrecht Dieterich’s
seminal study situates Matthew’s magi according to available sources the evangelist redacted
in midrash-like fashion, reappropriating to Jesus the historical account of Tiridates’ journey
to Rome with an entourage to pay homage to Nero, honored as a god (Dio Cassius, History
63.1, 7; Suetonius, Nero 13).171 Josephus’s (Ant. 10.195-203) records a group of Persian
courtesans whose sole role included honoring his reign as ‘king of kings’ (Suetonius,
Caligula 5; Plutarch, Pompey 38.2; Arrian Alex. 6.29.11) adds historical credence to the magi
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honoring Jesus instead.172 This older parallel by scholars as early as Bultmann today find
such allusions less convincing.173
Bultmann thought the story originated with the Arabian cult of Dusares, which had
shrines at Petra and Hebron, possibly at Bethlehem, whereas the Herod story may have
parallels to a corresponding story about Sargon or the Rabbinic tradition on Abraham.
Matthew is entirely responsible for the shape of the story, though it is unclear how much he
used oral or written tradition.174 The story does not seem intended as a polemic against
defamations we read in Origen’s Cels. 1.28 nor the Talmud (e.g., Sab. 104b), not necessarily
a ‘proof from prophecy’.175 Stendahl reminded modern commentators that Matthew may
have used the LXX and other traditions outside the MT tradition, a conclusion not too far
from Dibelius, Dieterich, and Bultmann.176 Indeed, it is quite likely that in some instances
Matthew may well be citing from memory from MT, some version of the LXX/OG, perhaps
even the version produced by Mark, M-source or Q ‘version’ of whatever OT text.177
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Several commentators see Matthew drawing from Daniel 2. Gundry reasons Matthew
gets his magi from the OT, particularly from the similarly dream-laden account in Daniel 2:2,
10 LXX (Theodotian), a view shared by several modern commentators.178 Yet, there seems
to be little in Daniel for Matthew to draw upon.179 The term μάγος occurs eight times in
Theodotian, but only twice in the OG, both in Daniel 2, where there are several parallels to
Matthew 2.180 Both Daniel 2 and Matthew 2 feature a disturbed king and μάγοι: in Daniel
they fail to ease the king's troubles, in turn causing trouble, whereas Matthew’s μάγοι cause
trouble (Matt 2:3) and leave trouble in their wake (though not of their own doing, Matt 2:1216). Nebuchadnezzar is ‘deeply troubled’ (Dan 2:1 (OG), ταραχθῆναι) by a dream, and calls
for not only μάγοι, but also τοὺς ἐπαοιδοὺς καὶ τοὺς φαρμάκους of the Chaldeans, to help
relieve his troubles. Similarly, Herod was ‘deeply troubled’ (and all Jerusalem with him) by
astral-following μάγοι (Matt 2:3). The μάγοι fail to resolve troubles for Nebuchadnezzar and
Herod. While Daniel makes mention of μάγοι they are merely one of several counselors with
supernatural access at King Nebuchadnezzar’s disposal (OG, 2:2). Unlike Daniel’s μάγοι,
Matthew’s μάγοι seem capable of diagnosing the situation correctly— they know the star
means a king is born and that they should go worship that newborn king (Matt 2:2, 11), then
they correctly interpret and follow the dream to avoid Herod on their return home (Matt
2:12). Or rather, Matthew’s μάγοι are more like Daniel. Finally, both kings react violently
(Dan 2:5, 12-13; Matt 2:16-17), however Daniel is able to spare the σοφοὺς (Dan 2:18) while
Matthew’s μάγοι are out of the scene when (and perhaps unaware of) the violence is done in
their absence (Matt 2:16b-18). Matthew’s μάγοι are presented as faithful ones beyond any in
Jerusalem, much like Daniel in Nebuchadnezzar’s court, yet with less divine revelation.
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Several contemporary discussions about Matthew’s sources center around seminal
studies by Davies and Allison, Brown, and Nolland.181 To summarize, there appears to be
either a ‘Herod story’ source to which Matthew adds the magi, or there is a ‘magi story’ and
the evangelist adds Herod. Regardless, the evangelist synthesizes these traditions.182
Nolland finds significant (1) the double focus of the narrative, on the Magi and on Herod, (2)
the fact that the magi do not need the star to direct them to Bethlehem, (3) Herod’s
dependance on the magi’s return is uncharacteristic of him, and (4) the focus shifting to Mary
in 2:11 (the focus was on Joseph in 1:18-25 and Herod in 2:13-21) is a ‘minor pointer’ to
separate stories of Herod and the magi Matthew has sewn together.183 Alternatively, Luz is
unconvinced of such source-critical and tradition-history deconstructions.184 Matthew’s story
is a tight literary unit as it is: ‘A Herod story without the magi would hang completely in the
air’ while the story about the magi is ‘built on the Herod episode: that the magi are Gentiles
requires some sort of confrontation with Israel.’185
Holtmann provides the most thoroughgoing treatment of sources for Matthew and
those he thinks are using Matthew or some other Magiergeschichte. Holtmann’s mix of
Jewish, Greek, and Roman sources are too numerous here to recount in detail, where my
focus is on reuse of the evangelist’s finished work, not his sources and production.186
Ultimately, Matthew is our sole source and witness upon which readers depend for the magi
pericope, and responsible for the various modifications to the ubiquitous Grundform and
probably the Grundform itself.187
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Matthew’s ‘Fulfillment Theology’ as Both Hermeneutic and Telos
While France rightly identifies the central concept of Matthew as fulfillment, mere
citation formulas are only one form of Matthew’s means.188 By employing familiar tropes
and literary patterns, theological themes, as well as citations of varying degrees (e.g., ‘in
order to fulfil. . .’ or ‘as it is written. . .’ and the myriad of variations), it is better to think of
matrices of fulfillment. Matthew’s aim, as with many early Christian authors, was to seek to
connect Jesus to the Messianic expectations of the OT through ‘fulfillment’. Matthew’s
fulfillment is executed at both the macro and micro level of his Gospel. There are numerous
overt statements of fulfillment (πληρόω, Matt 1:22; 2:15, 17, 23; 3:15; 4:14; 5:17; 8:17;
12:17; 13:35, 48; 21:4; 23:32; 26:54, 56; 27:9). Additional specific quotations, such as 3:3;
11:10; 13:14-15; 15:7-9; 21:42, also point us in this direction, though these are traditionally
understood by scholars as having a different introductory formula.189
At this juncture, many scholars turn to some version of a haggadic interpretation as
Matthew’s instrument. Goulder took Matthew for a converted scribe writing second centurystyle midrash familiar to the rabbinical period, but rabbinic parallels are anachronistic.190
Vögtle finds Matthew practicing midrash in his treatment of Jesus’s birth with OT parallels, a
kind of NT haggadic storytelling.191 France concludes Matthew has a ‘midrashic agenda’
from which these fulfillment passages flow.192
However, Gaechter unequivocally found no evidence of haggadah.193 The form of the
formula citations, no less the many nuanced uses of the OT elsewhere, do not entirely
conform to Matthew’s use; further, whereas pesher was meant to discern the meaning of the
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OT text, in Matthew the OT text was assigned a new meaning in light of Jesus.194 Matthew’s
fulfillments ‘were written to make Jesus’s origins intelligible against the background of the
fulfillment of OT expectations,’ and a mechanism in the infancy narratives to transition from
the OT to the Gospel.195 Regardless, the material point is succinct: to be the Messiah of the
Jewish Scriptures one must fulfill Torah’s demands and the prophets’ expectations.196
Conversely, if the law and the prophets are fulfilled, they cannot be put aside; Moses is for
Matthew ‘a law-giving prophet’ and ‘the Pentateuch becomes a prophetical book.’197
Matthew develops this through his ‘fulfillment formulas’ in 1:23, 2:6, 15, 18, and 23.
In 2:6 we find a fulfillment formula of Micah 5:2. Allison and Davies observe that this is the
only significant mention of Micah 5:2— outside sources are relatively silent on this matter—
suggesting Jesus may have been born in Nazareth (cf., Mark 6:1, 4; John 1:46; 7:41, 52).198
These first direct citations in Matthew 1-2 are interested in identifying various details about
Jesus’s early years to affirm his Messianic identity and origins. Matthew represents a more
primitive form of Christian interpretation that moves from ‘fulfillment’ to alternative
authoritative uses of the OT in Luke-Acts to ‘proofs from prophecy’ as found in Justin’s
Apology.199 Tightening the use of the phrase ‘proof from Scripture’, Müller finds (building
with Rese’s work on Luke) that ‘proof from Scripture’ should only be used about the
concepts of ‘promise and fulfilment,’ where Scripture is used to describe something that is to
be ‘fulfilled.’200

Matthew’s Magi Pericope
In Matthew’s birth narrative (Matt 1-2) the evangelist takes an unexpected turn in his
tour of Jesus’s origins. In a birth narrative that has surprisingly little to do with Jesus’s birth
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and much to do with the circumstances surrounding it, there is no story about how Jesus was
born, just circumstances and interpretive fulfillments (1:20, 21, 23; 2:6, 15, 23). Yet,
Matthew slows from narration of facts and events (Matt 1) to his story about magi coming to
worship Jesus during the reign of Herod (2:1). Magi unexpectedly come to worship the
newborn King of the Jews, joyfully following an easterly star, yet their arrival initiates great
troubles for many (2:3), especially the innocent ones of Bethlehem (2:13-18).201
This magi story is riddled with narrative gaps that early Christian authors use to their
advantage (examining these is the substance of subsequent chapters). Evaluating Matthew’s
narrative gaps is necessary to better understand what it is that early Christian authors reuse.
The identity of Matthew’s magi is unclear. It is also unclear what exactly Matthew’s magi
‘fulfill’, no less what the evangelist means by ‘fulfillment’. Herod’s relationship to
Matthew’s magi is also a curious matter— if they are merely his ‘spies’ they are quite poor at
it. What the magi’s gifts mean and what the magi do (worship? homage?) are also
significant. Bookending questions about the identity of Matthew’s magi, it is also unclear
what changes about them (or Matthew’s readers) upon their return home.
Magi’s Identity
Identifying Matthew’s magi as ‘magicians’ is the interpretive key to this pericope. As
the previous chapter of this thesis demonstrates, perceptions of magi are complicated— while
magi are capable of many ‘magical’ acts (divination, augury, astrology, resurrections, etc.)
and quite learned (‘magic’, theology, philosophy, politics, etc.), their ‘magical’ powers often
have dubious or demonic sources and magi themselves can be dubious characters.202
Matthew reveals their ‘magical’ capabilities by their identity as magi and puts their skills on
display, namely astrology and oneiromancy, hence they are more than ‘astrologers’
(ἀστρολόγοι) or ‘dream interpreters’ (μάνται), ‘diviners’ or ‘sorcerers’ (γοήται): they are
‘magi’ (μάγοι). If he wanted any other character, alternate vocabulary was available, but the
evangelist chose magi (μάγοι). Similarly, Clarke also proposed that Matthew’s magi
represent the undoing of ‘magic’ and their Gentile status is secondary.203 Davies parallels
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Matthew’s magi to Moses’s ‘magician’ opponents in Exodus and Jewish traditions.204 The
theological meaning of Matthew’s magi is often understood as representative of Gentiles, or
‘representatives of the best wisdom of the Gentile world, its spiritual elite’.205 Powell thinks
the ‘expected reading’ by Matthew’s first readers saw Matthew’s magi as representative of
foreign wisdom that is proved foolish by Jesus’s advent, though Greco-Roman readers might
(foolishly) esteem the wisdom of Matthew’s magi.206
On closer examination, the phrase μάγοι ἀπὸ ἀνατολῶν (‘magi from the east’) is
uniquely Matthean. Matthew is the first occurrence of the phrase μάγοι ἀπὸ ὰνατολῶν, so
any further identification of Matthew’s μάγοι requires caution.207 Ethnically, we are left only
with ‘from the East’, which technically includes anywhere reasonably conceived as ‘eastern’
to Matthew’s community or to Jerusalem.208 However, since they are μάγοι, a Persian
loanword, Matthew’s magi are likely Persian/Parthian, or at least from the Persian magi
tradition, often taken by scholars as synonymous with ‘Babylonian’.209 As previously
demonstrated, magi are recognized as authorities, especially Persian magi, so while Sim’s
proposal of Jewish magi is technically possible, it would diminish the impact of their arrival
and function in Matthew’s narrative.210 Metzger proposed they were from the environs of
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Antioch, that great city sometimes called ‘the Queen of the East’.211 However, the more
easterly and poly-religious Palmyra seems a more realistic Syrian provenance with its greater
preponderance of religious diversity, including both a synagogue and a Mithras cult (whose
priests were often conflated with magi, cf, Justin 1Apol. 66.4; see also, 64-67, 70.1-2), if not
Parthia/Persia.212 Van Kooten concludes they were Parthian/Persian magi who are
kingmakers.213 The phrase is Matthew’s way of asserting these are legitimate magi who
ought to be taken seriously.
The phrase ‘from the east’ occurs twice outside the magi pericope. The evangelist
later says many ‘from the east and west’ (ἀπὸ ἀνατολῶν καὶ δυσμῶν) will be gathered in the
kingdom of heaven (8:11). Jesus says this reacting to the Roman Centurion’s ‘great faith’
(see below), suggesting an in-gathering of Gentiles, yet no such connection is mentioned with
Matthew’s magi. It is difficult to transfer such an appraisal onto Matthew’s magi, who are
structurally ‘on the other side of the mountain’ (e.g., Matt 5-7) and chronologically wellbeyond the time of Jesus’s birth. This would indeed be a significant theological conclusion
to make, but it is not central to the evangelist’s interpretive goals in Matthew 2. Later, Jesus
says the Son of Man will come like lightning ‘from the east’ (ἀπὸ ἀνατολῶν) and shine as far
as the west in the eschaton (24:27). Matthew’s star shines (2:7), not Jesus himself, nor is
lightning a celestial phenomenon like a star. Jesus’s saying is a statement about the ‘Son of
Man’ return and impact, quite the opposite of Jesus’s origins, which may be the only
significant connection to Matthew’s magi. Theologically, these three passages evidence the
evangelist’s conviction that there is a global impact to the advent of Jesus. People from
around the world will come to him and no one will miss his reappearing.
Matthew’s magi see and follow a star (2:2), leading scholars to postulate whether the
star was a single star, or a sequence of astral activity, a comet, or even an angel.214
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Klostermann was skeptical of any association with the Balaam prophecy for the star: since
Matthew does not cite it anywhere as one might expect, it seems to be more in the eyes of the
reader than Matthew.215 Similarly, Mussies concludes: ‘either Matthew did not yet know of
any messianic purport of Balaam’s star, or he did not deem such an interpretation acceptable
because the prophecy had already come true in David’s time.’216 Regardless, only the magi
see it, for the star’s appearance is otherwise unknown, or else others are indifferent to it.
Both magi and star are coming to the newborn King of the Jews (2:2-3) and it is their ‘magic’
expertise that enables to get to Jesus. Matthew’s magi intend to do what the star cannot and
no one else in the story seems able or willing to do: worship and present gifts (2:10-11).
Matthew’s Magi and Herod
Yet what makes the magi’s arrival so ‘troubling’ (ἐταράχθη) is not any royal pomp or
circumstance, but that such dubious characters as these magi, albeit religious authorities (and
at their best, proper scholars) arrive with so bold a message.217 Magi want to locate and
worship (προσκυνῆσαι, 2:2) the newborn king of the Jews (Matt 2:2-3). These magi from the
east are the respectable kind, for they are taken quite seriously. The gravity of their arrival—
who they are (magi), their message (a newborn king), and their intentions (worship)—is not
lost on Herod or Jerusalem.
Matthew’s magi are troubling: these easterly magi saw an easterly star and came to
‘worship him’ (ἤλθομεν προσκυνῆσαι αὐτῷ, 2:2b; see also 2:2, 8, 11).218 The custom of
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prostrating before kings and high officials was universal in the ancient orient, yet for
Matthew Jesus is both Davidic king and the Son of God (see 1:23; 2:11; 3:17; 4:3-7; 8:29;
14:33; 26:63-64). Further, ἔρχομαι followed by προσκυνέω denotes a cultic action in the
LXX.219 Identifying the newborn child as ‘King of the Jews’ evokes Messianic overtones—
Herod insinuates as much when he asks ‘where is the Christ to be born’ (ποῦ ὁ χριστὸς
γεννᾶται, 2:4).220 And when the Jewish religious authorities return, they bring the composite
Micah 5:2/2 Samuel 5:2 Matthean fulfillment citation to locate the Messiah’s birth in King
David’s city. Matthew’s magi came to worship a divine king.
Politically, King Herod is understandably ‘troubled’: a challenger to his throne was
born, a Davidic challenger that fulfills OT expectations, no less (see 2:6; cf, 1:1-17, 22-24).
Herod is content to bring the fight for the throne to the newborn Jesus in his infancy with his
Bethlehem pogrom (2:13-16), though Jesus ultimately wins (2:19; 4:17; 28:18-20).
Conversely, ‘all Jerusalem’ is understandably ‘troubled’: politically, they are no doubt
worried what a maniacal Herod will do to the peoples this time— are they at fault the King
was caught unawares? How might this baby disrupt the social order or the political powers
the (religious/temple) Jerusalem elites enjoy? The arrival of a new king would cost
Jerusalem elites the privileged place they enjoy. The evangelist has no trouble indicating the
inner thoughts of the religious elites (9:4; 12:25), so here their silence implies their
complicity with Herod. The in-gathering (συναγαγὼν) of all the religious leaders qualifies
who Matthew has in view with ‘all Jerusalem’ (πᾶσα Ἱεροσόλυμα, 2:3), foreshadowing
synagogue troubles for the Matthean community. Matthew’s magi follow the star seeking the
child, whereas the religious leaders are ‘greatly troubled’ (ἐταράχθη) following Herod
seeking the prophets, but not the child of whom the prophets speak. Herod sends the magi
away, yet neither Herod nor the religious leaders follow the magi, though Herod at least
consulted with Matthew’s magi, albeit for diabolical ends (2:7, 13-18). While political
readings akin to Horsley or Carter are compelling, these are secondary to the central concern
of Jesus’s fulfillment as Messiah and King of the Jews.221
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Throughout Matthew’s account, kingship is in question since Jesus is υἱοῦ Δαυὶδ
(1:1).222 Here there is a very strong contrast between newborn Jesus and Herod. Who truly is
the king of the Jews: Herod or Jesus? Matthew’s answer is subtly direct. The magi come
seeking Jesus, not Herod (2:7). In fact, Herod eventually seeks the magi (2:7). Yet the only
place Jesus is called ‘king of the Jews’ in the Birth Narrative is at 2:2, Stanton notes, whereas
Matthew uses the phrase ‘the child and his mother’ five times: Jesus as a harmless and
humble Davidic Messiah becomes one of the most distinctive features of Matthew’s
Gospel.223 Elsewhere in Matthew Jesus is Son of David with power and authority to heal and
to save, fulfilling Matthew 1:21-24 (see 9:27; 12:23; 15:22; 20:30–31; 21:9, 15; 22:42).
Matthew 2 answers where Jesus is from by drawing from Moses’s legends, Davies and
Allison conclude, and that Jesus’s kingship implies messiahship and messianic fulfillments,
which naturally leads to an ‘inaugurated eschatology’ and foreshadows Jesus’s end.224
Fulfilling Micah 5:2/2 Samuel 5:2
The hybrid citation of Micah 5:2-4 and 2 Samuel 5:2 functions to identify the location
of the child’s birth and the Messiah-King’s mission. The Bethlehem birth derives from
Micah 5:2, the sentiment about the ruler as shepherd from 2 Samuel 5:2 (though the
sentiment is expressed in different words at Micah 5:3, 4).225 Matthew likely recalled the
LXX from memory, hence the variation from Micah 5:3 and the 2 Samuel allusion are a
happy and familiar consequence for author and reader alike.226 The Micah 5:2/2Samuel 5:2
citation is not strictly a ‘formula citation’ in the formal sense, though it functions as a
fulfillment: the citation ‘proves’ Jesus’s birth was a fulfillment of prophecy (see below).227
It is unclear how helpful the prophetic reference was to locate Jesus’s birthplace. The
star abruptly stops short over Jerusalem, then continues onward after the citation is read. It is
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striking that the magi’s joy returns not upon hearing the citation— it is quite likely they did
not— but at the star’s return (Matt 2:10).228 Matthew’s magi are still dependent upon their
‘magical’ arts and knowledge more than Jewish texts or religious leaders, as well as resolving
whether or not they knew or somehow missed Micah 5:2. While the prophets only relay the
town, the magi’s star takes them directly to the house where the child was with Mary his
mother (2:11). Tatum notes that after the birth of Jesus, Matthew’s infancy narrative (Matt
2:1-4:16) is marked by ‘geographical crescendos’ (Matt 2:22-23 and 4:13-16), where each
geographical location cited is substantiated with some kind of OT fulfillment.229 Gundry
notes the citation of Micah 5:2 is edited to draw out Jesus’s Davidic messiahship: ‘Land of
Judah’ both contemporizes ‘Ephrathah’ and somewhat conforms to ‘Judea’ (Matt 2:1, 5) to
intensify the tribe of Judah/kingship allusion (Matt 1:2-3).230 The citation is for Herod, all
Jerusalem, and Matthew’s readers, not necessarily Matthew’s magi.
Worship and Gifts
Herod’s secret consultation is calculated: his aim is murder, but he successfully
convinced Matthew’s magi his intent was worship (2:8, 13-18). The magi tell all, yet they do
not seem privy to what the religious leaders tell Herod nor the religious leaders to what the
magi tell Herod (2:5-8).231 Leaving Herod, they follow the reappearing star (2:9), filled with
great joy at the star’s return and more confident of the star’s direction than the prophetic
directions of Micah 5:2 (Matt 2:6). The star leads them directly to the house where Mary was
with the child (2:11). The magi who saw a star in the east now see the mother with the
child.232 Matthew’s magi finally fall down and worship, presenting gifts in worship as
intended.
The evangelist gives more details about the adoration of Matthew’s magi than Jesus’
birth.233 Matthew focuses the action upon what to do about Jesus, not so much the means by
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which Jesus came. ‘Falling down’ (πεσόντες) to ‘worship’ (προσκύνησαν) is indicative of
their intent and their submission. The gifts were costly, the fruits of their profitable ‘magic’
arts, possessing the means to secure such costly gifts.234 Frankincense and myrrh (λίβανον
καὶ σμύρναν) were commonly used in religious practices and are commonly found together
in the ‘magical’ papyri, both together and combined with other spices/fragrances (PGM
IV.1309-16; 1830-40; 1990; XIII.353-61). Myrrh is primarily used for romantic or aromatic
purposes (Esth 2:12; Ps 45:8; Prov 7:17; Song 1:13; 3:6; 4:6, 14; 5:1, 5, 13; Sir 24:15; 3
Macc 4:6), though the LORD commands Moses to have priests use myrrh to prepare to enter
the tent of meeting (Exod 30:23). Torah commands use of frankincense for various sacrifices
to the LORD (Exod 30:34; Lev 2:1–2, 15–16; 5:11; 6:15; 24:7; Num 5:15; cf, Neh 13:4, 9).
Similarly, Alexander sent large amounts frankincense and myrrh to his former teacher
Leonidas so Leonidas’s offerings to the gods would no longer have to be stingy (Plutarch,
Alexander, 25).
The gifts’ value are self-evident for the evangelist and no explanation is given.235
Matthew only gives the implication they are fitting to the newborn ‘king of the Jews’— all
three gifts meant worship.236 The magi worship because the advent of the star pointed them
to a power greater than theirs and came with the tools and profits of their ‘magical’ arts: gold,
frankincense, and myrrh. Herod and all Jerusalem were troubled; Matthew’s magi were
humbled. Again, Matthew’s readers are left to fill in gaps of meaning.
A Different Way?
The story closes [for the magi] with a dream warning them to go home via a route
avoiding Herod (Matt 2:12). Their dream is immediately followed by Joseph’s dream (2:13),
Jesus and the main characters quickly moving out of reach from Herod’s swinging sword
(2:13-18). Like Joseph, Matthew’s magi comply without trouble or delay (cf, 1:20, 24; 2:13,
22). Matthew’s magi depart for their unnamed region— Matthew remains as unclear about
their departure as their arrival. In a literary sense, they are Matthew’s παρεδρόι (‘assistants’)
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summoned for a task then dismissed as quickly. Though it does not require a magus to
understand the angel’s message (e.g., Joseph’s dreams, Matt 2:13, 19, 22; cf, 1:20), the magi
are undisturbed by the oneirological message. For the evangelist, they simply return home
avoiding Herod. Even if they had made some kind of clandestine deal with Herod, such a
change is in keeping with the dubious character of magi.237 Matthew leaves yet another
literary and theological gap: it is entirely uncertain whether they leave believing Jesus is the
divine Messiah-King of the Jews.

Matthew’s Fulfilling Magi: Significance for Matthew’s Gospel
In this chapter my aim was to explore the literary and theological gaps Matthew
produces in his magi story: the magi’s identity, what exactly the magi ‘fulfill’, the unclear
meaning of the magi’s gifts and what exactly the magi do when they see ‘the child and his
mother Mary’ (Matt 2:11), and how they depart. By identifying Matthew’s magi as
‘magicians’ we can see Matthew uses his magi to produce several unfulfilling results. Their
identity is obscure beyond ‘from the east’. Modern commentators wrestle with this as much
as ancient commentators. What is important to note is that one’s choice of identity impacts
considerably the theological implications of Matthew’s magi: are they Parthian kingmakers
come to crown a king (van Kooten)? Are they Gentile courtesans from Babylon come to
worship (Gaechter, Brown)? Are they Gentiles from Sheba, possibly fulfilling Balaam’s
prophecies (Davies and Allison) or on the Moses birth typology paralleling Moses’s Egyptian
‘magician’ opponents (Davies)? In each case, their identity impacts directly what it is the
magi ‘fulfill’. Otherwise, Matthew’s magi are reduced to a literary device to introduce Jesus’
birth in Bethlehem, which is a long journey to a destination as close as Micah 5:2/2 Samuel
5:2. The literary gaps Matthew creates Matthew leaves any of these options possible.
Whatever their identity, it is also unclear what exactly Matthew’s magi fulfill despite
Matthew’s matrices of OT fulfillments. The quotations and direct associations concern
Jesus’s conception (1:18), names (1:21-24), birthplace (2:6), reason for going to Egypt (2:1318) and divine identity (1:23; 2:15). Connections to Balaam and the Psalms are not made by
Matthew, but by Matthew’s readers, at most leaving ‘bread crumbs’ that are quite small and
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sparse, suggesting opportunistic modern readers than the evangelist’s intentions.238 In a
manner similar to early Christian authors who reuse Matthew’s magi, Matthew relies on an
ethnic designation (‘from the east’) and occupation (‘magic’ practitioner) to arrive at the
claim that Jesus was born the Messianic ‘King of the Jews’ and Son of God (Matt 1:21-23;
2:15; 3:17). Herod himself calls the ‘newborn king of the Jews’ the ‘Christ’ (2:4), equating
the two. The Micah 5:2/2 Samuel 5:2 citation both affirms the location of the birthplace and
this Messianic kingship. The magi’s arrival searching for the ‘newborn King of the Jews’
puts King Herod and the Jerusalemites on the defensive, awkwardly answering questions they
find ‘troubling’ (2:3). This serves to introduce the evangelist’s conflicts between religious
and political leaders and Jesus culminating with Jesus’s Roman crucifixion, between the
beginning and end of the gospel. Matthew ‘regularly make[s] the Jewish crowds prefigure
the church’, encouraging his readers in their example against the religious leaders’ consistent
rejection of Jesus from his birth.239 The fulfillment quotation functions in Matthew 2:5-6 to
locate Jesus’ birthplace and awaken ‘all Jerusalem’ to (what they perceive as startling) the
fact that the Messiah King has arrived. The magi’s arrival, in turn, functions to evoke the
need to locate the Messiah’s birthplace, but Jesus fulfills, not Mathew’s magi.
Matthew uses his magi to affirm the divine paternity of Jesus: Jesus was Son of God.
The genealogy is at pains to keep Joseph ‘the husband of Mary’ (1:16) and at a distance again
because he keeps Mary a virgin until Jesus is born (1:25). Matthew’s magi come not to see
the son of a carpenter, but the son of God. For so controversial a claim, Matthew’s magi
enter this scene as religious experts, ‘magicians’, outside of Palestine and Roman religious
and political authorities. In a sense, they are the modern day ‘consultant’, the unbiased thirdparty who examine a matter to help settle a debate. Their arrival signals Jesus as the one
truly born King of the Jews and insinuate Jesus’s divine status as Son of God. This is the
case whether his readers were Torah-observant Jews, idol-worshipping Romans, Syrians
steeped in some kind of mystery religion, or just well-meaning Gentiles interested to some
degree in Judaism or why someone might claim to be ‘Christian’ but follow a crucified Jew
named ‘Jesus’. While such a diverse audience may disagree on much, these all could agree
that a bona fide magus knows a king, even a god, when a magus sees one.
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How Matthew’s magi leave the scene is also unclear. While Matthew’s magi come to
worship, it is not entirely clear that these magi become disciples of Jesus (or experience a
‘conversion’). ‘The magi’s προσκυνέω is their own attitude toward the Lord Christ.’240
Matthew’s magi are emblematic of Jesus’s teaching that one’s words and actions reveal
character (Matt 7:15-23; 15:15-20). By contrast, the Roman Centurion and the Canaanite
Woman also speak and act with evidence of great faith and they προσκυνέω before Jesus. In
response, Jesus commends their ‘great faith’ (8:10; 15:28). Matthew’s magi spoke with
resolute aspirations for Jesus and took considerable effort to bring him costly gifts in an act
of worship, complementing the Roman Centurion’s and Canaanite Woman’s faith as heirs of
the Kingdom of heaven from east and west (8:11). The magi’s gifts are taken from their
‘magical’ treasures, but what theological or fulfillment value they have is unspecified. These
are as close as Matthew comes to suggesting their ‘conversion’. Their homegoing seems
surprisingly deadpan. They do not return home ‘amazed’ (cf, Matt 8:10, 27; 9:33; 12:23;
15:31; 21:15, 20, 42; 22:22), nor with ‘great joy’ as for the star’s return (Matt 2:10), nor like
the women leaving the tomb with ‘fear and great joy’ (μετὰ φόβου καὶ χαρᾶς μεγάλης, Matt
28:8). Matthew’s magi are not commended for their ‘great faith’ (cf, Matt 8:10; 15:28)— the
matter is uncertain, more so than the mixed certainty of Jesus’s resurrection (Matt 28:17).
The evangelist leaves several literary and theological gaps. Matthew’s magi simply
do what magi do: worship the ‘newborn King of the Jews’, a divine-man, then go home. This
is a sublime and unfulfilling end to an otherwise spectacular episode. What Matthew’s magi
themselves ‘fulfill’ is not entirely clear. Jesus ‘fulfills’ the Micah 5:2/2 Sam 5:2 citation,
though the magi’s arrival provokes the citation. While fulfillment of Numbers 24:17 or any
Balaam prophecies is enticing the evangelist nowhere makes that connection himself.
Gentile inclusion is also enticing: the evangelist leaves hints that this could be (e.g., 8:11;
28:18-20), but such readings are subtle even for Matthew. Matthew’s magi come to worship
and that is fulfilling enough for the evangelist. Matthew’s early Christian readers creatively
fill these voids, to whom this thesis now turns.
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CHAPTER 4

Unfulfilling Magi: Matthew’s Magi in the Protevangelium
Jacobi

The Protevangelium Jacobi (hereafter, ProtJac.) is a fascinating second century CE
Christian text describing the origins of Jesus and his mother, Mary. The overarching purpose
of the story seems to be raising Mary’s standing, be it to explain further Jesus’s own birth or
resolve unanswered questions from Matthew and Luke’s birth narratives. ProtJac. embodies
the maxim: ‘Wherever biographical literature shows gaps, legend generally springs up, in the
absence of reliable information, to supply the deficiency.’241 The story clearly borrows from
both Matthew’s Gospel and Luke’s, both filling and creating gaps to accomplish ProtJac.’s
purposes. The aim of this chapter is to critically assess the afterlife of Matthew’s magi in
ProtJac. After a brief discussion of provenance, attention turns to the ‘unfulfilling’ nature of
the protevangelist’s use of Matthew’s magi. This chapter closes with reflection on
implications for the use of Matthew’s magi in early Christianity.
4.
Protevangelium Jacobi’s Provenance
Scholarly attention on ProtJac. has increased recently despite issues surrounding
ProtJac.’s textual transmission, authorship, provenance and purpose.242 However, that
history of research has a notoriously complicated history well detailed by others, though a
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few features warrant repeating.243 Despite the publication of de Stryker’s 1964 edition,
ProtJac.’s textual witness and provenance generates considerable scholarly discussion.244 De
Stryker’s text was an admittedly provisional revision of Tischendorf’s edition of Papyrus
Bodmer V, provoking further work on ProtJac.’s complicated webs of textual transmission
and provenance.245 While there are approximately 169 known manuscripts, many were not
included by de Stryker, meaning ProtJac. still lacks a complete critical edition.246
The author is unknown, despite the ‘literary fiction’ of its claim to be written by
Jesus’s half-brother, James (ProtJac. 25:1-3; compare 9:8; 17:2), which further complicates
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ProtJac.’s provenance.247 Though Zervos rejects the single-author view popularized by de
Stryker for a three stage process view similar to Harnack, which is based upon prioritizing
Papyrus Bodmer V, a single author with subsequent redactors is less speculative than
Zervos’s proposal.248 For this thesis, Papyrus Bodmer V attests the magi pericope, regardless
of any redaction in ProtJac. 21. Rather than redaction, I argue variations are not necessarily
redactor ‘intrusions’, but theological innovations born of literary creativity (see below).
The protevangelist clearly demonstrates knowledge of Matthew and Luke (e.g.,
ProtJac. 10:9; 11-14; 17:1; 21:1-22:1; see below), suggesting a date no earlier than late first
century.249 ProtJac. is recognized as the textual source for the tradition that Jesus was born
in a cave (ProtJac. 18:1; 19:12; 21:10). Controversies in the mid-second century about Mary
and Jesus’s origins (e.g., Marcion, Celsus) possibly led to ProtJac.’s use by Clement of
Alexandria and Justin, certainly Origen. Reinforcing this there are revised forms of ProtJac.
in Pseudo-Matthew and later texts.250 Further, if ProtJac. evidences knowledge of Ignatius’s
Ephesian (or his source material) and shares Justin’s knowledge about a cave birth (Dial.
78.5), ProtJac. is dated sometime in the late second century.251 Due to dating and authorship
complexities, as well as perceived geographical errors, lack of Greek complexity, and Coptic
elements, de Strycker placed ProtJac. in Egypt; Smid and Vuong suggest Syria.252 It is best
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to presume with Hock that the protevangelist may not have been a Jew nor written in
Palestine, but in Syria (Smid and Vuong) mid-late second century CE.253
The protevangelist’s relationship with and knowledge of Judea and Judaism are key
issues. Scholarly consensus has evolved considerably.254 Smid took the protevangelist’s use
of the LXX and similar phrases and vocabulary as evidence of ProtJac.’s Jewish
awareness.255 Nutzman demonstrates the protevangelist was well versed in Judaism, even
beyond the LXX, using Jewish models for Mary’s story: constructing the temple curtain,
being recognized as a virgin even after moving into Joseph’s home, facing the bitter water
ordeal and being cleared of adultery charges, and following Samuel’s footsteps by being
portrayed as a life-long Nazarite dedicated to God.256 Examining the various rituals and parts
of ProtJac. appearing particularly Jewish against the backdrop of the Mishna, Horner reasons
ProtJac. would have been best understood within a community familiar with concerns and
images of contemporary Judaism.257 Admittedly, Horner’s use of the third century Mishna to
interpret second century CE ProtJac. is problematic, but Horner nonetheless illustrates a
viable connection between the Judaism of ProtJac. and a subsequent Judaic analog that was
in formation around the time of ProtJac.258 Similarly, Vuong found an intricate nexus of
Jewishness concerning Mary’s purity and postpartum virginity.259 Further, Vuong reliably
argues for a second century CE Syrian provenance based upon her literary analysis of ritual
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and sexual purity traditions in contemporaneous rabbinic Jewish and Syrian Christian
sources.260 The protevangelist likely composed this text sometime in the second century,
informed by a kind of Judaism familiar to Syria for a mixed audience of Jesus-followers and
interested outsiders.

Protevangelium Jacobi Relations to Matthew and Luke
At a time where gospel production was frequent, such gospels frequently arose to fit
myriads of theological intentions.261 Though ProtJac.’s purpose is multifaceted, Mary is
central to the story, though conceptualizations vary considerably. The protevangelist tells an
infancy narrative from the viewpoint of the child’s mother (Mary) for the purpose of
validating Mary’s purity.262 Smid sees the purpose as glorifying Mary.263 Similarly, ProtJac.
has an encomiastic purpose for Hock, functioning ‘as an ῾ιστορία which has the structure and
purpose of an ἐγκώμιον’ of Mary.264 Agreeing with Hock, Vuong finds ProtJac. produced a
sustained concern to affirm Mary’s ritual purity, both pre- and post- partum, ‘with reference
to the laws about the temple and sacrifice laid out in the Pentateuch (esp. LXX)’.265 Roman
literature informed the structure and rhetoric of ProtJac., whose steady focus on Mary may
also be connected to the common trope to praise a man by praising his mother.266 To these
extents ProtJac. has an apologetic purpose in response to the likes of Celsus or Marcion.
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As a matter of literary method for these aims, Vanden Eykel explains ProtJac. also
functions as a kind of bios intended as a supplement to the prioritized narratives. Mary is
central to ProtJac.’s function as a ‘sort of Mariological ‘reboot’ of the Jesus narrative’.267
This develops an important interpretive frame for how readers approach ProtJac.:
They [reboots and prequels] differ insofar as prequels are executed with an eye
toward continuity, while reboots frequently betray revisionist impulses; they often
reset the chronology of the original narrative by beginning before it, and in some
cases, they generate plot holes to the dismay of their readers. But they share the
capacity to affect the way that readers understand the original; elements of the back
story, though created retrospectively, are conflated with the story they are intended to
revise or supplement. A new 'text' is thus created in the mind of the reader, and the
process restarts. The question of ProtJac.’s relationship to the NT is therefore a
complicated one.268 [author’s emphasis]
Further, this thesis suggests a new text is created for both reader and author. The
author as reader of the original story and reader of his perceived audience saw something
warranting a reboot, be it a concern internal to the author or external. The protevangelist’s
reboot as well as the reader’s re-imagination of it also produces a distinct, yet interconnected
web of afterlives of both the original and the reboot.269 Utilizing the literary gaps in the
source materials, ProtJac. creatively reboots the infancy narrative.270 Continuing Vanden
Eykel’s movie analogy, a harmony might be a ‘director’s cut’ or ‘special edition’ where often
there are previously edited-out scenes, errors in the theatrical version corrected upon release
for individual sales, or alternate endings. In ProtJac. readers see a creative reboot of the
infancy narrative with the prior versions’ in full view. The protevangelist takes advantage of
narrative gaps and creates gaps of his own, interacting, reacting and – in the course of his
work - creating a reboot of the magi story.271
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Matthew’s Magi in Protevangelium Jacobi
The protevangelist produces an unfulfilling reboot to Matthew’s magi. The truncated
account in P. Bodmer V receives minimal expansion in the full body of later MSS. Zervos
argues there is a now lost Genesis Mariam that serves as the Vorlage for today’s text. 272 If
Zervos’s redaction analysis stands, it is striking that perceived redactional insertions to the
magi pericope serve to make more explicit a so-called GenMar. author’s original (if adopting
Zervos’s careful redaction scheme en toto). Rather, through creative use of the narrative gaps
in the prioritized texts of Matthew and Luke, ProtJac. crafts a Mary-focused ‘reboot’ of
Matthew and Luke’s birth narrative that is distinct from ProtJac.’s source material.273 This
section develops a critical reading of ProtJac. to expose these features. Ultimately, readers
find unfulfilling magi in ProtJac. because they are not connected to the Micah 5:2/2 Samuel
5:2 citation (Matt. 2:6), their identity is further obscured, and their ‘worship experience’
decidedly underwhelming.
Magi Arrive
A careful reading of the protevangelist’s account reveals ProtJac. is not repeating the
Matthean source, though the protevangelist follows Matthew quite closely.274 Whereas
Matthew sets the story sometime after Jesus’s birth during the time of Herod (Matt 2:1),
ProtJac. situates the visit with Joseph’s preparations to leave the cave (ProtJac. 21:1). The
protevangelist creatively exploits Matthew’s narrative seam to develop his narrative. It is
unclear how long Joseph and family were in Bethlehem and Jesus’s presentation at the
temple is unexpectedly absent (Luke 2:22-24).275
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Magi enter ‘Bethlehem of Judea’, interrupting Joseph’s departure, causing a great
disturbance (θόρυβος ἐγένετο μέγας, ProtJac. 21:1), asking the whereabouts of the newborn
king of the Jews (ὁ βασιλεὺςτῶν Ἰουδαίων, 21:2) on the advent of an eastern star.276 ProtJac.
creatively relocates where the magi arrive— ‘Bethlehem of Judea’ (ProtJac. 21:1), not
Jerusalem (Matt 2:1-3). Commentators quickly dismiss this as a limitation of the author:
Bethlehem is in Judea.277 Yet the phrase ‘Bethlehem of Judea’ (Βηθλέεμ τῆς Ἰουδαίας, see
also ProtJac. 21:5) is verbatim how Matthew describes Bethlehem (Matt 2:1, 5), potentially
even a paraphrase of Matthew’s Micah 5:2 citation (Βηθλέεμ, γῆ Ἰούδα, Matt 2:6), which the
protevangelist otherwise omits.278 The more glaring diversion from Matthew is the relocation
of the disturbance to Bethlehem, whereas Matthew has Herod in Jerusalem with the magi
(Matt 2:1-3). The narrative logic is difficult to reconcile. Surely word could have spread
quickly to Bethlehem, but ProtJac. seems to omit Jerusalem deliberately omits Jerusalem and
focus on Bethlehem.279 Several versions attempt to amend ProtJac. to match the Matthean
source.280 Yet, both the ‘trouble’ (ProtJac. 21:1) and the birth (ProtJac. 17:1; 18:1) happen
in Bethlehem and the nearby cave.
When Herod inquired about the sign (ProtJac. 21:3) the magi’s description expands
upon their testimony in Matthew 2, reimagining Matthew’s story familiar with Ignatius.281
Rather than simply stating their joy at the star’s reappearance (Matt 2:10), the protevangelist
narrates the magi’s joy in their description of it. The protevangelist’s reboot coalesces
Matthew’s story with Ignatius’s tradition, reproducing the tale with less fulfillment and more
excitement in narrative actions than narration.282
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The magi’s inquiry intensifies the disturbing nature of their arrival (21:1, 3). They
ask, ‘Where is the one born King of the Jews. . . we saw his star and have come to worship
him?’283 It is already on Salome’s lips that Jesus is the great King of Israel (20:10). Asking
such a question in Bethlehem (ProtJac. 21:1b-2), as opposed to asking around Jerusalem
‘Where is the one born King of the Jews?’ (Matt 2:1b-2) are two very distinct questions. It is
unclear who magi are asking and where, unlike Matthew’s modestly clearer account (or
inviting readers to reflect upon that Matthean source). Rather, ProtJac. has made a
theological maneuver to alter the geography and chronology of the story. The magi were
causing a scene in Bethlehem, the home of Davidic kings. Herod sends servants to
Bethlehem to bring them to his praetorium (e.g., Jerusalem). Meanwhile, back at the palace,
Herod consults with the priests prior to the magi’s arrival escorted by Herod’s servants. Then
Herod brings the newly arrived magi into his praetorium to inquire of them. For ProtJac.
Herod does not tell them what he learned from the high priests (instead of ‘high priests and
scribes of the people’, Matt 2:4).284 This same disconnect is found in Matthew— in both
cases religious leaders instruct Herod, though only Matthew cites Micah 5:2/2 Samuel 5:2,
but Herod only tells the magi to report back so he too can worship (Matt 4:8; ProtJac. 21:9).
Magi’s Identity in ProtJac.
The magi’s identity is reduced from Matthew’s unique μάγοι ἀπὸ ἀνατολῶν (‘magi
from the east’, Matt 2:1) to an indefinite μάγοι (‘magi’), saying even less about the magi than
the Matthean source.285 The protevangelist’s reason for the omission is not immediately
clear, despite efforts by a few MSS to bring ProtJac. into compliance with Matthew.286
ProtJac.’s geographical designations are kept to a minimum: the entire story is set within
Judea (8:9; 17:1; 21:1, 5, 12), save messengers ‘from the Lord’ (4:1, 3; 8:7; 14:5; 20:9; 22:9)
or a ‘heavenly messenger’ (8:2; 12:6; 13:7; 15:11; 21:12). Despite activity in the temple,
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Jerusalem is named only twice: first in a warning to Salome not to tell others about the
child’s birth in Jerusalem (20:12), then in the postlude referencing Herod’s death (25:1-2).
What further can be known of ProtJac.’s unfulfilling magi must be inferred: they
have skills in astrology (21:2, 8), means to travel, access to wealth (to bring expensive gifts),
and likely are not from Judaea. ProtJac. is not opposed to divination techniques [e.g., casting
lots for Joseph to get Mary (8:6-9:10); drink test to discern origins of Mary’s baby (16:18).287 Though prescribed by the Torah (Num 5:11-31), these acts are nonetheless divination].
The notion that magi are mageía practitioners— astrology, divination or otherwise— does
not phase the protevangelist nor his readers. The magi are the only Gentiles in the story. The
executioners sent for John (22:2; 23:2) are also undefined. Beyond these the magi’s identity
is open to readers’ imaginations to fill in gaps, though Matthew’s Gospel provides minimal
detail (see previous chapter). Sim proposes the possibility that Matthew’s magi could be
Gentile or Jewish— Matthew only stipulates they be ‘from the east’, meaning east of
Jerusalem.288 An important feature of Matthew’s text is the evangelist’s vague description:
subsequent readers were free to add their own details to complete the picture. Surpisingly,
the protoevangelist omits Matthew’s precious few details.289 The protevangelist chose to
remove one of the two identity markers for Matthew’s magi.
While it is possible that the author is ignorant or careless about these features, this
thesis challenges such conclusions. ProtJac. is neither confused about the identity of
Matthew’s magi (so far as Matthew describes them), nor does the protevangelist necessarily
err or misunderstand Palestinian geography, though it certainly does not reflect the geography
accurately. Rather, ProtJac. is theologically motivated to make these changes.290 The
protevangelist broadened Matthew’s charge against Jerusalem and the religious elites to all
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Judea, the very ones decimated by Titus and despised by the Roman world.291 This helps
explain the so-called ‘geographical error’, as well as ProtJac.’s imprecision with the Jewish
cultus (for example, ProtJac. 1; 5:1-4; 8:2; 10; 23:1, 8- 24:11). ProtJac. seeks to
acknowledge Christianity’s Jewish origins, but clearly shows that Judaism has rejected the
central figures and doctrine of Christianity, namely Jesus and his mother Mary. As Vuong
and others have demonstrated, the protevangelist is working in a milieu of mixed Judaisms
and Christianities. Another parting of ways was underway.292
The title ‘King of the Jews’ (ProtJac. 21:2) clearly borrows from the Matthean source
(Matt 2:2), yet it seems somewhat out of place. ProtJac. consistently refers to Israel or
‘sons/people/tribes of Israel’ (ProtJac. 1:1, 6-7; 6:6; 7:10; 9:8; 14:3; 15:16; 19:3); the only
time he speaks of ‘the Jews/Judeans/Judea’ is here and in geographical references (‘territory
of Judea’, 8:9; Bethlehem ‘of Judea’ (17:1; 21:1, 2, 5). The only time a term like ‘Hebrews’
(᾽Εβραὶαν) is used is in reference to females: when searching for women to attend Mary—
‘daughters of Hebrews’ (7:4) and a ‘Hebrew midwife’ (18:2; 19:2), ensuring Mary’s ethnic
and ceremonial purity.293 Joseph’s search for the midwife is telling: he searches for a
‘Hebrew midwife’, imitating the LXX Moses story (Exod 2) and advancing a Matthean
theme, as well as purity themes found in the story of Judith (Judth 9:4; 10:12; 13:16). Yet the
midwife does not ask if Joseph is Hebrew, but if Joseph is of Israel (ProtJac. 19:3).294 The
magi’s question was altered to ‘king born for Israel’ (ἐγεννήθη τῷ Ἰσραήλ) when asked by
King Herod (21:8). Similarly, in ProtJac. 23:4 Herod misidentified Zacharias’ son John for
the child Mary bore, concerned the child might rule over Israel (βασιλεύειν τοῦ Ἰσραήλ).
ProtJac. makes subtle ethnic designations within his use of the names for the people
of Israel— ‘Hebrew’, ‘Judean’, ‘Israel’. Second century authors distinguish between ‘King
of the Jews’, a religious connotation that refers to religious and Messianic expectations, and
‘King of Israel’, a more political designation that refers to the historical people of Israel. The
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Gospel of Peter deploys ‘King of Israel’ to distance Jesus from Judaism.295 This ‘insider’
language is the vocabulary choice of those living in Palestine. ProtJac. follows suit,
recognizing Jesus in a context of fulfillment, albeit more subtly than Matthew (and likely
assuming Matthew). ProtJac. makes ‘Israel’ the self-designation of the Jews.296 ProtJac. is
building a case for Jesus’s kingship without so direct a challenge to Rome. The
protevangelist chose this language, exposing the protevangelist’s theological commitments to
keep Jesus ‘Jewish, but not too Jewish’, to fulfill expectations for a Messiah by explaining
how this one came about.
The protevangelist curiously excludes Matthew’s all Jerusalem (Matt 2:3, πᾶσα
Ἱεροσόλυμα).297 Matthew identifies Jerusalem as troublesome, they do not acknowledge a
newborn king, nor do they seek him out in Bethlehem. In the shadows of Jerusalem’s
destruction is careful not to invite undue criticism upon so violently subdued a people, yet
also distancing himself from their politics (and theology?). While Matthew’s goal may have
been to draw early battle lines between Jesus and Jerusalem elites, the protevangelist’s goal
likely was mindful of Hadrian’s prohibitions against Jews in Jerusalem and Rome. The
protevangelist strikes a more politically nuanced posture to avoid the Roman Princip’s ire
without overtly pillorying Jerusalemites for the sake of Jewish readers.298
The rhetorical effect of the protevangelist’s revisions indicts all Judea, not just
Jerusalemites. Only a select few actually ‘come and see’ (ProtJac. 20:12; 21:12). What
should be national cause for celebration, the ‘raised-in-the-temple-pure-Mary’ giving birth to
a Davidic king (19:8), is seen and worshipped only by Hebrew midwives and non-Hebrew
magi. Yet, those who come see something more than they expect (see 19:17-20:10). The
tension parallels the protevangelist’s Matthean source, but develops quite differently.
Though Mary follows Jewish traditions and remains pure even after birth, still the child and
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his mother are not recognized for who they are by the people Jesus came to save. The high
priests report back what is written about ὁ Χριστός (21:4), the efforts to describe Mary as
ceremonially clean (5:9; 6:1-7:9; 11; etc.) and serving in the temple (10), and the divination
to sort out impropriety (16) not only vindicate Mary, but also function to validate the purity
of Jesus’s birth as Son of God, and in turn, as Messiah. The magi’s visit, and diversion
around Herod upon their return home (21:12), seems to corroberate the identity of Mary and
Jesus and the implications tied to those identities.299
The magi’s reply to Herod’s inquiry is most revealing. Herod learns from the priests
(contra Matthew, where Herod asks the ‘priests and scribes of the people,’ Matt 2:3) that the
Christ was to be born in Bethlehem (ProtJac. 21:4, sans fulfillment of Mic 5:2), but never
appears to tell the magi.300 That Herod seeks the Jewish Scriptures to corroborate the magi’s
report highlights the obscurity of Jesus’s birth, the meaning of the magi’s star, and illumines
the magi’s intent. As outsiders ethnically and religiously, they only knew about the star and
responded dutifully.
Magi and the Star
Much has been made of this star in Matthew, which does not need to be repeated here,
except to observe that ProtJac. preserves eastern origins for the star, but not the magi.301 Yet
the star is so significant to the magi that they cannot see other stars (ProtJac. 21:8). Their
description of the star at first is simply that it is ‘in the east’ and refers to the birth of the
‘King of the Jews’ (21:2). However, the star’s shine swells to something unavoidable when
describing it to Herod- it shines so bright as to render other stars imperceptible (21:8).
The magi’s zeal for the eastern star is not without precedent. In Oracula Sibyllina
8.476-78 magi (μάγοισι) worship (σεβάσθη) a star created by the word of God (θέσφατος).302
On the eve of a birth of a god’s son, a star appears by the word of God and magi worship the
star. It is an interesting contrast that magi σεβάσθη (Or. Sibyl.) rather than προσκυνῆσαι
(ProtJac., Matt), though the hexameter is the likely cause for the word choice. Again, it may
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well be that the child the magi had in view was national Israel’s king, not necessarily a
religious leader, something the Scriptures would have clarified (see ProtJac. 21:5).
It is noteworthy that this is the first narrative to make something of the star: in
Matthew it simply functions to point to Jesus’s birth.303 Matthew narrates the events briefly
(Matt 2:7-8) and readers are left with Matthew 2:2 to infer what the magi might have
repeated to Herod. ProtJac.’s account varies considerably. The eastern star ‘outshines all the
stars’ (ProtJac. 2:8), the central descriptor for the magi, indicates the star’s character, not its
location. The protevangelist expands Matthew’s magi by reflecting on the star. The star’s
overpowering illumination reveals the magi’s excitement and a source of their determination
to worship.
Yet this reception of Matthew’s eastern star makes questionable for some scholars
what the protevangelist is paralleling.304 Some argue Ignatius (Ign. Eph 19) alludes to
Matthew 2:2, 9 where the star shines brighter than any star, bringing all forms of ‘magic’ to
an end.305 However, Ignatius’s brief passage is more a commentary on ‘magic’ and the stars
in general, not necessarily an exposition of Matthew’s magi. Holtmann rightly observes a
common motif between Matthew and Ignatius, but their traditions are independent of each
other.306 Literary parallels are more discernable than literary dependance between Ignatius
and the protevangelist. Ignatius mentions Jesus Christ’s virginal birth from the seed of David
by the Holy Spirit (then cleansed by baptism, Ign. Eph. 18:2). The star appears, outshining
the other stars, while the sun and moon form a choir about it with the other stars (Ign. Eph.
19:2). The star is the revelation of Jesus’s birth, for ‘God was making His appearance in
human form to mold the newness of eternal life!’ (Ign. Eph. 19:3). Similarly, in ProtJac. the
star functions as the needed revelation to initiate the magi’s trek, a star that outshines them all
so much so that the others cannot be seen. In ProtJac.’s narrative, the importance of other
stars was dwarfed by the importance of this one star.307
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Like the star, the magi’s intent was singular and glaring: ‘worship’ (or ‘homage’).
The repeated use of προσκυνέω in the midwife and magi pericopes illumines the term’s use
(ProtJac. 29-30 and 21, respectively). We see in Salome the act of worship (προσκυνήσω),
which Herod allegedly ‘intends’ to do (προσκυνήσω, ProtJac. 21:9). Further, the magi
mirror the activity of Joachim (ProtJac. 1:2, 4; 5:1) and ‘the sons of Israel’ (1:4) bringing
their gifts (δῶρα), not sacrifices, before the Lord. ProtJac. certainly follows Matthew, but is
not imprisoned to Matthew.308
Yet, several factors suggest both senses of προσκυνέω are at work. Admittedly, the
case could be made that the magi came to ‘pay homage’ to a newborn king, bringing costly
gifts worthy of a king. Notice δῶρον is also used to mean ‘sacrifice’ or is associated with
sacrifice (LXX Gen 4:4; Deut 12:11; OG 1 Chr 16:29; Neh 13:31; Job 20:6; Sir 7:9; Isa 18:7;
66:20; Jer 40(30):1) and by Jesus to explain or refer to the laws concerning making sacrifices
and offerings on the altar of the Lord (Matt 5:23, 24; 8:4; 23:18, 19).309 Readers know
Jesus’s supernatural birth (ProtJac. 18-20; see, Matt 1:18-25; Luke 2), see the contrasts
between the ‘King of the Jews’ and ‘King of Israel’ (see above), and who comes to the
newborn child, features having the cumulative effect of pointing to both senses of
προσκυνέω. While initially the magi may have come to pay homage to a king, the themes of
the protevangelist and the evangelists he reboots suggest ‘worship’. The trouble they endure
to accomplish their goal is commendable and a condemnable contrast to Herod and Judea.310
In all likelihood ProtJac. expected readers to be familiar with Matthew’s account, so just as
ProtJac. can creatively expand narrative gaps, so too can ProtJac. leave gaps Matthew
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already fills. In so doing, both prioritized features of the Matthean source and the
protevangelist’s intent are illumined as ProtJac.’s story expands or contracts.
The hyperbole about the star reveals not only their excitement for this star, and by
extension, the king’s arrival, but also serves to highlight the fact that Herod and Judea have
missed something glaringly obvious to the magi. This omission by Herod and Judea
heightens the devotion of the magi: of all who hear about ‘the magi and that star’ and what is
written in the Hebrew Scriptures about the Messiah, it is disturbing to the protevangelist and
his readers that no one makes the connection nor decides to ‘come and see’ (ProtJac. 19:11).
Instead, Herod sought and destroyed (22:1-2). Because ProtJac. relocates the scene to Judea
and omits Matthew’s πᾶσα Ἱεροσόλυμα μετ᾿ αὐτοῦ (Matt 2:3) the entire region is culpable
for their lack of response to the birth of Jesus (ProtJac. 41:7-10).311 Despite limited
revelation the magi followed through with the revelation they were given each step of the
way, something Judea could not say.
For all ProtJac.’s anticipation, the magi’s ‘worship experience’ is surprisingly banal.
In Matthew’s Gospel they give gifts and ‘worship’ (Matt 2:11); in ProtJac. they simply pull
out the gifts (21:11). More attention is given to their journey to and from the cave than their
actual experience in it— the only other feature of the magi’s arrival is the star shining upon
the child’s head when they arrive (21:10). Their contact with the holy family, no less the
child, considering the magi’s goal, is limited. Joseph is nowhere to be found as the magi see
only the child with his mother Mary, who is relatively inactive (21:11). Jesus is never
referred to directly— he is ‘the child with his mother’ (or some such variation; see 21:11;
22:3, 7). The story is strictly business: the magi follow the star, arrive at the cave, give their
gifts, then go home another way in response to the angelic warning (21:10-12). There is no
dialogue and a paucity of narration. The magi do not hand their gifts to anyone nor place
them anywhere, though the gifts are listed by name.312 ProtJac.’s brief narration is somewhat
anti-climactic considering the magi’s intentions are finally fulfilled: they unceremoniously
extract gifts of gold, frankincense, and myrrh (ProtJac. 21:11). ProtJac. assumes readers
know what the magi did (Matt 2:11), so the protevangelist punctuates the astral light shining
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upon the child. The story presses onward with the magi’s dream warning to return another
way (ProtJac. 21:12).
Comparing Encounters with Mary and the Child
It is also helpful to consider how the magi compare to other characters within
ProtJac.’s account. Perhaps the most immediate comparison is between the magi and
Herod/Jewish authorities. Whereas the temple authorities are initially ready to condemn
Joseph and Mary, upon successful completion of the test the high priest exonerates and
dismisses them (ProtJac. 15-16). Conversely, upon hearing from the magi, Herod
pretentiously says he intends to worship when the magi report back (21:9), pretentious
because Herod in fact went into a murderous rage once he discovered the magi tricked him
(22:1-24:14). In both cases, neither group of leaders seek to worship or otherwise explore the
origins and identity of the child. When Mary is found with child, the high priests take the
initiative to test the legitimacy of the child (ProtJac. 16). For ProtJac., this test further
confirms the divine origins of the pregnancy. One wonders, though, at the incoherence of the
situation: just a few months prior, the beloved virgin, raised-in-the-temple-pure-Mary, is
found pregnant and innocent of immorality, yet such a scandal is seemingly forgotten, not
connected with the magi visit nor the potential birth of a king. The Micah 5:2 citation is
omitted as a theological rebuke for missing the more obvious signs immediately before them:
a miraculous conception, birth, and star.313 The absence of the Micah 5:2/2 Samuel 5:2
citation functions to accentuate the importance of the magi following a star, their ‘magic’
arts, not the prophets.
Similarly, only two sets of visitors take Joseph’s invitation to ‘come and see’
(ProtJac. 19:11) Mary and the child: the midwife and Salome (19-20) and the magi (21).
There are several points of comparison (see below), but concerning identity we get the same
kind of information for both: gender, occupation, informed of the child’s birth, and
motivation to visit. However, the differences can hardly be more stark: two Hebrew women
with a basic understanding of their Lord God (19:1, 12, 14) were interested in seeing an
allegedly miraculous virginal birth while an unspecified group of Gentile magi were
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interested in seeing Israel’s new king as indicated by a splendid star.314 Both the women and
the magi responded ‘worshipfully’ (προσκυνησω (20:10; 21:9), προσκυνῆσαι (21:2, 8).
Salome was subsequently charged by an angel not to tell Jerusalem until after the child’s
dedication (20:12), similar to the magi’s warning to return another way (21:12).315 In both
instances news of the child’s miraculous birth was withheld. For ProtJac., one must ‘come
and see’ for oneself (see 19:11, 18-19).
Smid was first to observe this so-called Zweiheitsgesetz (‘dual set’), or
‘counterpoint’— a common literary device modern scholars find in Jewish-Christian
literature.316 While the magi and the midwives serve as such a counterpoint, in many respects
the magi are nonetheless without a direct counterpoint. The midwives come and see, Salome
even ‘worships’ (προσκυνήσω, 20:10) but they are lowly midwives. The social elites
understand and are greatly disturbed but are absent at the child’s birth. The magi’s
unparalleled arrival heightens their encounter in the narrative: the magi are the only Gentiles,
authority figures, and people with a gift to honor the newborn king. In this regard, while the
magi function in ProtJac. as one of two sets of visitors to the child, all of whom προσκυνέω
to varying degrees, the magi’s acts are unparalleled. ProtJac. has creatively adapted and
expanded this Matthean theme that Gentiles eagerly accept what the Jewish people either
reject (e.g., the temple leaders, Herod) or approach skeptically (e.g., the midwives).
However, the magi’s encounter with the child and Mary is also strikingly different
from the visit by the Hebrew midwife and Salome (see also above). Though skeptical, the
midwife accepted Joseph’s offer to ‘come and see’ (ProtJac. 19:11), arriving at the cave to
see first a dark shadow, then a bright cloud overshadowing the cave, blinding her and Joseph
(19:12-16). When the cloud dissipates, she sees Mary and the child and praised God that she
saw God’s salvation born, a new miracle (19:14, 17). Salome refused to believe until she
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physically examined Mary (ProtJac. 19:19; similarly, John 20:25). Her hand came out on
fire (the text is somewhat unclear, ProtJac. 20:4) and she begs for mercy as a child of the
patriarchs (20:5-7). An angel grants it when she holds up the child as instructed (20:8-11).317
Not only is Salome justified (δεδικαιωμένη), she praised and worshipped (προσκυνήσω) the
Lord for the healing and the child (20:10-11).318 Two elements are present in these accounts
that are absent with the magi. First, there is no direct, or special revelation given to the magi
as there is for these midwives. Second, both midwives expressed joyful responses upon
seeing the child. Like Matthew’s magi in evangelist’s account, the magi are joyful about the
star’s appearance which is expanded (ProtJac. 21:8, but not at 21:10; cf, Matt 2:2, 10), but
again there is no joy mentioned upon arriving at the child. The magi’s mood at the child is
reverence, not joy.
Placing the temple leaders/Herod comparison beside the midwife/Salome with the
magi, a spectrum of receptions to the birth of the child emerges. In ProtJac.’s symbolic
world, the religious leaders are indifferent: high priest simply removes his condemnation of
Mary’s pregnancy (16:7); the hoi polloi marvel at Mary and Joseph’s test results (16:6) and
are included with the religious leaders disturbed at the magi’s arrival (21:2). Conversely,
though the midwives are skeptical they accept Joseph’s invitation to ‘come and see’ (19:11).
Salome wholeheartedly disbelieved until she saw for herself, yet her transformation is equally
dedicated to the praise and worship of the child— she goes beyond the angel’s command,
suggesting her conversion.319 The magi come at great cost to worship. Herod knows to
check the written records, yet feigns devotion only to secure his own throne.

Summary: Matthew’s Unfulfilling Magi
The afterlife of Matthew’s magi take both familiar and unfamiliar turns in ProtJac.
ProtJac. reveals two literary features in relation to its Matthean source. First, it is evident
the protevangelist utilized Matthew’s literary gaps to develop ProtJac.’s narrative. Second,
in a similar fashion ProtJac. depends on Matthew to fill ProtJac.’s own literary gaps.
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Readers are expected to be familiar with Matthew (and Luke) enough that ProtJac. can omit
or alter Matthean details from that knowledge base. By comparing these omissions and
alterations, which are the protevangelist’s prerogative as the new text is composed, readers
also discover essential features unique to ProtJac.’s so-called reboot. Vorster’s point is well
worth repeating: the protevangelist’s very different infancy narrative is not interested in
repeating Matthew (or Luke), but doing something new with the familiar stories.320
The magi are unfulfilling in several respects. Readers are left wanting for more
clarity about the identity of the magi— they are not even ‘from the east’ (cf, Matt 2:1). This
belies a Syrian provenance where people are more familiar with the magi and Matthew.
Their presence is telling as ‘experts’ on supernatural phenomena, such as new stars and
divinations or the gods’ activity. If ever an ‘expert witness’ to the workings of gods on the
earth, magi are surely qualified to make such a declaration. Further, the second century CE
allure (and ire) for eastern religious traditions is delicately balanced— they are magi, but
their ‘eastern-ness’ is muted. While it is rather unfulfilling to leave the Hebrew Scripture
citation fulfillments out, there is also a validation of the magi’s creditability: if magi are
willing to go and worship at such a cost, so too should ProtJac.’s readers.
The magi are unfulfilling with the absence of Hebrew Scriptures. Interestingly, the
absence of the Micah 5:2/2 Samuel 5:2 reference is surprising considering ProtJac. is so
layered with literary themes and allusions to the Hebrew Scriptures. Several later versions
see the gap and attempt to insert more Matthean fulfillment. However, ProtJac. left overt
fulfillment to Matthew, which also suggests a subtle theological shift. The protevangelist is
not concerned to fulfill specific passages, but to bring them all to their narrative and
theological conclusion. ProtJac. is not dismissive of Hebrew Scriptures or Judaisms of any
kind, but the protevangelist’s reboot is selective about what is reused from Matthew. So long
as Mary is ceremonially pure, she is qualified to be the mother of the Divine Messianic King,
Jesus— a little fuzziness about the details is to be expected. A fusing of purposes emerges:
ProtJac. addresses the apologetical concerns about Mary, yet also reboots Jesus’s origins
story, allowing varied Judaisms to authenticate both Mary’s birth and Jesus’s.
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The magi’s ‘worship experience’ is similarly unfulfilling. Joseph invites the Hebrew
midwives to ‘come and see’ (ProtJac. 19:11), a thematic statement for the remainder of
ProtJac. Two Hebrew women with varying degrees of skepticism come and are amazed,
walking away in joyful praise (ProtJac. 19:10, 17-19; 20:2-3, 10-11).321 Their visit is
complemented by the magi’s, who come to the child already convinced of the child’s
identity. Magi express excitement at the eastern star and the illuminated child (ProtJac.
21:10), yet they are strangely silent and their actions are succinctly reported at the cave. The
magi simply come and give their costly gifts (20:11). The midwives are inspired to come and
see (yet wait to tell anyone until after Jesus comes to Jerusalem, 20:12), the magi exposed the
child (and a great many more) to Herod’s murderous response.322 In this respect, we see a
reboot of Matthew’s tensions between Jesus and the religious elites who rejected Jesus.
Beyond Jerusalem, the social scene within the Roman empire grew increasingly hostile to
Jews, motivating all to distance themselves from Jews, no less an increasingly Gentilemajority Jesus-follower movement. As Christian and Jewish teaching continued in different
directions, ProtJac. provides helpful narrative details to understand Jewish origins for the
Messiah who will ‘save his people from their sins’ (ProtJac. 11:8; 14:6; Matt 1:21).
Gentiles, even magi, turn to Jesus. In that sense, the magi are secondary characters providing
low-level models for imitating Christ.323
The broader Wirkungsgeschichte of ProtJac. itself is considerable. ProtJac.
influences the vast majority of subsequent birth narratives: the numerous versions of ProtJac.
found in Syriac, Armenian, Latin, Georgian, Ethiopic, texts such as Pseudo-Matthew, the
Irish Birth Narrative, to name a few, are each traditions unto themselves as well as part of the
Wirkungsgeschichte of ProtJac., an extension of Matthew 1-2 and Luke 1-2. To these we
can add the voluminous visual traditions across various mediums: paintings, shrines, and
Christmas pageants.324
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These motifs are also evident in Mary’s birth (ProtJac. 4-6).
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The protevangelist invites his readers to ‘come and see’ who this king of Israel is and
invites reader’s response. Rebooting Jesus’ origins by placing Mary at the center, ProtJac.
includes Matthew’s magi ProtJac. in unfulfilling ways. The magi serve as an outside
witness. If one cannot see the miraculous conception attested by Joseph, the temple test, no
less angelic visits to Mary and Joseph, or the glorious star, then surely one will take notice of
magi arriving with costly gifts and a firm resolve to worship this child. The magi are not so
fulfilling because Mary and her child fulfill far more. Come and see!
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CHAPTER 5

Justin’s Powerful and Spoiled Arabian Magi: Matthew’s
Magi in the Writings of Justin Martyr

Of the authors in this study, Justin is seminal, not only because he uses Matthew’s
magi but because he is also first to have something to say about magi and ‘magic’ in general,
as well as the infamous Simon Magus (hereafter, SimonM). On closer examination it
becomes clear that Justin created a strong juxtaposition: magi are tools of the Devil and his
minions to do their ‘magical’ arts with trickery and deceit, yet a reverent group of these
characters from Arabia both fulfill prophecy and affirm Jesus’s fulfillment of prophecy.325
Matthew’s magi come from Arabia to worship, demonstrating Christ’s victory over the
‘powers of Damascus’ and receiving the ‘spoils of Samaria’ (Isa 8:4; cf, 7:14). Interestingly,
Justin discusses ‘magic’ and SimonM almost exclusively in the Apologies with no mention of
Matthew’s magi; the reverse is true of Dialogue, save for one reference to μαγικός and μάγοι
in Dialogue 69.7. Hence, this chapter is divided topically: after some introductory matters,
the next section examines Justin’s use of magi and ‘magic’ in general. This establishes a
surprising contrast in the third section, examining Justin’s use of Matthew’s magi.
5.
Justin Martyr’s Context326
A mid-second century apologist from the East operating in the West, Justin Martyr, in
many respects engineered what became the mainstream method and theological reflection
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from which subsequent Christian apology and theology flowed.327 Justin’s extant works
include two apologies (153-54 CE), though these likely were parts of one apology, and the
Dialogue with the Jew Trypho (155-60 CE).328 While it is unlikely that Justin’s bridgebuilding libellus (‘petition’; βιβλίδιον) was delivered to or read by the Roman Princip, the
literary device nonetheless delivers a digestible Christian theology of Jesus as the Logos of
God to Roman audiences unfamiliar with Christianity.329 Appealing to Roman sensibilities,
Justin also avoids direct critique of the empire (1Apol. 2.2; 3.3).330 Similarly, Justin’s
Dialogue was written to a Christian audience influenced by or inquisitive of Judaism, not
primarily Jewish readers, who did not appreciate or understand Christian and Jewish
distinctives.331 Justin’s ‘dialogue’ centers on rightly interpreting Hebrew Scripture, creating
a text which shaped Christian and Jewish relationships for generations.332
Justin spearheads the emerging Christian exegetical and theological traditions,
attempting to navigate the ‘Second Sophistic’ ethos, and sets out Christianity’s relationship to
Rome, Jews, and their Hebrew Scriptures. Justin’s exegetical focal point is a christological
Logos hermeneutic— the people of God are no longer either Jew or Gentile, but all peoples
(including Jews) who submit to the Logos of God, Jesus, who fulfills all of the Hebrew
Scriptures.333 The unfortunate impasse between Trypho and Justin is that Trypho lacks the
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‘grace to understand’ (Dial. 38.2) the christological mysteries of Scripture.334 Justin’s
sources for his understanding of Judaism are diverse, though his understanding is limited to
authoritative Christian texts and traditions, LXX, Jewish, Jewish-Christian and Samaritan
sources.335 Theological instruction delivered in dialogue form is common in this period,
which Timothy Horner argues is a literary form Justin both receives and contributes to the
body of influential early Christian writings.336 Justin’s dialogue form of theological
instruction connects the Apostle Paul’s teaching on prophecy by the Spirit (1 Cor 14) with
Shepherd of Hermas (11th Commandment), Didache (12.1; 13.1, 3), The Apostolic
Constitutions (11.6, 8-10), to Papias (Hist. Ecc. 3.39) as an example of movement away from
oral/apostolic teaching to the necessity of written documents. A transition emerges due to
concerns of authority (see Paul’s continual defense of his own authority), where ‘testing the
spirits’ (1John 4:1) becomes complicated by oral teaching as Christianity moves beyond the
second century CE (see Hermas, Vis 2.4; 5:1-7; 11th Commandment).337 Lampe observes
this also helps explain Dialogue’s winding structure comprised of a myriad of apparent
digressions, due in large part to the rhetorical needs of Dialogue’s conversational nature, not
philosophical or systematic rules.338 Such digressions were a common rhetorical medium,
akin to footnotes in modern writing practice, provided they stood in logical connection with
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the main theme.339 However, Justin’s ‘immoderate use’ of the technique in the ‘apologetic’
genre of his writing is troublesome.340
Justin fashioned himself as a Logos-centered Christian philosopher of his time. Using
the rhetorical tropes and intellectual questions of his day, Justin sought to bridge the gap
between (elite) Roman attitudes to and misunderstandings of Christianity in his Apologies. In
the Dialogue Justin seeks to convince readers that Christians have the proper (by which
Justin means authoritative) interpretation of the Hebrew Scriptures. Such interpretation finds
the Hebrew Scriptures fulfilled by Justin’s Logos christology which fulfills any and every
prophecy or expectation for the Messiah.

Justin’s Views on Magi and ‘Magic’
Justin’s general attitudes towards ‘magic’ (μαγεία) and ‘magic’ practitioners requires
careful examination to properly situate Justin’s use of Matthew’s magi in particular.
Outsiders often mistakenly associated early Christianity with mystery cults, particularly
Mithraism and Zoroastrianism— both traditions have priests labelled ‘magi’.341 This section
examines what can be known about Justin’s framework for interpreting magi (μάγοι),
navigating mystery cult associations, and ‘magic’ (μαγεία) practitioners.
Among the many charges brought against Christianity (see 1Apol. 3.1, 10.6, 23.3,
26.7; 27; 68.10; 69.2; 2Apol. 10.5, 12.1-13.1; etc.) it was commonly charged that Christian
practices and beliefs were similar to Mithras, Zoroastrian, or ‘magical’ worship practices.342
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Mithraism had sacred meals not unlike the Christian Eucharist, offering a way to the Milky
Way for souls after death, but it was an exclusive and ascetic religion of men only (especially
army officers), often meeting in caves, as did some early Christians. The Sibylline cult
included a week-long celebration of sorrow for Attis followed by celebration of his
resurrection (a striking parallel to the Christian Holy Week and Easter).343 Several texts shed
light on comparisons, approximations, or slanderings of Christianity as Mithraism or mystery
cults. Lucian lampoons Christianity because Alexander’s charlatanry fools both Christians
and Epicureans (among others), as well as Christianity’s torchlight ceremonies and priestly
offices.344 While magi (μάγοι) were often derided as charlatans (see chapter three),
Xenophon said magi sing hymns to the gods at sunrise (Cyr. 8.1.23), choose which gods to
sacrifice to (Cyr. 8.1.23, 3.11), interpret dreams (Dino, FGrH 690 F 10), and even claims that
magi taught resurrection (Theopompus, FGrH 115 F 64).345 Christians regularly gathered for
similar activities. These activities likely led to the perception of Christian gatherings as some
mystery or secret cult, philosophy school, a cult unity within a servant population of a
household, or possibly Roman associations.346 Pliny indicates Trajan’s ban of all political
associations further problematized Christian gatherings (Pliny, Ep. 10.34, 92, 93; 10.96.7).
However, the central problem was not necessarily ‘Christian associations’ themselves, but
that ‘Christian associations’ were unwilling to intermix, as other associations did, with other
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social institutions of Roman society. These, among others, led to charges of being antiRoman, illegal, impious, even atheistic.
Justin seeks to squelch any semblance of Christianity with any such cults, eliminating
any mystery about his views. His argument is twofold: the cults are bad imitations and they
are of the devil. Mithras are bad imitations of Christianity, so too Zeus and Kore for the God
of Moses (1Apol. 66.4; see also, 64-67, 70.1-2).347 He tells Trypho the mysteries of Mithras
are misguided imitations of Daniel (2:34) and Isaiah (33:13-19), including Mithras’s origins
in a cave, mirroring Jesus’s birth in a cave, reminiscent of ProtJac. (18:1; 19:12; 21:10; Dial.
69; 70; 78.5).348 The Eucharist, Justin explains, is for those of faith in Jesus Christ, who was
made flesh, having flesh and blood for the salvation of Christians (1Apol. 65.3-4), similar to
Mithraic feasts, but nonetheless quite distinct.
Justin further separated Christianity and Christ from ‘magic’, Mithras, Zoroastrianism
(which Justin lumped together with Mithraism), and its practitioners by showing their
dependence upon demonic forces. Magi accomplish their ‘magical’ acts via demonic power
and agents ‘through the use of spirits called ‘dream-senders’ [ὀνειροπομποὶ] or ‘attendants’
[πάρεδροι].’349 Justin both warns and contrasts: demons operate by ‘magical tricks’ (μαγικῶν
στροφῶν), ‘magic’ (μαγεία)— these real powers are their means for miracles, trickery, and
producing pagan worship (1Apol. 14).350 Christians who do not strive in their salvation are
susceptible to such trickery (14.1). Justin compares the truth of what he knows about the
Hebrew Scriptures to counterfeit lies created by the devil among the Greeks, lies and acts
comparable to the counterfeit acts of Egypt’s ‘magicians’ (Exod 7:11-12) and the false
prophets in the days of Elijah (1Kgs 18; see Dial. 69.1). In Dialogue 79 Justin argues there
are bad angels who are part of a pattern of attack against God and his saints— namely,
demons (who are fallen angels), the serpent who deceives Eve, and Egyptian magi (μάγοι)
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who oppose Moses and Aaron in Pharaoh’s court (Dial. 79.4; see Gen 3:13-14; Isa 30:1-5).
Justin then references David’s statement in Psalm 95 (96), ‘the gods of the Gentiles are
devils’ (Ps 95:5). However, Justin warns Trypho that blaming persecutions on the devil does
not absolve Trypho and his fellow Jews of their responsibility to aid persecuted Christians.351
In short, magi are enemies of God and his people because they are in league with the devil
and his minions.
Though magi operate by demonic powers, they also attest to the afterlife, commonly
perceived as resurrection (1Apol. 18).352 Justin’s resurrection attribution has merit. PGM
XIII.276-81 contain instructions for a bodily resurrection; PGM XIVa.83-84 summons a dead
man.353 Magi performing resurrections is attested in Plutarch’s Di Iside 46-47 (369D-370C).
Both Callirhoe and Leucippe and Clitophon are two popular epic love stories with literary
witnesses to the perception that magi can raise the dead.354 Justin’s claim is far from
allegorical or typological: magi are perceived by many as capable of bringing back the dead,
e.g., resurrection. Regardless, because the magi (and others) conjure the dead, there exists an
afterlife from which the dead are summoned by demonic means (1Apol. 18.1-5).355 However,
their brand of resurrection is a poor and deceptive imitation of Christ’s resurrection (1Apol.
18.6).
All of this brings Justin to his stark contrast: Christians were persuaded (πεισθῆναι)
by the Logos, God’s Son, to follow Jesus— demons trick by ‘magic’ (διὰ μαγικῶν στροφῶν)
to follow something else (1Apol. 14.1). Further, Justin contrasts the submission to the Logos
against the (inferior) means of submission to demons. Logos life is one of temperance,
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sharing wealth and property to meet the common good, and pursuit of the good, not the
demonic life of promiscuity and ‘magical’ arts and hoarding wealth (1Apol. 14.2, 3). Justin
argues a stoic ideal is realized in Christianity not through slavery to demons of ‘magic’ (e.g.,
gods), but through reasoned submission to the Logos (1Apol. 14.1-4), who deploys the power
of God (14.5; cf, 15-16). Demons can misrepresent and confuse by ‘magical’ trickery (14.1).
However, Christians have abandoned their immoralities and ‘magical’ arts for Christ,
following his logic in joyful, willful submission.
SimonM and Menander exemplify par excellence the problematic comparison
between Jesus and revelation versus ‘magic’ and trickery. SimonM and Menander deceive
and trick (ἐξηπάτησαν καὶ ἔτι ἀπατωμένους, 1Apol. 56.1), in stark contrast to revelation about
or from Jesus and his prophets proclaiming in advance (προκηρθσσόντων), things which
demons overheard and later distorted via their demonic agents (e.g., magi and poets) causing
confusion and lies (54-55, 56.1a). This is similar to Justin’s distinction between Jewish and
Christian interpretations of Scripture for Trypho. Though the prophets/prophecies of Jesus
are prior to and copied by the Roman gods, those gods are nonetheless dissimilar from Jesus
(Dial. 54): these Roman gods were not crucified for their worshippers, but Jesus was (1Apol.
55; 35). Further, Jesus’s cross is an unexpected symbol of power, much like the Roman
gods’ symbols of power, only Jesus’s power symbols are greater (55.6-7; 35.2).356
In Justin’s rhetoric against demon-made false gods, ‘magic’ and its practitioners,
SimonM and Menander fit the magus role par excellence. Justin intentionally associates
SimonM (Acts 8) with ‘Simon of Samaria’, though such a conflation is historically
uncertain.357 Justin was convinced SimonM operated by the power of evil spirits, thought
himself to be God, and the city honored him and his mighty works with a statue (1Apol.
56.2). Antinous was worshiped as a god, akin to SimonM and Menander (29.4), as with other
humans who were deified (23.1).358 SimonM (and his followers) were under demonic
influence, performed ‘magic’ (μαγικὰς) by demonic powers, and SimonM was considered a
god for his work (1Apol. 26.2). Further, ‘by means of magic arts’ (διὰ μαγικῆς τέχνης)
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SimonM also convinced disciples of their immortality. Yet, the Samaritans themselves, so
says Justin, admitted their error to trust this SimonM of theirs, whom they said was a god
above all power, authority, and might (1Apol. 26.3 and 2Apol. 15; see also, 1Apol. 56-57).359
Conversely, Justin refutes allegations Jesus performed miracles by μαγικῇ τέχνῃ
(‘magical’ arts), utilizing identical language to SimonM (1Apol. 26.2; see also, Dial. 69.7).360
Jesus raises the dead, seemingly like a magus, but devilish stories of Bacchus, Hercules, and
Asclepius are poor, yet deceptive, imitations (1Apol. 30; 69).361 This is the earliest direct
evidence (outside gospel accounts) that Jesus was accused specifically of being a ‘magician’
by the Jews.362 However, Justin does not entirely answer the question because he moves
from SimonM and Menander to Justin’s prophetic Spirit argumentation that begins in full
force (1Apol. 31).363 Justin shifts the burden of proof from proving a ‘miracle worker’ (of
which there are many) to prophecy.364 Justin introduces the idea of ‘miracle worker’ to
transition to his lengthy discussion of his proofs from the prophetic Spirit (1Apol. 31) to show
Christ fulfilled prophecies older than the Roman gods’ prophets, Christ is superior to ‘magic’
and its practitioners. That the Son of God fulfills prophecy and persuades others to have faith
in him which is both proof-positive that Christ is who Christians claim him to be and that
Christ is decisively better than trickery or demonic influence to do their bidding (e.g.,
‘magic’).365
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Justin’s Use of Matthew’s Magi
The previous section demonstrates Justin’s general understanding of magi and the
assessment was not entirely positive. Magi trick and deceive people to follow them, utilize
demonic powers, summon the dead, and an infamous magus appeared a close parallel to
Jesus or his apostles (i.e., SimonM). Though magi and their work attest to a spiritual realm
and resurrection, albeit for dubious reasons, it is surprising that Justin finds help in
Matthew’s magi.366 Justin’s only sustained discussion of Matthew’s magi is found in
Dialogue 78, in addition to scattered comments elsewhere (Dial. 77-79; 88; 102; 103;
106).367 Justin fashions a ‘testimony cluster’ around the narrative nucleus of Matthew 2:1-12
from which elements of Matthew and Luke are arranged to formulate Justin’s argument in
Dialogue 77-79.368 Justin argues Jesus is the fulfillment of Isaiah 8:4, and Matthew’s magi
are Justin’s lynchpin. The Jewish reading (via Trypho) of Isaiah 8:4 as fulfilled in Hezekiah
is flawed, argues Justin, because Hezekiah did not receive the power of Damascus and the
spoils of Samaria in the presence of the king of Assyria as a child (Dial. 77.2-4).369 Rather,
fulfillment is found in Matthew’s magi visitation (Dial 78). By identifying Matthew’s magi
as from Arabia, Justin tightens the link between the Damascus powers/Samaria spoils with
the Isaiah fulfillment (Isa 8:4). Nasrallah demonstrates Justin’s multi-layered geographical
construction allows Justin to relocate Damascus and Samaria in Arabia in his mental map to
accomplish his rhetorical objective.370 Further, Justin’s appropriation of the virginal birth
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opposes even magi like SimonM: whereas SimonM became like God, Jesus was fully God
from birth, a key feature of Jesus’s fulfillment of Isaiah 8:4.371
Beginning with a brief evaluation of Justin’s narrative alongside Matthew 2 (see Dial.
78), Justin chooses to paraphrase the story and insert typological detail throughout rather than
repeat or reboot (as in ProtJac.; see prior chapter).372 Justin inserts nearly as many details as
he omits, presuming his audience to be familiar with Matthew’s account as he shapes the
story (with insertions from Luke 2:1-7) for his theological and apologetic ends.373
Justin begins his paraphrase with magi from Arabia, who see a star in heaven and
come to King Herod asking the whereabouts of this newborn king. The elders reply that he is
in Bethlehem (Matt 2:5-6; Mic 5:2), to where Justin’s Arabian Magi go and bring their gifts
of gold, frankincense, and myrrh (Dial. 78.2; Matt 2:10-11). Meanwhile, Joseph intended to
put Mary away because of alleged fornication, yet as the magi were commanded in a vision
to return a different way (Dial. 78.2, 7; Matt 2:12), so too Joseph is commanded in a
revelatory vision (Dial. 78.3; Matt 1:20). Joseph was to take Mary, who is with child by the
Holy Spirit. Later, Joseph is commanded by a vision to flee to Egypt (Dial. 78.4; Matt 2:1315), visions which the magi and Joseph heed (Dial. 78.2, 3-4 [respectively]; Matt 1:19-20).374
Justin takes a noticeably different approach, describing them as δι᾽ὁράματος (‘visions’) not
κατ᾽ὄναρ (‘by dreams’, Matt 1:23; 2:12, 13).375 Absent too is the ‘angel of the Lord’
delivering these oneirological messages. By a subtle shift from ‘oneirological messages from
the angel of the Lord’ to ‘visions by the prophetic Spirit’ within his short paraphrase, Justin
revises a stable feature of Matthew’s text to more clearly identify what Justin calls the
prophetic Spirit’s activity.376 This also distances Matthew’s magi from their usual mageía
communications via divinations and necromancies.
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Continuing his paraphrase, Joseph and Mary relocate from their home in Nazareth to
Joseph’s origins in Bethlehem because of Quirinius’ census (Dial. 78.4; Luke 2:1-6).377 For
good measure, Justin reminds Trypho that Bethlehem is where Joseph with the rest of the
tribe of Judah reside (Dial. 78.4; Matt 1:16). Just as he reshapes the dreams as visions, Justin
also inserts Luke’s census (2:1-6) harmonizing the two accounts in order to help readers
accept the historicity of Jesus’s birth, then sends magi to affirm that the miraculously born
Jesus is who Justin (and the evangelist) claims. It also punctuates further the divine
intervention of the story.378 Justin subtly harmonizes the census in Luke (2:1-6) into the
Matthean story about resettling in Nazareth (Matt 2:23-24). Reminiscent of ProtJac. 18:1
(see also, 19:12; 21:10), the holy family arrived in a nearby cave because they could find no
lodging in the village (Dial. 78.5; Luke 2:7).379 Mary gave birth in a cave and Arabian magi
found the child there lying in a manger. As with the census (Dial. 78.4; Luke 2:4), Justin
keeps a historical focus, for the factuality of these events ground Justin’s prophetic
fulfillments, to which he then turns (Dial. 78.6-11). Herod responds with the infanticide,
fulfilling Jeremiah’s prophecy, though the child escapes (Jer 31:15; see Matt 2:13-18).380
Paraphrase complete, Justin’s interpretive wheels turn. Jesus’s birth in a cave (Dial.
78.5) was foretold by Isaiah 33:13-19, namely ‘he shall dwell in the lofty cave of the rock’
(70.3 [Falls translation]), which is also a reference for Justin to Jesus’s burial in a cave. A
cave is also symbolic of Jesus’s birth. Jesus’ life is bookended by caves, but this is distinct
from Mithraic cave activity that the Devil himself distorts into such a perception by others
(Dial. 78.6; see also 70.11; Isa 33:13-19; Dan 2:34).381 Mithras’s cave birth has literary
parallels to Jesus’s cave birth tradition, though literary dependence in either direction is not
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likely.382 Two reasons suggest Mithras parallels are significant for Justin. First, as
mentioned above, to distinguish Christian from Mithraic worship. Second, Matthew and
Justin have magi, which Justin here conflates with Mithras priests, come to a cave to worship
Jesus.383 This is an unexpected turn of perceptions about magi: Trypho or Justin’s readers
might expect magi to enter a cave to learn from Mithras or conduct Mithraic rituals, perhaps
even discover Mithras himself, but quite unexpectedly these magi came to worship Christ
(προσκυνήσαντες τφ Χριστῷ, Dial. 78.9).384
It is unclear whether or not the magi become disciples of Jesus for Justin.385
However, Justin and Matthew are clear what Herod thought— murder (Dial. 78.7; Matt 2:1618), though Joseph and Mary escape to Egypt with the child (Dial. 78.4; Matt 2:13-15).
Including Matthew’s reference to Jeremiah 38 (31):15 (Matt 2:18), Justin links Rachel’s
‘weeping in Ramah’ with ‘being heard as far as Arabia’ because at Justin’s time there is a
place called ‘Ramah in Arabia’ (Dial. 78.8). Arabia is a geographical lynchpin for the typos
Justin is developing here (see below; see also, ‘Arabia’ in Dial. 78.1, 2, 7, 8, 10).
Presenting Matthew’s magi as fulfillment of Isaiah 8:1-4 (LXX) by Jesus, not
Hezekiah, is provocative because nowhere does Matthew’s Gospel make this Isaiah 8:4
connection. Justin was concerned to address the needs of his detractors by turning focus
from the gifts (e.g., Isa 60:6) to the person receiving the gifts (Isa 8:1-4). What unites both
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texts are the common theme of gifts coming to the king of Israel/Zion (Isa 9:6; 60:6). What
separates them is their context: Isaiah 60 is a message of hope for a glorified Zion, whereas
Isaiah 8 refers to judgment. Justin sees in the visitation the dawn of the eschatological
fulfillment for the restoration of Zion and the destruction of the demon(s) that plague her.386
Hence, for Justin, the arrival of demon-tricked, demon-enslaved, yet curious and star led
magi confirm Jesus fulfills Isaiah 8:4.
A feature that points towards a solution is Justin changing Matthew’s μάγοι ἀπὸ
ἀνατολῶν (‘magi from the east’, Matt 2:1) to ἀπὸ Ἀρραβίας μάγων, ‘magi from Arabia’ or
‘Arabian magi’ (Dial. 78.1; μάγοι ἀπο Ἀρραβίας, Dial. 77.4). Strictly speaking, Arabia is
east of Jerusalem, but Matthew nowhere mentions Arabia. Similarly, Matthew’s τὸν ἀστέρα
ἐν τῇ ἀνατολῇ (‘the star in the east’, Matt 2:2) is Justin’s ἀστέρος τοῦ ἐν τῷ οὐρανῷ (‘star in
the heavens’, Dial. 78.1). For Justin the star originates from heaven, not the east, punctuating
the star’s Divine origin and the revelatory nature of the star (recall that the ‘angel of the Lord’
in dreams is removed from Matt 1:23; 2:12, 13).387 Both interpretive moves by Justin are
linked by their change of origins which Justin’s typos hinges upon in this section.388 Justin
recasts the star as part of the ‘Prophetic Spirit’ reaching those otherwise hostile to God.
Justin’s use of Isaiah 8 reaches its zenith. The power by which the μάγοι do their acts
is located ‘by mysterious sign of our Logos’ (ἐν μυστηρίῳ ἐσήμαινεν ἠμῖν ὁ Λόγος) in
Damascus (Dial. 78.9). Yet, in an open act of rebellion against that demonic power which
possessed them, magi come and worship Christ (Dial. 78.9). Justin reminds his audience that
sinful and wicked power itself is called Samaria in the parables (Dial. 78.10).389 Justin says
Damascus was and is part of Arabia, conceding that technically it belonged to Syro-Phonecia
(Άμαρτωλόν δε και άδικον ούσαν έν παραβολή την δύναμιν έκείνην καλώς Σαμαρείαν καλεί,
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Dial. 78.10; similarly, 78.9). This precise location of the city is difficult to identify because
neither Damascus nor Samaria were ever part of Arabia, but presumably made sense to
Justin’s audience. Bobichon finds this somewhat embarrassing and relies on interpretations
of Justin by Tertullian (Adv. Jud., 9.12-13; Marc. 3.13) and Origen (Cels. 1.60-61): Samaria
represents idolatry, referring to sins committed under Jeroboam (1Kgs 12:28-33).390 Justin
concludes it is by God’s grace that Christians understand Isaiah so, as Isaiah himself explains
(Isa 29:13-14 in Dial. 78.11), a grace Justin hopes his audience to receive (Dial. 78.10-11; cf,
Dial. 142.2-3).
Justin’s ‘Arabian Magi’ is a unique innovation born of rhetorical and theological
necessity.391 Trypho’s stated challenge was to prove how Isaiah 8:4 is fulfilled by Christ, not
Hezekiah (Dial. 77.1). Skarsaune finds Justin reuses material from Dialogue 63.3-64.8; 66;
77f; 83.1-85.4 in Dialogue 30-38.43, combining Dialogue 48-107 with material from
1Apology 32-34. As such, this is an extension of the interpretation of Isaiah 7:14.392 The
whole sequence is triggered by the quotation of Psalm 110:3 (Dial. 63.3) and prepares the
discussion of Isaiah 7:10-25 (Dial. 77-79). Justin’s retort is rhetorical to put Trypho on the
defensive (Dial. 77.2), meaning Trypho’s interpretation is not so certain as Trypho thinks.
Justin concedes that Hezekiah defeated Samaria and Damascus, but not as a newborn infant
(e.g., ‘before he knew how to call father or mother’). Isaiah’s conqueror is a child, not a
man, disqualifying Hezekiah (Dial. 77.3; 78.9 cf, 2 Kgs 18). Justin insinuates the Isaiah 8:4
prophecy is only true of Christ, who had Arabian magi ‘worship’ (προσκυνέω) and bring
gifts (e.g., ‘spoils of Samaria’, Dial. 77.2, 3). However, neither Samaria nor Damascus are in
Arabia, neither in the time of Hezekiah, Jesus, or Justin. Yet, Damascus was, for a time, part
of the Assyrian Empire. Nor is Herod, historically speaking, ‘King of Assyria’ (Dial. 77.4).
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Arabian magi are peculiar, but not unprecedented. Aeschylus’s Persians (427 BCE)
combined Magos with Arabia, ‘Magos the Arabian’, which Bremmer judges to demonstrate
Aeschylus’s ignorance about the nature of Persian magi, rendering judgments from his
Persae unpersuasive.393 It is unlikely Justin shares that ignorance considering how careful he
is to distinguish magi and SimonM. Justin changes the magi’s ethnic identity in order to
tighten his exegetical connections (see below). This could be based upon Psalms 72:10-11,
15 or from Isaiah 60:6, where multitudes come from Midian, Ephah, and Sheba bringing gold
and frankincense; the Jerusalem Talmud says an Arab tells a Jew that the Messiah is born
(Ber. 2.5, 5a).394 This still does not explain Arabian magi and Assyrian Herod.395 Justin
knows of the Persians (see Dial. 28.4)— it is reasonable to expect Justin is fully aware of the
common knowledge that ‘magi’ generally come from Persia/Parthia despite Matthew not
specifying their ethnicity.396 Justin clues careful readers to his hermeneutic: ‘the Holy Spirit
speaks in many parables and similitudes’ (Dial. 77.4; cf, 78.8, 10).397 Yet, Justin reminds
Trypho that Damascus was and is part of the land of Arabia then called Syro-Phoenicia (Dial.
78.8, 10), meaning Justin is referring to the mighty Assyrian Empire of Hezekiah’s day (1
Kgs 16-18).398 By adopting a typological hermeneutic, Justin is able to repurpose Matthew
2:1-12 to fulfill not only Micah 5:2 (Matt 2:6), but also Isaiah 8:4 through the lens of Ezekiel
16:3, 45 and fulfill Jeremiah 38 (31), Isaiah 29:13-14; 30:1-5, Zechariah 3:1-2; Job 1:6; and
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Psalm 95 (96) along the way.399 Justin’s geographical map has taken a typological form to
complete his planned fulfillment.400
Justin typologically reidentifies Herod as ‘King of Assyria’ (Ezek 16). Despite the
fact Herod is recognized as a Jewish king, Justin may have in view the historical origins of
the Herods in Idumaea, which was for a long-time part of the Assyrian empire (then
Babylonian, Persian, then Greek) and is in Justin’s time the Roman Arabia/Arabia Petraea.
Justin then cues Trypho and readers to the coming spiritual typos (Dial. 77.4). Justin’s typos
conflates the magi’s origins ἀπὸ ἀνατολῶν (Matt 2:2) from a historical ground to wherever
his typos needs, namely, Arabia. In so doing, Justin 'proves' to Trypho yet again how Jesus
fulfills scripture. The result: Jesus can receive the ‘spoils of Samaria’ from the Arabian Magi
before Assyrian Herod, fulfilling Isaiah 8:4.
The allusion to Psalm 95 (96, LXX) is key: ‘the Gentile’s gods are devils. . .’ meaning
Justin sees their gods as enemy agents of God (Dial. 79.4). This makes Justin’s point in Dial.
78 all the more compelling: these Arabian magi should not have taken an interest in the birth
of the Savior, yet there they were, following what revelation they were given, a star, and a
redirect from Herod and the elders to Bethlehem. For Justin, the magi were under the
bondage of demons, committing all kinds of evil acts in such bondage, yet their act of
worship shows that they revolted from that bondage to bondage to Christ (Dial. 78.9-10).
Justin tells Trypho that he and the Jews should turn from their false doctrine like the magi,
who in some sense also fulfill Isaiah 29:13, 14 by turning from false doctrines and the
learning of the wise of this world (Dial. 78.11). Justin insinuates the magi’s conversion, for
they turned from their demonic ways and worshipped Christ.
Magi come to προσκυνέω, which is for Justin an act of worship. The Arabian magi
bring gifts of gold, frankincense, and myrrh (χρυσὸν καὶ λίβανον καὶ σμύρναν, Dial. 78.2;
Matt 2:11). Though προσκυνέω as ‘worship’ may not entirely match the sense of Isaiah 8:4
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or taking/receiving spoils (Dial. 77.2), Bowden recognizes it does match the theological aims
for Matthew 2:11 and intensifies Justin’s typology.401 Justin’s rhetorical point is sharpest if
they ‘worship’ rather than merely ‘pay respect/homage’: for Justin, magi are typically
enemies of God, but Matthew’s magi came and worshipped Jesus. The contrast of their
former life of slavery and devil worship of the devil and his demons finds penultimate
contrast in the magi’s worship of Jesus (see Dial. 78.9); προσκυνέω as ‘pay homage’ would
render Justin’s argument in Dial. 78 uncharacteristically weak even for Justin. This also
stands in contrast to Herod’s violent response, creating a balance of extremes (magi’s
worship and Herod’s revenge) that advances Justin’s typology of victory over the enemies of
God fulfilled in Isaiah 8:4. The ‘spoils of Samaria’ appear to be enemies turned worshippers,
something Hezekiah definitely did not experience.
Herod’s infanticide proves his bondage to the ‘power of Damascus’ the magi escaped,
King Herod serving as the magi’s counterexample. The magi worship the child (then escape
Herod), while Herod seeks the child’s death.402 Because magi’s mageía powers are demonic
Justin links Isaiah 8:1-4 with Isaiah 60 and Jeremiah 31:15. The ‘power of Damascus’ which
seeks Jesus’s death (i.e., Herod) is reversed, and, instead Jesus receives that power’s spoilsthe magi themselves. Here Justin’s thought seems somewhat incomplete or muddled, but he
goes on to challenge his readers to respond well to the revelation Christians have received,
like the magi, and not fall away from God (Justin quotes from Isa 29:13, 14; Dial. 78.11).
Justin’s use of Matthew’s magi beyond this extended reflection (Dial. 78, 77-79), is
brief and scattered. Justin reflects on Psalm 21 (22), arguing it is fulfilled by Jesus’
crucifixion and resurrection at the will of Jesus’s Father (Dial. 106.1; see 105-106). Justin
cites another cluster of texts around Psalm 21(22)— Numbers 24:17 and Zechariah 6:12
(LXX). Justin reminds Trypho that Matthew’s magi recognized the sign of the star and came
to worship (Dial. 106.4). Alluding to ‘the memoirs of His apostles’ which recounts the visit
of the magi (Dial. 106.3), Justin refers to either Matthew or Protevangelium Jacobi, the only
extant written sources for Matthew’s magi. Similarly, Jesus is also referred to as a ‘star that
shall rise out of Jacob’. Alternatively, Justin says Moses names Jesus ‘a star’ (amongst other
names, Dial. 126.1; Num 24:17). However, this is a very different deployment of the
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Numbers 24:17 reference from what is often used: here Jesus is the star, not simply identified
by a star.403 Further, Psalm 21 (22) is fulfilled by Jesus’s crucifixion and resurrection at the
will of Jesus’s Father (i.e., God, Dial. 106.1). Justin implicitly stresses the importance of
Jesus’s birth as supernatural, which also serves to validate Jesus’s supernatural resurrection
(e.g., not by ‘magic’). Justin’s point is that Psalm 21 (22) points to Christ, who leads his
people to salvation via the cross and resurrection (Dial. 101.7-8), implicitly because Jesus
was born God’s Son to do so (cf, Dial. 78). Matthew’s magi evidence the birth of Jesus as
the incarnate Logos of God who fulfilled prophecy.404 They are the lynchpin between
fulfillment of salvation history via the Logos and the summation of things at the eschaton (cf,
Dial. 80-81).
Little could make Justin’s message to Trypho more insulting. Justin scandalously
implores Trypho the Jew to be more like pagan magi and read the Hebrew Scriptures like a
Christian (see also, Dial. 106.4; 142.2-3). Recognize that the revelation you have (e.g., the
Hebrew Scriptures) is pointing to King Jesus, turn from your ways like Matthew’s magi, and
worship Jesus as the Christ like the Christians. Yet Justin actually says much more. There is
an afterlife and resurrection, the prophets indeed point to Christ, and there is a third party that
can settle the Christian-Jewish dispute over Jesus and his origins, these pagan magi who
know spiritual beings when they see one. Matthew’s magi not only see a divine-being-in-theflesh, they also worship, making a complete reversal of their ways (Dial. 77-78; 88; 129.3).

Summary
While Justin’s Apologies attempt to remedy general Roman ignorance of Christianity
and correct misconceptions, with some overlap, Justin’s Dialogue clarifies claims about
Christ related to Judaism. Justin attempts to define a Christian identity as a carefully minted
two-sided coin: on the one side, Christianity is distinct from Roman paganism, though
favorable to Rome’s Second Sophistic ideals. On the other side, Christianity has deep roots
in Judaism, yet to be truly Christian is quite distinct from Judaism. The distinguishing marks
are a Logos-centric exegesis of Hebrew Scriptures fulfilled in Christ. Christianity is for all
people, more reasonable than the best philosophies, more tolerable than any obscure or
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mysterious cult, stamping out a unique identity. Justin has virtually nothing positive to say
about magi nor ‘magic’. Magi are, by training and reputation, middle men of the spiritual
realm under bondage to the devil and his demonic hoards. Yet, Jesus himself is not like
magi, but the Logos of God with power, in fulfillment of God’s prophetic Spirit.
Consequently, Christian practice is quite honorable, completely other to the nefarious
practices reported by those under demonic influences.
Arabian magi are precisely what Justin needs, because magi are the only ones who
can truly represent the spiritual and social realities for what was handed over in Isaiah 8:4.
They are religious outsiders, though spiritual enemies, from Arabia. In a world of competing
claims for the chief deity and true religion and ethics, competing histories and miraculous
acts (via ‘magic’ or otherwise), magi are uniquely positioned. They are beholden to no one—
neither Roman gods or governments, Greek sophistry or deities, Judaism nor Christianity.
Their expertise and their ethnicity render them enemies of God and Rome. Their chief
exemplars, the Egyptian magi who opposed Moses and SimonM who opposed the Apostles,
are among the staunchest opponents of God’s people at any given epoch.405
One has every reason to think magi oppose Jesus, yet by Justin’s careful web of
ethnic-tagged theology Matthew’s magi are refashioned Arabian magi who fulfill prophecy.
Justin’s Arabian magi appraise key prophetic fulfillments affirming Jesus’s status as
Messiah. Their ‘magic’ expertise aided their identification of the signs leading them to the
newborn king of the Jews. Their ethnic identity qualifies them for their prophecy-fulfilling
function, hence affirming Jesus’s fulfillment of prophecy. Justin therefore tells Trypho he
and the Jews should turn from their false doctrine like these Arabian magi, who also fulfill
Isaiah 24:13-14 by turning from their false doctrines and wisdom of this world (Dial. 78.10).
Appealing to the Roman Princeps in the Apologies and reasoning with Trypho in his
Dialogue, Justin finds in these Arabian magi proof of his claims about Jesus, inviting the
Princeps and Trypho to conclude likewise.
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CHAPTER 6

Giving Magi: Matthew’s Magi in the Writings of Irenaeus of
Lyon

Irenaeus marks a historical moment in early Christianity: his life marks what is
essentially the last personal connection to Jesus’s disciples. The emerging Christian tradition
moves from people (Jesus, Paul, John, Mark, Luke, Ignatius, Polycarp) to texts (Paul’s
letters, four gospels, Revelation). In a heightened way, proper interpretation of texts is the
emerging battleground: who has the right interpretation of the Hebrew Scriptures, Jesus, and
the Apostles? For Irenaeus the way forward relies on the ‘rule of faith’ and the ‘rule of
truth’. Irenaeus begins with people: he eagerly wards off false teachers, but more importantly
false interpretation methodologies. Irenaeus’s use of Matthew’s magi proves a fruitful
window into his method and what these magi mean for second century Christians.
6.
Irenaeus’s Provenance
Like Justin, Irenaeus was a man from the East (Smyrna) living in the West (Gaul), yet
rose to become bishop of Lyons and died around 201 CE.406 According to Eusebius, twice
Irenaeus said he knew Polycarp, suggesting Irenaeus was under Polycarp’s teaching at some
point in his life.407 Two major works are extant from Irenaeus. Demonstration of the
Apostolic Preaching, which was written after Irenaeus’s lengthy and better-known Adversus
Haereses (Eusebius, EH 5.7.1; Dem 99; Haer. 2.praef.; 4.praef.1).408 Raised in Asia Minor
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and serving in Gaul, he was a connecting link between the churches of the East and West.409
Irenaeus’s programmatic goal was to show the continuity of the Jewish Scriptures to the
teaching of Jesus and his Apostles— in this sense, the interpreter’s goal is imitation, not
innovation. However, by framing the debate in exegetical terms, such a rhetorical move
allows Irenaeus ‘to demonstrate the superiority of his hypothesis to the one(s) he singles out
as essential to the group he collectively designates as ‘Valentinians.’’410 Irenaeus was not
concerned so much about their different beliefs and ideas, but their practices intended to
effect ἀπολυτρώσις (‘redemption’, sometimes called ‘second baptism’)— heresy is about
people with different forms of hermeneutical and ritual practice.411 For Irenaeus, beliefs are
intimately connected to practice, hence the importance of careful exegesis, beliefs, and ideas
leading to practice.412
Two features of Irenaeus’s argument stand out. First, Irenaeus begins not with a text,
but with a person. By the time Irenaeus wrote, there would have been one of the few people
alive with a direct connection to the Apostles: Irenaeus learned from Polycarp, who had
learned from the Apostle John.413 Book III begins not with a text, but with people, the
Apostles: they received the Lord’s teaching, preached, then wrote it down (Haer. 3.1.1). The
Apostles preached one God, Creator of heaven and earth, and one Christ the Son of God,
announced by the law and the prophets, just as Jesus told them. Christian belief means belief
in this Apostolic preaching; to despise the Apostolic message is to despise Christ himself
(Haer. 3.1.2). Then they wrote it down (e.g., Matthew’s Gospel)— the text is authoritative
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first because of who it is from, and secondarily because of what it says. This makes the
second feature immanently important: one must properly interpret scripture. As Jorgensen
explains, the problem with the heretics (as Irenaeus calls them) is their exegetical method.
Irenaeus’s exegetical method was ruled by the ‘rule of Truth’, whereas the heretics
endeavored to mold the Scriptures to suit their own ‘tradition’ from SimonM, not the
Apostles.414
The ‘rule of faith’ and ‘rule of truth’, originating with Jesus and the Apostles,
Jorgensen argues convincingly, are controlling exegetical tools for Irenaeus which, in effect,
become Irenaeus’s litmus test for orthodox exegesis. ‘Thus, the ‘rule of truth; as a
hermeneutic for scriptural exegesis, guaranteed by the apostolic succession, is a
fundamentally crucial concept for Irenaeus’ espoused hermeneutical theory of orthodoxy and
heretical exegesis.’415 The ‘rule of truth’ did not function rigidly, as evidenced by the Easter
debate, where Irenaeus was willing to compromise. It is clear that Irenaeus deploys the ‘rule
of truth’ pragmatically according to the needs of the ekklēsia as he understood them.
Irenaeus combines the rhetorical concept of the hypothesis with the ‘rule of faith’ to produce
a ‘flexible rhetorical tool to refute rival Christian appropriations of shared Scriptures.’416 The
central issue, as far as Irenaeus was concerned, was not competing faithful readings, but
faithful versus unfaithful readings (meaning not following the ‘rule of truth’) that warranted
Irenaeus’s refutation.417
Irenaeus sets out the doctrines of the heretics in Book 1 then engages with them on
their own terms in Book II. In Book III Irenaeus provides a more positive argument using
proofs from the Gospels, Acts, and Paul, though leaving proofs from the words of Jesus in his
parables as fulfillment of the Old Testament to Book IV. Book V deals with non-parable
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sayings of Jesus and how the heretics use the letters of Paul.418 Understandably, this chapter
focuses primarily on Irenaeus’s use of Matthew’s magi as it relates to Irenaeus’s argument in
Book III, and the sparse references elsewhere in Heresies and Demonstration.

Magi and ‘Magic’ in Irenaeus
In this section brief attention is given to Irenaeus on ‘magic’ (in general) to develop a
composite picture of what can be known about Irenaeus’s framework for interpreting ‘magic’
(μαγεία) and ‘magic’ practitioners in general so as to better inform his understanding of
Matthew’s magi in particular. What is of seminal significance at this juncture is that Irenaeus
becomes a primary tradent (alongside Justin Martyr) for Simon Magus (SimonM) as the
father of Gnosticism.419
As a student of Justin Martyr, it is no surprise that Irenaeus has nothing positive to say
of ‘magic’ and its practitioners. Irenaeus identifies four particular practitioners: (1) Marcus,
who studies under (2) Menander, who was the protégé of (3) SimonM, the father of all
(gnostic) heretics, and (4) Valentinus (Haer. 1.8, 11, 14). Irenaeus does not mince words
about the practices of Marcus: he is a precursor of the Antichrist, working miracles by the
dubious means of divinations and dark arts (Haer. 1.13). Doctrinal problems aside, Irenaeus
suggests that by calling himself ‘magus’ Marcus found a means of ascribing some kind of
honor or status to his otherwise debasing work (Haer. 1.13-15).420 The popularity and
perceived effectiveness of Marcus’s wares appear to have given him an elevated status in
society, Christian piety/spirituality, and a measure of popularity.
SimonM receives a scathing rebuke in Book I. If Peter condemned him to eternal
punishment, Irenaeus ensured he received no parole. Recounting the Acts 8 episode,
SimonM’s crimes were indeed great: he feigned faith, and did miracles by ‘magic’ (μαγεία),
presumably for profit (Haer. 1.23.1). After Peter’s rebuke, SimonM doubles-down: claiming
to be Father overall and doing whatever pleased the crowds to grow his success and status
(Haer. 1.23.1). Practicing ‘magic’ for SimonM and his followers included the standard kinds
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of ‘magic’ arts, including love potions, resurrections, charms (Haer. 1.23.4). Saturninus and
Basilides also followed in these ways, also doing incantations, invocations, coining angel
names (akin to summoning a daemon-helper), sacrifice to idols, et al (Haer. 1.24.5;
Carpocrates acts similarly, Haer. 1.23.3). Irenaeus describes how SimonM found Helen and
established her as a matriarchal part of his doctrine and pantheon (Haer. 1.23.2) and
Menander as his protégé (Haer. 1.23.5). SimonM, Menander, and all the mystici (a curious
departure from magi in the Latin) used all kinds of magias to advance their cause,
propagating a false knowledge and worshipping the false gods they established (Haer.
1.23.4). SimonM mutilates the Scriptures and is the author of great apostasies, using the
good name of Jesus Christ as a lure to their wicked ways and false teaching (Haer. 1.27.4;
2.31.2-3; 32). SimonM was labeled founder of Gnosticism (Haer. Book 2, Preface; 2.9.2).
Irenaeus reports and quickly defeats the Marcionites’ claims that God authored sin
because he blinded Pharaoh and his servants (Haer. 4.29). God hardens Pharaoh’s heart (and
blinds him and the Egyptian people) to think that it is by ‘magical’ arts (4.29.1) that the
plagues and miracles are completed, not the hand of God. On this account, God uses
‘magic’, or rather, God is content to leave the Egyptians to their misconception that God used
‘magic’ to accomplish his miracles (Haer. 4.29.2).421
What is most fascinating is the emerging bond between gnosticism, ‘magic’, and
‘magic’ practitioners. What is ‘gnostic’ about ‘magic’ and its practitioners seem to be their
reliance upon a power other than the One Creator God and divergence from the Apostolic
tradition— evidenced by Peter’s rejection of SimonM (Acts 8).422 The links between
SimonM, his teaching, and the practice of ‘magic’ established, Irenaeus repeatedly rebukes
the combination of gnostic teachings and ‘magic’ arts feigning genuine miracles to
authenticate and propagate their false teaching in Jesus’s name (Haer. 1.32.3). Being
identified with gnostic teaching indicates one is a disciple of SimonM (Haer. 1.33.3)— a
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connection to SimonM is the common denominator for all gnostic false teachers and
structures Book I.423

Matthew’s Magi in Irenaeus’s Writings
Matthew’s Magi at Haereses 3.9 and Demonstration 58
In a paraphrased fashion, Irenaeus turns to the Apostolic Message in the Gospels.
Matthew’s magi enter this discussion of Jesus’ prophecy-fulfilling birth, yet unexpectedly
Matthew’s magi take up the prophetic mantle of the OT prophets. Irenaeus in a paragraph
summarizes the Matthean birth account, with special focus on Matthew’s magi (Haer. 3.9.2),
followed by Jesus’ baptism (3.9.3), then further evidence is examined in Mark and Luke
(3.10), then John (3.11). The goal is to establish that the Divine Word, God’s Son, was made
flesh and came into this world, contra gnostic claims otherwise (Haer. 3.11.3-4).
Irenaeus’s stated goal in Haereses 3.9 is to counter allegedly gnostic claims that Jesus
became God at his baptism when the Spirit of Christ descends upon him (Haer. 3.9.3).
Specifically, Irenaeus aims to prove Jesus is God’s Son from birth, not another god of the
demiurge, and still there is one God, and that God’s judgment is by one who knows and is
known by the ones being judged (Haer. 3.9.1-2; cf, 5.27, 29; see also, Dem 56, 60, 69). The
prophets speak of one and the same Father and foretell the coming of his fully divine,
incarnate son, Jesus the Christ (Haer 3.9). Jesus is the one foretold by the prophets and
declared by the prophets, evidenced by Matthew’s Gospel (3.9.1).424 There is one Lord God
who is supreme, and this Lord himself as both Father and Son, and passed this on to his
(Jesus’) disciples (3.9.1). It is necessary for all genuine Jesus followers to do the same. God
promises to make Abram’s seed as the stars of heaven (Haer. 3.9.1, cf, Gen 15:5; Deut
10:22)— yet Jesus outshines them all. Balaam prophesied a star of Jacob would come (Num
24:17), which the magi follow (Haer. 3.9.2). This prophetic expectation was validated by the
Apostolic Message of the Gospel, beginning with Matthew’s accounting of prophetic
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fulfillments, angelic messages, John the Baptist, and finally, the magi (Haer. 3.9.2).425 In so
doing, Irenaeus summons Matthew’s magi to attest to the advent of God’s Word incarnate,
the newborn King of the Jews, not only by their words, but by the gifts they bring. The
prophets point to Jesus and the magi’s worshipful gifts affirm that what the prophets said has
in fact come to fruition. The ‘Balaam star’ was their guide into the House of Jacob to
worship Emmanuel (Haer. 3.9.2).
Irenaeus multiplies the prophetic testimony to Jesus’s birth as prophetic fulfillment
(Haer. 3.9.2). Citing Matthew, Irenaeus begins with the angel speaking to Joseph in his sleep
(Matt 1:20-21) of how the Lord himself interprets Hosea 11:1 and Isaiah 7:14 (citing Matt
1:23; Haer. 3.9.2.45-51). King David speaks of Jesus, so says Irenaeus, that the LORD will
not turn away from David’s sons, whom the LORD will set on David’s throne (Ps 132:10-11;
God is known in Judah, residing in Zion (Ps 76:1; Haer. 3.9.2.52-59). These prophetic
witnesses confirm for Irenaeus, with Balaam’s star (Num 24:17), that Jesus is the son of
David and God (Haer 3.9.60-70). There is one God and this multi-layered prophetic witness
makes clear that Jesus is God’s Son. Similarly, in Demonstrations Irenaeus understands that
Matthew’s magi learned of Christ’s birth through the star, which Irenaeus identifies as the
‘Star of Jacob’ (Num 24:17), and identifies Christ as being born king (Dem. 58). Matthew’s
magi (‘who dwelt in the east’) are led by the star to Judea, then Bethlehem. Then the star
went into the house with them and stood above Jesus’s head. The star shows Matthew’s magi
that Jesus is the Son of God, who is the Christ (Haer. 3.9.2; Dem. 58).
Matthew’s magi continue the prophetic message of the One True God in two ways.
First, by their worshipful, prophetic gifts (Haer. 3.9.2.65-69); second, by their declaration of
Jesus’s birth in Judea (cf, Ps 76:1) to those who did not seek him (Haer. 3.9.2.69-70; Matt
2:2; Isa 65:1). Beginning with the latter, Irenaeus’s subtle reference to Isaiah 65:1 seems to
allude creatively to Matthew 2:1-7, where Matthew’s magi inform and ‘greatly trouble’
Herod and all Jerusalem with their news of a newborn king and, presumably, no less their
intent to ‘worship’ him (προσκυνῆσαι, Matt 2:2). Irenaeus sees a fulfillment in keeping with
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Matthew’s hostility to religious elites and their rebellious ways.426 The allusions, however,
are meant to draw further attention to the gift-giving worship.
Irenaeus is the earliest known Christian commentator on the meaning of the magi’s
gifts. Their worship and gift-giving are not necessarily exemplary, but prophetic, their
identity remaining ambiguous. Irenaeus here punctuates the gifts as their ‘message’ (e.g.,
Matt 2:2) by producing a compact, yet complex symbolic meaning to each gift demonstrating
the magi’s knowledge of just who it is they have come to worship— the One True God’s
Son. Jesus is given myrrh because he was the one to die and be buried for the mortal human
race; gold, because Jesus is a King whose kingdom will never end (Luke 1:33); and
frankincense because he was made known in Judea (Ps 96:1) and was declared to those who
did not seek him (Haer. 3.9.2.69-70; see also, 3.9.3; Isa 65:1; Rom 10:20). They worship
because they are before the one true God, who is more than just ‘King of the Jews’ (Matt 2),
the child is the King over all creation (see also, Haer. 3.16).
For Irenaeus the magi perform a worship act (adorabatur) as it is God himself who is
the recipient. Matthew’s (and presumably Irenaeus’s) Greek προσκυνέω:
Haer 3.2, lines 62-63427

Matt 2:2b

Vidimus enim stellam eius in Oriente
et uenimus adorare eum

εἴδομεν γὰρ αὐτοῦ τὸν ἀστέρα ἐν τῇ
ἀνατολῇ καὶ ἤλθομεν προσκυνῆσαι αὐτῷ.

We saw his star in the east and we
have come to worship him.

For we saw his star in the east and we
have come to worship him.

It is fair to presume Irenaeus’s Greek original followed what we know of Matthew’s
text.428 Hence, the fact that Matthew’s magi came to προσκυνέω the only one God further
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suggests ‘worship’ is the fitting response. However, προσκυνέω is surprisingly more
complex than merely ‘worship’ or ‘obeisance’. Bowden argues that προσκύνησις [noun]
often does not refer to ‘worship’ but to a kind of Persian royal greeting involving bowing and
blowing a kiss in some fashion.429 ‘Clearly προσκυνεῖν was used to described worshiping
gods, and reverencing sacred objects and places, but equally clearly this is a derivative
meaning in the classical period,’ a term that often gets over-simplified.430 However,
‘When the term προσκυνεῖν is used to describe worship of gods it does not necessarily
refer to blowing a kiss, but it may indicate a certain extravagance of action, or
excessiveness of reverence, that in a Greek mind would characterize the behaviour of
a Persian. And it is this Persian characteristic that is the primary meaning of the
word, rather than anything more specific.’431
Irenaeus sees the declaration of intent and gift giving as intent and acts of worship
(Matt 2:2, 8, 11-12).432 Given the religious nature of Irenaeus’s argument, he seems
uninterested in the socio-political implications of non-Roman magi entering the empire to
revere a newborn socio-political figure. Jesus’s kingdom is without end (Haer. 3.9.2.71) and
he is the Logos of God, Savior of all, Lord of heaven and earth (Haer. 3.9.3.80-81). The gifts
given are used in acts of sacrificial worship to gods, and for Irenaeus’s case, the One True
Creator God. Irenaeus directs readers to the one true God and his Son, Jesus, who are to be
worshipped. Matthew’s magi are there to confirm that the child of Mary has indeed fulfilled
these expectations (Haer 3.9.2).433 They see and follow the prophetical star, coming to
worship this Davidic son of a virgin who is the One True God’s Son (Haer 3.9.2).
Though Irenaeus changes the ordering, the grouping of these three gifts is uniquely
Matthean.434 A list comprising only gold, frankincense, and myrrh is first recorded in
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Matthew and all subsequent lists of the three (in any order) draw from Matthew.435 Due to its
pleasant odor as well as other qualities, frankincense belonged in antiquity together with
myrrh as the most-expensive and most-demanded spices in nearly all countries of the Near
East and the Levant.436 Indeed, the cost to transport made spices expensive, making them
prized possessions for royals and the wealthy. They also served as appropriate presents when
trying to make a good impression or a peace offering, as Jacob does in his gift to Pharaoh
(Gen 43:11).437
Frankincense and myrrh are often found in combination together. Hippocrates of Cos
suggests a mixture of frankincense and myrrh with five blister beetles, or a Buprestis Beetle,
to create an irritating suppository that draws blood (Nature of Women, 71, 72). Hippocrates
also finds frankincense and myrrh beneficial remedies for infertility (Barrenness, 9, 29).
Because frankincense and myrrh are more like a root than a flower in nature, says
Theophrastus (circa fourth/third century BCE), heating them with fire is necessary to cause
their odor to permeate the air for an extended period of time (On Odors, 3.13). Plutarch
recounts Alexander’s generous gift of frankincense and myrrh to his boyhood tutor,
Leonidas, so that his tutor would no longer have to be stingy with the gods.438 Pliny notes a
prescription including myrrh and frankincense for strangury and bladder troubles (Nat. 7.2427). In the closing chapter Pliny notes myrrh and frankincense are among the costliest of the
earth’s resources (Nat. 10.37.78). Philostratus the Elder recounts the story of Themistocles,
who upon entering the Median royal palace court in Babylon, the fragrance of both
frankincense and myrrh fills the air to ‘pollute the freedom of the air’ as the ‘barbarian’ Mede
guards whisper about the Greek warrior (Imagines 2.31).439
The PGM, a rudimentary ‘practitioner’s manual’ for those practicing divination,
provides helpful literary antecedents for magi giving gifts. The PGM includes the use of
frankincense and myrrh. Frankincense and myrrh (λίβανον καὶ σμύρναν) are commonly
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found together in the ‘magical’ papyri, both together and combined with other
spices/fragrances (PGM IV.1309-16; 1830-40; 1990; XIII.353-61). Myrrh is quite commonly
used independent of frankincense for an array of purposes, including inks for writing,
sacrifices to gods, to conjure revelatory dreams, and often mixed with blood (cf, PGM I.1-42;
II.31-34; IV.769-762; XIII.310-319; XIXb.1-3; CXXII.30-31; et al.), even used to open
bolted doors by the power of Horus the Great (PGM XXXVI.312-20). Frankincense itself is
commonly used in appeals or sacrifices to gods (PGM IV.1265-74; 2675-81; 2871-79;
V.200-211; VII.540-44; XIII.18-20), in formulas to secure a daemon as an assistant (PGM
I.1-10; 54-64; II.21-34; IV.898-916) or producing dreams (PGM IV. 3190-3204; VII.740-46;
824-829, 310-312) or revelations (PGM LXXVII.1-24).440
Frankincense and myrrh also have connections to resurrection, erotic and economic
uses. They are found together in Song 3:6; 4:6, 14 for varying degrees of romantic/erotic use.
Revelation 18:13 lists frankincense and myrrh alongside other spices that Babylon will no
longer need from merchants, who weep not at Babylon’s destruction but their loss of a
lucrative business selling to Babylon.441 Clement defends the resurrection on grounds that
the Phoenix resurrects, making for itself a coffin of frankincense and myrrh and other spices
(1 Clem. 25.2). A worm is born of the decaying carcass that feeds on the carcass until it
grows wings and flies the nest and remains back to the altar of the sun in Heliopolis, Egypt
(Arabia), where priests determine the remains were 500 years old (1 Clem. 25.2-5). If priests
can make such a determination from bird remains, Clement reasons, surely determination can
be made of Jesus’s bodily resurrection (1 Clem. 26-27). Later, Lactantius (circa third century
CE), writes of how the Phoenix makes its nest from, among other things, frankincense and
myrrh. There the Phoenix dies its birth-giving death among all the fragrances.442 After
Phoenix’s rebirth, the remains of its earthly body are wrapped into a ball with balsam oil,
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myrrh, and frankincense and carried in her talons as she speeds to the City of the Sun, where
she sets the ball in the temple as she sits perched on the altar (the ball is on the altar?).443
Athenaeus provides an interesting literary parallel in his The Learned Banqueters
(3.106e-5). One such banquet, held in the stadium in the city, began with a march to the
morning star because the procession starts when the star appears; the final unit in the
processional was dedicated to the evening star, when the processional ends (5.197d). There
also came 120 boys carrying frankincense, myrrh, and saffron on gold platters (5.197f); they
were followed by forty satyrs wearing gold garlands made to look like ivy and carried a gold
garland made of grapevines and ivy. More can be said of the elaborate Dionysiac procession,
but the key point is that the procession includes frankincense and myrrh, which is not an
unprecedented combination. They are frequently used in the contexts of adoration,
resurrection, romance, and ‘magic’ of various kinds.
Yet Irenaeus does not seem to draw directly from such literary prompts. Rather, the
gifts are prophetic because they pointed backwards to Old Testament prophets as a means to
point forward to Jesus’s future ministry. Myrrh is the symbol for Jesus’s atoning selfsacrifice for all humanity (Haer. 3.9.2.66-68). Gold is the symbol of Jesus kingship (Haer.
3.9.2.68-69). Frankincense indicates first Jesus’ deity, then that Jesus was rejected in Judea
and heralded by those who did not seek him (Haer. 3.9.2.69-70). For Irenaeus, more than
‘obeisance’ to a newborn king happens in Matthew 2.
Myrrh has a myriad of uses on its own, yet interestingly it is not mentioned in the
Mosaic Law for sacrifices. The Hebrew term ‘( ֹמרmyrrh’ or ‘bitter/-ness’) is the LXX
exemplar, though the verb ( מררQal: “to be bitter”; ‘suffer anguish’) is intimately related,
such that  ֹמרis more often a reference to a deep, dark bitterness of the soul (cf, I Sam 15:32,
‘the death of bitterness’, NRSV; similarly, Job 7:11; 10:1) than to myrrh. While semantically
related to ‘myrrh’ it is not necessarily one in the same.444 Where it is “myrrh,”  ֹמרrefers to a
perfume (Esth 2:12; Ps 45:8; Prov 7:17; Song 1:13; 3:6; 4:6 (also mentions frankincense), 14;
5:1; Sir 24:15; et al.).445 In Mark 15:23 Jesus was offered wine mixed with myrrh
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(ἐσμυρνισμένον οἶνον) on the cross. In John 19:39 Nicodemus brought a mixture of myrrh
and aloes (μίγμα σμύρνης καὶ ἀλόης) to prepare Jesus’s body for burial. Mark and John
influenced Irenaeus understanding of myrrh, the only substantive use of myrrh in relation to
the Jesus tradition. The PGM reveals a cultural precedent for using myrrh in sacrifices to
gods that corresponds with magi identity and usage (see above).
Frankincense is quite common in the Mosaic Law for sacrifices (LXX: Lev 2:1-2; 1516; 5:11; 6:8; 24:7; cf, Neh 13:9; Isa 66:3; 43:34; 66:3; Jer 6:20; 17:26).446 Frankincense was
primarily burned as incense in religious ceremonies (Exod 30:34; Lev 2:2), although it
occasionally is mentioned as a perfume or fumigant (Cant. 3:6), or in a cultic context, such as
placing of frankincense on the Bread of the Sanctuary (Lev 24:7).447 In 1 Chronicles 9:29 a
cognate of frankincense (λίβανος), λιβανωτός is rendered ‘incense’ (NRSV, ESV, NASB). In
3 Maccabees 5:2 elephants are given wine with λιβανωτοῦ and sent on a drunken stampede to
trounce Judeans; at 3 Maccabees 5:45 describes wine as λιβάνοομαι, wine with frankincense
added. Throughout antiquity frankincense was a lucrative long-distance trade item between
southern Arabia and the Levant (Isa 60:6; Jer 6:20; Pliny, Nat. 12.30-32).448 Isaiah 60:6
anticipates gold and frankincense coming from Sheba to proclaim the LORD’s praise.
Frankincense appears to have the most direct connection to Irenaeus’s overarching
theme of ‘one God and Jesus is his divine son’. Frankincense reveals Jesus was God, Jesus
was ‘made known in Judea’, but heralded by those not seeking him (Haer. 3.9.2.69-70).
Irenaeus appears to use frankincense’s cultic use as a metaphoric symbol for worshipping
God. The context of worship in Haereses 3.9.2 is reinforced by the giving of frankincense:
they are bringing an incense used for honoring a god to the One True God’s Son. How the
frankincense is connected to making Jesus known as God’s Son is a reference to Matthew’s
magi inquiring in Jerusalem about ‘the one born king of the Jews’ (cf, Matt 2:2), fulfilling
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Psalm 76:1, where God is known as the Great One who establishes judgment and saves the
humble of the earth (Ps 76:9/75:9). Asaph’s psalm also makes a strong statement of
judgment of those against the LORD— it is not unreasonable to suppose Irenaeus implies as
much, amplifying the subtle rebuke of Jewish leadership in Jesus’s day. Further affirming
Matthew’s indictment of Israel’s rejection of Jesus, the magi’s frankincense also evokes the
rejection of God by Jerusalem as a people who did not seek him (Isa 65:1). Matthew’s magi
have only one substantive reason to seek out the one born King of the Jews: the star’s arrival
and an earnest desire to worship the child it announces. Irenaeus evokes Isaiah’s portrayal of
Israel as a people foreign to and uninterested in God despite having all God’s promises and
prophecies to inform them not merely to seek God. Yet, Isaiah 65:1 is fulfilled by the most
unexpected of seekers, Matthew’s magi, who recognize Jesus for who he is and act
accordingly.
Gold becomes a symbol of Jesus’s kingship, referring to Luke 1:33 (Haer. 3.9.2.6869). However, Luke seems to draw theologically from Daniel 2:44, appropriating a turn of
phrase to Jesus via Luke. Daniel interprets Nebuchadnezzar’s dream, indicating that after a
series of kingdoms weaker than Nebuchadnezzar’s, one is coming that will last forever (Dan
2:44). Later, Daniel says the coming kingdom will never be destroyed (7:14), which will be
received by the saints and last forever and ever (7:18), an everlasting kingdom with authority
over all kingdoms (7:27). The theme of an unbreakable, eternal kingdom is evident in
Daniel, which Luke draws upon to communicate the significance of the child Mary is to
carry. Irenaeus’s use of Luke threads a string of revelation and interpretation: Daniel’s
prophetic vision (Dan 2:44) becomes Luke’s angelic proclamation to Mary (Luke 2:31), a
Lukan proclamation Irenaeus then deploys to interpret Matthew’s magi’s choice to bring
Jesus gold. Luke’s Gospel, which is otherwise silent about any magi visit, is the interpretive
tool to interpret Matthew’s Gospel. Where Matthew contrasts kingships with magi to
interpret the superior (Jesus as newborn king) to the lesser (King Herod, who dies a few
verses later, Matt 2:19), Luke speaks of Jesus as the supreme king (Luke 2:44). Irenaeus
downloads Luke’s angelic herald upon Matthew’s magi’s gifts following less revelation.449
This is for Irenaeus another exhibit of the continuity of the Hebrew Scriptures with the
Apostolic message manifest in the Gospel accounts working together as the ‘rule of truth.’
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Matthew’s Magi at Haereses 3.16.4
Interestingly, Irenaeus repeats his point about the prophetic nature of the magi’s visit
and Jesus as the one true God’s son here, but with altered foci. At Haereses 3.16 Irenaeus
essentially repeats that Jesus was the only begotten Son of God.450 Irenaeus aims directly at a
Valentinian christology comprised of multiple christs and one Spirit working with Jesus to
accomplish Jesus’s redemptive work. Those who teach such ‘multiple christs’ theologies are
agents of Satan, overturning and drawing people away (Haer. 3.16.1). The adoration by
Matthew’s magi testify to one Jesus who is the Christ, the One True God’s Son, by virtue of
their coming to see, worship, and give gifts (Haer. 3.16.4). Not only Matthew, John’s Gospel
also knows this singular Jesus, the only begotten, the Λόγον τοῦ Θεοῦ (‘Logos of God’, John
1:1, 14-18; Haer. 3.16.1, 4). However, Irenaeus now adds from his prior argument at
Haereses 3.9.2 two new elements: (1) that they worshipped ‘the eternal King’ and (2) the
‘power of Damascus’ and the ‘spoils of Samaria’ (Isa 8:3-4; Haer. 3.16.4.136-151).
Jesus as the ‘eternal King’ corroborates what Irenaeus has previously proved and now
takes Jesus’s kingship as fact. The language and narrative of Haereses 3.9 make Irenaeus’s
declaration of Jesus as ‘eternal King’ a natural progression in Haereses 3.16. Even
Matthew’s Gospel posits the superiority of Jesus’s heavenly kingdom over Herod’s (Matt
2:1-19), than all other kingdoms on earth (cf, Matt 4:17; 5-8; 13; et al.).451 The difficulties
comes as Irenaeus moves to Simeon’s blessing in Luke 2 to Isaiah 7:14 to Isaiah 8:4,
concluding that Jesus receives the ‘powers of Damascus’ and the ‘spoils of Samaria’ (Haer.
3.16.4.140-147). The slaughter of the innocents fulfills Exodus 17:16 (LXX), which God
arranged as the first martyrdom for Christ’s sake, and that only because Jesus was born in
David’s city (Haer. 3.16.4.147-153).452 These martyrs paved the way for the prophetic
fulfillment of Jesus’s birth in the city of David without competitor— all others born at this
time were martyred (Haer. 3.16.4.151-150).453 After his resurrection, Jesus explains to his
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disciples that Moses, the prophets and Psalms must be fulfilled, Jesus helping them to
understand that the Christ must suffer and die and rise again that repentance for the remission
of sins be preached to the nations (Haer. 3.16.3). Jesus’s birth results in Jesus receiving the
‘powers of Damascus’ and ‘spoils of Samaria’, martyrdom of innocents to ensure none other
than Jesus can claim the Davidic throne, resulting in these events fulfilling what God
promised in the prophets and psalms (Haer. 3.16.4).
Concerned to remove suspicion about Jesus’s origins, the Holy Spirit anticipated ‘the
corrupters’ (fraudulentiam/τοὺς ῥᾳδιουργοὺς, 3.16.2.65-66) in Matthew and John’s Gospels
and Paul (Haer. 3.16.3). Jesus was born of the virgin as Emmanuel (Matt 1:23; cf, Isa 7:14).
Jesus was the Logos made flesh (John 1:13, 14)— there are not multiple characters, a ‘Jesus’
and a ‘Christ’, but one and the same Jesus the Christ (Haer. 3.16.2). Irenaeus finds in Paul
consistent witness for ‘God’s predestined plan of salvation in Jesus Christ, fulfilling the
prophets’ (Haer. 3.16.3.76-84; Rom 1:1-4). Mark’s Gospel further corroborated that Jesus is
the Son of God and also the fruit of David’s body— Jesus is Emmanuel, God with us. In so
doing, Irenaeus weaves Paul, Mark, and Isaiah together (Haer. 3.16.3; Rom 1:1-4; 9:5; Gal
4:4-5; Col 1:14-15; Mark 1:11; Isa 9:6).454 Luke continues this apostolic trajectory, Simeon
testifying that he has beheld God’s salvation as he holds the infant Jesus in his hands (Luke
1:69), affirming that the child born of the virgin is also God’s Son (Haer. 3.16.4). Shepherds
glorified God after beholding him (cf, Luke 2:16-17); Matthew’s magi worshipped and
offered gifts (Matt 2:8, 11). Irenaeus takes the kingship feature a step further from his
discussion at Haereses. 3.9.2.
However, reference to ‘power of Damascus” and ‘the spoils of Samaria’ is illusive.
The Latin texts reads (Haer. 9.16.4):
140 ...quem Magi uidentes et adorantes et adferentes
munera quae praediximus et substernentes semetipsos
aeterno Regi, per alteram abierunt uiam, non iam per
Assyriorum reuertentes uiam: priusquam enim cognos144 ceret puer uocare patrem aut matrem, accipiet uirtutem
Damasci et spolia Samariaae contra | regem Assyriorum,
occulte quidem sed potenter manifestans quoniam
absconsa manu expugnabat Dominus Amalech.
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140 ...whom magi saw and adorred and brought
gifts which were foretold and presented themselves
to the eternal king, departing by a different path, not now
returning by the way of Assyria: For before the boy knows
144 to call father and mother, he recieves the strength
of Damascus and the spoils of Samaria against | king of Assyria,
declaring, indeed mysteriously but emphatically, that
with a hidden hand the Lord did defeat Amalek
Magi come worshipping, bringing their gifts, which are for Irenaeus part of the
‘power of Damascus’ and the ‘spoils of Samaria’. As noted above, frankincense and myrrh
were among the prized export treasures of the east— an analogy or metaphor for conquering
the riches of the world is a viable interpretation. It seems that connection to their origins
from and use in the east are sufficient for Irenaeus to turn them to a prophetic fulfillment
metaphor. Fascinating still is that Matthew’s magi do not avoid Herod and return μὴ
ἀνακάμψαι πρὸς Ἡρῴδην, δι᾿ ἄλλης ὁδοῦ ἀνεχώρησαν (‘did not return to Herod, but left for
their country by another road’, Matt 2:12), but non iam per Assyriorum reuertentes uiam
(‘did not depart by the way of the Assyrians’, Haer. 3.16.4).455 As seen in Justin Martyr (see
Dial. 77.7; 78.10), where Herod is made Assyrian, Irenaeus instead equates Assyria with a
pathway home Matthew’s magi chose to avoid. Regardless, a similar negative symbolic
meaning for being Assyrian is evoked. This is the only time Irenaeus mentions Assyrians for
any reason. The one place one might expect Irenaeus to mention Assyrians he does not,
excluding both the Babylonians and the Assyrians from his list of the descendants of Cham
(Dem 20; cf, Gen 10:6-20).456
With so little to work with, even a limited context, it is best not to draw too much
from the ‘Assyrian’ label. At the very least for Irenaeus ‘Assyrian’ is an ethnic marker
indicating a typos for unbelief and hostility towards God and his people, akin to ancient
Israel’s Assyrian foe. In so doing, Irenaeus is not necessarily implying Matthew’s magi came
by the ‘way of Assyria’, but certainly the ‘way of Assyria’ is not how they return. Their
return avoiding Assyria is a clever innuendo to a kind of conversion: they are now particular
about their return so as not to be in hostility towards God nor his people. Further, it is
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interesting that Irenaeus is not concerned here about Herod, but about Matthew’s magi and
their reaction to Jesus: Matthew’s magi avoid a path of hostility to God, e.g., the ‘way of the
Assyrians.’457
Irenaeus argues further still, connecting Matthew’s magi with ‘power of Damascus’
and ‘spoils of Samaria’ to Amalek’s defeat (cf, Exod 17). Irenaeus’s references to Amalek
are nebulous. In Haereses. 4.24.1 Irenaeus reminds readers that part of why Paul labored
‘more than they all’ was because it was harder to evangelize Gentiles than Jews. One could
share proofs from the Scriptures (namely, Moses and the prophets) with Jews to worship the
One Creator God, who also destroyed Amalek and the serpent by faith in God. However,
proselytizing Gentiles involved teaching them to depart from superstition, idolatry, to
worship the One Creator and His Son without that treasury of Scriptural resources. Irenaeus
argues Paul had to teach the Gentiles that their gods were actually idols of demons, teaching
an otherwise foreign doctrine to the Gentiles without the aid of Scripture that the Jewish
mission could take for granted (Haer. 4.24.2). Yet this also makes the Gentile’s faith more
noble, starting without instruction from God’s Word (e.g., Moses and the prophets).458 Jesus
is the One Creator God, who has two advents in a barrage of Hebrew Scripture allusions:
after the incarnation Jesus then sat upon foal of an ass, was the stone rejected by builders, led
as a sheep to the slaughter and stretched out his hand to destroy Amalek, while gathering the
scattered sheep of the Father’s fold from the ends of the earth, remembering those who fell
asleep (Haer. 4.33.1).459 As for heretics, the discerning Jesus-follower will beware
Valentinus and SimonM (4.33.3), Ebionites (4.33.4) and all the false prophets and heretics
and schismatics, et al. (4.33.5-7). Jesus will one day judge the doctrine of Marcion (Haer.
4.33.2; cf, 5.27, 29; Dem 56, 60, 69).
As Irenaeus utilized the LXX references to ‘Amalek’, a key passage is Exodus 17:13
(LXX), ἐτρέψατο Ἰησοῦς τὸν Αμαληκ (‘Jesus/Joshua defeated Amalek’).460 It also cannot be
missed that Balaam prophesies about a Star of Jacob (Num 24:17), then turns to prophesy
divine judgment against Amalek (Num 24:20), though Irenaeus does not seem to take
advantage of this observation. In his Demonstration Irenaeus says Jesus frees followers from
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Amalek by stretching out his hands, ‘and takes us, and bears us into the kingdom of the
Father’ (Dem 46).461 This hand-stretching and victory over an enemy is a typos of Jesus’
crucifixion (see also, Barn 12:2, 9; Dial. 91; 112; 131).462 Irenaeus seems to pick up this
literary tradition and take it a step further into the Matthean birth narrative.
Uniting Irenaeus’s reference to the ‘way of Assyria’ with the defeat of Amalek helps
clarify what he says about the ‘powers of Damascus’ and the ‘spoils of Samaria’ (Haer.
3.16.4.140-153). Wherever Matthew’s magi are from, it seems they are from a region
historically hostile to God and ancient Israel (i.e., Assyria). However, they do not return the
way they came, having worshipped the newborn King of the Jews who is against the king of
Assyria. For Irenaeus the ‘power of Damascus’ and the ‘spoils of Samaria’ belong to the
Assyrian king, who will be defeated by the newborn King (Haer. 3.16.4.140-147). The
arrival of gift-bearing magi is a mysterious declaration, so says Irenaeus, that Jesus fulfills
these prophetic expectations and defeats these enemies of God and his people (Haer.
3.16.4.143-147). On the one hand, the gifts are the spoils, yet the frankincense, myrrh, and
gold are symbolic of something greater.
Irenaeus is borrowing this ‘powers and spoils’ digression from Justin Martyr (see
previous chapter). Irenaeus unfolds Justin’s geographical map further still, also alluding to
Isaiah 8, though his statements lack further elaboration. In this same work Irenaeus rebukes
at length SimonM and all in his wake but take notice that this SimonM is identified by
Irenaeus as from Samaria (cf, above). Like Justin, Irenaeus also exercises a theologized
geographical map: ‘magic’, gnosticism, and all things heretical originate from Samaria, the
very place and powers that Jesus overcomes according to prophetic fulfillment (cf, Isa 8:3-4).
In a sense, Irenaeus has Matthew’s magi bringing their gifts, likely from the storehouses of
their ‘magic’ resources, offering up their gifts as an act of worship. However, in so doing
Matthew’s magi turn away from these ‘magical’ arts and turning to Jesus as defeated (but
penitent and transformed?) Jesus followers. Their transformation is evidenced by their return
home a different way, or at least not in an ‘Assyrian way’.
What Irenaeus does that Justin does less is to point more directly to the humanity of
Jesus by the visit of Matthew’s magi. For Irenaeus, the Virgin Birth was a sign of Jesus’s
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humanity without an earthly father like Adam, not Jesus’ divinity.463 God enters the world
via the Incarnation in order to recreate (recapitulatio) by means of Christ, whose divine
power is able to ‘expel from men all that is evil and demonic, and in His earthly life, as a man
among men, realise God’s purpose for man.’464 Contra Irenaeus’s gnostic detractors, the One
God’s Son is one-and-the-same Jesus, God incarnate. While it is true that the virginal birth
testifies to Jesus’ humanity— it would be self-evident to Irenaeus (but not necessarily his
detractors) that a newborn child is human, but what is profound is that the human child is
God.465 More to Irenaeus’s point, the star manifests Jesus’s deity (Dem. 58) and Matthew’s
magi seek out, worship a human child that is God (Haer. 3.9). Regardless, Irenaeus was
striving to correct the gnostic claims that multiple christs/gods worked with Jesus to
accomplish his work. In other words, Irenaeus argues that Jesus is both God and human
against his gnostic interlocutors, who qualify or reduce either Jesus’s humanity or deity:
Jesus possesses a dual nature as the God Incarnate man born King of the Jews. And to this
Incarnate King go the spoils of defeating and bringing judgement to the enemies of God and
his people (Haer. 5.27-29; Dem. 56, 60, 69).
That Matthew’s magi come with prophetic gifts to worship fulfills the prophetic
testimony of Moses and the prophets. Irenaeus declares with the Apostles and prophets Jesus
is the One Creator God’s incarnate Son, born as all humans are, so that he can be crucified
and resurrected for the defeat of the enemies of God’s people, and taking what was theirs as
booty— the ‘spoils of Samaria’ and the ‘power of Damascus’ (Dem. 38-39; Haer. 3.16.4).
Matthew’s magi give gifts representative of future acts by Jesus himself because of who he
is. In this sense, the gifts are prophetic, symbolically anticipating Jesus’s ministry. Yet, the
whole act by Matthew’s magi is here a mysterious declaration of another transaction: Jesus’s
defeating the enemies of God and his people via the birth, crucifixion, and resurrection of the
One Creator God’s Incarnate Son, Jesus the Christ.
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Summary
Irenaeus deploys Matthew’s magi in six particular ways. His primary contribution is
his entirely original interpretation of the gifts, giving them prophetical status. Second,
Irenaeus recapitulates Justin Martyr’s ‘spoils of Samaria’ and ‘powers of Damascus’ typos
but with little explanation. Third, Irenaeus expands that typos to include the defeat of
Amalek, again with minimal expansion of the thought. Fourth, Irenaeus recapitulates Justin
Martyr’s geographic/ethnic labels-- Matthew’s magi return home avoiding defeated Assyria.
Fifthly, Irenaeus also gives brief consideration to Balaam’s star. Finally, Irenaeus punctuates
the prophetic nature of the visit: it is a statement against the Jewish rejection of Jesus (or at
least ‘all Jerusalem’, Matt 2:3) and confirmation that Jesus is truly the divine Son of the One
True Creator God. Matthew’s magi worship Jesus as a divine king who will one day atone
for sin and judge the world, a Jewish king who was rejected by his own people, despite being
the Son of the One Creator God, their God, and instead worshipped by Gentiles with little
more than a moving star. To this Jesus goes the rewards for his work: the spoils of Samaria,
powers of Damascus, and the defeat of Amalek. In so doing, Irenaeus disproves the multiple
christs and other false doctrines of his gnostic detractors, as well as illuminating the
Apostolic message in light of the fourfold Gospel accounts that prove themselves
authoritative texts above the so-called gnosis of others.
For Irenaeus, Matthew’s magi prove much about Jesus. They prove the prophecy of
Isaiah 7:14, Psalm 132:11, 76:1 (David), and Numbers 14:17 (Balaam). For Isaiah and
David, ‘Emmanuel’ and virgin birth are the links, no less Matt 1:20-25 that connects and
fulfills them. Balaam’s prophecy is connected to the magi: Balaam predicts the rise of a star
and magi follow a star arising. This all serves Irenaeus’s ultimate goal, to prove that the
authoritative Apostolic message passed down is the true doctrine, stating that Jesus is truly
God’s Son, and that Jesus suffered, died, and rose again to atone for the sins of the ungodly
as an expression of God’s love (Haer. 3.16.9; cf, Rom 5:6-17; 6:3-4; 8:11, 34). The Gospels,
Acts, and Paul’s writings reveal an unfolding plan that unites the Old Testament to these
newly authoritative texts.466 Matthew’s magi are unexpected prophets of Irenaeus’s rule of
faith, these gospel truths, unlike the gnostic magi who seek to corrupt and lead genuine Jesus
followers astray with their false doctrines buttressed by sham ‘magic'.
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CHAPTER 7

Idolatrous Magi: Matthew’s Magi in the Writings of
Tertullian

Tertullian’s North African and Latin roots cement his seminal influence on early
Christianity in a myriad of ways. His views of Matthew’s magi expose not just his exegetical
methods, but Tertullian’s views towards ‘magic’ and ‘magic’ practitioners in general and
particular— De Idololatria leaves no doubt upon Tertullian’s views. We also find parts of
Tertullian’s understanding of Matthew’s magi, ‘magic’, and practitioners in Adversus
Judaeos, De carne Christi, and Adversus Marcionem. Tertullian uses Matthew’s idolworshipping Arabian (sometimes Persian) magi as kings to prove Christ’s fulfillment of
Isaiah 8:4 in service to Isaiah 7:14 and expanding into Zechariah and other prophets. The net
result reveals Matthew’s magi are converts to Christ, affirming Christ’s identity, but
Tertullian warns Christians not to indulge outdated and overpowered ‘magic’ of any kind.
7.
Tertullian’s Provenance
Unlike his brand of Christianity, little is known of Tertullian’s life. Jerome gives us
the earliest account of Tertullian’s life.467 Tertullian’s rhetoric often aims to persuade rather
than ‘prove’. Wilhite suggests Tertullian unleashed his litany of arguments hoping at least
one of these arguments convinces his audience— any one or more of them.468 If so, such
rhetoric implies Tertullian’s readers’ reluctance to receive his teaching (or so he perceived).
Tertullian is himself nearing the end of his persuasive rope: he has to stretch his argument
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and he knows it, but does so for what he perceives to be the greater good. ‘What Tertullian
avoided as a Christian may be a good description of his religious beliefs before his
conversion’— given his Christian zeal, it is not difficult to imagine Tertullian passionately
observed the pagan festivities in Carthage.469 The only influence that may trump this passion
was Tertullian’s classical education, which ‘exercised more spiritual influence than the
priests of Carthaginian religion.’470 Colson, Sider, and others detail Tertullian’s use of
classical rhetoric.471 The tensions between Carthage and Rome had significant social identity
impact as well: Coyle explains that africanité (‘African’; better, ‘African-ness’, reflecting
both nationalism, ethnic identity, and cultural mores) was a source of identity and pride,
‘despite (and because of) being the frequent target of Latin satirists.’472 Tertullian’s rhetoric
is related to issues of church authority, not only between him and others, but North African
and Roman Christianities as well as a North African mode of ‘discussion’.473
However, Wilhite exposes several misconceptions.474 Tertullian was likely trained in
rhetoric, not law, and thus aimed to persuade rather than provide legal proofs, evidenced by
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productive research recently analyzing Tertullian’s work in light of Aristotle, Cicero, and
Quintilian.475 Similarly, Ferguson thinks Tertullian a forensic orator, not necessarily a
lawyer.476 Tertullian was most-likely not a Roman, but a Romanized African— he coined the
term Romanitas to mock Roman-ness, ‘implying that he (at least at times) rejected Roman
identity.’477
Tertullian’s complex writing style punishes simplistic readings. As a Latinist,
Tertullian’s Latin style is ‘singular and unrepeated by subsequent Latinists.’478 As a
rhetorician, Tertullian plays to his audience as much as he rebuts opponents as he teaches
Christians his brand of Christianity. Deploying the full range of rhetorical tools in complex
sophistication, he often contradicts himself from one writing to the next, sometimes within a
single text or from one point to another. Tertullian relies more upon the rhetorical flare
common to the Second Sophistic era he occupies than the substance of the argument to
convince or convert his audience (and opponents).479 Interpreting scripture literally,
allegorically or figuratively, he was first a rhetorician and used the interpretive methods his
opposition did not use.480 The oratorical qualities of Tertullian’s writing ought not to be
overlooked during this time where oral performance was prominent—how one hears
Tertullian is as important as the minutiae of his arguments.481 One must survey Tertullian’s
writings ‘developmentally or comparatively, as well as rhetorically’ to arrive at Tertullian’s
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opinion on a matter.482 Tertullian’s unclear biography and his turn towards Montanism
complicate matters. For these reasons, this chapter follows Barnes’s chronology in a
diachronic approach to capture the development in Tertullian’s voluminous writings.483

Magi and ‘Magic’ in Tertullian
This section examines Tertullian’s views on ‘magic’ and ‘magic’ practitioners. This
provides a framework for interpreting magi and practitioners of ‘magic’ in general so as to
better inform Tertullian’s understanding of Matthew’s magi in particular. Significant
features of Tertullian’s writing on ‘magic’ has antecedents in Justin and Irenaeus, as well as
their tradition sources.484
Tertullian has virtually nothing positive to say about ‘magic’, its practitioners and
patrons. ‘Magic’ is a forbidden art, as is the making of objects for worship— idolatry is the
‘crowning sin’ in God’s eyes, the corrupting work of the devil (Spect. 2; see also, Idol. 7-8).
Persian magi, Egyptian hierophants, and the Indian gymnosophists— none are divine (despite
claims to the contrary); theirs is another form of idolatry (Marc. 1.13; Idol. 9.3).
Tertullian is the first Christian author to identify astrology as a subset of ‘magic’, but
both are interrelated and idolatrous professions (Idol. 9.1, 3, 7; see also, 6.1-3). Further,
throughout De Idololatria Tertullian uses the terms magi (‘magician’) and mathematici
(‘astrologer’) interchangeably (Idol. 9.7; see below), except where Tertullian specifically
mentions Matthew’s magi (see below, Idol. 9.3-4). Gellius equivalizes mathematici with the
ethnic Chaldaei (‘Chaldean’) in Rome (Nights 1.9; cf., 14.1).485 This leads to a curious
variant when Tertullian turns to Matthew’s magi, harmonizing his use of terms: Sed magi [et
astrologi] ab oriente venerunt’ (Idol. 9.3.12). That the et astrologi is original, yet not needed
by some textual witnesses evidences magi as a catch-all term for both mathematici and
astrologus— they are all ‘magic’ practitioners. Tertullian distinguishes astrology from
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miracle-worker, but still under the same term ‘magi’.486 Tertullian exercises precision within
the fields of ‘magic’ as he distinguishes different professions that lead to idolatry. Even if
these are distinct sub-disciplines within the broader category, ‘magic’ and astrology are under
the same overarching category of idolatrous activity. Those who stargaze and those who
perform miracles are two jobs of the same profession, like pilots and engineers in aerospace,
or like OT scholars and NT scholars in Biblical Studies. The variety of activities common to
magi are for Tertullian far more than just astrology or just ‘magic’ and he sees ‘magi’ as the
genus term for the subgenus options
While some claimed the right to continue practicing their ‘magic’ after their
conversion, prompting Tertullian to instruct them otherwise (Idol. 9.1), the advent of Christ
and his star made their profession obsolete (Idol. 9.4). After the birth of Christ, there is no
longer any allowance for anyone to interpret another’s nativity by the stars/heaven. This
interpretive trajectory can be traced back to Ignatius (Ign. Eph. 19:2-3) and the Didache (3:4),
where astrology and ‘magic’ are gateways to idolatry (see also, 2:2; 5:1; Barn. 20:1 also
rejects use of ‘magic’ and witchcraft; possibly also T. Levi 8.14-15; 18.3, 9; T. Jud. 24).
Connecting astrology and ‘magic’ to idolatry in the Christian tradition is at least as old as
Diognetus (8:4).
Astrology was a discipline that led to Christ, not dissimilar from philosophy, whose
only viable end is to lead seekers to Christ and the Rule of faith (Praescr. 10-11, 18-19; see
also, 37, 40).487 But now that Christ has come, it is outdated, moot, a pathway only to
idolatry. It ‘tried God’s patience’ until Christ and now leads only to idolatry. Tertullian
acknowledges in language reminiscent of 1 Corinthians 1 that if a magus or astrologer were
truly wise, they would realize the folly of their arts and turn to the Gospel of Christ (Idol.
9.7). Hence, Tertullian’s brand of Christianity did not allow one to continue the profession
(Idol. 9.1, 5, 8). If astrologers (mathematici) could not predict their conversion, they could
not know anything for they would have had nothing to do with their occupation in the first
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place (Idol. 9.8). Tertullian’s momentary appeal to his reader’s perceptions and his own
admissions about the abilities and authority of magi quickly yields to his stern prohibitions.
Tertullian acknowledges later the magi’s ability to differentiate between supernatural
beings and supernatural objects in ad Nationes. Deploying Varro’s threefold classification of
the nations’ gods— the philosopher’s physical gods, the poets’s mythic gods, or the nations’
gods which each has devised for themselves (Nat. 2.1.8-18; see also, 1.10; Apol. 24-25)—
each type of god is decidedly inferior. Philosophers began with scripture, but subsequently
changed their understanding of God and the scriptures with the ‘over-scrupulousness’ of their
‘wavering faith’ (fide nutat, 2.2.5-6), ultimately believing in either nothing or the divinity of
the elements (2.3.1; cf, 2.4-5). Gods must be born of gods; the elements cannot produce gods
(2.3.2-3; cf, 2.12.34-39; 13). Similarly, the gods of the poets are not admirable, for the gods’
wicked deeds become a sort of typos for the kind of sacrifice one must make to the poets’
gods (2.7.11-18; cf, 2.12; 14). Further the changing nature of the elements is problematic:
truly divine beings do not change (Nat. 2.6), yet stellar bodies clearly undergo changes,
presumably because they are part of the natural order of things (cf, 2.3.2-3).
With sarcastic rhetorical flair, Tertullian chides readers— one does not need to
consult magi to decipher these gods (Nat. 2.6.3). Tertullian’s sarcasm infers that these false
gods should be obvious to all. However, he also infers magi’s perceived authority: a magus
can see the difference between heavenly beings (gods) and heavenly objects (stars, elements)the sarcasm fails if the premise is untrue. Further, this stands in stark contrast to unbelieving
philosophers (cf, 2.2.9). Further, the mythic class of gods are equally weak deities compared
to the true Divine Being, the Christian God— if they are born human, these other gods are
thus human, and like all humans, are mortal (2.7). Tertullian implies magi are uniquely
qualified to identify true gods from impostors— magi know a god when they see one.
Conversely, Tertullian thinks it is better to honor the author of these elements, not the
elements themselves (2.16.1-3; 2.17), meaning the Christian God, not dubious Roman gods
(see Nat. 1.8, 10, 16; 2.8-9, 12-15, 17, 19; see also Apol. 24-26).
Tertullian later reasons in his Apologeticum: if Jesus is the Logos of God, then the
Jews should have recognized him as Messiah, or else have figured Jesus for a ‘magician’.
Jesus exorcised devils, restored vision to the blind, healed paralytics, summoned dead back to
life, calmed the stormy sea, making the very elements of nature obey him and displaying the
power and reason of God. (Apol. 21.15-18). Notice also the parallel concept of the Christian
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God’s superiority over the non-Christian options (see also, Apol. 10-13; 16-18). Poets and
philosophers are familiar with demons— they call upon Satan (the chief demon) in the
making of their writings (Apol. 22.2), but also good spirits, suggesting not all readers thought
magi able to discern fraudulent spirit and god from imposter (Apol. 22.2-3). The most
diabolical act they commit is to turn minds away from the true God by the illusions of false
divination, setting themselves up as rivals by means of demonic help to ape the True God’s
divinations and deceive others (Apol. 22.7-12). Tertullian then rehearses a laundry list of
activities: calling forth spirits, necromancy, killing boys to get a response from oracles, using
the power of angels and demons to put dreams in people’s minds. . . all to get what the magus
or patron wants, making dubious the claim that said powers are in fact divine (Apol. 22.1-2).
Magi willingly present themselves as gods and never willingly call themselves
demons despite relying upon demons, so as to preserve their dignity (Apol. 23.1-2). Magi are
pressed on both sides: they do not want to be called demonic, despite using their power, yet
would not really claim to be divine if they met the one whose name they took (Apol. 23.2-3).
Both pagan gods and magi are not real gods and they themselves know it, but magi deceived
others to believe they are gods—furthermore, magi would not dare claim deity if face-to-face
with deity (Apol. 23.4-11). Christ is the Word, Reason, Wisdom, and Son of God (Apol.
23.12)— in other words, Christ is who the magi claim to be. The Christian claim is that magi
are not gods, nor do they worship pagan gods, hence it is inaccurate to call Christ a magus
(Apol. 23.12-19). Later, Tertullian observes magi are among those who may complain that
Christians are sterilitate (‘sterile’, e.g., boring or uninteresting; Iudaeos 43.1). Tertullian
groups magi with a motley crew of pimps, harlots, soothsayers, poisoners, assassins,
astrologers (Primi erunt lenones, perductores, aquarioli, tum sicarii, uenenarii, magi, item
haruspices, harioli, mathematici, Apol. 43.1). Finally, Tertullian knowingly warns that the
magi know the depths of indiscretions that Tertullian could mention, that are indeed so
unvirtuous— their adulterous forms of idolatry ought not be mentioned (Pud. 5.11, 13). If
you grant penitence to adulterers and fornicators, one must also grant penitence to seducers,
such as magi, idolaters and murders (Pud. 5.15).488
Magi are heretics who pull down and destroy, they do not edify (Praescr. 432; Marc.
4.43). Perhaps not so egregious an offense to some, Tertullian finds that magi, as well as
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astrologers, alongside philosophers and charlatans, devote themselves to ‘curious’
questions— Christians should be more guarded, serious, and honorable than such persons
(Praescr. 43). Their worship belies their undisciplined worship practices and there is no fear
of God, tearing down the church (Praescr. 42). Perhaps mindful of his Idololatria, Tertullian
nonetheless concedes astrology is not dissimilar from philosophy, whose only viable end is to
lead seekers to Christ and the Rule of faith (see above). In other words, like Matthew’s magi
(Idol. 9), if astrology leads one to Christ, so be it, so long as one abandons it upon conversion
as they did.
Tertullian’s response to the charge that Jesus was a magus also illumines our
understanding of how Tertullian viewed magi. De Anima associates ‘magic’ and
resurrection. Tertullian gives a knowing wink: ‘we know that the resources of magic skill are
for exploring hidden secrets…’ referring to catabolic spirits, paredral spirits (their demonic
guide/helper) and pythonic spirits (for ventriloquistic arts) by which they do ‘magic’ (An. 28).
Tertullian notes two ‘magicians’, Carpocrates and SimonM, also argued a transmigration
philosophy of resurrection (An. 35).489 Tertullian discusses the transmigration of souls
according to Pythagorean doctrine, which Tertullian argues is illogical and fraudulent. That
dead men are formed of living ones (e.g., people die), living people come first, then the dead,
is illogical (An. 29). Pythagorean soul transmission is not a resurrection, hence it is
fraudulent for magi to claim so as Pythagoras and other did. At best, Tertullian ‘concedes’
the same demon was at work in at least Euphorbus and Pythagoras (possibly Carpocrates and
SimonM, too), utilizing ‘magical’ arts that ‘we all know’ are of dubious origin.
For Tertullian ‘magic’ is an evil to avoid though the power is real; magi are legitimate
authority figures on spiritual matters, though they typically work by nefarious means and the
worst are outright frauds. ‘Magic’ is not for Christians, yet whatever revelation or help they
may have had aiding pagans to Christ has now expired. The power of Christ is greater and
‘magic’ (and philosophy) have nothing to say that scriptures do not say better or clearer.
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Matthew’s Magi in Tertullian‘s Writings
Turning from ‘magic’ generally, Tertullian only directly addresses Matthew’s magi
four times, three of which are extended discussions. Taking them in approximate
chronological order, in De Idololatria we find Tertullian explaining Matthew’s magi leave
their old way— the magi’s conversion is not present in Matthew’s account— and exhorting
Christians to abandon ‘magic’, too (Idol. 9).490 Tertullian’s De carne Christi mentions in
passing that at Jesus’s birth magi bring unspecified gifts. However, those gifts are not things
to be treasured (Carn. Chr., 2.1-3). Carn. Chr. is taken out of sequence to juxtapose parallels
between Adversus Judaeos (9) and Adversus Marcionem (3.13) for reasons discussed below.
Both texts present Jesus as Messiah in fulfillment of Isaiah’s ‘spoils of Samaria’ clearly built
upon the ‘spoils of Samaria’ and ‘powers of Damascus’ argument in Justin (Dial. 77-78; 88;
102-103; 106) and Irenaeus (Haers. 3.9; 16), albeit taking those arguments in new directions.
Matthew’s Magi in De Idololatria
Tertullian’s De Idololatria marks a noteworthy turn both in his life and teachings.
Tertullian writes De Idololatria as he turned more completely towards Montanism.491 This
Montanist turn is normally associated, among other things, with an intensification of
Tertullian’s strictures, which are not in doubt in De Idololatria. It is no surprise Tertullian
sees ‘idolatry of the heart’ (e.g., Idol. 1.3-4) as the chief sin of mankind (Idol. 1.1; 3.3). For
Tertullian, idolatry is more than just bowing down or making sacrifice to an idol of stone
(Idol. 2.2-3)— alluding to Matthew 5:20, a superior righteousness requires a broader
understanding of what constitutes idolatry (Idol. 2.3-5). However, what Tertullian thinks it
takes to guard one’s idolatrous heart from the sins of the world challenges credulity, or at
least the practicalities of life for many of his readers.
The practical consequences of Tertullian’s teaching on idols escalates quickly. After
brief introductions, Tertullian lists a series of professions that one must abstain from because
they somehow encourage idolatry. These professions include: an artist, especially one who
crafts idols (Idol. 8), magi (Idol. 9), schoolmasters and teachers of literature (Idol. 10),
government jobs (Idol. 17, 19), and incense traders (Idol. 11.6-7). Idol-makers should not be
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part of the church (Idol. 5). There is no hope of heaven for practicing magi (Idol. 9.8), and
government work involves idolatry (Idol. 17). Such a considerable list was likely
problematic for Tertullian’s first readers as he likely named many of their professions
‘idolatrous’. Given the constraints of social mobility in late-second/early-third century, one
wonders how realistically one could put into practice Tertullian’s teaching. Yet Tertullian
anticipated such an excuse: it is not unreasonable to quit one’s job, for to continue so
idolatrous a profession is a betrayal of one’s baptism and ignores Jesus’s call to radical
discipleship (Idol. 12.1-2; see also, Idol. 24, where he addresses again what he sees as too
much precaution in this regard. It should be no trouble for such a Christian to live in poverty,
if that is what leaving one’s job reduces a Christian to, for one should live at the mercy of the
Lord’s provision anyway (Idol. 12.2 alluding to Matt 6:24-34, cf, par.). Besides, even Jesus
said one must be willing to give up father and mother, a job should be no more difficult—
Matthew gave up his tax-collecting, James and John their father and boat, to name a few
worthy exemplars (Idol. 12.2-5, alluding to Mark 1:19-20; Matt 4:21-22; 19:29; Luke 9:62;
14:27; 16:13; et al.).
Further stipulations concerning idolatry consume Tertullian. Christians must guard
against going astray in how one dresses or eats or any kind of celebration (Idol. 13, 16), lest
the charge of blasphemy be justified (Idol. 14). Government jobs were problematic because
their wardrobe had symbolic value regarding idols (Idol. 18.1-4; similarly, Pall.; Cult.
Fem.).492 Appealing to Joseph and Daniel was unfounded because they served in government
as slaves (Idol. 18.5), suggesting a limited measure of balance by Tertullian. It may also be
that, at this juncture in his life and teaching, and in this writing in particular, his intended
audience is not the lower levels of society but his fellow socialites.493 Oaths of allegiance to
anyone or anything but Christ is also idolatry (Idol. 20); Christians must even speak out if
someone else attempts to bind them by oath of another god (Idol. 21)— all passivity is
idolatry, even friendly oaths (Idol. 21.4), while such an oath in hostility is an immediate
battle to fight (Idol. 21.3). Idolatry also includes tolerating being blessed in the name of
another god (Idol. 22) or borrowing money from the heathen (Idol. 23; which is idolatrous
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oath-taking of another kind, cf, Idol. 20). Idolatry takes many forms, so one must remain in
the world, but take every precaution against any kind of idolatry (Idol. 24).
Though magi in general were deplored, Tertullian saw great value to Matthew’s magi
in his recitation of professions that are obnoxias idolatriae.494 The idolatriae de astrologis is
that they think the stars unalterably rule over them, thus they chose to honor the stars, not
God (Idol. 9.1.2-6). The source of this kind of star honoring comes from apostate angels that
love women (9.6-8)— a not-so-veiled reference to the Nephilim and sons of God in Genesis
6:1-4. Both these angels and those who follow in their footsteps are damned (damnotos a
deo, 9.1.6-9.2). Tertullian’s vocabulary here for magi are mathematici and astrologus,
converging upon Matthew’s magi (9.3). They are interpreters of stars who are first to
announce Christ’s birth and first honor him with gifts. For some, this may be enough to
warrant devout Christians also being magi, for they were not looking out for the stars of
Saturn or Mars, but Christ (9.3.15-18). Tertullian is not impressed: their science (At enim
Scientia ista) was only valid until the advent of Christ, at which point their incense, myrrh
and gold was the termination of worldly offerings that Christ would soon accomplish (9.4).
The magi and their gifts end the utility and permissibility of astrology and ‘magic’.
For all of Tertullian’s condemnation of magi and ‘magic’, his argument runs aground
with Mathew’s magi. Incense traders are also not allowed in the church, glorying in the
exorcism of demons which are fed by the wares of incense traders (Idol. 11.6-7). It may be
safe to presume that magi in general should again be in view— they were typically the ones
to summon demons, the dead and other forms of necromancy and divination. Tertullian’s
point about traders, as with schoolmasters and elsewhere, is that not only is the act of idolatry
a sin, but aiding and abetting idolatry— intentionally or unintentionally— is also a form of
idolatry (11.3-4). Though Tertullian has yet to mention it, he likely has also the relevant
professional guilds and their ceremonies in view as well.
The magi’s departure is indicative of their conversion. Advised in a dream and in
accordance with the will of God, the magi go a different way back to their country.
Tertullian clarifies: they left their old path for a new one (Idol. 9.5). The term via is key to
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Tertullian’s interpretation.495 Their new way was not only because of the undoing of ‘magic’
(and astrology), but also as a result of a new way of revelation- a direct message via an angel
in a dream ex die voluntate.496 Tertullian observes that Herod never knew the magi left, so
the dream warning them to flee was not a means to evade Herod, but indicative of their new
‘way’, their new ‘doctrine and discipline’ (adeo viam sectam et disciplinam intellegere
debemus, Idol 9.5.25-26). They were commanded (by the angel) to walk another path of
life— this is true both for astrology and illa species magiae, quae miraculis operator (‘that
type of ‘magic’ by which miracles are worked’). Both astrology and miracle working, the
other kind of ‘magic’ which even Moses competed with (Idol. 9.6; cf, Exod 7:8-12; 19-22;
8:5-7; 16-18; see also, 2 Tim 3:8). Miraculous acts are only truly done by Christ and no other
(Idol. 9.5). SimonM was accursed by the apostles for thinking he can buy the Holy Spirit
(Acts 8); the magus at Sergio Paulus’s court lost his eyesight: both magi were hostile to the
apostles and paid dearly for it, demonstrating the impossibility of being both a Christian and
a magus (Idol. 9.6). Tertullian then shifts from miracle-workers back to astrologers to note
that if there were astrologers, their end would be the same— astrology is a species of ‘magic’
and the entire genus was condemned if a member of the species is condemned, as well as
worldly wisdom of any kind (Idol. 9.7).
Citing 1 Corinthians 1:20, Tertullian sees the entirety of ‘magic’ arts and their artists
thwarted, be it wizards, astrologers, enchanters, soothsayer or ‘magicians’ (sophistas aut
Chaldaeos aut incantatores aut coniectores aut magos nisi plane punitos, Idol. 9.7.36-38).
Indeed, Simon’s ‘system of quackery’ (de circulatoria secta cogitaret) and all of its kind
were completely undone.497 In so doing, Tertullian gives a helpful taxonomy of what
constitutes the genere magica at the very least for Tertullian himself, and perhaps for North
African Christianity in general. Tertullian finds the mathematice and their profession
fraudulent because the mathematici did not foresee they would become Christians (Idol.
9.8.39). The astrologer knows nothing, for if they knew the future they would have known
their end is coming, for they should have no hope for the Kingdom of heaven, ‘whose finger
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or rod abuses heaven’ (Non potest regna caelorum sperare cuius digitus aut radius abutitur
caelo. Idol. 9.8.42-43).498
As an aside, it is perhaps no accident that Tertullian makes a wordplay and rhetorical
association of magi with schoolmasters, de ludimagistris, whose false wisdom from literature
is yet another form of idolatry— one should not be a teacher (ludi magister) nor be taught by
one (Idol. 10). Such teachers are so idolatrous because they celebrate the Quinquatria and
Saturnalia, bringing gifts to Minerva and Saturn (respectively), as well as the New Year
festivals and the Septimontium-present (Idol. 10.2-3). Like the magi, the ludimagistri bring
gifts to idols: one must categorically reject such activity as a Christian.
However, if we take Wilhite’s critique seriously, perhaps there is something else to
Idololatria. The extreme and sometimes unlikely nature of his demands may well be a
rhetorical device intended to convey a stern warning about the dangers of falling away from
devotion to Christ. In this light, we find in Tertullian a helpful reminder that North African
Christians found the philosophies and religious options of Carthage a constant temptation to
fall away from a devout Christian life of any kind, no less Tertullian’s. Similarly, where
there are numerous religious options, clearly defined boundaries help distinguish Christians
from a watching world. That Tertullian has to give such strong warnings— rhetorical
polemics or otherwise— is indicative of the fact that there were Christians in Carthage who
were dabbling in ‘magic’, as well as statue-making, depicting Roman gods in arts, teaching
literature focused on the exploits of the Graeco-Roman gods, et al.499 Tertullian displays an
urgency at the fear that new or recent converts were trying to waiver the implications of
being engaged in society as a Christian.500 Rather than gentle encouragement, the zeal of his
africanté leads him to intensify the devotional measures one ought to take, so as to ‘give no
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opportunity to the devil’ (cf, Eph 4:27; 1 Pet 5:8-10; Ign. Phld. 11:2; Barn. 20:1; Did. 3:4;
5:1; Shep. 31:6).
Matthew’s Magi in de Carne Christi
Tertullian argues Matthew’s magi evidence the deity of Jesus Christ: he is God from
birth. Otherwise, Jesus would be the ultimate example of a trickster magus with highest
delusions of grandeur. Tertullian refutes, primarily, heretical claims that Christ was
exclusively human, meaning Christ did not possess any kind of deity, and that as human flesh
Christ resurrected (Carn. Chr. 2.1).501 Tertullian’s interlocutors include Marcion, Valentinus,
and Apelles, who deny the nativity, or else interpret Christ's nativity in a different sense
(natiuit atem confessus aliter illas interpretari; Carn. Chr. 2.3), meaning a wrong sense.502
The issue, as in Adversus Marcionem (see below), is improper exegetical method leading to
faulty theology; the correct interpretation of the entire nativity story is the battle line (Carn.
Chr. 2). Marcion's error is that he dismisses the nativity story, yet Tertullian’s summary of
Marcion on the nativity drips with rhetorical condescension to punctuate even further
Marcion’s error. If there is no nativity announced by Gabriel, Caesar should keep his census,
the angels should not bother with singing, the shepherds should simply keep to their sheep
and the magi not bother with so long a walk (Carn. Chr. 2.1). The reference is generic in
content, sarcastic in nature, Tertullian’s sarcasm functioning as a rhetorical device to affirm
Marcion's error and the truthfulness of the account Marcion denies.503
Tertullian clarifies what is at risk by denying Christ’s nativity: not only does it
compromise Christ’s humanity, it also compromises Christ’s crucifixion and resurrection
(Carn. Chr. 5.3, 7-8). Simply said, one cannot die if one is not born, unless perhaps one is a
‘magician’ (Carn. Chr. 5.9-10). Christ is a magus if he is not who the gospels claim he is; on
moral grounds for tricking people into thinking Christ is God, and on historical grounds for
not really doing what he did (i.e., deluding people). Christ has to be born as humans are,
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even if he is only a magus (Carn. Chr. 5.10). Yet at no point does Christ surrender his deity
(Carn. Chr. 5.3, 7).504 In other words, Christ is both human and divine, or he is a first-rate
magus with acute delusions of grandeur. Rather, Jesus was not born of a mother in a manner
that would be shameful to neither his sonship as a god nor paternal origin, nor was any
impurity involved, likely meaning physical intercourse between god and mortal (see also,
Apol. 21.7-9).505 Christ did not borrow his flesh from the stars and higher world: he was
actually born of human flesh so he could be crucified and resurrected (Carn. Chr. 5-6).
Tentatively, a picture of Matthew’s magi now emerges: Matthew’s magi evidence the
humanity and deity of Christ, but only if one interprets the text of Matthew’s Gospel properly
(so Carn. Chr.). Marcion and others like him get the meaning wrong because of wrong
interpretation, hence their errors about Christ. Besides the extended discussions of
Matthew’s magi in de Idololatria already considered, a similar argument emerges within
Adversus. Judaeos and Adversus Marcionem, disclosing two distinct appropriations of
Matthew’s magi.
Matthew’s Magi in Adversus Judaeos
Tertullian’s use of Matthew’s magi in Adversus Judaeos (9) is one of several passages
paralleled closely by Adversus Marcionem (3.7-12).506 A few comments are warranted.
Barnes dates Judaeos before Marcionem, sometime in summer 197 CE (conversely, the
CCSL editors date it to sometime between 198 and 203 CE).507 More recently, Dunn accepts
Barnes dating. The similarities include both considerable verbal correspondence and
arguments: ‘Joshua’s name change’ (Marc. 3.16; Adv. Jud. 9.21-23) and ‘sign of the Tau
argument’ (Marc. 3.22; Adv. Jud. 11.8-9). The poor quality of Judaeos suggests to some
either an inferior copyist borrowed pieces from Tertullian or that perhaps this was a draft
copy Tertullian was developing. Dunn demonstrated via rhetorical structural analysis that
despite the poor quality of Judaeos ‘if Tertullian wrote the first half of Judaeos then, from a
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structural and stylistic analysis, he wrote the second half as well’ and Tertullian wrote it prior
to Marcionem, expanding upon Judaeos.508
Answering questions about a dispute between a Christian and a Jewish proselyte,
Tertullian argues Gentiles now receive God’s grace because Israel rejected God and his grace
for idolatry (Adv. Jud. 1). ‘At its heart, the treatise is an argument about whether Christians
are the beneficiaries in God’s plans.’509 The birth and Passion of Christ, along with
Jerusalem’s destruction, are interconnected to this change of circumstance (Adv. Jud. 9).
Tertullian concludes that Daniel’s predictions of Israel’s destruction were precipitated by the
Council of Israel’s slaying of Jesus and their declaration that ‘his blood be upon us, and upon
our children’ (Adv. Jud. 8.18; cf, Matt 27:25). This rejection is contrasted to the Gentile
response, embodied in the actions of Matthew’s magi; Christ thus fulfills prophetic
expectations to be Emmanuel (Adv. Jud. 8.18). The rhetorical structure of Tertullian’s
argument situates his use of Matthew’s magi within the ‘revised enueratio for the
confirmatio’.510 Matthew’s magi ground Tertullian’s proof that the prophets announced
Christ’s birth.
Tertullian threads key phrases from Isaiah 7:13-15 and 8:4 to answer two questions:
does the name (Emmanuel) apply to Christ, and do the signs point to Christ or not? Jews
reply, and Tertullian agrees, that the one named ‘Emmanuel’ is the one who takes the socalled ‘power of Damascus’ and the ‘spoils of Samaria’ in opposition to the king of the
Assyrians. The point of conflict is that Christ is called ‘Emmanuel’ despite no involvement
in such warfare (Adv. Jud. 9.2). Interestingly, Tertullian appeals to the context of the
passage: the sound and the sense of the name rightly fit with Christ because those coming out
of Judaism often say that ‘God is with us’ because of Christ (9.2). That is, because of Christ
people find God nearer to themselves— for the moment the prophets do not matter at all.
Essential for Tertullian’s interpretation is that the victory is when the child is still a baby and
born of a ‘virgin’ (Adv. Jud. 9.8; see Marc. 3.13). What the child receives, ‘the power of
Damascus and the spoils of Samaria in opposition to the king of the Assyrians’ is an
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‘extraordinary sign’ (hoc est mirabile signum, Ad. Jud. 9.9; see also Marc. 3.13). The
lynchpin, at this point, is that a child receives the spoils and the power, which in turn
confirms the virginal birth, which confirms the one who has come is Emmanuel (similarly,
Irenaeus, Haer. 3.16.4).
The child’s age when this prophecy is fulfilled by Matthew’s magi ‘from the east’
confirms the fulfillment. Tertullian implores readers to appraise Matthew’s magi: by their
presence and gifts the child received the ‘power of Damascus’ without a fight (Adv. Jud.
9.10). The power of the East is its gold and incense; Zechariah 14:14 is evidence enough for
Tertullian that a nation’s gold is its power and strength (9.11; 9.12).511 Tertullian then gives
fascinating insights into magi and the east. The east generally thought of magi as kings—no
qualifications or explanation is given (Adv. Jud. 9.12.81-82). Damascus was Arabia until
transferred to Syrophoenicia ‘when Syria was divided’ (9.12.82-85). While the ‘power of
Damascus’ was its gold, the ‘spoils of Samaria’ are the magi themselves, who bow to honor
Christ as ‘Lord and king’ (dominum et regem, 9.12.88). In so doing, the magi leave their
idolatry to believe in Christ (creditus videlicet in christum, 9.12.89-90). Tertullian seems to
follow the sophists, who paid careful attention to religions of the east (Persia, Egypt, and
India, cf, Marc. 1.13.3).512 Tertullian is not content to identify them as ‘from the east’, but to
locate Matthew’s magi ethnically to a particular place in the east, adding to their gravitas.
For Tertullian they are already authorities on the supernatural, now they are enacting the
fulfillment of the prophets, which also affirms Christ’s fulfillment.
Christ is a king for Tertullian, but not without complexity. Adv. Judaeos 9.10.71
includes a variant to insert regem or ut regem to modify infantiam Christi [CCLS omits].513
Inserting regem (‘king’) at one level smooths the phrase, but is likely a later insertion. The
insertion anticipates ‘magi as kings’ visiting ‘Christ as king’, developing from Christ as
Emmanuel. At this juncture, Tertullian is at pains to show that it is a child still dependent on
his mother who receives the spoils. Part of Jewish disbelief depends upon ignoring that a
child fulfills Isaiah and that Christ has neither a visible kingdom nor won any war (see Adv.
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Jud. 9.1). ‘The newly born infant’ emphasizes the sign that a baby defeats these powers and
receives their power and spoils. A few lines later Tertullian asserts, nam et magos reges fere
(9.12.81-82), marking the first reference to Matthew’s magi as kings.514
Tertullian’s explicit conversion of Matthew’s magi is a first among Christian authors.
By coming to Christ with their gifts, the magi leave behind their idolatry: creditus videlicet in
christum, ‘clearly, they believe in Christ’ (Adv. Jud. 9.12.89-90). Christ takes them away
from their idolatry as his spoils.515 Tertullian compares what they do for Christ to their
former idolatries, suggesting Tertullian understands them to worship Christ as God with said
gold and incense— to conclude that Christ is not God obfuscates the comparison to idolatry.
However, Tertullian is not finished with the magi’s idolatry. Samaria is synonymous
with idolatry for Tertullian, at least since the time of king Jeroboam (Adv. Jud. 9.12; cf, 1
Kgs 12:25-33). Hence there is a figurative (figurate) use of the term, meaning the ‘spoils of
Samaria’ are figurative of the ‘spoils of idolatry’ (Adv. Jud. 9.13.93). To have a ‘Hittite
mother and an Amorite father’ indicates impiety (9.14). ‘The King of Assyria’ is the devil,
who thinks he is reigning over the world. ‘Egypt’ is often a reference to the whole world.
Tertullian defends such figurative meanings by noting how John uses ‘Babylon’ for Rome
(9.15).516 The magi are Samaritans, meaning they were idolaters. Idolatry is opposition to
the Lord (9.15.107-108), which makes the magi’s turn away from the false kingship of the
devil and idolatry to Christ all the more remarkable. Tertullian’s point is not that one should
follow the magi’s example, but rather that because of who they are (idolatrous opponents of
God) and what they do (bring themselves and the power of their nation to worship Christ), it
should be evident to all that these acts establish that Christ is the fulfillment of Isaiah 8,
Psalm 72, and Zechariah 14:14. These ‘prove’ Christ was a warrior who rightly gained these
spoils and powers (Adv. Jud. 9.17). Tertullian then interprets David’s weapons allegorically
(9.19-20), deliberately playing on titles by labelling David’s master Christ (christi) to
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acknowledge that ‘spoils’ should be taken figuratively just as ‘weapons’ were taken
allegorically, thus Isaiah did not predict a warrior Christ, but Emmanuel.
Reverberations of Justin’s similar arguments between Christians and Jews (Dial. 78)
are expanded by Tertullian.517 Where Tertullian innovates is in his choice to actually use the
Matthean explanation of ‘Emmanuel’ (Matt 1:23) and adding Zechariah 14:14 to the
prophetic fulfillments. In this respect, Tertullian appears to connect the ‘spoils of
Samaria’/’power of Damascus’ interpretive tradition more intimately to Matthew (and Luke),
though Micah 5:2 is absent entirely. Matthew’s magi are obvious evidence to Tertullian that
Christ is the victorious king, Emmanuel— Matthew’s magi prove it. Matthew’s magi turn
from idolatry to Christ, whereas the synagogue of Israel rejected and slew Christ Jesus, acts
which also fulfil prophecy (Adv. Jud. 8, 13). That Christ is the only God anyone should
worship, especially the Jews awaiting Emmanuel, is a secondary point. While more could be
said, further reflection is reserved for the more developed parallels in Adversus Marcionem.
Matthew’s Magi in Adversus Marcionem518
Remarkably, Tertullian’s similar argument was worth repeating in two very distinct
contexts. While both Adversus Judaeos and Adversus Marcionem are almost certainly
written to Christian audiences, the common bond between the perceived Jewish interlocutors
and Marcion (and like-minded heretics) is their errant interpretations of scripture leading
them to oppose both Christ and Christians.519 While Marcion denied the use of the Hebrew
Scriptures, the Jews denied prophetical fulfillments by Christ— two fundamentally distinct
departures from Tertullian’s Christianity. Yet, Marcion also seems to have denied fulfillment
of the OT, so Marcion only confirms prophecy by miracle, a move Tertullian saw as so
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problematic that the issue of fulfillment takes up the entirety of Book 3.520 (Some unexplored
areas of Adv. Jud. paralleled in Marc. will be examined here rather than in the previous
section, and vice versa.)
As Tertullian explains it, Marcion’s errors are many.521 Marcion denies Jesus was
born in the flesh (e.g., Matt 1; Luke 2)— a god would not take on flesh (Marc. 3.11).
Marcion does not think Isaiah 7:14 and 8:4 describes Christ because Jesus’s name was not
‘Emmanuel’ and Jesus did not engage in military warfare (Marc. 3.12; see below). Marcion
is so caught up in the sound of a name that he misses the meaning of the fulfillment (Marc.
3.13; see below). Hence, the heart of Tertullian’s argument is that Marcion misunderstands
the fulfillment of Isaiah 7:14 and 8:4 because of an error of interpretive method. Correctly
interpreted, these verses show that Christ is ‘God with us’, Emmanuel, because Emmanuel
receives the spoils of Samaria and the power of Damascus as a child when magi come with
gifts to worship him (Marc. 3.13.8). The gifts are the power and the magi themselves are the
spoils, kings bringing gifts (Marc. 3.13.8; cf, Zech 14:14). Christ is not a warrior as Marcion
describes it because that is not what Isaiah prophesied (Marc. 3.14.50-52). The argument
begins in 3.12, where Tertullian debates who fulfills prophetic expectations for Emmanuel.
Christ is God, who is with us (i.e., Christians) through union with Christ via baptism (Marc.
3.12.4; cf, Gal 3:27; Rom 6:4). Christ did what the one called ‘Emmanuel’ is by name— for
Christ, ‘Emmanuel’ is both a name and a description of who Christ is for Christians.
Marcion is content for Christ to be ‘God-with-us’ but is unwilling to accept the Hebrew name
‘Emmanuel’. Yet the sound of the words ‘Emmanuel’ and ‘God-with-us’ (Nobiscum deus)
are even aurally compelling parallels for Tertullian (Marc. 3.12.4).522 One gets the
impression Tertullian overtaxes the argument on this point.
Regardless, Marcion not only misses this sound [sono] of Emmanuel/God-with-us, he
also misses the sono [sense] of virtutem Damasci et spolia Samariae et regum Assyriorum
(‘the powers of Damascus and the spoils of Samaria and the king of Assyria’, Marc 3.13.1).
The common perception that Marcion rejected the Hebrew Scriptures requires nuance, for
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Marcion gives an interpretation (Isa. 8:4 is nowhere cited in what becomes the NT canon),
yet Tertullian sees a problem in the way Marcion interprets the ‘strength of Damascus’, the
‘spoils of Samaria’, and what God is promising the child who receives them. Tertullian’s
problem with Marcion is exegetical. Emmanuel cannot be a warrior king, e.g., an adult going
out to battle. Isaiah 8:4 says a child who does not know how to speak will receive these
powers and spoils (Marc. 3.13.1-2). Tertullian comically argues reductio ad absurdum:
Clearly a child would not go to war, nor would Pontus infants be paid in butter to go out to
battle in swaddling-clothes, knowing how to handle a spear before they can chew (3.13.2).
Tertullian is certain Isaiah should be understood figuratively (sequitur ut figurate
pronuntiatio videatur, Marc. 3.13.3.19-20). Though a virgin giving birth to a child is
implausible, Tertullian nonetheless believes Isaiah (3.13.4). He argues this virgin giving
birth is also a sign, not only of the advent of Emmanuel, but of the figurative interpretation.
Tertullian protests that Jews see in Isaiah a ‘young woman’ (iuvenculam), not a ‘virgin’
(virgemem). The problem is there is no sign from God in something so ordinary as a ‘young
woman’ giving birth (iuuenculam concepturam); it happens daily and is not sign-worthy
(Marc. 3.13.5; also, Adv. Jud. 9.8).523 No, a virgin mother (virgo mater) is a sign from God,
whereas a warrior infant is an absurdity— Tertullian again argues reductio ad absurdum (see
also Adv. Jud. 9.7-9).524
Rather, the sign is fulfilled by Matthew’s gift-bearing magi, fulfilling the signs in
Isaiah 8:4, which confirms fulfillment of Isaiah 7:14 (Marc. 3.13.6). Matthew’s magi come
with two gifts—gold and incense— and in so doing the infant gains the strength and spoils
without a fight. The strength of the east is its gold and spices— Tertullian sees this as a
universal fact— then reasons the Creator [God] could certainly make a nation’s strength its
gold. Tertullian validates this reasoning with Zechariah 14:14 (Marc. 3.13.7). Tertullian
uses scripture to interpret scripture via the equivalent of a keyword search: Emmanuelà God
with usà Christà spoils of Samaria, powers of Damascusà gold and spicesà Matthew’s
magià Zechariah’s kings bring presents. Zechariah presents a new twist: who are the ‘kings
of the Arabs and of Saba’ that give gifts? Tertullian again appeals to ‘what we all know’: not
only is the strength of the East its gold, magi are ‘for the most part’ regarded as kings (Nam
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et magos reges habuit fere oriens, Marc. 3.13.8.53-54). Damascus was formerly considered
Arabia when Christ was born (it was later transferred to Syrophoenicia when the Syrias were
divided).525
Tertullian then doubles-down on Justin’s typology. Christ fulfills Isaiah, and now
Zechariah, by taking up power’s tokens, which are the gold and spices, and the spoils, which
are the magi themselves (Marc. 3.13.8.57-58). They honored Christ with gifts (muneribus
honorassent), bowed their knee and worshipped him as God and king on the evidence of the
star (3.13.8.58-62). In so doing, the magi were themselves made the spoils of Samaria, where
Samaria is figurative for idolatry since king Jeroboam. Similarly, Jewish princes were
princes of Sodom, their citizens/subjects were people of Gomorra— they all are idolaters
(3.13.8-9). Geo-tagging idolatry further still, the phrase ‘your father was an Amorite and
your mother a Hittite’ is another way of saying the one born to such parents is an idolater.
Egypt sometimes refers to the world charged with idolatry; similarly, John calls Rome
‘Babylon’, referring to how the city is at war with the saints of God (3.13.10). Evans
recognizes this same kind of figurative usage leads Tertullian to see magi figuratively as
Samaritans, for the magi were ‘despoiled of idolatry’.526 Further, ‘against the king of
Assyria’ means ‘against Herod’— the magi worked against Herod by not bringing him news
of Christ’s birth so Herod could destroy him.
Tertullian continues the figurative, then moves to the allegorical to make Christ a
warrior fighting with weapons (Marc. 3.14-15). John’s apocalypse speaks of a double-edged
sword (Rev 1:16), Christians have spiritual armor to wear from God (Eph 6:14-17),
advancing an allegorical sword that is also found in David (Ps 45:3-4). Allegorically, this is
how Christ is a warrior and an armed man. Taking the spoils of Samaria is figurative for the
whole world. This may be for Tertullian an exegetical strategy for conjectural methodology:
knowing he has a weaker point, but a point that is nonetheless significant support material.527
Christ is Emmanuel because the magi are the spoils of Samaria and they bring with
them the strength of Damascus. This fulfills Isaiah 8:4, as further explained in Zechariah
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14:14, so that it is clear that Christ fulfills Isaiah 7:14: Christ is Emmanuel, Christ fulfills
prophecy. Tertullian’s Christ is better than Marcion’s, whose only proof of Messiahship is
miracle-working, a claim even a magus can and did make. They were the ones uniquely
qualified— if anyone could identify a deity, it is a magus. Further, the magi defeat Herod by
avoiding him and thus preserving Christ from Herod’s murderous intent.528
Tertullian is the first Christian author to call magi ‘kings’ overtly. It appears he is
doing this to make as tightly knit as possible the fulfillment as he otherwise provides no
explanation. Tertullian’s use of Zechariah 14:14 is a first for the interpretation of Matthew
2:11 (e.g., the gifts) by Christian authors. By bringing yet another prophetic fulfillment
alongside Isaiah 7:14 and 8:4, Tertullian creates a circular conclusion about Christ as
fulfillment of prophecy: Christ fulfills Isaiah, because in so doing he also fulfills Zechariah.
For Tertullian, Isaiah opens the interpretive doors for Zechariah, further proving Tertullian’s
preferred figurative reading of Isaiah.
Tertullian’s problem is not only with Marcion’s conclusion, but just as central is
Marcion’s exegetical means of arriving at that conclusion. Marcion did not make use of the
‘obvious’ clues, namely, that a warrior infant going to battle is ridiculous and clearly not the
intention of Isaiah 8:4, nor make the appropriate figurative reading.529 It is remarkable that
Tertullian used this argument (magi, spoils, and powers) twice (in both Marc. and Adv. Jud.).
In the latter, the point is made to prove Christ is Emmanuel, Messiah, to Jewish audiences; in
the former to expand further still to Marcion how Christ fulfills prophecy (which is better
than just miracle-working alone, like a magus). Finally, Tertullian counters Marcion and his
redacted version of Luke’s Gospel, with a Gospel text Marcion rejects. Marcion limiting
himself to one gospel account compounds his exegetical problems. The implication for
Tertullian’s overall argument should not be missed: against Marcion’s flawed use of a single
redacted gospel is the overwhelming testimony of a unified witness by what became the
canonical Matthew and Luke. Marcion not only failed at exegesis, he failed at recognizing
the proper authorities to exegete.
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Summary
This chapter demonstrates Tertullian’s complicated view of Matthew’s magi. On the
one hand, following the emerging Christian tradition that precedes him, Tertullian clearly
forbade all forms of ‘magic’ and warned Christians against all kinds of ‘magi’. Tertullian
goes so far as to rule out Jesus as a magus and reappraise Peter’s rebuke of SimonM, which
Tertullian takes as programmatic for all ‘magic’ practitioners, except for one group:
Matthew’s magi. Significantly, Tertullian explained a kind of taxonomy of ‘magical’ arts by
identifying astrology as a discipline of ‘magic’; similarly, ‘magus’ as the general term for one
who practices any kind of ‘magic’ arts, including astrology.
Like Irenaeus and Justin before him, Tertullian presumes readers know Matthew’s
story and immediately dives into to his interpretation. They signal by their worship and gifts
the end of worldly wisdom, ‘magic’ and astrology. Their gifts bear witness to Christ as the
foretold Emmanuel, the Messiah, who receives the ‘spoils of Samaria’ and the ‘powers of
Damascus’, which again allude to the end of idolatry and the rule of Christ overall.
Matthew’s magi are a followable example of leaving behind one’s idolatries (‘magic’,
philosophy, and anything else one worshipped) to follow Jesus, but that theme is secondary
to fulfillment.
Christ Jesus fulfills the prophetic hopes for the Christ, Emmanuel (Isa 7:14; 8:4; Zech
14:14). Tertullian at no point mentions the fulfillment of Micah 5:2 which Matthew indicates
(Matt 2:5-6). Tertullian is concerned not with where Christ was born, but the meaning of
Christ’s birth. Holtmann concludes that Tertullian only knows Isaiah 8:4 in relation to the
history of the magi story, taking ‘magic’ in a narrow sense of ‘astrology’, though admitting
Tertullian condemns more than astrology, which is a subgenus of ‘magic’ (Idol. 9.7).530 But
Tertullian in fact reasons via an argumentum a fortiori: the lesser (subgenus, ‘astrology’) to
the greater (genus, ‘magic’), for ‘magic’ in all forms comes to an end with Christ and a new
mode of revelation reigns supreme: a written word and specific messages that affirm it (e.g.,
angels in dreams, not stars and astrology).
Tertullian’s centerpiece is a more developed and robust version of Justin Martyr’s
typology. Indeed, many commentators on Justin rely upon Tertullian to explain Justin’s
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peculiar interpretation (see Dial. 78). This chapter cautions against such an anachronistic
reading of Justin: Tertullian, a North African Christian in Carthage determined to carve out
an africanité Christianity, is far removed from Justin, who operated across the Mediterranean
a generation prior to make Christianity more palatable to fashionable Romans. This is not to
dismiss Justin’s influence on Tertullian, but to dismiss a reading of Tertullian’s influence on
Justin by modern interpreters.
Tertullian’s exegetical method is particularly interesting. It is clear to him that there
is a correct manner to achieving a correct interpretation, evidenced by his own practice of
taking passages in context where the meaning is clear. Yet where the text is unclear,
Tertullian is most willing to let Scripture interpret Scripture, and where that is not enough,
either a figural or allegorical interpretation can be deployed. Which leads to another
interesting feature: Tertullian self-consciously distinguishes, it seems, between ‘figurative’
and ‘allegorical’ modes of exegesis. In Adversus Marcionem 3.13.10 he can speak
figuratively of Samaria, Damascus, and Assyria as John does of Rome (e.g., ‘Babylon’).
Isaiah 7:14 interprets Isaiah 8:4 so that Matthew’s magi lead us not only to christological
fulfillments, but to exegetical preferences and procedure. Tertullian deploys what Young
calls ‘theological allegory’, whereby Christ, ‘or the creative and saving purposes of the
Trinity, becomes the true meaning of life, the universe, the text and everything.’531 Tertullian
gives theological meaning to ethnic categories to accomplish his exegetical goals.
For Tertullian, Matthew’s magi are proof of Christ’s fulfillment when the story is
‘properly’ read. ‘Properly’ because we have already seen variety in the Christian tradition,
no less non-Christian detractors (e.g., Justin’s Trypho and Tertullian’s Jewish interlocutor
and Marcion). Tertullian shows his readers the need for a figurative reading of Isaiah 7:14
and 8:4 to arrive at a ‘proper’ reading, but not without the help of Zechariah 14:14—
Tertullian multiplies the intertextual webs. Like Justin, though, in order to arrive at these
intertextual webs, Tertullian has to geo-tag his interpretations: Herod is Assyrian, idolatry is
Samaria, and magi are from Arabia. These are more than just geographical, but ethnic
distinctions because Tertullian (and Justin before him) are making a statement about the
theological ‘meaning’ of certain people groups. In a Pauline sense, Tertullian has expanded
upon the Jew-Gentile dichotomy by itemizing what kind of Gentile is typologically associated
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to which type(s) of deviation from Christ. In so doing, Tertullian punctuates the shocking
implications of Matthew’s magi.
Tertullian is the first commentator to overtly convert Matthew’s magi to Christ. They
left by a new way because they were changed, walking a new path of life (Idol. 9.5; Adv.
Jud. 9.12.89-90; Marc. 13). There may be hints at the magi’s conversion in Justin (Dial.
78.2, 10), but it is not clear. The magi go a different way because their loyalties changed
from idol worship and they return home having worshipped and continuing to worship Christ.
The magi are, in Luz’s parlance, a vital feature of the Christological interpretation of
Matthew 2:1-12.532 They are for Tertullian ‘an example to follow’ in that their rejection of
idolatry and ‘magic’ for Christ renders participation in such things for Christians strictly
forbidden. But before they are an example of Christian devotion or conversion, they are
proof Jesus fulfills prophecy.
Who are Matthew’s magi for Tertullian? They are ‘magicians’, astrologers,
mathematici, diviners, with royal prestige from Arabia. Their act of worship fulfills
prophecy and validates Christ the true Messiah, who is God, Emmanuel. In a sense, for a
curious Roman and African world of priests and deities, a learned magus from Arabia who
interprets stars and communes with the supernatural, is an ideal ‘neutral’ witness to Christ’s
fulfillment of Hebrew scriptures. Jerusalem had a terrible track record with her prophets
(Matt 23:37; Luke 13:33; Acts 13:27), perhaps they— with Rome, Carthage, Marcion and
like-minded heretics— would fare better with a converted magus or two.
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CHAPTER 8

Philosophical Magi: Matthew’s Magi in The Writings of
Clement of Alexandria

Clement of Alexandria presents yet another curious turn in the use of Matthew’s magi
as Clement turns key figures into philosophers.533 Persians have a more ancient [thus,
superior] philosophical system than the Greeks, which includes ‘magical’ arts, but Jewish
philosophy (namely, Moses) is better still than both. Were they allowed to mature, adherents
could see that Moses and all philosophies are pointing to Christ. However, a group of
Persian magi use their wisdom to truly pursue the truth, and they arrive at Christ. Clement
finds deplorable (Persian) magi willing to follow the truth they discover via their ‘magical’
arts to Christ and mature from their old wisdom to Christ’s wisdom. They are pagans seeking
truth, using what they know to arrive at Christ.
8.
Clement of Alexandria’s Provenance
Briefly, Clement (150-221 CE) came from pagan Athenian parents to become head of
a catechetical school in Alexandria, Eusebius reports, where a young Origen was among his
pupils (Hist. eccl. 6.6).534 Of the ten works Eusebius lists for Clement (Hist. eccl. 13.1-3),
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only four of his extant texts are relevant to our study: Protrepticus, Paedagogus, Stromateis,
and an examination of a Gnostic work, Excerpts from Theodotus.
What identifies Clement as ‘Alexandrian’ is his assimilation of a massive library of
literature, comprising Greek philosophy, Jewish Scriptures and ideas, early Christian texts,
and more.535 It is estimated that Clement cites Scripture 5,121 times and cites 348 different
classical authors (including Plato 600 times and Homer 240 times).536 Similarly, van den
Hoek observes that Clement borrows from 363 pagan authors, 32 early Christian authors, 42
Old Testament and 25 New Testament books.537 Clement is clearly indebted to both Greek
philosophy and rhetoric in his exegesis and theology in an attempt to bridge Christian
theology and exegesis with philosophy. His incessant use of Greek philosophy (especially
Platonism) is well documented, as is his use of rhetoric to formulate his arguments.538
Chadwick explains Clement ‘saw philosophy, so far from giving support to Gnosticism,
provided a rational method for its destruction; the Gnostics talked much of a higher reason,
but did not in fact exercise it.’539 Like his student Origen after him, Ramelli demonstrates,
Clement argued that Greek philosophy is not all directly ‘edible’ (Strom. 1.1, 7, 2-3), but it
still contained good elements ‘because it was inspired by the same Logos who then became
flesh and is Christ, God’s Logos’, thus adopting his adapted form of the classical mystery and
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allegorical traditions.540 Remarkably, no extant text of Clement is necessarily a polemic
against Judaism or Jews, appearing unhostile to Judaism— Moses is an unquestioned
authority.541
Where Clement uses Gospel texts, Cosaert observes four significant habits. First,
Clement was so immersed in NT texts, especially the words of Jesus, that they became part
and parcel of his own vocabulary. Second, he often cites from memory with varying degrees
of accuracy. Yet at other times Clement’s quotes clearly come from a manuscript before him,
especially Pauline Epistles. Finally, some of Clement’s quotations indicate dependence on an
oral catechetical tradition, other times a deliberate altering of the text to better emphasize his
theological understanding of the text’s meaning.542 Furthermore, despite the variegated
nature of Clement’s gospel texts, operating in a time of freer text forms and varieties of
readings in circulation, Matthew’s magi pericope is virtually unchanged in the textual
witness. 543 There are no textual concerns impacting Clement’s use of Matthew 2:12-13.

Magi and ‘Magic’ in Clement of Alexandria
In this section brief attention is given to Clement on ‘magic’ and magi (in general) to
develop a composite picture of what can be known about Clement’s framework for
interpreting magi and ‘magic’ practitioners in general so as to better inform Clement’s
understanding of Matthew’s magi in particular.
Clement has little positive to say about ‘magic’ and its unchristian ways. Clement
opens Protrepticus by exposing the mysteries (τὰ μυστήρια) of the so-called [Greek] gods
(Protr. 2). This exposé seeks to show the debauchery and incredulousness of these gods and
worship practices: feasts celebrating Titan’s tearing Dionysus to pieces as an infant, another
for the rape of Persephone, for murder among the gods, orgies. . . such causes for celebration
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or observing obscure dietary rules is absurd (Protr. 2.17-21).544 Clement counts the
Νυκτιπόλοις μάγοις Βάκχοις (‘night-roaming Bacchian magi’; similarly, Heraclitus, 14)
among those who celebrate such heathen things.545 Magi are pagans worshipping shameful
and absurd images of gods— worshipping such images is absurd and shameful (Protr. 2).
Even worse, magi lead these debased worship arts, spiritual leaders proud to have demons as
ministers of their impiety (Protr. 4). Clement implies some kind of leadership function by
describing magi boasting how they manipulate demons via incantations to complete their
‘magical’ arts (Protr. 3; see also, 4.57-58). At the very least, for Clement magi are arrogant
braggarts and connivers of the demonic realm, rendering magi and their followers decisively
inferior to Christians following Jesus, even silly by comparison.546
Clement again addresses magi worship practices in Protrotrepticus 5 as part of his
broader argument against the worship of pagan deities and worship practices, which magi
lead and teach (see also, Protr. 3.44). Clement is aware of magi ethnic distinctions: some,
but not all, are Persian or Medes, others are from Asia and their respective followers in those
localities (Protr. 5.64-65).547 Magi are not bound to one region and may or may not be from
the localities they practice.548 Asian and Persian magi worship fire and are ignorant of the
Maker and Creator of all things (Protr. 5.65). Considering the amount of ‘magic’ activity in
Egypt, it is a little surprising he does not say more. Citing Dinon, Egyptian magi make
sacrifices recognizing fire and water as deity— which Clement implicitly finds inferior to
Christian deity and worship, the ‘God without beginning’ (τὸν ἄναρχον θεόν) — because
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these deities are earthly elements (i.e., not supernatural beings, Protr. 5.64.3-4).549 However,
notice here that magi are counted among philosophers (similarly, Strom. 1.71.4 (see below)).
As an aside, it is interesting to compare Clement’s ridiculing magi with two epigrams
from the third century CE. The first simply states that [converted?] magi no longer bring
presents to fire and the sun, for this child made sun and fire.
41 Εἰς τοὺς μάγους
Οὐκέτι δῶρ᾽ ἀνάγουσι μάγοι πυρὶ ἠελίῳ τε;
ἠἐλιον γὰρ ἔτευξε τόδε βρέφος, ὠς πυρὸς αὐγάς
41 Concerning the magi
Magi no longer bring gifts to fire nor sun;
for this [newborn] child made sun, as well as [bright shining]
fire.550
It seems these magi convert, for they stop presenting gifts to fire and sun.

It is

unclear what magi this epigram is referring to, but it is very tempting to suggest Matthew’s
magi in light of the reference to ‘this child who is Creator’.551 The enigmatic nature of this
epigram cautions against saying too much, but associations with Matthew’s magi are likely.
Similarly, Menander Protector (sixth century CE) cites a Christian epigram from a
Persian magus, Isbozetes, who converts to Christianity when his city was burned by fire—
ironically, Isbozetes worshipped fire:
Ἦν πάρος ἐν Πέρσῃσιν ἐγὼ μάγος Ἰσβοζήτης, (1)
εἰς ὀλοὴν ἀπάτην ἐλπίδας ἐκκρεμάσας.
εὖτε δὲ πυρσὸς ἔδαπτεν ἐμὴν πόλιν, ἦλθον ἀρῆξαι·
ἦλθε δὲ καὶ Χριστοῦ πανσθενέος θεράπων·
κείνῳ δ’ ἐσβέσθη δύναμις πυρός, ἀλλὰ καὶ ἔμπης (5)
νικηθεὶς νίκην ἤνυσα θειοτέρην.
Concerning a Persian magus who became a Christian and was martyred
I, Isbozetes, previously was a Persian magus,
all my hopes were hanging on fraud.
When a fire consumed my city, I came to help;
A servant of all-powerful Christ also came;
549
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He was the one who quenched the power of fire, but though
I was also defeated, I [still] gained a divine victory.552
Isbozetes’s god is defeated when he cannot put out the fire, but an agent of Christ
does. It is curious that he has to identify himself as a ‘Persian magus’. The episode itself
may reflect similar challenges between Moses and Aaron with Pharaoh’s ‘magicians’ (Exod
7:8-13, 22; 8:7) or Philip and Simon Magus (Acts 8).553 However, the transformation could
not be more complete: Isbozetes converts from ‘magical’ arts and is later martyred. Isbozetes
‘wins’ anyway, for in his conversion he gained a more divine victory (ἔμπης νικηθεὶς νίκην
ἤνυσα θειοτέρην). What is most stunning, though, is how dramatic Isbozetes change is, from
‘hanging my hopes on a pernicious fraud’ to Christian martyrdom. This parallels the
exclusive nature of Christianity for Clement, and indeed the majority of Christian writings
thus far: one cannot practice ‘magical’ arts and worship Christ. Isbozetes himself admits he
cannot worship his fire god and Christ, he must choose one and reject the other completely.
In Clementine verbiage, Isbozetes’s pursuit of truth in fire-worship led him to fire’s maker,
Christ, and Isbozetes converted.
This pathway from non-Christian philosophy and teaching to Christianity is the
hallmark of Clement’s Stromateis, where we find brief mention of magi. Clement appeals to
his readers, presumably Christian readers or readers willing to listen to Christian teaching, to
see the wisdom of Greek philosophy as a stepping-stone to divine revelation (Strom 1.15-21).
The Stromateis, Chadwick observes, ‘move from statements pressing the need for the study
of philosophy to statements attacking the Gnostic heretics’, simultaneously providing ‘an
acute and well-constructed interpretation of Biblical themes in language and categories
familiar to the educated Greek world’.554 In so doing, Clement aims to defend the Apostolic
Message with the forms of Greek philosophy and without the asymmetrical gnosticism of his
opponents. Whereas ‘magic’ attempts to trick opponents, philosophy instructs and guides
(Strom 1.20.2). Ultimately, magi were impotent before God because only Daniel was able to
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help the king (Strom 1.25.3; see Dan 2:2, 10, 27). Philosophy is a form of wisdom akin to
biblical wisdom in OT wisdom literature, especially Proverbs (Strom 1.30.1). This is further
evidenced by Clement’s lengthy history of philosophy and the world: the point of the
exercise is not necessarily historical precision, but to prove that Solomon is anterior to many
Greek sages, but Moses precedes them all (Strom 1.130). These Gentile prophets, seers, etc.
rely on guesswork and intelligent observations— which gets them quite far— but it pales in
comparison to the divine revelation of God’s people and prophets (Strom 1.135.2). This
further displaces ‘magic’ from true philosophy, wisdom, the Law of Moses or divine
revelation of any kind.555
Magi are guilty of licentious accusations. When Clement turns his focus to Christian
marriage, he reminds readers disparagingly of what appears to be common knowledge: magi
commonly have sexual relations with their mothers, daughters and sisters (Strom 3.11).556
Conversely, magi are also known to abstain from sex, food, and wine— practices Clement’s
gnostic detractors think Christians must do as acts of worship. Magi even do such acts of
worship and practice, yet they worship angels and spiritual beings (Strom 3.48). The point
being that while such abstinence has value as a spiritual discipline, it is not something
uniquely Christian and thus ‘more spiritual’, nor a requirement for Christian living or a
marker of a uniquely Christian identity.
In sum, there is little good about magi for Clement. They do not worship the true
God. They practice their ‘magical’ arts by means of divination with demons. Their ‘magic’
tricks patrons by deceptive means, whereas philosophy actually enriches by careful
examination or reflection. As a matter of historical fact, he locates magi in Persia, Medea,
and Asia, though he does not necessarily make an exhaustive list. These are foolish,
braggadocios, misguided teachers of spiritual false truths under demonic guidance that must
be rejected as such. His focus stays on the teachers and teaching, with little comment on
actual ‘magic’ practices. This is due to Clement’s own concerns as well as a recognition that
by eliminating the teachers the practices are also eliminated.
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Matthew’s Magi in Clement of Alexandria‘s Writings
References to Matthew’s magi are admittedly brief in Clement’s writings and only
found in Stromateis 1.71.4 and Paedagogus 2.63.6. In both cases, we have what Cosaert
rightly identifies only as allusions to Matthew’s magi by Clement (see apparatus below).557
Matthew’s magi are also mentioned twice in Clement’s notes on gnostic teaching in Excerpts
of Theodotus 74-75— Clement simply notes what Theodotus teaches, though Holtmann sees
these as the views of Valentinian Theodotus.558 Cosaert provides the following apparatus for
Clement’s citations of Matthew’s Gospel, further demonstrating the stability of the magi
pericope in Clement:
Stromateis 1.71.4 [All]
Matt 2:1-2
οι μαγοι οι μαγεια και του σωτηρος προεμηνυσαν την γενεσιν,
αστερος αυτοις καθηγουμενου εις την Ιουδαιαν αφικνουμενοι γην
Lac. A e Θ Ath Did
The magi also left behind their ‘magic’ when the savior was born, a star
appearing in the land of Judah leading them.
Paedagogus 2.63.6) [All]
Matt 2:11
Χρυσον αυτω γεννηθεντι βασιλειας συμβολον προσεκομισαν οι μαγοι
Lac. A e Θ (Or) Ath Did559
The magi brought gold to him as a symbol he would become king.
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Within these two brief mentions Matthew’s magi exceed all expectations of the
typical magus. Continuing the argument for Moses’s chronological priority— hence
superiority to— Greek philosophy, Clement affiliates the Roman King Numa with
Pythagoras (Strom. 1.71.1-2). Clement intermixes Romans with Greeks, recognizing the
Roman adoption of many Greek features, including their philosophers. Yet, because of
Moses the Romans did not make images or sculptures of their gods for 170 years.
Interestingly, non-Greeks thought philosophy precious, too (Strom. 1.71.2). Clement reasons
that philosophy among non-Greeks reached its climax long ago, then subsequently reached
and informed the Greeks (Strom. 1.71.2-3). Clement’s affection for philosophy also shines
through, praising the non-Greeks for it and pointing to their superiority over the Greeks. The
main authorities of this philosophy were the prophets of the Egyptians, the Chaldeans among
the Assyrians, the Druids among the Gauls, the Samanaeans in Bactria, philosophers among
the Celts, the magi among the Persians, and Indian gymnosophists, and ‘other non-Greek
philosophers’ (Strom. 1.71.4).
In Stromateis 1.71.4 we find what could be construed as a parenthetical comment
about Persian magi. Clement suggests that Matthew’s magi foretold Christ’s birth, did so by
means of ‘magic’, and arrived in Judea led by a star (Strom. 1.71.4). There is no discussion
as Clement continues, describing types of gymnosophists (Strom. 1.71.5-6). He moves on to
the Scythian Anacharsis (1.72.1), and German priestesses (1.72.3), but the Jewish people
precede them all (1.72.4). That Clement offers no commentary should caution against
cavalier readings, but the context is telling. On one level, Matthew’s magi seem to
complicate Clement’s case: such a terrible, idol-worshipping group use their ‘magical’ arts
and come to Christ. Yet, that is precisely Clement’s point: if Persian magi can see and go to
Christ, so could Greek philosophers, so should Clement’s readers. In light of the larger
argument about how philosophy points to Christ, Clement implies that if the magi of Persian
wisdom can predict and follow a star to the newborn Christ, the implication is a Persian magi
philosophy is somehow a better guide than Greek philosophy, better than any alternative
(similarly, 1.66.2) because magi actually turn to Christ. Using their older and wiser
philosophy, Osborn observes, Persian magi actually get to Christ by ‘magic’ and the stars,
which is more than Greek philosophers manage to do. All wisdom is made perfect in Christ
(Col 1:28), so while such things as μάγεια are not advisable, they may well be where one
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starts to come to Christ (see also, Strom. 1.1.15.2–17.4).560 For Clement this chronological
precedent over Greek philosophy leads to philosophical and soteriological superiority.
Osborn further observes that the purpose of history is education, ‘so to train humanity that
humans will gain knowledge, piety and virtue, as they move from law and philosophy to the
truth of revelation.’561 Matthew’s magi embody this picture as faithful devotees to a more
ancient philosophy than Greek, yet should one pursue any philosophy faithfully, one would
arrive at Christianity as Matthew’s magi did, as Greek philosophers should have done.
Shifting his modes of argumentation, Clement generates a christological ethic from
Matthew’s magi in Paedagogus by deploying his spiritual reading approach (Paed. 2.8).
Matthew’s magi bring gold, a symbol of royalty, and which is also the incorruptible Word.
Hence, the King of the Jews had a gold crown with jewels in it (Paed. 2.8.63). Clement
mutes the inconvenient fact that magi also brought fragrances— frankincense and myrrh—
which seem contradictory to his arguments about ointments and the luxury of smelling (and
looking) nice because of such oils. While frankincense and myrrh are not oils, they do
accomplish something similar, warranting the same alarm Clement gives these oils.
However, Clement focuses on oils and crowns as luxury items, as temptations to sensual
living and effeminizing men— all things Christians should avoid (Paed. 2.8).
The magi’s gifts embody the unexpected nature of both the magi and Jesus himself.
Christ wears the king’s golden crown, and Christians ‘symbolically’ (συμβολικῶς) wear the
head of Christ (Paed. 2.8.63). While there may be a practical use for floral crowns to cool
oneself in the springtime, it is unfit for a temperate man while at home. A man’s crown is
marriage, and a woman’s crown is her husband, and the flowers of marriage are children
(2.8.71). Otherwise, a crown is a symbol of reckless revelry and idols. Christ wore a crown
of thorns— Christians are the flower of Christ’s thorny crown, prophetically pointing to
Clement’s Christ-following readers (Paed. 2.8.73).
This exemplifies the synthesis Clement’s account achieves: an earthly king should
have a golden crown, but Christians should not have such things; Jesus takes a crown of
thorns, not a golden crown, maintaining this symbol of kingship, now reappropriated
symbolically to encourage a Christian ethic of modesty (Paed. 2.8). This may be an allusion
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or development of Irenaeus’s taxonomy of the gifts, where gold is the symbol of Jesus’s
kingship (Haer. 3.9.2), or Tertullian (Idol. 9.3-4; Marc. 3.13). Conversely, Clement remains
awkwardly silent about frankincense and myrrh, likely a rhetorical move as it would be
difficult to reprove male readers for smelling ‘effeminate’ in the face of fragrance-bearing
magi (Paed. 2.8.66; see also, 2.8.68; 2.4; 2.5; 2.11; 2.13).
Excerpta ex Theodota is a summary collection of Theodotus’s teaching, a brand of
Valentinian gnosticism that may have been born in Alexandria. Clement discusses the
intersecting issues of fate (εἱμαρμενη), God’s divine plan, and astrology in sections 69-75,
which concludes with implications drawn from Matthew’s magi with little comment on
Matthew’s text. What Clement does report is that Theodotus teaches the end of Fate for
some, as exemplified by Matthew’s magi. For Theodotus, the Lord comes bringing ‘peace on
earth and glory in the highest’, an announcement made by a new and strange star, a new way
and salvation that replaces the stars of old. Those who believe in Christ are transferred from
Fate to God’s Providence (Theod. 74.2; cf, Theod. 76), indicating both a change of
jurisdiction and loyalties (see below).
Theodotus finds an ideal example in Matthew’s magi, for whom the prophesies of
Fate proved true. Matthew’s magi see the Christ, the truth that he was born not just king, but
king of the pious come to the ones known for their piety, the Jews. Yet, there the magi are,
released from the powers of fate and coming to be counted among the pious (Theod. 75).
Matthew’s magi are an example of hearing God’s revelation and acting on it because they are
pious, something heretofore unique to the Jews (Theod. 75.2). Just as Christ’s birth released
Matthew’s magi from ‘becoming’ and fate, so Christ’s baptism rescues from fire (e.g., hell),
Christ’s Passion rescues us from all passions so that we can [more passionately?] follow him
(Theod. 76.1-2). In Christ there is power over all evil powers because he is the highest
power, ending all astrological powers for Christians, though it is possible for others to find it
powerful for themselves in a lesser/inferior way.562
So retold by Clement, Theodotus does not seem too far removed from Clement
himself in some places. Kovacs demonstrates that elsewhere Clement is attracted to aspects
of Valentinian exegesis, taking many Valentinian ideas over ‘and subtly reshaping them and
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reapplying their terminology.’563 In Stromateis Clement argues at length the reality that all
wisdom is perfected in Christ (see also, Col 1:28), a truth embodied by Theodotus’s account
here and parallel to Clement’s own comments on Matthew’s magi (e.g., Strom 1.71.4).564
The truthfulness of the star gives way to revelation at their arrival and worship of Christ.
Given Clement’s penchant for certain gnostic features, it is tempting here to think Clement
nods in agreement. Matthew’s magi follow a star, as one would expect. What is unexpected
is that Matthew’s magi are acting piously and going to Christ (Theod. 75). This bodes well
for Clement’s brand of Christian perfection and maturity. Matthew’s magi exemplify
maturing from Persian ‘magic’ and wisdom to true gnosis, from astral signs and wisdom to
divine revelation. Where Clement and Theodotus seem to part ways is at the point Theodotus
seems to think that Fate is still valid for some (Theod. 78), whereas Clement sees it as dead to
all at the advent of Christ and his star, confirmed by the magi’s visit. Clement sees all forms
of philosophy pointing to Christ; once Christ arrived, whether one chooses to acknowledge it
or not, the old is good for nothing more than pointing to Christ.

Summary
Ancient philosophies and religions were deemed fashionable and superior to more
contemporary cults, an apologetical and philosophical problem Christians felt at least as far
back as Justin Martyr. Relying on OT texts helped establish Christianity’s antiquity by
casting it as the culmination of the Jewish Law and the prophets. However, Clement goes a
step further and says that any wisdom or philosophy— though none predates Moses— points
the true Christian gnostic to Christ.565 The Greek philosophers stole from Moses. The
Persian magi are awful creatures. Yet both contain a philosophy, a wisdom that, if followed
carefully, leads any lover of the truth to the revelation of Christ via the OT and the teachings
of Jesus and the Apostles. Clement attempts to close the gap between his brand of
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Christianity, gnostics, Greek philosophy, and the fashions of his day by converting
Matthew’s magi into wise philosophers who find and follow Christ (amongst other things).
For the fashionable, sophisticated elite such as Clement and his readers, ‘magic’ was
not something to aspire to (save for medicinal purposes or personal crises, perhaps).
However, Clement observes that Persian magi discover enough, using their older and wiser
philosophy, to get to Christ by ‘magic’ and the stars. It may well be that the economy of
words and argument limited Clement to simply lump Persian magi and ‘magic’ together
under ‘philosophy older than Greek’ and move on. In short, ‘magic’ was not much of an
issue in the public square for or against Christianity in Clement’s realms of influence, at least
not where questions of being a true Christian were concerned.
Matthew’s magi are for Clement Persian philosophers who see the fulfillment and
maturation of their philosophy in Christ. While Matthew has precious little for them to say
(cf, Matt 2:2, 7), their actions bear witness to all that needs to be said of them. Their ‘magic’
and wisdom, which Clement rebrands as ‘philosophy’, point them to Christ. They followed
their philosophy and actually went to Christ. They did so bearing gifts that speak to Christ’s
purpose in coming. For Clement, Matthew’s magi are an example of seeking and working
out truth, from the general to the specific. In a sense, they are Clement’s ideal reader:
philosophers in search of the truth, willing to listen and to work to understand Christ by any
mode of revelation.566 In this respect he advances philosophically Tertullian’s similar idea
that astrology can lead to Christ, but then must be abandoned upon arrival (see Praescr. 1011, 18-19; see also, 37, 40; prior chapter of this thesis).
Clement is not really a commentator on biblical texts like Origen or Philo, though
Scripture is the principal material from which Clement constructs his arguments.567 Rather,
he is a philosopher grounding his arguments in an allegorical and philosophical reading of
Scripture. In this respect, he mirrors Justin Martyr more often than he is credited with
doing.568 His aim is to provoke, suggest, and invite readers to explore the apostolic message,
to come to faith in Christ, and learn through careful study of scripture how to live as a mature
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Christian. Matthew’s magi embody such a change as few other examples do. Clement
cannot point to the conversions of any philosopher that might warrant the attention of his
readers, but Clement can point to the philosophers of the east, Matthew’s magi. And when
they pursue questions about Christ, Matthew’s magi are as convinced as Clement.
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CHAPTER 9

Balaam’s Faithful Descendants: Matthew’s Magi in The
Writings of Origen

Origen brings the early Christian reception of Matthew’s magi to a close— from this
point, the variations change minimally. Though there are no manuscripts for his Matthew
Commentary on Matthew 2, Origen finds a myriad uses for Matthew’s magi elsewhere:
against Celsus, commenting elsewhere in Matthew and John’s Gospels, and in homilies on
Numbers and Genesis. By identifying Matthew’s magi as Persian ‘magicians’ descendant
from Balaam by genealogy and tradition, Origen interprets Matthew’s magi as the fulfillment
of prophecies by Balaam and Moses.
9.
Origen’s Provenance
Origen’s productivity both rewards and compounds careful examination— a full
examination is far beyond any one thesis.569 His life, thanks to Eusebius of Caesarea’s
biography, is relatively well documented.570 Born to a Christian family circa 185 CE and
ordained to the priesthood at Alexandria in 231 CE, he relocated to Caesarea in Palestine a
short while later. Rufinus and Jerome mediate our Latin translations, which Crouzel rightly
observes are more paraphrases than literal translations for a Latin reading public, paraphrases
reflecting ‘the difference of outlook between a Greek of the persecuted minority church of
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the 3rd century and Latins of the triumphant Church of the end of the 4th.’571 I will examine
Origen’s writings in a generally diachronic manner: Alexandrian works, Caesarean works,
and those written when he was older, and those of less certain date. The homilies are
grouped together with corresponding commentaries, chronologically ordered according to the
commentaries, except where sufficient chronological evidence allows us to do otherwise.572
By taking a chronological approach to Origen’s large catalog of works over a lifetime the
development of his own use of Matthew’s magi emerges. This chapter follows de Lubac’s
method for handling these historical and translation challenges, relying on a multiplicity of
quotations, parallel passages, and where possible, comparing Rufinus’s Latin versions against
Jerome’s, and where possible comparing these to a preserved original.573
Origen’s exegetical method has received much scholarly attention.574 Adding to his
careful exegesis are the myriad modes of writing in which Origen engages, from commentary
and apology to homilies. Utilizing both careful philology and allegorical readings, his aim is
to read the text correctly and clearly, finding deeper spiritual meaning through historically
and philologically grounded allegory: theology, spirituality and philology were integrally
related to one another.575 Origen outlines basic contours for his exegetical method and
threefold usefulness of scripture (Princip. 4.1-2) with the exegetical goal of advancing
readers towards Christian perfection.576 Ultimately, Origen’s aim is to replicate a method of
interpreting as he understands it from Jesus and New Testament writers for the benefit of the
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church.577 These guide Origen’s use of Matthew’s magi, relying on their story and the story
of Balaam to find meaning.

Magi and ‘Magic’ in Origen
In this section brief attention is given to Origen on ‘magic’ and magi (in general) to
develop a composite picture of what can be known about his framework for interpreting magi
and practitioners of ‘magic’ in general so as to better inform Origen’s understanding of
Matthew’s magi in particular.578 As already observed, ‘magic’, astrology, and divination are
all closely associated in antiquity; in Christian literature they are generally regarded as
derived from demons.579 However, Origen maintains a nuanced understanding that warrants
itemizing astrology out of the ‘magical’ arts category.

Origen on ‘Astrology’
Shaping that interpretive stream, much scholarly attention has been given to Origen’s
views on astrology, so discussion here is limited to features directly related to Matthew’s
magi and follows Scotts comprehensive analysis.580 Origen’s views of astronomy and
astrology — a distinction foreign to antiquity— are firsts for Christian writers. For Origen
astronomy (like all pagan learning) was propaedeutic to the study of Scripture, though he
only used them in a restricted capacity.581 He was the first to discuss the physical
composition of the stars.582 Origen allows Scripture, the ‘faith of the Church’, ‘teaching of
the Church’, ‘tradition of the church’ to limit or adapt his speculations to doctrinal and
scriptural requirements, controlling the direction of his work more than is often credited to
him. It is important to observe that ‘Origen himself is acutely aware that his cosmological
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speculations are innovative, and he frequently expresses his views hesitantly.’583 Yet,
because Origen puts forward so many of his ideas as conjectures, Scott cautions it is difficult
to know how seriously he takes these views, hedging speculations and conceding the
tentative nature of his conclusions.584
Though Origen was indebted to and adopted many of the ancients’ notions about the
stars, many of his ideas flew in the face of the usual honors the stars were given. Based upon
Psalm 118 (119):89 and Matthew 24:35, Origen believed the stars and planets are alive,
living beings that are not eternal, a view which meant that Origen fell short of pleasing his
pagan and philosophical contemporaries as well as his later Christian opponents.585 For
Origen, God’s free will and the will of the stars cannot coexist (Philoc. 21-27).586 However,
Origin’s position is nuanced: the stars are living and rational, lead orderly and undistracted
lives, but they are still creatures— ‘the biblical understanding of Creation and the Incarnation
show that in some ways their dignity is comparable to (and even less than) that of
humanity’.587 As such, they can be the cause of events, but not in a fatalistic manner (Philoc.
23.6; Comm. Matt. 13.6); supernatural powers can even read the heavens (Philoc. 23.2021).588 They are alive, but not sentient beings like humans, though perhaps more glorious in
their presentation than humans. The stars are not to be worshipped, for they do not give true
light like Christ does (1 John 1:5).589 Though they can be useful signs for identifying the
times and seasons they are not ‘proper causes’ (τὸ ποιοῦν αἴτιον) of events (Com. Gen. 1.14;
similarly, Philoc. 23.16).590 The motifs of fate and liberation from its power through Christ
are found together in several of Origen’s writings (Hom. Jer. 50.1.3.4; Hom. Judg.; Princip.
3.3.2).591 However, Scott makes an important distinction: though Origen refers often to
astrological claims, Origen does not believe them; rather, his conviction that all things in this
world were traceable either to free will or the dictates of Providence shapes his understanding
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of the stars act as signs of future events without causing them (Gen 1:14; Jer 10:2; see Philoc.
23. 16 f. (204. 16–207. 23 R.), v23. 1 (187. 24–188, 29 R.); 23.15 (204. 8–213 R.)).592

Origen on ‘Magic’
As significant and innovative as Origen’s astrological reflections are, they are part of
his lengthy discussions of ‘magical’ arts of various kinds, including astrology. Origen makes
an important distinction: ‘sorcery’ (γοητεία) can refer to ‘magic’ or ‘witchcraft’ and it can
refer to ‘the magic of Nature’ (see Plotinus, Enn. 4.4.44.30). Origen acknowledges both
senses and speculates that Celsus’s Epicureanism may have motivated Celsus to make a
secret attack on γοητεία as a whole (Cels. 4.86). Origen sees some kind of difference
between μαγεία and γοητεία. For example, in Celsum 2.51 he talks about the corollary from
the existence of ‘magic’ and divination (μαγείαν καὶ γοητείαν). Interestingly, neither γόης
nor μάντις seem to engage in any form of astrological or nativity work based upon a TLG
search of γενεθλιαλογ- word group (γενεθλιαλογέω, γενεθλιαλογία, γενεθλιαλογίκος,
γενεθλιαλόγος) until at least the third century (Histoira Alexandri Magni (1.4.3.3) and
Theodoretus’s Commentaria in Isaiam (14.550; 14.560)). Conversely, the μαγ- word-group
is used on two types of occasions: (1) when Origen is referring directly to Matthew’s magi
and (2) in reference to Persian magi and their magical arts [e.g., Cels. 6.80]. Otherwise,
when Origen talks about ‘magic’, divination, et al. he opts for γοη- (occasionally μαντ-)
word-groups.
Origen identifies Pharaoh’s ‘magicians’ as μάγοι who were able to reproduce
serpents, but their serpents were consumed by Moses and Aaron’s serpents (Exod 7:8-13;
Selecta in Exodum 281-284). However, the MT  ְו ַ ֽלְמַכְשּׁ ִ֑פיםis rendered φαρμάκους in the LXX
(Exod 7:11), just as  ַכָּשּׁףis translated with LXX φάρμοκος (Exod 7:11; 22:17; Mal 3:5; Dan
2:2). Deuteronomy 18:10 and Daniel 2:2 challenge Origen’s word choice, where there seems
to be development or further distinction of types: oracles (μαντεύομαι), those who practice
‘enchanters’ (ἐπαοιδός), ‘magicians’ (μάγος), ‘sorcerers’ (φάρμοκος), and ‘Chaldeans’
(Χαλδαῖος). Origen made an exegetical decision to depart from the LXX use of φάρμοκος to
μάγος. Remarkably, Origen chastises Celsus for conflating Chaldeans μάγοι with Persian
μάγοι (Cels. 1.58, see below). However, Origen creates an unresolved problem for himself:
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if magi are Chaldean, then on Origen’s reading Daniel 2:2 becomes quite odd—‘the
enchanters, the magi [Chaldeans?], the sorcerers, and the magi [Chaldeans?]’.
Origen clearly identifies magi not as Chaldean, but Persian. Magi are among the
Persians, just as Brahmins in India or the learned [in ‘magical’ arts] of Egypt, who use
powerful names to do so-called ‘magic’ (Cels. 1.24). Origen corrects Celsus’s conflation of
‘Chaldeans’ with ‘magi’ (1.60). Part of why Celsus finds Jesus and his followers so
unbelievable is that Celsus gets details about origins wrong (such as the magi’s origins).
Origen acknowledges a worldly wisdom belonging to the princes of this world—the secret
philosophies of Egypt, the astrology of the Chaldeans and Indians (Princip. 3.3.2). The
Greeks describe ‘diviners’ (divinos) called ‘magi or malevolent’ (magi vel malmalefici), who
master demons to do their work by invoking demons over little boys, (Princip. 3.3.3),
working and teaching doctrines opposite to Christ (Princip. 3.3.4). A similar kind of
theological ‘geo-tagging’ occurs in Origen’s homilies: Moab is the Christian’s spiritual
opponent, Edom is the fleshly opponent, and Israel is the Christian’s soul (Hom. Num. 18.4).
Assyria certainly is an evil power (malignis scilicet virtutibus), a race of demons (daemonum
scilicet gentum, see Num. Hom. 19.3-4). For Origen, there is theological and spiritual
meaning to ethnic identities at the allegorical and spiritual sense of the text.593
Each locality— Persia, Egypt, India, etc.— has daemons they invoke for their ‘magic’
arts, which is a coherent (albeit secretive) system (Cels.1.24). Yet all nations worship the
same gods, albeit by different names but with similar results: powers to do miracles and
reasons for faith and worship (Cels. 1.24). The King of Persia’s magi are akin to Indian
philosophers and Egyptian wise men (Philoc. 17.1).594 Indeed, it seems that even within the
Chaldean or Zoroastrian, as well as other ‘brands’ of mageía, there were within them schools
of thought that Greek authors likely did not know, no less the mixing of ideologies and
schools. For example, Egyptians claim that the names Isaac and Jacob are such powerful
names that they have some kind of ‘magical’ effect (Cels. 1.22; similarly, 4.33.34; 5.45). It is
telling how widespread this syncretizing effect that Celsus both knows this Egyptian practice
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and the Hebrew sources and value of the names invoked.595 Greek authors likely knew more
of the Hellenized brand or schools of eastern mageía as these magi migrated and assimilated
into the Hellenistic world.596 Magi and sorcerers (μάγων καὶ φαρμακῶν) aid Numenius the
Pythagorean’s bid to appear to be a god, using profane mysteries and tricks and incantations
to summon demons to do their bidding (Cels. 5.38.32-38). Such gods are inferior and no
comparison to the living God. Serapis was shown to the Alexandrians as a visible god by
some trickery by Ptolemy (Cels. 5.38). Similarly, daemons localize to a particular place,
being summoned there, Origen reasons, because they were brought there by ‘magical’ spells
(Cels. 3.34). The daemon’s name is always applied to evil powers, leading men astray and
distracting them, dragging them down from God to earthly things (Cels. 5.5). Celsus
condones such practices to such gods of various localities, rather than worshipping the true
God (Cels. 5.39). Interestingly, where these gods and ‘magical’ powers are concerned, it is
noteworthy that the conversation inevitably shifts to Egyptians, Persians, and Indians (παρ᾽
᾽Ινδοῖς).597 Celsus is unreasonable about the gods of the nations, concluding with the dubious
Sarapis in Alexandria (Cels.5.38). He is established as a god aided by impious rites and
‘magic’ spells that invoke daemons, all done by image-makers (ἀγαλματοποιῶν), ‘magicians’
and sorcerers (μάγων καὶ φαρμακῶν).
The magi, as a people and class, are the cause of the fall of many, yet their demise
signals that arrival of the Gospel for Gentiles (Cels. 6.80). Celsus again conflates Chaldeans
and Persians: the magi are of the divinely inspired nation of the Chaldeans and the originators
of ‘magic’, their namesake practice, that has befallen and led astray many nations, all to their
demise. Perhaps this conflation is because Celsus thought the Chaldeans were the most
inspired (ἐνθεώτατα) of the races, though from them came the deceitful art of astrology
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spread to all. Origen is being far more cautious and particular about magi’s ethnic identities
and critical of their practices than Celsus, who seems only to specify Chaldean and Egyptian.
For Origen, though Persians are an inspired (ἐνθεωτάτοις) race, they marry their mothers and
have sexual intercourse with their daughters; Indians tasted human flesh and Egyptians are
inspired for their edifices and temples, despite having animals inside them, are of high rank to
Celsus because they so persecuted the Jews (6.80).
‘Magic’ practitioners of any stripe are abhorrent creatures; they are ‘deceivers and
sorcerers’ who ‘court phantoms’ for which they are repeatedly reviled by Origen and Celsus
(Cels. 7.36; 7.40). Origen adds that sorcerers are ‘people who deceive the eyes of spectators’
(Cels. 3.33, Chadwick trans.). In the story of Cleomedes the Astypalaean, Origen thinks
sorcerers are involved to get Cleomedes out of the box that has trapped him by an oracle.
Persians are fools for not knowing the nature of gods and heroes, making images and praying
to them in this ignorance of theirs (7.62; see also 7.65). Clearly, any ‘magic’ morality is no
morality at all.
Celsus finds Moses troublesome as well, multiplying Celsus’s complaints against
Jesus. Jews were led to worship angels by trickery and sorcery (μαγγανείαις καὶ γοητείαις,
Cels. 5.9). Celsus and those like him do not deny Moses’s miracles, but the source of
Moses’s power: Moses performed miracles by sorcery (5.41, 42), deceiving and leading
people into sorcery he learned from the Egyptians (like Jesus did, Cels. 3.46; 5.51). Popular
opinion that Jews were expert ‘magicians’ dates at least to Philo.598 Origen counters that
Moses was pious, ‘dedicated to the God of the universe; and partaking of a divine spirit, he
gave laws to the Hebrews as God prompted him, and recorded events as they actually
happened’ (Cels. 3.5). Moses and γοηται (‘sorcerers’) are polar opposites. Conversely,
Dositheus, Simon Magus (Acts 8) and Elymus (Acts 13) were frauds operating by demonic
powers, not the Word of God (Cels. 6.11; Ad. Deut. (Bibliotheca Gallandiana), PG17, 2930). Citing Paul (1 Cor 14:20), readers are exhorted to be infantile in their knowledge of evil.
God’s word— spoken (ρήματα) and written/incarnate (λόγος) is like a sword which kills
those in opposition to it. Origen makes a distinction here only because the text seems to be
using overlap and distinction of their semantic domains in this way. Similarly, readers are
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warned the anti-Christ does not perform miracles by divine power, but by ‘magical’ powers
(μαγικῇ ἐνεργείᾳ) to trick and deceive and lead astray those dwelling on earth (38.288r).599
With increasing hostility Celsus discourages Christians from believing in the one God
of the universe through Jesus Christ and instead turn to ‘magical practices’ and daemons
(Cels. 8.59). Celsus’s invitation is sarcastic concern for Christians (cf, Cels. 7.36; 7.40), who
thinks many who slip into Christianity also slip into evil ‘magic’ practices easily, using the
power of names for all kinds of ‘magic’ (8.60-62). Though Celsus is amazed that uneducated
Christians drive out daemons by simple prayers (Cels 7.4), Origen grows quite indignant that
Celsus thinks ‘magic’ and sorcery are better help to Christians than faith in God (Cels. 8.59).
Celsus claims to make this invitation to Christians out of concern for his readers: Celsus
thinks many who slip into Christianity also slip into ‘magic’ practices easily (8.60). Celsus’s
claim has some merit: the PGM reveals several uses of the divine name (YHWH) and Jesus,
as well as other gods’ names, to invoke their power for an amulet or spell (PGM IV.1230-49;
IV.3019-41; CXXVIII.1-11; likely XIII.997-1002).600
Origen corrects Celsus’s view of Christian worship. Christians worship in such so as
to honor gods commands against idolatry—not worship at temples, altars, nor images (Exod
20:1-17)— and has everything to do with obeying God’s commands, not fear of or belief in
the effective power of the daemons or ‘magic’ spells or any other reasons Celsus imagines
(Cels. 7.64). The Christian God gives knowledge to anyone capable so they too can escape
the plague and corruption of sin (Cels. 8.60-61).601 Rather, Christian should rely on ‘healing
means’ (τὴν θεραπείαν τῶν σωμάτων) and praying to God, not ‘magic’ (8.60.13-30). Quite
simply, Christians do not worship daemons because God’s Word says not to (Cels. 8.2).
Origen writes at length about these ‘magic’ practices (μαθημάτων) by sorcerers (οἱ
γόητες) to show how wrong Celsus is that their teachings are the same as Christian teachings
(6.32). Whoever it was that composed these formulas muddled the art of ‘magic’ and divine
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scripture to concoct ‘magical’ formulas— all of those muddled sayings are foreign to
Christian worship (6.33). Apollonius of Tyana was a philosopher and ‘magician’, but such
characters Origen specifically asserts are not Christians, but philosophers (ἐν οἷς ὁ μὴ
Χριστιανὸς ἀλλὰ φιλόσοφος ἔφησεν, Cels. 6.41.13-14). While some philosophers were won
over by Apollonius into ‘magical’ practices, Christians are not carried away into ‘magical’
practices. All things are conformed to Jesus and under the protection of an attentive
Heavenly Father and his attending angels (Cels. 6.41.15-29; e.g., Matt 18:10). For Origen,
‘magic’ practices are a complete diversion from the normal and superior doctrines and
practices of Christian faith— the two are entirely incompatible.
Ultimately, Celsus often makes fantastical claims (of varying degrees) that cannot be
addressed, such as claims that non-Christian religions think ‘magic’ arts are the highest form
of wisdom (μαγικήν τινα γοητείαν, καὶ τοῦτ’ ἔστιν αὐτοῖς τὸ τῆς σοφίας κεφάλαιον, 6.38.2728). Celsus’s ignorance about Christians indicates no experience with Christians (Cels.
6.40.1-10; see also, 2.51; 4:33; 6.32; etc.). Celsus makes muddled remarks about ‘magical
sorcery’ (μαγικῆς γοητείας, 6.39.28) that are strawmen: no ‘magicians’ practice their art
(τοὺς μαγγανεύοντας) under the pretense of religion with all the cultic trappings and moral
standards. For Origen Christians and Christianity cannot possibly be affiliated with ‘magical’
practices as Celsus claims on cultic and moral grounds. ‘Magic’ practitioners have no
religious cult practice nor any morality to speak of— Celsus’s ridiculous accusations need
not be addressed.
Origen’s homilies on Numbers 21-23 reveal parts of his understanding of ‘magic’ and
its practitioners (Hom. Num. 12). Because the faithful received the waters of baptism, they
now reject the kinds of ‘magic’ and astrology such as Pharaoh’s magi performed. It is also
an inferior form of power to what they now have in Christ. Origen is at pains to explain
Numbers 21:24-35 and 22:1-14 due to what he considers historical difficulties of the Balaam
story (Hom. Num. 12.3.1). It is nonsensical for King Balak to seek Balaam’s help— Balak
has an army at his disposal (12.3.1; 13.4.3). The talking donkey is also problematic,
challenging Origen to find the deeper meaning within this story (Hom. Num. 13.4.1). Origen
says listeners need to strive to explain these things ‘by reasonable interpretations worthy of
the divine law’ (13.4.2, Scheck and Hall trans.), meaning find spiritual meaning.
Balaam, famed practitioner of ‘magical arts’ (arte magica, 13.4.6; see also 13.4.4),
was chosen to defeat the enemy rather than the king’s own army to defeat an enemy, is
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Origen’s link to Matthew’s magi.602 However, Origen is quick to point out that, like the
enchanters and magi that opposed Moses in Egypt, not all ‘magic’ and ‘magic’ practitioners
are equal: the Egyptians could only mimic Moses’s ‘magic’, they could not overpower or
reverse what Moses did (13.4.4-5). The hostile powers could only cause something bad to
happen, only God can restore (13.4.5). Balaam did not ‘have the power or craft of words for
the purpose of blessing, but he had it for cursing; for demons are invited to curse, not to
bless’ (13.4.6). The only reason Balak calls on Balaam, Origen reasons, is Balaam’s prior
success at cursing a foreign army so Balak does not have to fight them (though no evidence is
given of such cursing by Origen or Numbers).
Origen thinks Balak knows that Israel defeats people by prayer, not arms. Origen
sees Moses’s prayers prevail over Amalek (Exod 14:14; 17:11), something Balak heard about
(citing from Exod 15:14-15). Balak reasons he must somehow overcome the power of their
prayers to God (Hom. Num. 13.5.1), so Balaam is brought in to bring down words to go
against the words of Israel’s prayers. That ‘magical arts’ (arte magica) have words that can
be used as weapons against others (cf, 13.5.1) should be no surprise, says Origen, because
Scripture admits of it and bans it. Origen reasons that magic is forbidden because ‘ministers
of magic’ are renegade angels and evil spirits and unclean demons, for none of the holy
spirits obey a ‘magician’.
There are ‘magicians’ who invoke Beelzebub, but the problem is that not only are
there weaker and stronger ‘magicians’ and ‘magical’ powers, ‘magicians’ do not know how
to do good (13.5.3-13.6.1). Hence, it is no trouble for Balaam to curse God’s people, nor for
Balak to ask. Origen finds Balak’s praise of Balaam disingenuous, more a ploy to get
Balaam to curse Israel than resounding confidence in Balaam. Origen reasons Balak is
hoping Balaam could at least cripple the Israelite armies so he can defeat them soundly after
Balaam’s curse. When God intervenes to stop Balaam, it is striking to Origen that God goes
to Balaam, rather than simply thwarting Balaam’s curse or defeating Balak’s army (13.7.1-2;
see also, 15.1.2-3). God speaks to Balaam because God does not want to ‘condemn the race
of demons before their time’ and because the devil’s works are the needed battle training for
this time. God briefly indulges Balaam’s desire for money, but ultimately makes Balaam do
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as God intended (Hom. Num. 13.7.3; see also 15.2.2; 16.1.2; 7.12; 17.1.3). However, God’s
‘magic’ has no equal for God is able to put his own words in Balaam’s mouth, preventing
Balaam from cursing by the power of demons (13.7.3).
Origen’s Hom. Num. 16 on Balaam’s second oracle concludes by describing how the
powers of augury, divination, and the evils surrounding them are destroyed. The point is
simple: the power of God in Jesus is stronger and defeats it (Hom. Num. 16.7.9-13). Yet,
Celsus accuses Jesus and Christians of using ‘magic’ and incantations to drive out daemons
(Cels. 1.6), and of Jesus being a sorcerer (Cels. 1.71; 2.7; 2.9; 2.32; 2.51; etc.). In addition to
being a blatant misrepresentation, such a claim disregards the power of Jesus’ name by which
Christians drive out daemons— even bad men are known to have used Jesus’s name and
exorcised daemons. Christians do not use spells, despite whether or not that can be proved to
Celsus’s satisfaction, but only the name of Jesus with other words from divine scripture.603
Here we find not only the superiority of power, but also affirmation that Christians performed
miracles and that Jesus’s name and scriptures were the vehicle for whatever exactly
Christians did in the exorcism.
Origen affirms Numbers 23:23’s prohibition of augury and divination in Israel, then
chides Israel for using the Ark as a talisman against the Philistines and their due reward for
such profane use of the presence of God (Hom. Num. 16.7.1). Augury and following
ventriloquists (uetriloquos, LXX: ἐγγαστρίμυθος, Lev 19.31; 30:6, 7; Deut 18:11) and
enchanters (incantatores, LXX: ἐπαοιδός) are evil arts that led the kings of Israel into great
evils; Origen sees this equated to Paul’s spiritual armies and battles in the heavens (Hom.
Num 16.7.5; Eph 6:12). Such practices were of the devil, for which no one should be
involved, reaffirming the Torah prohibitions (Hom. Num. 16.7.7). Christians should neither
listen nor speak to demons, which also means augury and divination— these are from
demons (Hom. Num. 16.7.10; see Lev 19:26, 31; Deut 18:10-12; 1 Sam 15:23; 2 Kgs 17:17).
However, Origen does find evidence for Christians to appropriate such prohibitions via Paul
exorcising the spirit of Python (Acts 16). Paul grieves that he is accused of removing the
spirit from the woman by the power of Python when he did so by the power of God (Hom.
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Num. 16.7.11).604 Augury and divination are evils to avoid because it distracts from seeing
the power of God and in turn, being faithful to him.605 Further, Origen says Moses marked
certain animals unclean because they were used in augury and divination, keeping the ancient
Israelites further from these evil practices (Hom. Num. 16.7.13; see Lev 7:21; 11:9-29).
Similarly, Origen reflects on Moses’s command, followed by Jews and Christians, to neither
seek after nor be defiled by ‘magicians’ (γοητεία, Cels. 1.26, citing Lev 19:31, 1.26.7).
Origen has little positive to say about ‘magic’ and its practitioners. Magi, ‘magic’
and ‘magic’ practitioners are evil, demonic, though possessing the best of Christ-less
wisdom, and are Persian heirs of Balaam. In this light, readers today can better see how
unexpected and profound was the arrival of Matthew’s magi.

Matthew’s Magi in Origen‘s Writings
This section examines Origen’s use of Matthew’s magi. It is noteworthy that
Matthew’s magi are mentioned primarily in Origen’s later works, Contra Celsum,
Commentarii in Mattheum, and Origen’s homilies. Remaining fragmentary evidence
generally takes a supporting role to the more complete texts.606
Against Celsus
Origen observes that although Celsus makes numerous quotations from Matthew’s
Gospel, including the appearing of the star at Christ’s birth, Celsus deliberately excluded
Isaiah’s prophecy which Matthew used (i.e., Isa 7:14; see Cels. 1.34.15-20). Further, Origen
reasons that ἡ ἀαμλά (Heb., ָהַﬠְלָ֗מה, ‘virgin, young woman’) rendered ἡ παρθένον (LXX) is
nonsensical (1.34.20-36). But Origen makes a little sleight of hand: a ‘young
woman/maiden’ (νεάνιδα) giving birth is too common to be a sign (σημεῖον). A virgin
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(παρθένον) giving birth to a son, though, is significant indeed (Cels. 1.34-35). Origen’s
careful philology and exegesis navigates him directly to something unnatural, supernatural,
occurring with both the sign and its fulfillment. And in this case, the virgin does not birth
just any son, but Immanuel, ‘God with us’ (1.35.15-25). The virgin giving birth, the name,
and these fulfillments of the prophets are confirmatory signs. For Origen, these signs are
irrefutable indicators proving the Christian claim that Jesus is the Divine Messiah, signs
Celsus rejects captiously (κακουργῶν, Cels.1.34.15-16).607
Origen then makes a curious interpretive statement: ‘But I say these [same arguments
to Celsus] as I say to the Jew who also agrees with prophecy’ (ταῦτα δὲ λέγω ὡς πρὸς τὸν
Ἰουδαῖον συγκατατιθέμενον τῇ προφητείᾳ, 1.35.25-26). Origen refers to an undocumented
story by Celsus about Jesus having a discussion with a Jew (1.28; 1.37; see also, 1.49,
1.55.31-33; 1.56.1-2; 1.60, etc). Origen chides Celsus for not maintaining the Jew’s
character consistently (1.28.1-6).608 That Origen has a set of arguments for Jewish
interlocutors distinct from non-Jewish is not entirely surprising, but that Origen is compelled
to use a so-called ‘Jewish argument’ to do so in the context of Matthean use of Isaiah with an
explicitly non-Jewish interlocutor is, shaping Origen’s argument here. Throughout Book 1
Jewish and Christian interpretation of Jewish Scriptures are considered, both traditions and
texts Celsus finds brutish and inferior (see 1.27; 1.29; etc.). To talk about prophecy is
invariably to talk about the Hebrew Scriptures, on which Matthew is particularly dependent;
the discussion exposes Celsus’s ignorance towards Judaism and Christianity.609 It also gives
readers a window into Origen’s understanding and exegesis of Matthean fulfillment: they are
confirmatory signs, as are miracles and personal change.
Correct interpretation is fundamental to Origen’s discussion: Celsus simply does not
understand correctly what the prophets say. There are some arguments better for a Jew than a
Samaritan or otherwise (Cels. 1.49). Sometimes the prophets speak of Christ ‘by means of
enigmatic sayings or by allegory or by some trope expressed within the text’ (οἱ μὲν δι’
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αἰνιγμάτων οἱ δὲ δι’ ἀλληγορίας ἢ ἄλλῳ τρόπῳ τινὲς δὲ καὶ αὐτολεξεί, 1.50.13-14). The
question is what the prophetic correct referents are and who gets to decide. For Origen, the
Evangelists chose these prophecies (Isaiah, Micah, Ezekiel, Hosea, et al.) and how one must
interpret them, lest intelligent believers be turned away from the faith (1.50.19-22). Already
having cited previously from John, Matthew, and Luke, Origen returns to the matter of
Jesus’s birthplace in Matthew’s Gospel (Cels. 1.51).
Matthew’s Gospel tells us where Jesus was born: in Bethlehem, so Micah 5:2 (Cels.
1.51), which even the religious leaders knew. Origen clarifies further: Jesus was born in a
manger in a cave. Origen appropriates the early tradition of Jesus’s birth in a cave from the
Protevangelium Jacobi (18.2; 19.1; 20.2ff), pressured by harmonizing with Luke 2:7
because Mary went into labor before reaching Bethlehem (see Cels. 1.60; ProtJac. 17.3).
Already in Origen’s day pilgrims visited this cave to worship and be amazed at where Jesus
was born (ὁ ὑπὸ Χριστιανῶν προσκυνούμενος καὶ θαυμαζόμενος γεγέννηται Ἰησοῦς, Cels.
1.51.20-21). Jesus’s birthplace is also confirmed by Jesus’s detractors, no less, in John 7:42.
The religious leaders who knew Jesus’s birthplace and meaning, though, did not tell the
people because they wanted to overthrow Jesus, just as they lied about Jesus’s body being
stolen from the tomb (Cels. 1.51.21-30; see Matt 28:13-14). Origen takes the gospel account
as reliable history (ἰστορία), as well as early church tradition. Further, it is Jewish
contentiousness and prejudice (φιλονεικία καὶ πρόληψις, Cels. 1.52.1) that kept them from
seeing the clear prophecies about Jesus’s life and work, such as his birth in Bethlehem or
miracles he performed (Cels. 1.52).
Origen works his way to Matthew’s magi who do far more with decidedly less. He
looks to Isaiah 42:4 and 49:8, 9 (LXX) and Genesis 49:10 to find a Messianic hope for the
Gentiles (Cels. 1.53). However, Celsus is one Gentile who does not see these connections,
nor the significant prophecy fulfilling sufferings of Jesus (Cels. 1.54; see Isa 52:13-15; 53:18). On one occasion, Origen discussed these prophecies with a Jewish opponent, who
claimed these do not refer to one person, but the nation of Israel as one person (Cels. 1.55).
Origen finds the sacrificial language of one dying for many disagreeable to this Jewish
interpretation (Cels. 1.55.22-33). Celsus objects that anyone born by divine decree could be
called a ‘son of God’ (Cels. 1.57). However, there were others claiming to be Messiah before
Jesus, while Dositheus the Samaritan and Simon the Samaritan magus (Σίμων ὁ Σαμαρεὺς
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μάγος) after Jesus, claiming to be the ‘Son of God’ and have ‘the power of God’ when in
reality they were ‘strangers to the promise’ that Jesus was not (1.57).
Origen now turns to Matthew’s magi, who fulfill Balaam’s prophecies. First, Celsus
has magi confused with Chaldeans, who have differing beliefs— such an error falsifies the
Gospel narrative (Cels. 1.58). What initiates their coming to Jesus was the star they saw in
the east (ἀστέρα ἐν τῇ ἀνατολῇ; cf, Matt 2:1), a new star, perhaps like a comet on the
occasion of a newborn king, something even familiar to Greeks (Cels. 1.59; see also, 1.58;
Herodotus, Hist. 1.107; Cassius, Hist. 63.1-7; Suetonius, Nero, 13).610 This star arriving at
Jesus’s birth was prophesied by Balaam and recorded by Moses— Origen draws in Moses as
author of Balaam’s prophecy by virtue of the account being in Torah (Cels. 1.59; Num.
14:17; see also, Hom. Num. 13-16). What Origen has to say at this point answers both
Greeks and Jews (Cels. 1.59.22; cf, different arguments for Jewish people, Cels. 1.35.25-26).
It is reasonable to conclude a star(s) appears when something important happens, no less the
birth of a ruler (Cels. 1.58). So to the birth of Jesus: a new star arrived for someone new
coming onto the scene, as prophesied by Balaam as recorded by Moses (1.59). Magi
followed a new star to visit him (1.59).
Interestingly, Origen thinks they have received from Balaam the prophecies as given
by Moses (Cels. 1.60; e.g., Num 24:17; see also, Hom. Num. 13.7), though not necessarily via
Moses’s accounting of Balaam. A fascinating concession, Origen suggests some kind of
tradition of Balaam that has been passed down independently of Moses, but not necessarily
contradicting Moses, either. Origen cites the first part of Numbers 24:17, Δείξω αὐτῷ, καὶ
οὐχὶ νῦν· μακαρίζω, καὶ οὐκ ἐγγιεῖ (‘I see him, but not now; I behold him, but not nearby’).
While not explicitly clear what exactly the magi had, clearly Origen thought the magi learned
of Balaam from outside any reception of Numbers 24.
Origen points out that magi means different things for Greeks and Jews (Cels. 1.60),
transitioning from how he addressed ‘Celsus’s Jew’ (ὁ παρὰ τῷ κέλσῳ Ἰουδαίος, Cels. 1.58;
cf, 2.28). The magi are ‘on familiar terms’ with evil spirits, invoking and using them to
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perform their supernatural acts. Yet, should a greater manifestation of supernatural power
arrive, the magi’s power source would be overthrown, unable to resist the power of divine
light (θειότητος φωτί, Cels. 1.60.7). Upon experiencing such a kind of ‘power outage’,
Matthew’s magi learn from Balaam’s prophecies that a star would appear indicating the birth
of the Messiah. The arrival of celebratory angels (Luke 2:13-14), they later discovered,
caused the power outage. Matthew’s magi then decide to go and see this prophesied, astrally
and angelically inaugurated child, the infant Jesus, with reverent gifts in hand (Cels. 1.60.741). Interestingly, the demon-using magi are reliant on angels to know when to leave, and
distantly involved in the magi’s departure (1.60.7-20).
What Matthew’s magi know and how they know it takes a peculiar turn. After the
angels celebrate Christ’s birth (Luke 2:13-14), Matthew’s magi are about their craft when the
usual results of their ‘spells and magical tricks’ (ἐπῳδῶν καὶ μαγγανειῶν, Cels. 1.60.18) fail
to produce the desired results (1.60.15-20). Origen does not shy away from the reality or
efficacy of such activities, but they are clearly not Christian activities, indicated by the
angelic powers stifling their own. The magi want to know, not necessarily who has been
born, but why this power outage happened and how. Upon seeing this ‘sign from the gods in
the heavens’ (θεοσημίαν ἐν οὐρανῷ) which cause their power outage, they determine to go
and find the man who has come to life (ἐπιδεδημηκέναι τῷ βίῳ) for whom a star in the sky
appeared (1.60.24-26).611 Because of their power outage, they presume this man to be more
powerful than the demons and powers they rely on, and determine to pay homage
(προσκυνῆσαι) to this man (Cels. 1.60.28; so too Matt 2:2, προσκυνῆσαι). He is king of
some kind of unknown kingdom, but for such uncertainties they are certain the power with
him is greater than theirs, greater than all the demons that aid their work (Cels. 1.60.25-26).
Yet their gifts indicate they thought that this king was somehow both divine and human
(1.60.28-35).
As Origen narrates it, the magi in many respects echo Matthew’s situation in
Jerusalem (Matt 2:1-3). They are about their business when their power is suddenly gone.
However, unlike Jerusalem, Origen implies the magi search out how this anomaly occurs,
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only to find fulfillment not of Micah 5:2 or anything in Isaiah 7-8, but Balaam. Whether via
Moses or some otherwise unknown writing or record of Balaam, the magi determine that
something worth seeing and paying homage to has happened by triangulating Balaam’s star
prophecy, their power outage, and the arrival of a new star. Matthew’s magi must go and see
who it is that has such power because, in a sense, their own future is riding on whether or not
this power overtakes them.
Matthew’s magi bear gifts which hold symbolic meaning (σύμβολα), similar to
Irenaeus before him: Origen identifies the gold with kingship, myrrh with death, and
frankincense with deification (Cels. 1.60.31-38; see Irenaeus, Haer. 3.9.2, 3.16). Because of
who Jesus was—God and mortal man— and because they came worshipping with gifts, they
are blessed with an oneiric warning by an angel to avoid Herod on their return (Cels. 1.60.3841). A latent contrast exists between Herod and the magi— though the magi entertain
demons to perform their craft, they heed the signs and worship Jesus. Conversely, wicked
Herod, agitated by contending passions, was instigated by the devil himself to murder (Cels.
1.61). Jesus himself later answers the issue of kingship before Pilate, ‘If my kingdom were
of this world. . .’ (Cels. 1.61; an allusion to John 18:36; similarly, Matt 27:11).
It is striking that Matthew’s magi take such dramatic action despite having less
information about a Jewish king’s or a Messiah’s birth. Origen argues again the necessity to
recognize the prophetic fulfilment of Jesus’s coming (Cels. 3.1). Celsus mistakenly argues
that Jews and Christians basically believe the same thing— that a Savior will come to save us
from our sins. Yet, the point of disagreement is the identity of said savior: Jews say he has
not yet come, Christians say it was Jesus. Fulfillment is the proof-positive, beginning with
Jesus’s virginal birth and the surrounding events, as well as Jesus’s miracles (Cels. 3.2).
Origen argues the Jews should believe in Jesus because they have more oracles than all other
countries—one can hear Origen echoing himself (Cels. 3.2.10-34; see Cels. 1.52; see also,
Princip. 4.1.5). Indeed, the nations are ‘overcome and vanquished’ by the grace of Jesus’s
teachings; Immanuel’s birth is foretold in Micah, his time of arrival in Daniel (Princip.
4.1.5). Before the revelation of divine scriptures, discerning these things was most difficult,
especially for Gentiles (Princip. 4.1.6), which makes the magi’s feat all the more condemning
to the unbeliever (especially the Jew) and commendable (to the believer and those who might
choose to believe). Origen’s point is straightforward: a Gentile magus’s (Balaam, magus par
excellence) prophecy was fulfilled by Gentile magi.
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Homilies on Numbers
In his homilies on Balaam Origen finds new value for Matthew’s magi. Origen
reasons if Balaam was so famous for his ‘magical’ arts that he found his way into Moses’s
books, it stands to reason that ‘magicians’ in the East would know about this Balaam, too.
Balaam’s great reputation led to a race and institution of ‘magicians’ that flourished in parts
of the East as disciples of Balaam’s art (Hom. Num. 13.7.4).
Matthew’s magi come from the line of Balaam’s race and school of ‘magic’ (see also,
Hom. Num. 15.4.1-4.2). Balaam’s writings were passed down to them, including Balaam’s
prophecy of a star in the east, such that Jesus’s star was easily recognizable to Matthew’s
magi when the time came. What is interesting, though, is that for Origen Matthew’s magi are
not fulfilling any of Matthew’s fulfillment quotes or allusions— Isaiah 7:14; 8:4 nor Micah
5:2 or Hosea 11:1. On the contrary, for Origen Matthew’s magi fulfill Balaam and Moses
(Hom. Num. 15.4.25-27; see also, 18.3.1). However, Origen may nonetheless land on a
Matthean note, for the homily ends with a figural reading of Balaam’s donkey as Israel,
linked to the donkey Jesus rides into Jerusalem (Matt 21:1-11). This beast of burden, the
donkey, is bound to its colt, which are the Gentiles who believe in Christ Jesus (Hom. Num.
13.8.2). Matthew’s magi acknowledging Jesus’s kingship in the birth narrative is bookended
not by a Great Commission to the nations (Matt 28:18-20), but Jesus’s triumphal entry via a
beast of burden donkey (a people who usher in and ultimately reject his kingship) and its colt
(a people who receive Jesus Christ as Lord).
Reconciling who Balaam is (an evil magus) with what he eventually does (bless Israel
and prophesy Christ) is a difficult conundrum (Hom. Num. 15.1). Though his past is so
blameworthy, even Micah praises Balaam for standing up to King Balak (Mic 6:3-5).
However, when the word of God is put in Balaam’s mouth, he is praiseworthy, prophesying
about Christ to Jews and Gentiles the mysteries of Christ’s advent. Origen’s point is Balaam
is so decidedly wicked, an enemy of God and his people, yet God does something
unprecedented: ‘the spirit of God’ came on Balaam. A point easily overlooked, says Origen,
it is significant because there is no occasion where ‘the Spirit of God’ came on one of the
prophets (cf, Isa 1:1; 13:1; Obad 1:1; Nah 1:1; Hab 1:1; Zech 9:1; Mal 1:1), not even King
David or King Saul. In ‘magical’ parlance, God is taking over the magus Balaam and
speaking through and despite Balaam himself (hence, ‘the Spirit of God came upon him’,
17.2.1, 17.3.1).
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Being ‘from the east’ is laden with meaning for Origen. Mountains are in the east,
holy mountains, which are for Origen figural representations of Jerusalem (Hom. Num.
15.1.5). However, according to any map modern or ancient, Jerusalem is to the west of
Babylon, though for Origen himself, these are both east. Persia is in the east, so a star east of
Jerusalem would not necessarily place it east of Persia. Similarly, ‘a star in the east’ would
not necessarily be in the east for Persian magi travelling west; the ‘star of Jacob’ over Israel
would also be west for easterly magi, not ‘from the east’.612 For both Origen’s audience and
Matthew’s, so long as it is east of Jerusalem, it is ‘east enough’. Yet the ‘east’ designation is
not necessarily a geographical or astrological descriptor, per se, as ‘east’ is ripe with
theological meaning (Hom. Num. 15.1.6). ‘East’ refers to the condition of these mountains.
East is where light rises from, a light that is in opposition to ‘the light of the world’ (John
8:12) and the one who transforms into an angel of light (e.g., the Devil; see Isa 14:12-20,
where kingship is also in play). Conversely, ‘Jeremiah’ [actually, Zechariah] speaks of a
‘man named East’ (Zech 6:12, LXX: Ἰδοὺ ἀνήρ, Ἀνατολὴ ὄνομα αὐτῷ). However, the
character in Zechariah is one who will rebuild the temple of the LORD, provided the people
‘diligently obey’ (Zech 6:15, NRSV; Hom. Num. 15.1.4-6). Whoever the character is, ‘East’
is either an enemy of God and his people or is the source of illumination, Balaam included.
The East is opposing light to God’s light, Jesus. For Origen, both Matthew’s magi and
Balaam’s journey begins with mountains in the east (Hom. Num. 16.1.2; see 15.1.6): Balaam
did not know a ‘city on a mountain cannot be hidden’ [Matt 5:14-15], he cannot hide from
Israel’s grace.
In a play on words, Balaam is not only ‘great’ (magis) for what he does, despite being
a magus, he also fathers something great. Balaam speaks words of blessing, but actually they
were God’s words, not his own. Balaam died by means of the righteous rather than among
the righteous (Hom. Num. 15.4.1). Just as there is a spiritual Israel and a biological Israel, so
there is a spiritual and biological ‘seed of Balaam’ (15.4.2). Matthew’s magi (Matt 2:1-12),
by seed and tradition, are understood by Origen to be descendants of Balaam (Hom. Num.
15.4.2), a kind of fulfillment of Balaam’s hope that his seed would become ‘as the seed of the
just’ (semen eorum efficietur sicut semen iustorum, 15.4.2, see also 15.1). Significantly,
Numbers 23:10 (LXX), upon which Origen depends for this line of reasoning, includes a
final line absent in the Hebrew text: ‘may my soul die among the righteous souls, and may
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my seed also be as their seed’ (ἀποθάνοι ἡ ψυχή μου ἐν ψυχαῖς δικαίων, καὶ γένοιτο τὸ
σπέρμα μου ὡς τὸ σπέρμα τούτων). These ‘just seed’ are those who have been justified in
Christ by ‘believing from the Gentiles’. Regardless, it is clear that what they recognized was
the star that Balaam had predicted would ‘rise in Israel’ (Hom. Num. 15.4.2; Num 24:17).
Matthew’s magi come to worship the king who was born in Israel (Matt 2:2)— on Origen’s
terms, they came to worship the King of an earthly kingdom on the testimony of Balaam’s
prophesied star. But it is not these magi themselves, but their seed that will be among those
who are justified by faith in Christ which works through love (cf, Gal 5:6).
Origen is astonished that the text says ‘Balaam has spoken. . .’ rather than ‘thus says
the Lord. . .’ and received knowledge of the ‘Lord Most High’, something not even Paul
received (Hom. Num. 18.3.1). Origen draws attention to just how much Balaam is given by
God and how singularly unique this event is. ‘Wisdom given by the Lord’ is either ‘every
skill considered necessary for human craft’ or ‘the knowledge of any matter’ (18.3.2) and
craftsmen’s wisdom was given from the Lord (18.3.3). Wisdom of all knowledge is traced
back to God (18.3.5). Origen then considers the case of Daniel: Nebuchadnezzar wanted
Daniel and friends to be wise in their Babylonian wisdom. Yet, according to the Hebrew
codices of Daniel, God gave Daniel and friends ten times the superiority [of wisdom] over
the ‘enchanters and magicians’ (omnes incantatores et magos) in the entire kingdom (18.3.6).
Due to Balaam’s faults, which are many for a great magus as himself, we take Balaam’s word
not because it is Balaam’s word, but God’s word through—or despite— Balaam (Hom. Num.
16.7.12).
Such wisdom precipitates Balaam’s predictive council about the eastern star, which
was the star Matthew’s magi follow (Hom. Num. 18.4.2). The star leads the magi, who bring
gifts to Jesus, Origen paraphrasing in a sentence Matthew 2:1-12. What troubles Origen,
though, is what happens to the star afterwards. Perhaps, Origen conjectures, the star stays
upon Christ just as the Spirit does at Jesus’s baptism (18.4.2). As such, Origen is convinced
this star was a symbol of his deity, meaning that Balaam prophesied Jesus’s birth, humanity
and divinity: ‘a star will arise from Jacob’ points to Jesus’s deity, ‘and a man will rise from
Israel’ demonstrates Jesus’s humanity (18.4.2). Origen is concerned with filling or
explaining the ‘blank space’ in the magi story and making it theologically fruitful.613
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Commentary on Matthew
This sets high expectations for more detailed considerations in Origen’s
Commentarium in Evangelium Matthaei, expectations left unmet because the current MSS of
Comm. Matt. begins at Book 10 (Matt 13:36). There are fragmentary excerpts of Comm.
Matt. on Matthew 1:1-13:33 and Matthew 28 which include Matthew’s magi, which will be
taken in turn as Matthew’s magi are explored elsewhere in Comm. Matt.614
In Book 12 Origen discusses the arrival of stars to inaugurate Jesus’s birth (Comm.
Matt. 12.19). The Latin recension makes it difficult to determine how much this is Origen or
his Latin redactor. Regardless, the arrival of the starry hosts and the angels together combine
Matthew 2:2 and Luke 2:14. Origen’s goal is to explain why one must preach Jesus as the
crucified one, yet the discussion includes reference to Matthew 2:2 and Luke 2:14 only in the
Latin— the Greek text here is absent. Jesus explains the necessity of his crucifixion (Matt
16:20-23), a dire end which the Latin recension juxtaposes to his more glorious beginnings
(Comm. Matt. 12.19; e.g., Matt 2:2).
Origen reuses Matthew’s magi to interpret the disciples’ keeping children away from
Jesus (Comm. Matt. 15.7; see Matt 19:13-15). Jesus was once a child and even the magi
come to see him bearing gifts. Further, when the angel spoke to Joseph the angel even called
a child as young as infant Jesus ‘our Savior’ (15.7.15, 369). Origen’s meaning is clear: the
disciples were wrong, as even a passing glance at Jesus’s [or anyone’s] life demonstrates the
importance of children, especially Jesus’s auspicious childhood. Jesus’s name is the name
above all names in all ages (15.7.3-17, 366). Origen’s logic implies that if magi and angels
descend on the scene concerning a child, surely these children can— and should — come to
Jesus. Magi, in this sense, help establish the historia (κατὰ τὴν ἱστορίαν, 15.7.24-25, 369) of
Jesus’ childhood as grounds for an allegorical reading (κατὰ τὴν ἀναγωγὴν, 15.7.24-25, 369)
of how disciples ought to have behaved towards these children for Origen. Just as no one
was prohibited from coming to newborn Jesus, so no child should be prohibited from coming
to Jesus, especially when the motive is so pious as laying hands on and blessing the children.
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Origen contrasts magi to Herod and those who plotted evil against Jesus, things
Origen’s readers would not think to do (Comm. Matt. 17.11.27-33). Indeed, the magi do the
same, choosing not to return on purpose so as not to plot evil against Jesus. . . Origen thinks
the magi read Herod’s deception clearly enough to know to avoid him without heavenly
assistance (Matt 2:11). Explaining the parable of the vine dressers (Matt 21:33-46; see also,
Mark 12:1-12), Origen finds interpretive help from the contrasting responses of Herod and
the magi, then later Caiaphas (Comm. Matt. 17.11.94-101). The point of contact is how one
responds to the heir: the vine growers respond with murder, just as Herod and Caiaphas
attempt to kill/crucify Jesus (Comm. Matt. 17.54-77). This is a decisively Matthean mode of
reading, for within Matthew 21, Jesus is essentially saying the same of his audience: the chief
priests and elders of the people (οἱ ἀρχιερεῖς καὶ οἱ πρεσβύτεροι τοῦ λαοῦ, Matt 21:23),
compared to Matthew 2 when Herod gathers all the priests and scribes of the people (πάντας
τοὺς ἀρχιερεῖς καὶ γραμματεῖς, Matt 2:3). The parallels between Matthew 2 and 21 are
remarkable. In both episodes, Jesus is acknowledged and celebrated as king of the Jews and
Son of David with gifts, or rejected as such and his murder plotted— Origen only produces a
brief comment to that effect.
The catenae and fragments give us a glimpse into Origen’s commentary on Matthew
2. Many attributed to Origen are also claimed for other Church Fathers, and others are
attested elsewhere in the Greek or Latin texts already known. Examining their authenticity in
detail is beyond the scope of this thesis. Drawing from Heine’s decisions, as well as Köhler,
Massaux, and Biblia Patristica, only those clearly identifiable as Origen’s are considered so
as to avoid uncertainty about Origen’s use of Matthew’s magi.615
Matthew Catena Fragment 24
Μάγοι Περσῶν σοφοί, ὧν εἶς ἧν Βαλαάμ. Καὶ τάχα <εἶχον> οὗτοι τὰ
προφητευθέντα τῷ βαλάκ, ὄτε ἀντὶ τοῦ ἀρᾶσθαι τὸν Ἰσραὴλ εὐλόγει λέγων·
»ἀνατελεῖ ἄστρον ἐξ Ἰακὼβ κιὰ ἀναβήσεται ἄνθροπος ἐξ Ἰσραήλ« καὶ τὰ ἐξῆς.
ταῦτα τοίνυν κατέχοντες καὶ προσδοκῶντες βασιλέα μέγαν γεγεννῆσθαι Ἰουδαίοις
καὶ κρείττονα ἐπιδεδημηκέναι δύναμιν τῷ μηκέτι ὀμοίως δαίμονας ὐπακούειν
αὐτοῖς ἢ τελετἀς τελεῖσθαι ἔγνωσαν καὶ τὰς ἐπῳδίας. ὡς κομῆται δὲ καὶ τ<οι>αῦτα
περὶ τὸν αἰθέρα καινόν τι τῷ βιῳ σημαίνουσιν, οὔτω πολὺ πλέον παράδοξος ἀστήρ
ἐφαίνετο μεγάλου βασιλέως Ἰησοῦ Χριστοῦ.
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Magi [were] Persian wise men, of whom Balaam was one. Presently, having been
presented himself to Balak, so that he would call down curses against Israel,
[instead] gave a blessing saying, ᾽A star will rise from Jacob and a man will rise
from Israel᾽ and so on. Throwing down such things as these and considering that a
greater king of the Jews was coming, he decided to surrender to a power not yet
named among the daemons he himself follows, nor did he know the coming end of
enchantments. As one who cares for himself, but also concerning the very things
indicating the appointed heavenly times for the life of a certain person, so appeared
again the paradoxical star of the greater King Jesus Christ.
Origen is clear: Balaam (anachronistically) is a Persian magus. As with the tradition
before Origen, the arrival of Jesus signals the end of all things ‘magical’ (ἐπῳδίας). Jesus
Christ is the coming King of the Jews, possessing cosmic impact signaled by the arrival of a
star Balaam predicted while blessing Israel (e.g., a star, ‘heavenly time’ (αἰθέρα καινόν)).
This is fragmentary and limited in what can be said cautiously, yet it easily corroborates the
sentiments in Hom. Num. that Matthew’s magi are following Balaam’s star, which as Cels.
suggests may have non-canonical attestation or traditions the magi accessed in addition to the
Torah’s Numbers and the star itself.
God himself proclaims to those familiar with him, guiding them to the truth, just like
God did with the magi. Magi used astrology with Balaam’s predictions in hand to
successfully reach their desired goal: to worship Christ. Not only are the magi privy to
Balaam, but also to direct information from God, either the star (hence, ‘by means of
astrology’) or something else. The astrology suggests their means of traversing from home to
Christ, so if the astrology were their means of learning from God about Christ, it would seem
to take away from Origen’s point. Indeed, Matthew’s magi know Balaam’s predictions,
God’s proclamations, and astrology—all three working in concert. Origen’s main point,
though, is that God guides those seeking him to truth, which in the case of Matthew’s magi,
is Christ himself.
Matthew Catena Fragment 29
Matt 2:1-11
Ὄρα εἰ δύνανται οἱ μάγοι σύμβολον εἶναι τῶν ταῖς ἀντικειμέναις δυνάμεσι (πρὶν ἢ
πιστεθσωσιν) φίλων ἐθνῶν, ὁ δὲ ἀστὴρ τοῦ φωτεινοῦ τῶν προφητῶν λόγου
μαρτυροῦντος τῇ Ἰησοῦ ἐπιδημίᾳ. Χρυσὸς ὂν προσφέρει τὰ ἔθνη πλουτοῦντα
»ἔργοις« ἀγαθοῖς, λίβανος ἠ εἰς θεὸν ᾽μολογία. Σμύρνα γνῶσις τοῦ ὐπὲρ
ἀνθρώπων ἀποθανεῖν Χριστὸν »τῇ ἀμαρτίᾳ« καὶ ταφῆναι »κατὰ τὰς γραφάς«.
Ἡρώδης τάχα σύμβολον τοῦ ἀπειθοῦς λαοῦ, πρὸς ὅν γενόμενοι τὰ τῶν προφητῶν
ἔμαθον.
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If you are able, see the magi, the opponents (before they believe), symbolically as
loving Gentiles, and the star appearing according to the word of the prophets as
bearing witness to the early sojourn/life of Jesus. The nations presented [to Jesus]
gold, being the riches of their good works, frankincense [as] blessing the blessing
to God, myrrh [as] knowledge of Christ’s death by mankind ‘for sins’ and was
buried ‘according to the scriptures/writings’. Herod, perhaps, symbolizes people
who reject [Jesus], whom we come to know by studying the prophets.
Matthew’s magi take on symbolic meaning and significance as representatives of
Gentiles who come to believe in Jesus. Their gifts essentially belie their intentions and Jesus
life: gold for their worldly wealth, frankincense for Jesus’s deity, and myrrh concerning
Jesus’s death and resurrection. It is interesting to note the connection between Jesus’s birth
and death via the gifts, a common theme in Irenaeus’s interpretation of the gifts, but more
significantly the connection to Paul’s statements about Jesus’s resurrection (1 Cor 15:3).
Herod strikes a contrast, representative symbolically of those against Jesus, and, no doubt,
those who wanted Jesus executed (e.g., Matt 2:12-16; 12:13; 16:21; 26:4, 59, pars).
After setting Psalm 70 (LXX) as Christ speaking, Origen proceeds to reflect on how
God protected Christ ‘even from my mother’s womb’, directing Origen’s gaze to the nativity
accounts of Matthew and Luke (Sel. Ps. PG12 [Dub.], 1520). Origen finds answers to Psalm
70 (LXX) via Matthew’s birth narrative. Through the arrival of the magi, which
[unintentionally] exposes Christ to Herod’s heaping sufferings upon the children, God
protects Christ by sending him to Egypt. Who are the ones singing joyful praises? The
scribes do not understand who the newborn Christ is, but the plotting magi do. Yet, it is only
after the resurrection that one can see that it is those who believe in Christ that are rejoicing,
as ones brought out from the depths of the earth— a kind of resurrection. Reflecting on
Psalm 70:6, Jesus is the only person who could rely on God as protector from birth, though
why this is so is not explained (Sel. Ps. 1517.31-35). Matthew’s magi receive a divine
message and depart another way to their home, and simultaneously Joseph takes Jesus and
Mary to Egypt as instructed.
Origen’s commentary suffers the lack of context as is common to a catena, but what
is nonetheless clear is that Psalm 70 (LXX) was for Origen Christ speaking of his sufferings
and dependence upon God. Magi are among the first to venerate Christ, but [unlike the
shepherds] their arrival and devotion lead to Herod’s murderous plot. But this is a positive
for the theology of the Psalm. For Origen, Matthew’s visit of the magi and Herod’s
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subsequent pogrom reveal Jesus is the only person who, from birth, knows to claim and
depends upon God exclusively for protection.
Commentary on John
In Origen’s Commentarii in Ioannem he conflates Christ as light and how his
disciples are the light of the world with the arrival of the star with that of Jesus (Comm. Jo.
1.175). Jesus is the true light of the Gentiles in Isaiah 49:6; whereas sun and moon and stars
come on day four after light is made, these are not the true light. Jesus is the true light of the
world to illumine people’s minds intellectually and their souls. This serves as an analogy for
the manner in which Jesus is the light of the world, which is the same thing as ‘the light of
men’ (1.179), because ‘he brightens and irradiates the higher parts of mankind, such that
Jesus causes those who truly receive him to rise again from the dead’ (1.179-180, ANF
trans.). Origen’s rich intertextual reading synthesizes Matthew 5:14 and John 1:3-5, 9; 9:4-5
with Isaiah 49:6 to say Jesus is the true light, his disciples have their own or a borrowed light
from the sun, and the church is akin to the moon and stars. Jesus is the light of the world,
which the disciples and the apostles reflect, illuminating the spiritual darkness with Jesus’s
good news of salvation for all the earth. The star in the east is for Origen a sign akin to the
Johannine signs: Jesus and his disciples, namely the church, are like stars illuminating the
way for others to follow. This ‘light theme’ is also visible in Tatian’s Diatessaron, where
John 1:1-12 bookends the birth narrative, a cue Ephraim’s later interpretation expands
(perhaps borrowing in part here from Origen).616
A similar leitmotiv runs throughout Hom. Num. 13-17: the power of words leading to
sight (13.2-5; 15; 16.4; 17.3.1-2). It is important to note that Origen is carefully following his
text. On the one hand, what business does God have talking to a magus, for surely he could
just thwart whatever curses Balaam conjures. Yet, at God’s more powerful word, Balaam
submits and gives the words God gave. Similarly, the donkey can see God’s angel, the
magus cannot. Balaam is blinded by the demons he controls and the power such activity has
on him. It is the donkey who speaks words, not Balaam, God who speaks, and Balaam who
responds: the magus in control is now the magus being controlled. Similarly, one day all
who do not see nor believe in Christ, who cannot or do not see, teachers or otherwise, will
one day see (Hom. Num. 17.2.2), just like Balaam himself did (Hom. Num. 17.3.1, Num 24:3-
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4). Now he can see, which is quite astonishing considering that Balaam is truly seeing
despite striving after divination and augury, zealous for ‘magic’ (Hom. Num. 17.3.1). Like a
‘veil removed’ Balaam now sees. Origen adds that praises heaped on Balaam are not easily
found upon any other prophet, nor Moses himself. Origen reserved such praises (e.g., ‘eyes
opened’ motif) for those who have converted to Lord (Hom. Num. 17.3.2, seeing and veils are
theme of 13.2-5). Though his figural and literal readings will take him places, it is words and
events that ground such interpretive flights.
Homily on Genesis 14.3
In his homilies on Genesis, Origen turns to figurative readings (Hom. Gen. 14.3).
Origen constructs Abimelech and his two companions as a figural type (figuram) for how
worldly philosophy can help lead the learned to an understanding of God as creator.
Abimelech is seen as figuratively representative of all philosophy (logic, physics, and ethics)
because his name means ‘my father is king’. Abimelech represents the rational that
acknowledges God to be father of all. ‘Ochozath’ means ‘containing’, which to Origen
represents the forces of nature and the natural order. ‘Phicol’ means ‘mouth of all’ signifying
the ethics/morals that comes from the mouth of people. Together the three of them see a
need for peace because their threefold learning of philosophy led them to see the Lord is with
Isaac. Hence, they sought a covenant with Isaac.
For Origen, Abimelech’s learning sought peace from the Word of God and a desire to
anticipate his fellowship with a covenant, which represents Matthew’s magi. The parallel lies
in that both Matthew’s magi and Abimelech had foreign wisdom, which led them to God’s
wisdom, namely, the Word of God, Jesus. In so doing, Origen evidences a rich intertextual
reading of Matthew’s magi with John’s logos theology (John 1:1-10) to interpret Genesis.
They seek peace with Isaac, but ultimately, peace with Isaac’s God, which for Origen means
they requested remission for sins, blessings and not retribution (Hom. Gen. 14.4).617 Isaac
obliges, then provides a great feast, imagery Origen wastes no time turning into a description
of how much of this divine, hidden wisdom is bestowed upon those seeking it.
Origen sets Matthew’s magi as a fulfillment of Abimelech’s visit to Isaac and the
covenant they made. A wisdom tradition stretching from Abimelech to Paul in Corinth (see 2
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Cor 2:6-8; 5:19) sees fruition in both Abimelech and friends covenanting with Isaac and
Matthew’s magi worshipping Jesus, both as the result of their learned wisdom. Origen’s
homily is a call to a Christ-centered wisdom that leads to Christian service in simplicity and
purity of heart mediated not by ‘magic’ carts or visions or worldly wisdom, but the Word and
wisdom of God, Christ Jesus. The wisdom theme echoes ideas found in Clement of
Alexandria (see chapter 8). Such worldly wisdom is limited, but it can be beneficial, the
greatest benefit being that it leads the wise to Christ.

Summary
Origen’s views of ‘magical arts’ is nuanced and quite original for early Christianity.
The stars and heavens are not objects of worship nor are they so powerful, but they are
signposts for divine purposes, a means for demonstrating power. ‘Magical’ arts are
demonic— practices and practitioners follow false gods and demons from whom only evil
can come. Indeed, Balaam is prototypical of just how bad a magus is— willing to curse
God’s people for a price, until God makes him do otherwise. Magi are of a foreign power,
the seed of a spiritual enemy to God’s people, basically the last people on earth one might
expect or want to come to worship the Son of God. Christians should avoid these arts and
practitioners, lest they be led astray. It is a cruel irony that Theophilus later accused Origen
of astrology during the ‘Origenist controversy’ of the early fifth century (Letters 99.2).618
Origen’s use of Matthew’s magi takes several fascinating turns, arriving at several
significant recurring features. First, Origen has a complex view of ‘magical’ arts evidencing
Clement of Alexandria’s influence: ‘magical’ arts can be used for good, but less so for the
Christian. ‘Magicians’ and their arts are deplorable, one of many reasons Matthew’s magi
are so surprising. But to arrive at these conclusions, I argued Origen has a specific function
and ethnic identity for Matthew’s magi, namely Persian magi descendant from Balaam by
birth and tradition (Cels. 1:58-60; Hom. Num. 15.4.1-4.2; see also 13.7.4). Origen claims
Celsus does not merely make an error in the magi’s identity, by confusing (Persian) magi
with Chaldeans (who have differing beliefs), Celsus actually falsifies the Gospel narrative
(Cels. 1.58).
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Surprisingly, Origen has Matthew’s magi fulfill Balaam and Moses, and has little to
say of Matthew’s fulfillments (Isa 7:14; 8:4, Mic 5:2, Hos 11:1).619 No extant manuscripts
for Origen’s commentary on Matthew 2 is a considerable loss; surely Origen addressed these
fulfillment matters there. By conceptualizing Balaam as the prototypical magus, Origen’s
homilies punctuate just how ‘troubling’ (Matt 2:3) are Matthew’s magi. While Balaam was
only interested in personal gain, Origen highlights Matthew’s magi’s intent to worship (Matt
2:2, 8, 11) fulfills Balaam’s prophecy that his offspring be counted among the righteous
(Hom. Num. 15.4; Num 23:10 (LXX)). Quite unexpectedly, they are determined to worship
the one who was their more powerful enemy: Jesus, the newborn Messiah-King of the Jews
who is Son of God. Such a change validates the evangelists’s claims about Jesus.
Finally, in Origen we see that Matthew’s magi are able to do more than interpret
Jesus’s birth or fulfill Christological themes. Matthew’s magi are similar to Abimelech,
using the wisdom they do have [regardless of origins or type] to come to the God of Isaac, to
Jesus Christ (Hom. Gen. 14.3). Their eyes are illumined to follow the true light (Com. John.
1.179-180; similarly, Hom. Num. 17.2-3; 18.3). Origen reuses Matthew’s magi to expose the
disciple’s error keeping children from Jesus because deplorable ‘magicians’ brought gifts to
Christ as a child (Comm. Matt. 15.7). Regardless of one’s age or background, all are
welcome (and encouraged) to come worship and be blessed by Jesus— magi and children
included (Matt. Cat. 24). This is not an overt ‘in-gathering of the nations’ theology, but it is
certainly consistent with such a reading of Matthew. In sum, Origen uses Matthew’s
fulfillment hermeneutic on the texts of Matthew, Genesis, Numbers, and John to produce
further fulfillments, revealing new facets of Origen’s exegesis.
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CHAPTER 10

Proven Magi: Matthew’s Magi in the Writings of ‘Hippolytus
of Rome’

‘Magic’ is part and parcel of heresy, yet for ‘Hippolytus’ Matthew’s ethnically tagged
magi are essential to a Christian reading of the book of Daniel. Though it is unclear who
exactly is behind the name ‘Hippolytus’— a collected corpus under his name yields a curious
network of appropriations of Matthew’s magi. The purpose of this chapter is to analyze how
Matthew’s magi are used to prove the various exegetical goals, despite their hostile
occupation, in the writings of ‘Hippolytus’.620
10.
Provenance of ‘Hippolytus’
Biographical details come piecemeal via Eusebius and a host of other ancient authors.
‘Hippolytus’ was a presbyter who left some writings (Hist. eccl. 6.20, 22). Hippolytus’s
identity is intimately connected to what one claims to be ‘authentically Hippolytus’, no less
whether he is a schismatic or not, in a contentious late second/early third century Roman
church.621 Two of the three listings of his works are most helpful: Eusebius’s Historia
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Ecclesiastica 6.22 and Jerome’s de Viris Illustribus 61; the statue containing a list of writings
on the plinth is of minimal help to the works and identity of ‘Hippolytus’.622 However,
Cerrato observes Eusebius refers to more than one ‘Hippolytus’, including several who were
martyred and claims to ‘know nothing of a prolific Roman author named Hippolytus’, and his
biographical insights suggest multiple authors long before Jerome, challenging claims to a
single author.623 Nautin convincingly showed the need for at least two authors, though most
dispense with his theory arguing the second author is Ἰωσήπος (‘Josephus’).624 The
contested consensus is that there were at least two authors named ‘Hippolytus’, one from the
west (e.g., ‘Hippolytus of Rome’) and another from the east (e.g., ‘Hippolytus’), inviting
critical questions about who wrote what.625
Identifying which ‘Hippolytus’ wrote and what is attributed to others under his name
is complicated. Our greatest source of knowledge of the Hippolytean corpus is Jerome (circa
420), with help from Eusebius: a work on the Passover, On the Hexaemeron, Against
Marcion, On the Song of Songs, On Portions of Ezekiel, On the Passover, Against All the
Heresies, and ‘many others’ (Hist. eccl. 6.22).626 These ‘many others’ include commentaries
on Daniel, Psalms, Genesis and possibly others as found in Jerome (Vir. ill., 61). Nautin’s
thesis survives today with the aforementioned ‘Hippolytus from the East’, who primarily
wrote exegetical works, while the ‘Hippolytus of the West’ wrote primarily letters and
treatises. These works are generally ascribed to an eastern writer of the early third century:
de Antichristo, Comentarium in Danielem, Contra Noetum, de Benediction Mosis, de
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benedictionibus Isaaci et Iacobi, in Canticum canticorum, and de David et Goliath. The socalled western writer is Roman and authored Refutatio, Canon Paschale, and Chronicon.627
Resolving these questions is beyond the scope of this chapter, though authorship
informs how these texts are understood. For the purposes of this chapter, (1) there are two or
more writers so-named ‘Hippolytus’ (2) one may be of eastern influence, the other of western
influence, but (3) the Christian tradition has held all such texts as part of a ‘Hippolytean
corpus’ despite these tensions. It may be that, like Irenaeus and Justin Martyr before him,
‘Hippolytus’ was an author from the East operating in the West, developing and changing
over time, but this may only cover certain of the texts ascribed to him and does not
necessarily ‘prove’ authorship for the entire corpus. This thesis is not dependent upon a sole
author nor upon the identity of any authors. The texts examined are understood as a corpus
of writings for a church community which were used for generations. Though not necessarily
the works of a single author, they were treated as a collection, hence some comparison is
warranted to reflect the tensions and parallels these texts have with each other. Hence this
chapter refers to ‘Hippolytus’ with quotes hereafter to reflect the tradition of ‘Hippolytean’
authorship of these texts and the uncertainty surrounding a more precise authorship.628
Matthew’s magi appear at fascinating points in the Hippolytean corpus. The corpus
presents a unique window unlike previous authors in this study because the Refutatio
explores the origins of ‘magic’ through six books (though books 2-3 are missing). Parallel
material is found in Contra Noetum— how one resolves the ‘Hippolytus question’ inevitably
affects whether one sees Refutatio borrowing from Contra Noetum or vice versa. Then
‘Hippolytus’s fascinating commentary on Daniel finds help for interpretations in Matthew’s
magi. This conglomeration of texts was accepted as a unified corpus of some kind by the
ancient church, whose world we now enter to consider ‘Hippolytus’s teaching on ‘magic’,
‘magic’ practitioners, and Matthew’s magi.
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Magi and ‘Magic’ in ‘Hippolytus’
In this section brief attention is given to ‘Hippolytus’ on ‘magic’ and ‘magi’ (in
general) to develop a composite picture of what can be known about his framework for
interpreting them generally to better inform an understanding of ‘Hippolytus’s use of
Matthew’s magi in particular.629 Much scholarly attention has been given to Simon Magus
(SimonM); ‘Hippolytus’s views about SimonM are given only briefly here as much of it is
beyond the scope of this chapter.630
Despite authorship questions, the Refutatio presents a unique window unlike previous
authors in this study because the Refutatio explores the origins of ‘magic’ through six books,
though books 2-3 are missing.631 Indeed, ‘magic’ is a key theme throughout.632 ‘Hippolytus’
then connects ‘magic’ to gnosticism, though ‘Hippolytus’ is not the first to do so: Irenaeus
and Justin Martyr do the same, locating the origins of gnostic teachings with SimonM.633
Allegedly a student of Irenaeus, ‘Hippolytus’ makes wide use of Irenaeus’s works (Haer.
1.15, 23, 27; 2.preaf.; 2.9.2; 2.23; 2.31-32; 4.29; 4.33.3).634 Like Irenaeus, ‘Hippolytus’
argues that by combining a misunderstanding of Moses with Greek philosophy and
astrological signs with ‘magical’ practices as confirmatory ‘miracles’, heretics such as Simon
build their web of false teachings to catch the uninformed. At the heart of ‘Hippolytus’s
study is Book 4, which provides an intricate examination of astrology, divination, and
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‘magic’, going so far as to describe how many ‘magical’ tricks are done (Refutatio 4.2842.3).
Here a brief summary of ‘Hippolytus’ on ancient astrology will suffice.635 Astrology
is an association of astral relationships from which followers derive meaning (Refutatio 4.12.1). However, Litwa observes these are uncertain and unreliable because astrology deceives
and can even destroy the soul (4.2.1); the interdependence of the signs means that without
one all are devoid of meaning because the meaning is not inherent within the stars but placed
upon the stars by these teachers. The astronomical calculations (μειζόνως) are equally faulty
for the simple reason that the numerical values placed on people based upon their names do
not consistently hold, such as their ‘birth theme’ (4.5.4-9; 4.12.1-2).636 Number divination is
no better (4.14.1-15.2): numbers and their meaning derived from the letters of a person’s
name amount to nothing more than nonsense (4.15.2). ‘Hippolytus’s exposé of ‘magic’ is a
tour-de-force exposition of so-called miracles to prove they are in fact staged tricks (4.28.142.3). However, he is reluctant to repeat too many of these tricks, fearing he may become
himself a source for nefarious readers aiming to dupe the unwitting (4.34.3-4; 4.42.1-3).
‘Hippolytus’ either had actual ‘magical’ texts at his disposal or perhaps some kind of manual
for debunking astrology (or some admixture of such sources). However, much of his exposé
is from Book 5 of Sextus Empiricus’ Against Professors according to Hegedus.637
The purpose of ‘Hippolytus’s exposé was not neutral, regardless of his accuracy. His
aim was not banal reporting, but to ensure Christians are not fooled: these astrological beliefs
are idiotic. Kelhoffer argues ‘Hippolytus’ aims to prepare those who love the truth with a
proper response to ‘magic’ claims and claimants, and to help those who have been deceived
into believing such false miracles (Refutatio 4.45; see also, 4.50).638 Similarly, Pythagorean
mathematics are mathematics and numerology used for astrology (4.51.1), which is part of
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the larger conclusion that these false gnostic teachers not only teach false doctrine, but also
use false powers, e.g., ‘magic’ (see 6.1.5; 7.31.7; 7.32.5).
Two peculiar features stand out. First, ‘Hippolytus’ observes that Persian theology
says God is light suspended in air. Conversely, Babylonian theology conceives of God as
darkness (Refutatio 4.43.3). Aratos, as well as astrology in general, finds meaning in the
constellation shapes of the stars (46.2-50.1). However, ‘Hippolytus’ charges that such
meanings are given to these constellation shapes (by astrologers, 4.50.2). This has telling
implications for Matthew’s magi: what impetus do eastern magi have to associate a new star
in the east with the birth of a Jewish king (Matt 2:1)? By this logic, Matthew’s magi need a
reason to think the star was for a Jewish king. Theologically, it would also be curious to
know what it means for ‘light to take on flesh’— Matthew’s magi are presented as content
with such a potential theological tension. Sadly, there is no direct commentary on Matthew
2, though this may impact, or be impacted by, interpretive decisions in Danielem (see below).
Book 5 turns its heresiological focus to a variety of gnostic teachers and teachings.
These include describing the Naaseenes, who call themselves gnostics (γνωστίκος) and are
essentially inserting Greek philosophy (Refutatio 5.1.2), the Peratai (whose proofs come from
astrology, not scripture, 5.1.3), Sethians and Justin the Gnostic— both of whom ‘Hippolytus’
says use various Greek influences, not the Holy Scriptures (5.1.4-5). Indeed, Peratic heresy
derives from the art of astrology, changing only its terminology (5.15.1).
In Refutatio 5.23-28 ‘Hippolytus’ exposes the Justinian heresies about the origins of
Jesus. Justin relies upon Herodotus for the origin of all things (see 5.26.1-21). Baruch,
offspring of the three unborn principles of the universe (5.26.1-3), comes to Jesus (son of
Joseph and Mary) while Jesus is feeding sheep during the days of Herod the king (Refutatio
5.26.29). Such a narrative undermines the Matthean birth account. First, Matthew returns
the family from Egypt to Nazareth after the death of Herod (Matt 2:16-23; cf, Refutatio,
5.26.19). Second, there is no magi visit, but a visit by the angelic Baruch, who was given a
heavenly calling (5.26.29). This is akin to the Persian magi summation of a daemon in
reverse, the spiritual being [Baruch] summoning a human agent [Jesus] for divine purposes
[rather than human purposes]. Baruch’s visitation replaces Matthew’s magi visitation,
significantly altering Matthew’s birth narrative and theology. Rather than an angelic
messenger coming to announce the arrival of Emmanuel, an Emmanuel-like, heavenly
character comes to Jesus, not his mother nor her betrothed (cf, Matt 1:18-19, 23-24).
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Matthew’s goal to establish Jesus’s divine origins as ‘of God’ is deconstructed by Gnostic
Justin’s narrative. Baruch is ‘of God’, bringing a preaching ministry to this Jesus,
refashioning Jesus as a gnostic teacher.
Refutatio’s Book 6 is primarily focused upon SimonM and his teachings.
‘Hippolytus’ declares SimonM a lying, ‘magical’, gnostic heretic who following Irenaeus is
perceived as the source of ‘magic’ teaching by gnostics. Many false teachers followed in
SimonM’s wake, using distorted teaching from Scripture, mixed with Greek philosophy, and
‘magical’ miracles to validate (see Refutatio 6.20.1): Valentinus (6.20.4; 6.21, 29-36),
Markos the Valentinian (6.39), Karpokrates (7.32.2-5), Callistus (9.12.15-16), and Alkibiades
(9.15.2, 4; 9.16.), who was a member of the Elchasaites (10.29).639
Book 7 continues recounting deviations from Matthew (and Luke) on Jesus’s origins,
beginning with Basilides’ conception of Christ’s miraculous conception (Refutatio 7.26).
The Son is begotten (γεννητὸς) by the God of the universe, but is not himself God of the
universe (7.26.1), mysteries that were revealed to the Archon by oral instruction (7.26.2-3).
The Son of the Great Archon kindles and passes on from the Sonship to the Son of the
Archon of the Hebdomad a kind of gospel light to proclaim to others via the Ogdoad (7.26.46). These are imparted to Jesus via the language of Luke: ‘the Holy Spirit will come upon
you’ and ‘the power of the Most High will over shadow you’ (Luke 1:35), meaning that the
divine sonship proceeding from the Ogdoad and Hebdomad will be upon Mary and she will
receive the power of anointing (Refutatio 7.26.6-10). This power and anointing, this mystery,
is now a light shining down upon the earth (7.26.10). When these things finally come to their
eschatological fruition, restitution will come for all things (7.27), each in its time as even the
Savior testifies. Timing is divine because the magi themselves gaze on the star when it
appears (7.27.5). Significantly, Jesus was mentally conceived at the time of the stars
(7.27.5), implying some ontological relationship between Jesus and the star pointing to him,
also insinuating Jesus’s relationship to the aforementioned ‘light shining down upon the earth
(7.26.10). For Basilides, Matthew’s magi are evidence that God’s divine revelatory event
comes at God’s divinely appointed time, ‘astrologizing’ the Jesus described in Matthew 1-2.
Conversely, Markion’s Jesus is unborn and free of all evil when he comes down
(7.30.5-6). Jesus was born of Joseph according to Karpokrates (7.32.1) and Kerinthos,
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though Kerinthos’s Jesus was born more wise than most (7.33.1-2). There is uncertainty
where or when Jesus became a deity after his ordinary origins.640 This coincides with
‘Hippolytus’s prior discussions about gnostics and their use of Pythagorean ‘magical’
practices (6.1.5). These are clearly errors for ‘Hippolytus’, false teachings born of false
understandings of Moses by false teachers rooted in false philosophies, theologies, practices
and practitioners.
By no means exhaustive, this short survey reveals how ‘Hippolytus’ sees a connection
between what he deems heretical gnostic teachings and ‘magic’, false teachers, and magi.
These heretics deviate from what ‘Hippolytus’ sees as the authoritative gospels (Matthew,
Mark, Luke, John) by changing the life of Jesus, inserting Greek philosophy or ‘magic’
(usually both) teaching and practices. Alternate plotlines for the life of Jesus simultaneously
generate source material and become the soil for what becomes unorthodox teachings about
the life and person of Jesus. These false teachers are aided by Greek philosophy, most
notably Pythagoras and Basilides, as well as accommodating certain ‘magic’ features of
Pythagoras and astrology in general. The false teacher’s so-called miraculous acts are rooted
is such deviant theology and philosophy; even worse, these so-called miracles are demonic, if
not tricks and allusions, or out-right lies and hoaxes, designed to reinforce or coerce belief in
their teachings. SimonM is the forefather and founder, though SimonM’s indebtedness to
others (namely, Pythagoras) renders this charge overstated. There are many other such
teachers who build on SimonM’s errors directly or indirectly. A false teacher does not have
to be a pupil of SimonM to have a ‘magical’-gnosis false teaching, but it is highly likely it is
somehow SimonM’s fault. The uninformed are easily duped by these teachers and teachings,
the sincerely faithful are led vastly astray, hence ‘Hippolytus’s[self-described] brief
summaries to enlighten and encourage them in the true faith. For ‘Hippolytus’, the best thing
that can happen for a ‘magic’ practitioner, a false teacher, is to abandon these things and
follow the true faith.

Matthew’s Magi in the Writings of ‘Hippolytus’
This section turns from ‘magic’ and its practitioners in general to the use of
Matthew’s magi in the Hippolytean corpus. In a move that hints at borrowing from Justin
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Martyr, ‘Hippolytus’ turns to Matthew’s magi in his commentary on Daniel.641 Namely, they
both find connections via King Hezekiah (2 Kgs. 18-20; cf, 2 Chron. 29-32).642 At the very
outset, this is a fascinating turn of events: a commentary on Daniel invokes Matthew’s
Gospel. As demonstrated in a previous chapter, it is reasonable to conclude that Matthew is
drawing literary and theological fuel from Daniel 1-2, which can be attested in ‘Hippolytus’
because he is able to produce a reversed dependency.643
Danielem
‘Hippolytus’ takes an unexpected turn with Matthew’s magi (Danielem 1.9.1-7).
Providing a thoroughly Christian reading of Daniel, ‘Hippolytus’ finds interpretive help from
the Gospel according to Matthew for a distinctly Christian exegesis. ‘Hippolytus’
summarizes Babylonian King Nebuchadnezzar’s order to collect the beautiful and wise
Hebrews as slaves to the king’s court, namely Daniel and his friends (1.7.1). Then comes
‘Hippolytus’s challenge to his readers: the blessings and demonstration of all things by the
prophets are also for Christians, who should read these stories carefully to prepare the mind
for what comes next (1.7.2). Hippolytus then recounts a sick King Hezekiah’s request for a
sign from God: a shadow’s irregular movement caused by the sun’s irregular movement
(1.7.3-6; 2 Kgs 20:1-3). Entertaining the question that such things are impossible (1.8.1),
Hippolytus cites two examples demonstrating God can and does alter the movements of sun,
moon, and stars: Joshua’s unmoved sun and moon (1.8.2-5) and Matthew’s magi following
the new easterly star (1.9.2). God halts creation’s movements and God adds to creation’s
celestial bodies, all for prophetic purposes. For ‘Hippolytus’ and his readers, they must
wrestle with whether or not God can alter astrological phenomena and fulfill prophecy
(Danielem 1.8.1, 4), as well as who can verify such activity.
Danielem 1.7.2 seems to be an exegetical clue: those who love learning must read
‘these things’ [Scripture] with prepared minds. These OT stories are meant for Christians as
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well as for the people of the OT text’s day, for the demonstration of all that the prophets
spoke. Hence, Hezekiah’s sickness and weeping prayer leads to extended life and
deliverance from the king of the Assyrians (Danielem 1.7.3-5; cf, 2 Kgs 20:1-11; Isa 38:1-8).
The sign for this is irregular movements of shadows from irregular movements of the sun—
all caused by God (Danielem 1.7.6). Hippolytus senses the incredulity of such a miracle and
appeals to his readers with the story of God’s design and control over all creation: God made
the sun stand still for Joshua (Danielem 1.8.1-3; see Josh 10:6-14). God is able to move the
astrological bodies to enable the success of his people. In essence, if God can do that, he can
direct the sun to move or not move shadows for King Hezekiah. In Hezekiah’s case, God
made the sun move backwards (1.7.5-6), just as God did for Joshua: God made both the sun
and moon to move backwards so they would not collide when God extended the day for
Joshua (Danielem 1.8.4-5).
However, in order to impress his readers further still, ‘Hippolytus’ then turns to
Matthew’s magi (Danielem 1.9.1-7). The Chaldean King of Babylon, Berodach, practiced
astrological arts (ἀστρολογικὴν τέχνην), precisely measuring movements of sun and moon.
He immediately took notice of this ‘Hezekiah sign’ God performed (Danielem 1.9.1). When
Berodach learned the cause, he was astounded and sent letters and unspecified gifts to
Hezekiah (Danielem 1.9.1). Similarly, Matthew’s magi come from the East and are
astonished at the astronomical phenomena, namely the sun— ‘Hippolytus’ ethnically
identifies the magi and Berodach ‘Chaldeans’ from Babylon (Danielem 1.9.1, 1.9.2). The
magi, astonished at the sign, come to Jerusalem looking for ‘the one born king of the Jews—
they saw his star in the east and have come to προσκύνεσεν him (Danielem 1.9.2; see Matt
2:1-2). For ‘Hippolytus’, this is similar to the Chaldeans seeing Hezekiah’s peculiar sun
movements and honoring King Hezekiah with gifts and letters as a God fearing and righteous
man (Danielem 1.9.3). Hezekiah responds joyfully and shows the Chaldean messengers all
the treasures in the temple treasury and all his wealth and glory, which draws Isaiah’s ire and
an ominous prophecy: everything Hezekiah showed and more will be taken away (Danielem
1.9.4-7). Isaiah’s prophecy was fulfilled in King Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon’s sack of
Judah, which includes gaining Daniel and his three friends, bringing the stories full circle
(Danielem 1.10.1ff; cf, Dan 1).
Several important themes are linked together. ‘Hippolytus’ has linked together
Joshua, Hezekiah, and Jesus— all three figures have messianic features to their stories, Jesus
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being the ultimate. The lynchpin is God’s supernatural intervention into the normal routines
of the heavenly bodies, namely the sun, moon, and stars in an astrological progression:

sun and moon

stands still
moves backward

Hezekiah

Sun [and moon]644

moves backward

Jesus

star from the east

moves forward

Joshua

for Joshua and
armies of Israel
sign for King
Hezekiah
alerts and guides to
King of the Jews

How Joshua, Hezekiah, and Jesus fulfill messianic expectations, how God does
miracles, is evidenced by the actions of ethnoracially identified ‘magic’ practitioners. By
citing Matthew’s magi as another example of Chaldeans recognizing God’s altering of the
astral bodies, ‘Hippolytus’ ‘proves’ the story of Hezekiah’s shadow sign plausible. In so
doing, though, ‘Hippolytus’ implies Matthew’s magi understand that God is moving that star
in the east, pointing them to someone similar to [or greater than?] Hezekiah, the ultimate
righteous man: Jesus, King of the Jews. This could be from the Persian theology about God
as light (see above, Refutatio 4.43.3). The rhetorical effect is to claim that whether one is
willing to accept Jewish or Christian sources, Judean or Roman or Greek sources, one cannot
discount the testimony about Jesus from these religious experts of another ethnicity and
religious tradition with nothing to gain. In academic parlance, these signs were peerreviewed, and the reviewers’ qualifications to be reviewers include both their ethnicity and
their ‘magic’ skills.
Joshua’s halted movements and Matthew’s eastern star are in service to Hezekiah’s
moving shadow for different purposes. Joshua’s halted sun and moon primarily supports the
idea that God could intervene and alter the natural course of heavenly bodies. Matthew’s
magi confirm the possibility that these things really happened because the Chaldean king saw
the irregular sun movements and brought Hezekiah letters and gifts, just as Matthew’s magi
saw the eastern star-sign and brought gifts (Danielem 1.9.2-6; 2 Kgs 20:12-13; 2 Chron
32:31; Isa 39:1). That Berodach is singled out as a Chaldean king of Babylon, yet also
possesses the ‘magical’ skills of astrology is likely due to the impact of Origen’s careful
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distinction between the two (see previous chapter, Cels. 1.58). The entire Hezekiah episode,
in effect, is a proof: yes, God can perform such a sign because Chaldean astrological experts
independently verified it, so to speak. They observed the movement and were themselves
moved to respond with letters and gifts to the King of the Jews. ‘Hippolytus’ connects both
ethnicity and ‘magical’ skills to Matthew’s eastern magi who found and followed an eastern
star in the sky.
‘Hippolytus’ implies that such a careful reading of Hezekiah’s story and Isaiah’s
prophecy is cause for Daniel and friends being well prepared, or at least that Christians
should see these connections and have their minds prepared for what lies ahead (Danielem
1.7.2). We see Daniel’s preparation on full display later, when he saves the magi because he
alone is able to interpret King Nebuchadnezzar’s dream (Danielem 2.3.1-11.1). Notice the
list of counselors Nebuchadnezzar is dissatisfied with and whom Daniel must save:
<ἐπαιο>δὸν μάγον φάρμακον ἤ Χαλδαῖον (Danielem 2.3.1); a distinction is again made
between ‘Chaldean’ and ‘magi’ (so too Dan 2:2, 10, LXX). The ‘Chaldean’ and the ‘magus’
are distinct identifiers with distinct ethnicities, but they share at least the common
astrological abilities, probably other forms of ‘magic’ (when ‘Chaldean’ is being used of a
counselor in this way). Curiously, Daniel is identified as an ‘exile of Judah’, perhaps not
having risen to so high a rank yet (Dan 2:14-15, 24,25).
This is not the first time we have seen a link between Jesus and Hezekiah. Recall that
Justin Martyr singularly reasons Christ is the fulfillment of Isaiah 8:4, not King Hezekiah,
because of Matthew’s magi visit (see previous chapter; Justin, Dial. 77-79). It is unspecified,
but the temptation to link ‘Hippolytus’ to Justin Martyr is plausible: ‘Hippolytus’ is
borrowing from Justin Martyr to some degree. ‘Hippolytus’ later reasons that in Hezekiah’s
parents the two tribes mixed, Susannah was of the tribe of Levi and Joakim of Judah, so that
later the Christ can be born of both tribes as demonstrated from Matthew’s genealogy
(Danielem 1.13.4-8; Matt 1:2-17; Susan. 1-2; see also, Danielem 1.13.1-3; 2.27.6). This
conveniently aides the Babylonian captivity’s impact on Matthew’s genealogy, or rather, is
shaped by Matthew’s genealogy.
While Matthew 2:1-12 seems to have Daniel 1-2 as a narrative and theological stage,
‘Hippolytus’ reverses that dependency.645 In so doing, ‘Hippolytus’ makes explicit what is
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See chapter three of this thesis.
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otherwise implicit with this theologically creative juxtaposition. This commentary on Daniel
relies on a text like Matthew 2 to find a welcoming appropriation of the text. Similarly, it
anticipates and connects to Daniel 2, where Daniel bests the magi of Babylon, and in so
doing, rescues them from the king’s murderous anger (Danielem 2.1-9.5; see below).
Not only does ‘Hippolytus’ invoke Matthew’s magi to interpret Hezekiah’s sign,
‘Hippolytus’ also invokes features of Matthew’s magi in Daniel’s interpretation of
Nebuchadnezzar’s dream, tightening the common ground between Daniel and Matthew.
‘Hippolytus’ focuses upon the God who reveals mysteries (Danielem 2.4.3; 2.6.2, 5-6, 8).
Upon hearing the interpretation of Daniel’s dream Nebuchadnezzar fell on his face and
worshipped (προσκύνησεν) Daniel and commanded the offering of gifts and perfumes to
Daniel (Danielem 2.8.1-2; see Dan 2:46). ‘Hippolytus’ does not specify what gifts
Nebuchadnezzar gives, but the context is strikingly worshipful: θυσίας καὶ σπονδὰς (‘(meat)
offering/sacrifice’ and ‘drink offering’). This could be an intensification of Matthew’s
χρυσὸν καὶ λίβανον καὶ σμύρναν (‘gold, frankincense, and myrrh’, Matt 2:11). It is also
noteworthy that ‘Hippolytus’ records Daniel 2:46 having the king σπένδω (often referring to
a drink offering) with προσκυνέω to offer gifts, which Schmidt interprets as ‘worship’, not
merely obeisance.646
Dan 2:46
[Ralphs]
τότε Ναβουχοδονοσορ ὁ
βασιλεὺς πεσὼν ἐπὶ
πρόσωπον χαμαὶ
προσεκύνησε τῷ Δανιηλ
καὶ ἐπέταξε θυσίας καὶ
σπονδὰς ποιῆσαι αὐτῷ.

646

Matt 2:11
[NA28]
καὶ ἐλθόντες εἰς τὴν
οἰκίαν εἶδον τὸ παιδίον
μετὰ Μαρίας τῆς μητρὸς
αὐτοῦ, καὶ πεσόντες
προσεκύνησαν αὐτῷ καὶ
ἀνοίξαντες τοὺς
θησαυροὺς αὐτῶν
προσήνεγκαν αὐτῷ δῶρα,
χρυσὸν καὶ λίβανον καὶ
σμύρναν.

Danielem 2.8.1
[GCS]
Τούτων ἀκούσας
Ναβουχοδνόσορ
ὑπομνησθεὶς τοῦ ἐνυπωίου
ἐπέγνω, ὅτι καὶ τὰ
λελαλημένα ὐπὸ τοῦ Δανιὴλ
ἔσται ἀληθῆ, και ,, πεσὠν ἐπὶ
πρόσωπον τῷ Δανιὴλ
προσεκύνησεν καὶ μαναὰ
καὶ εὐωδίας εἶπεν σπεῖσαι
αὐτῷ “πόσον ἰσχύει χαρις
θεοῦ. . .

Schmidt, Hippolytus of Rome, 75, see footnote 208.
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Similarly, Nebuchadnezzar demands all to worship the image he made (Danielem
2.15.4; 23.2, 4; 24.3, et al.).647 Like Moses to Pharaoh, God brought Daniel to
Nebuchadnezzar as a god (Danielem 2.8.3). God raises up such holy men in every generation
to lead people to himself (2.9.5), drawing parallels with Moses and Joseph in Egypt (2.8.3;
2.9.3-4). By prayer, they requested and received heavenly things (interpretations of dreams
and signs) from God; by giving the revelations, Daniel et al. received earthly things from
these kings (Danielem 2.10.3).648
As an aside, there may be a veiled reference to the gifts of Matthew’s magi. In
‘Hippolytus’s ecclesiological interpretation of the story of Susannah the oil for Susannah’s
washings (Sus. 17) are anointing oils for believers, namely, myrrh (Danielem 1.17.5). While
this seems innocuous, it is telling nonetheless because a short while later Daniel himself
received gifts of gold and fragrances in Danielem 3.16, as did Hezekiah at the discovery of
his signs. Surprisingly, Volp observed ‘Hippolytus’ does not do much allegorical exegesis,
though Danielem 1.12-33 is one of those few places.649 In light of Hezekiah’s demise,
perhaps it is no surprise that Danielem goes on to warn about the dangers of receiving gifts
from kings, yet this warning is an outworking of Daniel’s story, not Hezekiah’s (see
Danielem 3.6; 3.20.1).
Fragments
Broadening the Hippolytean corpus wider still to the Arabic fragments of
‘Hippolytus’s commentary on the targums of the Pentateuch, ‘Hippolytus’ brings Matthew
2:11 into Genesis 6:18, where Noah’s sons bring offering gifts.650 Shem brings gold, Ham
brings myrrh, and Japheth brings frankincense to the heavenly mountain from their treasure
caves. The act of gift-giving in worship returns ‘Hippolytus’ to Matthew’s magi and the
targum is read in this Matthean register.
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There is a gap in the manuscript tradition at 2.26.2 according to Richard, likely about Bel 6. Richard
and Bonwetsch, Kommentar zu Daniel, 107. See also, Schmidt, Hippolytus of Rome, 87.
648

Interestingly, the king could not possibly have recognized the Son of Man in the fire with them
because he had not yet been born of the virgin. (Danielem 2.34.3; see also Matt 1:18-25). The nations would
later see who King Nebuchadnezzar did not realize he was seeing (Danielem 2.33.5).
649

Volp, “Hippolytus,” 527.
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Text from Hippolytus, Werke1, 87.
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A similar use emerges from a sermon fragment of ‘Hippolytus’ on Psalm 2:7.651
διαγγέλλων τὸ πρόσταγμα κυρίου
Κύριος εἶπεν πρός με Υἱός μου εἶ σύ, ἐγὼ σήμερον γεγέννηκά σε·
Ps 2:7 [Ralphs]
Fragment XVIII (Theodore) on Ps 2:7 [GCS]652
Τὸ δὲ θεϊκὸν αὐτοῦ πάλιν φανερῶς ἐστιν ἰδεῖν, ὅτε ὑπ᾽ἀγγελών προσκυνεῖται, καὶ
θεωρεῖται ὑπὸ ποιμένων, καὶ προσδοκᾶται ὑπὸ Ζυμεών, καὶ ὑπὸ Ἄννης μαρτυρεῖται,
καὶ ζητεῖται ὑπὸ μάγων, καὶ σημαίνεται δι᾽ἀστέρος, καὶ ὕδωρ ἐν γάμοις οἶνον
ἀπεργάζεται, καὶ θαλάττῃ ὑπὸ βίας ἀνέμων κινουμένῃ ἐπιτιμᾷ, καὶ ἐπὶ θαλάσσης
περιπατεῖ, καὶτυφλὸν ἐκ γεννητῆς ὀρᾶν ποιεῖ, καὶ νεκρὸν Λάζαρον, τετραήμερον
ἀνιστᾷ, καὶ ποικίλας δυνάμεις τελεῖ, καὶ ἀμαρτίας ἀφίησιν, καὶ ἐξουσίαν δίδωσι
μαθηταίς.
Again, his divineness is plain to see, since he was worshipped by angels, and was
perceived by shepherds, and anticipated by Simeon, and witnessed by Anna, and
sought out by magi, and was made known by a star, and made water into wine, and by
powerful winds upon the sea that were rebuked into ceasing, and walked upon the
water, and made a man blind from birth to see, and raised Lazarus from the dead after
four days, and accomplished many powerful acts, and forgave sins, and granted
authority to the disciples.
Matthew’s magi exemplify God’s visibility. Although God himself is not seen, the
sign of the star is seen, just as the testimony of Hannah was seen, others saw water turned to
wine, Lazarus raised from the dead, authority given to disciples, et al. These are signs of God
so that those who are struggling in some fashion— struggling or striving for God, because of
God— find hope in God, namely Jesus. These two long sentences are complementary: the
struggles/strugglers are matched to complementary divine signs of God’s self-revelation. As
a fragment of a sermon, we caution against being too cavalier, but the not-so-thinly-veiled
allusions to various biblical characters are exemplars of those who struggled in their search
for life with God. They all received confirmatory signs to guide them on their way— divine
signs demonstrating God’s power, God’s working in the situation, and in each case for the
improvement of the one struggling. We find Matthew’s magi in a familiar trope as exemplars
of faithfulness, as well as witnesses to God’s self-revelation. The point of these homiletical
lines is that the signs both reveal God’s presence and encourage continued faithfulness to
God despite hardships.
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For patristic mention of ‘Hippolytus’ on the Psalms, see Cerrato, Hippolytus, 145–146.
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Hippolytus, Werke1, 146.
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Contra Noetum
Interestingly, this paragraph can be found in similar form in Contra Noetum (18.6).
While Noetum’s provenance is a hotly contested, not least because of its striking similarities
to Refutatio, Noetum 18.6-7 is also similar to Frag XVIII.653 Noetum 18.6-7 helps bring to a
close the argument against Noetus: God did in fact come and live a ‘typical’ human life
[meaning a typical human experience]. The Son of God was actually born as the human,
Jesus the Nazarene; and being born, he really did die. Magi seek Jesus out, just as Simeon
long expected him and Anna witnessed him (18.6), and he is pointed out by John (18.7). In
short, a [suspiciously] trinitarian Hippolytus finds Jesus the Nazarene fully human and fully
God, and that Jesus is fully attested as such a God-man.654
Homilies
Finally, in his sermon on David and Goliath, ‘Hippolytus’ allegorizes his way through
this familiar story. Interestingly, Peppard notes ‘Hippolytus’ contemporizes the enemy to
include the idolatrous pagans of his present day by removing the specific ethnic signifier
‘Philistines’, instead using epithets such as ‘Gentiles’, ‘foreigners’, or ‘godless and
unbelieving Gentiles.’655 David’s anointing in secret at Bethlehem was preparation for the
birth of the King of Heaven, meaning Jesus, as said of the prophet, ‘Propter hoc unxit te
Deus, Deus tuus, unguento gaudii plus quam-proximos tuos.’ (‘God, your God, has anointed
you beyond your nearest kin with the perfume of great joy.’ DavGol 4.2, citing Ps 44:8 (LXX
44.9).656

Summary
Though evidence of diverse authorship leaves many questions unanswered, early
Christians collected these texts under the single authorship of ‘Hippolytus’. This being the
case we proceed cautiously. We see yet again the tension of ‘magic’ as a viable power (when
not done by trickery) and its practitioners as bad, but Matthew’s magi and what they do as
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See the helpful introductions in Robert Butterworth, S.J., ed., Hippolytus of Rome: Contra Noetum,
Heythrop Monographs (London: Heythrop College, 1977), 1–95; Simonetti, Ippolito: Contro Noeto, 17-146.
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Similarly, Cerrato, Hippolytus, 96.; Brent, Hippolytus, 116.
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For patristic mention of Hippolytus on Genesis, see Cerrato, Hippolytus, 144.
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something positive.657 Danielem presents a particular development of this scenario because
Daniel, the hero of the story, is himself a member of the class of advisors to the king that
includes Persian magi of various kinds, yet Daniel is ethnoracially identified a ‘Hebrew
exile’. Daniel acts to save their lives, and most remarkably, Daniel’s story is interpreted with
the help of Matthew’s magi. What we have in Danielem is a distinctly Christian
interpretation of Daniel 1-2 via Matthew 2.
Yet to arrive at such a reading of Daniel, ‘Hippolytus’ qualifies Nebuchadnezzar as
‘Babylonian’, Berodach as the Chaldean ‘King of Babylon’, then Matthew’s magi ‘from the
east’ because their ethnicity means something. ‘Hippolytus’ needs these ethnoracial
identifiers to complete his exegetical goals. In each case, ‘Hippolytus’ follows the descriptors
of the authoritative texts, unlike Tertullian and Justin before him. ‘Hippolytus’ draws
parallels to their ethnic identity, astrological capabilities, and response to the astrological
phenomena God performed as prophetical signs and exhortations for careful Christians to be
prepared for hardship. We see a similar function at work in David’s secret anointing at
Bethlehem, where ethnic identities are altered to accomplish exegetical goals.
In Danielem, Matthew’s magi are deployed to prove an astronomical miracle:
Hezekiah’s unmoved shadow (2 Kgs 20:1-11; Isa 38:1-8), which is compared to Joshua’s
long day (Josh 10:12-14). The common denominator to all three miracles is God’s
supernatural intervention in the ordinary movements of the sun and moon and stars. God
helps human agents by giving them an astrological sign so the humans can assuredly advance
a divine plan. However, it is the certainty of Matthew’s magi that validates the older
episodes. ‘Hippolytus’ implies that since the reader believes Matthew’s magi, the stories in
Daniel 1-2 (and Josh. 10 and 2 Kgs. 20:1-11/Isa. 38:1-8) are therefore believable. Matthew’s
magi fulfill the needed purpose of establishing that God really can and does alter the sun and
moon and stars as signs that one should heed when they appear (Danielem). This also
follows the interpretive patterns of the Psalm 2:7 sermon fragment. ‘Hippolytus’ disproves
‘magical tricks’ by gnostic teachers (e.g., Refutatio) yet essentially argues for the validity of
miracles by miracles, a circular argument with a God at the center who intervenes in history
on behalf of his people.
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A similar interpretive move happens in the sermon fragments on Genesis 6:18 and
Psalm 2:7.658 Noah’s sons bring the same gifts Matthew’s magi bring as acts of worship—
suggesting that here we have Genesis interpreted in light of Matthew’s Gospel. God is
visible to those struggling for or striving for God in Psalm 2:7, while God makes himself
known to them. Noetum echoes these interpretive sentiments, where the focus is on the
factualness of Jesus as the Son of God born of Mary, validated by Simeon and Matthew’s
magi. ‘Hippolytus’ also suggests a helpful timeline of events similar to Tatian and others:
birth, at temple in Jerusalem, magi visit, flight to Egypt.659 In the David and Goliath sermon
David’s anointing was preparation for Jesus’s birth in Bethlehem as king, again interpreting
the value and meaning of the text dependent upon Matthew’s Gospel.
Conversely, magi like SimonM have misinterpreted and abused God’s
communication via Moses and the Pentateuch (Refutatio). SimonM directly opposes Peter
and the apostle’s teachings, misinterprets Moses, adds to that misinterpretation the Greek
philosophies of Pythagoras and Plato, and lies and tricks people, of which the chief lie or
trick is claiming to be God. Magi cannot be considered for the office of presbyter (Trad. Ap.
16.13-14; see also, 1.3 in Latin version).660 Though not necessarily an exegetical treatise,
‘right’ exegesis still looms large (as with Justin Martyr, Irenaeus, Tertullian, and Clement of
Alexandria). SimonM’s interpretive errors are what lead him into trouble, which in turn led
to using ‘magic’ to validate his claims and Peter’s condemnation (Acts 8:20-23). Typically
magi use demonic powers and tricks to dupe the uninformed, incantations and charms to
manipulate spiritual forces to do the magi’s bidding for a client.
Though Matthew’s magi are capable of things reflected in Refutatio, they do
something very different: they willingly prove what God says and does. Refutatio explains
Basilides’s relationship of Jesus to God and the stars (7.26-27), finding penultimate
corruption in SimonM (Book 6). The problem is obscuring a true view of God via false
teachings and practices. Persian theology was skewed, thinking God to be light (Refutatio
4.43.3), yet Matthew’s magi find their way to Jesus because their intent was genuine, nonpretentious προσκυνέω. Their gifts are fit for King Jesus, but not for Jesus’s followers
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because it might distract them from seeing and following King Jesus (Danielem 2.10.3; 3.6;
3.20.1). Matthew’s magi are not primarily examples of Christian faithfulness, but of
prophecy fulfilled, proof that God can work via the stars to reveal to others and accomplish
his divine plan. Matthew’s magi are proof that God will see his plans through so that others
may see, know and προσκυνέω Jesus (Danielem 1.9-10; cf, Frag. XVIII; DavGol 4.2).
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CHAPTER 11

Conclusions: Resurrections and Afterlives of Matthew’s
Magi

When Matthew’s magi leave the house where they found the child and his mother
Mary, an angel warns them to go home another way. Though far from angelic, my aim for
this thesis invites Matthew’s readers today similarly to take Matthew’s magi home another
way. Shortly after arriving in Edinburgh to research this thesis, my eldest son donned a
camel costume for one of the ‘three kings’ to ‘ride’ across his primary school stage to baby
Jesus. They were led by a star ‘Whoops-A-Daisy Angel’ placed in the sky to tell everyone
about Jesus’s birth. A clever production as cute as a stage full of children can be at
Christmas time, it in many ways embodies a central question for this thesis: who do people
say that Matthew’s magi are and what is the significance of that decision? From an ancient
‘magician’ to an elementary pupil in a cute costume describing the same characters exhibits a
considerable range of decisions and reuses of Matthew’s magi.
I set out to analyze the early Christian afterlives of Matthew’s magi in the first three
centuries in light of early Christian Wirkungsgeschichte of ancient ‘magic’ and ‘magic’
practitioners. In so doing, I brought to light early Christian Wirkungsgeschichte about
ancient ‘magic’ and ‘magic’ practitioners, which foregrounds how early Christian authors
understood and reused Matthew’s magi. I demonstrate three main findings. First, I find that
Matthew’s magi were ‘magicians’ who also practiced astrology as one of their many
‘magical’ arts for the evangelist and early Christian authors. They are religious experts
whose actions affirm the evangelist’s claims about Jesus. Second, I explore the development
of early Christian attitudes towards ‘magic’ and ‘magic’ practitioners. Third, I find that early
Christian authors convert Matthew’s magi by punctuating their ‘magic’ prowess and
recasting their ethnic identity to accomplish a desired exegetical goal.
Following a history of literature on Matthew’s magi, an outline of ‘reception studies’,
then clarifying key terms and boundaries, chapters three and four grounded the remainder of
this thesis. Chapter two provided a brief history of literature regarding ‘magic’ studies. This
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was followed by a history of the use of ‘magic’ characters in Greek, Roman, and Jewish
literature to demonstrate that perceptions of ancient ‘magic’ and ‘magic’ practitioners were a
complicated mix of power and ritual that received a mixed reception. While bona fide
Persian magi are revered for their powers and wisdom, fraudulent ‘magicians’ and dubious
Persian magi result in the term ‘magi’ becoming an increasingly negative term (becoming the
deathblow to gnostic opponents). In chapter three, I argued that Matthew utilizes these
attitudes towards magi to surprise his first readers: Jesus’s birth is punctuated by the arrival
and worship of ‘magic’ practitioners, affirming Jesus’s Messianic kingship and deity.
In subsequent chapters (4-10) I demonstrated how early Christian authors appropriate
Matthew’s magi for new exegetical or theological purposes. In each chapter I traced each
author’s perceptions of ‘magic’ and ‘magic’ practitioners, situating their use of Matthew’s
magi against each author’s own ‘magic’ perceptions. In the Protevangelium Jacobi, I argue
that the protevangelist’s literary reuse of Matthew’s magi pericope is a deliberately strippeddown revision to produce unfulfilling magi (chapter 4). I then showed how Justin Martyr
produces Arabian magi, identifying Matthew’s magi as ‘Arabian’ to demonstrate that Jesus
fulfills Isaiah 8:4. Justin places theological values on ethnic categories for Matthew’s magi
to accomplish Justin’s exegetical fulfillment (chapter 5). Similarly, Irenaeus produces
‘giving magi’. Irenaeus is first to find prophetic fulfillment in the magi following ‘Balaam’s
star’ and to define the prophetic meaning of the magi’s gifts. Irenaeus also sees Matthew’s
magi avoid the ‘Assyrian way’, meaning their ‘magic’ practices and idolatry (chapter 6).
Tertullian revises and expands Justin’s ‘Arabian magi’—they are idolatrous magi whose
‘magic’ Christians must reject (though Matthew’s magi are still praiseworthy) and Tertullian
equates them with kings (chapter 7). I then argued that Clement of Alexandria re-envisions
Matthew’s magi as ‘Second Sophistic’ philosophers who also practice ‘magic’ (chapter 8). I
demonstrate how Origen interprets Matthew’s magi as specifically ‘Persian’ by Balaam’s
prophecy, transforming them into descendants of Balaam both by genealogy and tradition
(chapter 9). Finally, I demonstrated how 'Hippolytus’ used Matthew’s ‘Chaldean’ magi to
interpret the story of Daniel, reversing the common Daniel-to-Matthew direction of influence,
in ‘Hippolytus’s Commentary on Daniel (chapter 10).
11.
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Early Christian Perceptions of ‘Magic’ and ‘Magic’ Practitioners
In this thesis I juxtaposed early Christian attitudes towards ‘magic’ and ‘magic’
practitioners to Matthew’s magi. In so doing, a ‘bonus’ feature of this thesis is that we see a
more diverse and textured understanding of early Christian attitudes towards ‘magic’ and
‘magic’ practitioners. In a substantive way, this thesis helps fill Rives’s observation about
the usefulness of tracing what changes occurred in the use of these words with the spread of
Christianity.661 This thesis has done so at the early stages of Christianity. Pressing further
still into the history of Christianity, as well as Greek and Latin translations of Greek authors,
may be a worthy direction for such future studies. As it is, this thesis has shown that while
the general rule is true— ‘magic’ and its practitioners are evil, of the devil, forbidden, and
sometimes gnostic— such a generalization warrants more thoughtful nuance. Tertullian,
Clement of Alexandria, and Origen all agree that in some sense there is some utility to
‘magic’, though inferior to Christ as it is. Matthew’s magi are generally commended for
using their ‘magic’ to arrive at Christ. However, while ‘magic’ is the best pagans can hope
for, Christians now have the power of Christ. The magus and ‘magic’ still have power, but it
is inferior and usually hostile to Christ and his people.

Methods of Reuse: How Matthew’s Magi Are Reused
I observed Luz’s generalization that Matthew’s magi are reused in four general ways
among Christian authors: Christological interpretation, salvation-history interpretation
focused on the Gentile mission, figures with whom the Christian readers can identify, and the
political dimensions of Matthew 2:1-12.662 However, while Luz did not have space to do so,
I have demonstrated not only the existence of other uses, but particularly how these reuses are
accomplished. By examining the early Christian Wirkungsgeschichte of ‘magic’ and ‘magic’
practitioners, I demonstrated that Matthew’s magi are ‘magic’ practitioners, not just
‘astrologers’. Early Christian authors give Matthew’s ‘magicians’ a specific ethnic identity
in order to reuse Matthew’s magi in new contexts. This is for early Christian authors a
necessary twofold identity to produce their intended ‘fulfillment’ that goes beyond what
Matthew’s Gospel says explicitly. Matthew’s intertextual webs of fulfillment becomes the
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exemplar modus operandi for subsequent early Christian authors interpreting Matthew
himself. They absorb Matthew’s hermeneutic, then expand it and reapply it to Matthew’s
own web of fulfillments to find something more fulfilling for their historical situation. In a
sense, early Christian authors handle Matthew’s magi (and the magi story) in the same way
the evangelist handled OT texts.
In each case, the interpretive cup begins to overflow when Matthew’s magi are
situated as ‘magicians’ of a particular ethnoracial origin. For early Christian authors, that
formula finds fulfillment in a myriad of ways familiar in style to Matthew, but not necessarily
his content. Scant attention is given to Micah 5:2 or Isaiah 7:14, nor to Jesus’s prophecyfulfilling ethnic designation as a Nazarene.663 The Protevangelium Jacobi reduces
Matthew’s magi to something less fulfilling. Irenaeus and Tertullian follow Justin’s
interpretive trajectories about Arabian magi. Matthew’s Arabian magi fulfill Moses and
Balaam, not (necessarily) Isaiah or Micah. Matthew’s magi are Babylonian, not Chaldean,
physical and spiritual descendants of Balaam for Origen and ‘Hippolytus’. In each case,
Matthew’s magi are ethnic outsiders that are very learned and can work various kinds of
mageía, even astrology. Tertullian identifies ‘magi’ as a term for all forms of ‘magic’
practitioners, much like ‘biblical studies’ today can refer to both OT scholars and Gospels
scholars. Ethnicity has diverse theological values for early Christian authors, such that the
diverse ethnicities of Matthew’s magi corresponds to what it is they fulfill. In so doing,
Matthew’s magi are ‘converted’ from their otherwise deplorable state to their newfound
devotion to Jesus.
This is in contrast to the evangelist’s account, which leaves unclear whether or not
Matthew’s magi leave as Christ followers or not (Matt. 2:12). Within the theology of
Matthew Jesus says that words and actions reveal truly great faith, that what comes out of
one’s mouth corrupts (Matt. 12:33-37; 15:1-20). Seeing Matthew’s magi make their journey,
insist on ‘worshipping’ Jesus (προσκυνέω, 2:2, 8) and actually doing so with costly gifts
(2:11) is suggestive. Like the Roman centurion (8:5-13) and the Canaanite woman (she also
‘bows down’ (προσεκύνει), 15:25), they exhibit ‘great faith’ by word and deed. At most,
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Matthew implies a kind of conversion as Matthew’s magi present wares from their ‘magic’
and go home another way. The protevangelist likely thought the same and left readers of
Matthew’s account to draw their own conclusions about who they are and what becomes of
them (ProtJac. 21). At the other end of our time period, ‘Hippolytus’ demonstrates two
inter-related interpretive features: using what becomes the NT to interpret the LXX and
theologizing ethnic markers to accomplish the translations. The characters in Daniel 1-2 are
singled out ethnically to coincide with reactions to the divinely altered sun, moon, and stars,
so that a revelation of some kind about God can be made. For Joshua, the ability to halt the
sun, moon and stars is confirmation that God will help them to win the battle; for Hezekiah,
how God will secure his future; for Daniel, informing Nebuchadnezzar his future; for Jesus,
confirmation of his identity and future.
Justin, Tertullian, and Origen present more complex uses of Matthew’s magi. All
three have much to say about ‘magic’ and ‘magic’ practitioners. Though acknowledging that
the power can be real (and demonic), Justin has nothing positive to say and Tertullian strictly
forbids all forms of ‘magic’ (Idol. 9). Conversely, Origen, following Clement of Alexandria,
leaves open some degree of utility for ‘magic’ for non-Christians. Matthew’s magi are for
Clement Persian philosophers who see the fulfillment and maturation of their philosophy in
Christ, but if one is not following Christ, ‘magic’ has some utility, defeated as it is by Christ.
Origen takes a similar path to produce nuanced views on ‘magic’ and ‘astrology’. These
caused confusion that later contributed to the Origenist controversies, but what is curious is
that Origen (and all early Christian authors) do not deny that ‘magic’ is powerful or
efficacious, but the source is demonic. Space prohibited consideration of medicinal ‘magic’,
which would be worthy of further consideration in another study.
Justin, Tertullian, and Origen’s exegetical procedure is broadly similar: Matthew’s
magi are identified as ‘magic’ practitioners, have a particular ethnic designation
(Justin/Tertullian- Arabian; Origen- Persian), which together validates the writer’s exegetical
goals. Tertullian refines Justin’s overall argument and ‘proves’ there is a correct manner to
achieve a correct interpretation (so too Irenaeus). Tertullian expands the fulfillments to
Zechariah 14:14 and invokes John’s use of ‘Babylon’ for ‘Rome’ to justify the typological
reading (Marc. 3.13.10). Like Justin, though, in order to arrive at these intertextual webs,
Tertullian has to geo-tag his interpretations: Herod is Assyrian, idolatry is Samaria, idolatrous
people are Gomorrah, and magi are from Arabia. These are more than just geographical, but
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ethnic distinctions because Tertullian (and Justin before him) are making a statement about
the theological ‘meaning’ of certain people groups. In a Pauline sense, Tertullian has
expanded upon the Jew-Gentile dichotomy by itemizing what kind of Gentile is typologically
associated to which type(s) of deviation from Christ. Similarly, it is striking to see Origen so
particular that magi are Persian and Celsus calling magi ‘Chaldeans’ is clearly mistaken
(Cels. 1.60). Interestingly, Rives indicates the Latin magi has an eroding Persian identity,
Rufinus’s Latin for Origen’s homilies on Numbers maintains the Persian nuance as
Matthew’s magi are identified as descendants of Balaam and from the east.664 Though
philological and historical fidelity plays a governing role for Origen, the exegetical method is
in service to the exegetical results. For reusing Matthew’s magi, ethnicity has theological
meaning.

Results of Reuse: the Converted Afterlives of Matthew’s Magi
By reusing Matthew’s magi in new exegetical or theological contexts, early Christian
authors produce a range of afterlives that do not entirely correspond with Luz’s otherwise
helpful taxonomy. The protevangelist reboots Matthew’s magi pericope in a most
unfulfilling manner— yet unlike ‘all Judeans’ these magi do ‘come and see’ newborn Jesus,
as do the midwives, and both respond with worship (ProtJac. 20:10; 21:8-9). Tertullian
abruptly declared without qualification or comment that magi are kings.665 We saw a
fragmentary reuse of Matthew’s magi by Origen to pinpoint the disciples’s error prohibiting
children to come to Jesus (Matt. Frag 24). If magi can worship the newborn Jesus, children
can come be blessed by Jesus, too. Matthew’s magi are grounds for children’s uninhibited
access to Jesus.
The results are perhaps most prolific for Justin, Tertullian, and Origen. Justin’s goal
is to prove Isaiah 8:4 is fulfilled by Jesus, not Hezekiah; this has the domino effect of
validating Jesus’s fulfillment of Isaiah 7:14, too. Both Irenaeus and Tertullian find this
compelling and reuse it themselves. For Origen, he tries to reconcile how bad Balaam is with
something so good that he does: God has literally puts words in Balaam’s mouth to say,
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Balaam says it, then prays for more faithful offspring than himself (Hom. Num. 16-18).
Matthew’s magi fulfill this expectation, proving themselves Balaam’s progeny by their
identity as Persian magi and by their faithful acts of worship- following Balaam’s prophecy
about the ‘star of Jacob’ and their costly gifts— now Origen is reusing Irenaeus (see Haer.
3.9.1-2; 3.16; Dem. 58). There is want for more, but the absence of early chapters of
Origen’s Matthew commentary leave us with homilies about Balaam.
Any connections to Balaam and the Psalms are not made by Matthew, but by
Matthew’s readers. To suggest ‘bread crumbs’ leading to such conclusions is not
implausible, but the ‘bread crumbs’ are quite small and sparse, suggesting opportunistic work
by readers rather than intentionality by an author.666 Early Christian authors did not need
‘bread crumbs’: they had proof. Irenaeus first mentions a connection to Balaam, but
Tertullian is first to observe Matthew’s magi converting to Christ. They left a new way
because they were changed, walking a new path of life (Idol. 9.5; Adv. Jud. 9.12.89-90;
Marc. 13). There may be hints at the magi’s conversion in Justin, Dialogue 78.2, 10, but it is
not clear; Tertullian also does not find use for Balaam. However, by identifying Matthew’s
magi as Balaam’s faithful progeny, Origen essentially converts them to Jesus.
Imitating Matthew’s magi is secondary to the primary function of the story: affirming
the evangelist’s claims about Jesus. Justin, Irenaeus, Tertullian and Origen certainly plead
for readers to follow Christ, not a magus or ‘magic’ arts, but this is secondary (except Idol. 9,
where Tertullian is adamant). Matthew’s magi are ‘third party’ consultant ‘magic’
practitioners, who affirm the evangelist’s claims about Jesus.
Conversely, polemics against gnosticism are legion. In many respects Irenaeus
fundamentally shapes the trajectory for engaging the emerging bond between gnosticism,
‘magic’, and ‘magic’ practitioners. Though beyond the scope of this thesis on Matthew’s
magi, Irenaeus is foundational and exemplary of the hermeneutics and results, namely in
dealing with Simon Magus (hereafter, SimonM). Irenaeus repeatedly rebukes the
combination of gnostic teachings and ‘magic’ arts feigning genuine miracles to authenticate
and propagate their false teaching in Jesus’s name (Haer. 2.32.3). Being identified with
gnostic teaching indicates one is a disciple of SimonM (Haer. 4.33.3). Yet, there is nothing
inherently ‘gnostic’ about ‘magic’ and its practitioners. Similarly, Tertullian goes so far as to
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rule out Jesus as a magus and reappraises Peter’s rebuke of SimonM, which Tertullian takes
as programmatic for all ‘magic’ practitioners. Except for one group: Matthew’s magi. The
term μάγος likely spread to the Greek world via displaced persons, and the term itself came to
have implications that the credentials of the person so labelled were not entirely trustworthy
and his/her good faith in doubt.667 With Irenaeus, this tradition of conflating one’s opponent
with ‘magic’, whether accurate or not, seems to take a significant step forward within
Christian circles, and especially with the gnostic teachers the heresiologists’ rebut. As
observed earlier, part of the challenge of characters labelled as magi in the first three
centuries CE is that it is this time period that sees the somewhat negative term μάγος turn
from a term that can be negative to a term that is negative throughout the Roman world. In
some circles, particularly the East, magi are at some level respected, though not necessarily
liked. However, by the end of the third century they are generally rejected by society at
large, synonymous with ‘charlatan’. Indeed, it seems reasonable to conclude that, combined
with cultural factors within the second and third centuries CE, by the time of the
establishment of Constantinian Christianity this emerging tradition begun with Justin,
Irenaeus, Tertullian, and Hippolytus in particular pushed the term μάγος entirely into the
negative.668

Summary: Resurrecting the Afterlives of Matthew’s Magi for Today
After the aforementioned primary school production, parents collected their children,
photos were taken, and the remainder of the school day resumed. The pupil-actors returned
to their school uniforms while parents and family returned to work or home. The whimsical
afterlife of Jesus’s birth and arrival of magi from that autumn 2016 production is now a fond
memory. For early Christian authors, Matthew’s magi were not just a fond memory of the
Jesus they received and remembered, but often a necessary piece of their hermeneutics and
translation of Jesus-devotion to their neighbors. For the protevangelist, it was a part of a
narrative that needed rebooting, in many ways like a primary school tale about an accident-
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prone angel looking to prove herself worth her wings. For Justin, the magi became a means
to prove Jesus was the prophesied Messiah, but not that Christians were themselves Persian
magi of any sort. Irenaeus pioneered a re-envisioning of the magi’s gifts as prophetical
themselves and found coupling ‘magic’ with ‘gnosticism’ an effective rhetorical device to
thwart theological rivals. Tertullian and Irenaeus were careful to extol the virtues of
Matthew’s magi without condoning the use of ‘magic’ or following any other magus. As
good students, they followed Justin’s example to see Matthew’s magi give up their ‘magic’ to
worship Jesus.
Origen and ‘Hippolytus’ take both familiar and unique turns. ‘Hippolytus’ also brings
Matthew’s Chaldean magi to ‘prove’, but his goal is to prove divine intervention, not
Messianic fulfillment. For ‘Hippolytus’, a hermeneutical use is on display, scripture
interpreting scripture, in this case to validate historically situated claims about God’s
influence on sun, moon, and stars. However, Origen takes a particularly unique turn,
asserting a distinctly Persian ethnicity—‘Hippolytus’ apparently does not share Origen’s
precision—and presses further still. Matthew’s magi fulfill Balaam’s prophecy by being his
faithful seed by both genealogy and tradition. Origen thus makes Matthew’s magi
‘righteous’, their conversion to Jesus complete. Matthew’s magi are fulfilling on their own
merits for Origen.
Scholars today have moved away from the ‘magi as kings’ reading of Matthew 2, an
interpretive tradition that casts a long shadow. From Tertullian’s somewhat arbitrary
statement in a treatise against idolatry to Augustine’s epiphany sermons and Chrysostom’s
sermons on Matthew, a long line of afterlives are less useful to illumine the evangelist’s
account than they are creative expressions. A close reading today should be mindful of the
early Christian Wirkungsgeschichte about ‘magic’ practitioners Matthew and his early
interpreters address. Further studies in Christian origins might reconsider afresh how ethnic
categories are given theological values to make exegetical decisions as early Christianity
sought to define what is or is not the Apostolic Message. Applying theological value to any
ethnoracial category warrants caution before the implications can be measured, lest it lead to
unspeakable abuses and killing fields. For early Christian authors, such theological
maneuvers were done knowingly and deliberately. Scholars today, especially those
committed to Jesus’s especially good news, are wise to guard against exegetical and
theological conclusions that are knowingly or unknowingly to the detriment of another
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ethnos, nor denying (unknowingly or otherwise) an ancient author’s ethnos from informing
their historically-situated views.
Who do early Christian authors say that Matthew’s magi are and what happens when
they say so? Matthew’s magi are ‘magic’ practitioners of Arabian, Persian, Chaldean, and
Balaam’s progeny. They are not like ‘bad’ magi who are frauds, idolaters, or worse—
gnostic heretics. It appears the way early Christians made such distinctions played a role in
reshaping subsequent Greek and Roman use of the term μαγός and perceptions of ‘magic’
practitioners. Matthew’s magi ‘prove’ OT prophecies about Messiah and themselves to be
true, that Jesus is the Messiah-King and Matthew’s magi are Balaam’s faithful progeny.
Early Christian authors saw the ethnicity and ‘magic’ practitioner vocation of Matthew’s
magi as necessary steps to resurrect Matthew’s magi for new exegetical purposes. For
scholars today, our exegetical maneuvering of Matthew’s magi begins with the inclusion of
these traditions into our Wirkungsgeschichte for Matthew’s magi, not because an angel needs
her wings or because we need to conjure up new exegetical value for Matthew’s magi, but
because oftentimes ‘returning home’ is not always the journey or destination we expect.
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